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Introduction
My original intention was to write a dissertation that would investigate
negation in Tiberian Hebrew1 (TH). The aim was to use a functional linguistic theory, namely, Functional Grammar (FG; Dik 1997a, 1997b), to
analyze negation in TH in a way that was transparent to linguists (particularly typologists) and Hebraists. I set this goal so that the results of my
research could be scrutinised and used by the general linguistic academic
community. This would allow linguists and Hebraists to increase their
knowledge of TH and FG and allow analysis of TH to be undertaken using
contemporary theory and methods. Such a project, however, required
building a bridge between the worlds of FG and TH, and this exercise in
“bridge building” turned out to be a dissertation in itself; hence the title of
the present work.2 There were two main reasons for this.
First, my previous work in using FG to analyze TH (Anstey 2000)
raised serious questions about the theory, which led to an investigation of
the history of FG (chapter 1; published as Anstey 2004; see also Anstey
and Mackenzie 2005). The history concludes with an evaluation of Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG), which emerged because many others
were also reconsidering FG; over roughly the same period of time (2000 to
the present), Kees Hengeveld and then others developed FDG (Hengeveld
2000; 2002; 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2004d; Mackenzie and GómezGonzález 2004, 2005; de Groot and Hengeveld 2005; Hengeveld and
Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc). My own proposed changes to FG, sketched
initially in Anstey (2002), culminated in a proposed variation of FDG
along the lines of Construction Grammar (Croft 2001, 2004; SchultzeBerndt 2002; Goldberg 2003; Tomasello 2003; Fried and Östman 2004a,
2004b; Seuren 2004; Östman and Fried 2005; Anstey fc-c): the result is

1
Because Biblical Hebrew (BH) is arguably a misnomer, the term Tiberian
Hebrew (TH) is preferable. TH refers to BH, most of which was written down
probably originally from 800–300 BCE, as annotated with vowels and chanting
instructions by Jewish scholars in Tiberias circa 750 CE. These diacritics are the
main source of our knowledge of TH prosody and phonology (Khan 1997; Dresher
fc). Scribal practices from Qumran, Masada, and elsewhere suggest that TH
lexicophonology was fixed circa 70 CE but that TH syntax and semantics
represents BH in a form understandable in 515–300 BCE (see Young 2003a, 2005
for details).
2
And hence a functional study of negation remains to be done, Snyman’s (2004)
Minimalist account notwithstanding.

2
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Constructional FDG (CFDG), chapter 2 of the present work (submitted as
Anstey subm-a).
Secondly, the presentation of TH in a typologically-accessible way
turned out to be a substantial undertaking, in no small part due to the
many differences of opinion regarding TH and to the fact that no previous
attempt has been made to do this comprehensively. It should be pointed
out that the problem with TH linguistics as a discipline has not been the
neglect of contemporary linguistics (e.g. van der Merwe and Talstra 2002–
2003; van der Merwe 2003) but the isolation which it suffers whenever its
publications are only readable to Hebraists or Semitists. Only a very small
proportion of publications on TH in the Reference List of the current
dissertation are accessible to the general linguist or typologist.
Since such a presentation, if done well, can function as a prolegomenon to a typological reference grammar of TH (of which there is
none to date), it can also serve as a working hypothesis for such a grammar, that is, as a sketch of the major contours of the phonology, morphology, semantics, and syntax of the language. Chapter 3 (published as
Anstey fc-b) is accordingly a thorough investigation of how to present TH
typologically, with a view to being just such a working hypothesis. The
preparation of chapter 3, furthermore, raised a question requiring further
scrutiny – how can one identify grammatical vis-à-vis lexical constituents
in a dead language? Chapter 4 (published as Anstey fc-a) offers an original
approach to this question by taking the prosodic and orthographic information of the Masoretic text as one indication of the degree of grammaticalisation of constituents. Although the proposed method is only one of
several that are necessary to identify such constituents, the results are
nevertheless in accord with those of standard modern grammars (such as
Waltke and O’Connor 1990; van der Merwe et al. 2002).
Thus the first four chapters prepare the ground for the sort of linguistic analysis of TH that chapter 5 (submitted in abridged form as Anstey
subm-b) provides. Chapter 5 takes the CFDG model (chapters 1–2) and
analyses data from TH (chapters 3–4) to consider the problem of the
multifunctionality of the TH qatal Verb, traditionally understood as either
a Past, Perfect, or Perfective Verb. Although chapter 5 can not possibly
consider the 14,500 plus cases of qatal, the analysis offered demonstrates
that a robust bridge between FG and TH can be and has been built,
solving the challenging problem which this dissertation addresses. In
addition to this, innovative research into both TH linguistics and the
theory of F(D)G has been presented.
In the sort of interdisciplinary work that chapter 5 undertakes, there is
usually a priority of one discipline over an other. Chapter 5 is no excep-
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tion. As it has been submitted in an abridged version for a special edition
of Linguistics that considers developments in FDG (Anstey subm-b), the
intended readership is for functional linguists. Thus in the version in this
dissertation, some minor changes have been made to make it more accessible to Hebraists.

As mentioned above, this dissertation has been published or submitted
as a series of five major papers as follows:
Chapter 1. Anstey, Matthew P. (2004). Functional Grammar from its
inception. In A New Architecture for Functional Grammar, J. Lachlan
Mackenzie and María de los Ángeles Gómez-González (eds.), 23–71.
Berlin/New York: Mouton de Gruyter.
Chapter 2. Anstey, Matthew P. (subm-a). From Functional Grammar to
Functional Discourse Grammar and beyond: A constructional reappraisal. Linguistics.
Chapter 3. Anstey, Matthew P. (fc-b). Towards a typological presentation of
Tiberian Hebrew. Hebrew Studies 46.
Chapter 4. Anstey, Matthew P. (fc-a). The grammatical-lexical cline in
Tiberian Hebrew. Journal of Semitic Studies 51(1).
Chapter 5 (abridged). Anstey, Matthew P. (subm-b). The Tiberian Hebrew
qatal Verb: Multifunctionality and Constructional Functional Discourse Grammar. Linguistics.
Because each chapter is written as a self-contained article, there is
some inevitable overlap between them, mostly where one chapter summarises key elements of another (e.g. chapters 4 and 5 summarise chapters
3 and 2 respectively). Cross-references are included occasionally (e.g. see
ch. 2, §3.1, p. 56).
I have endeavoured to keep the content identical to the published versions. But because chapters 2 and 5 are still in the process of review, both
will of course differ from their final published form.
I have made the following (mostly cosmetic) changes to facilitate the
reading of the dissertation:
a. The references have been combined into a single section at the end of
the book.
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b. The citation system has been made uniform. Chapter 3 is the only
chapter where the publisher required footnote citations instead of
author-date, so it required more extensive reformatting. The style
chosen for all five chapters was that of Linguistics, simply because
chapters 2 and 5 were already in that format. Its distinctive feature is
the use of SMALL CAPS for emphasis, which is also used in the gloss
(and sometimes in the body text) for grammatical constituents.
c. Endnotes have been converted to footnotes for ease of reading.
d. The abbreviations have been standardised, removed from each chapter,
and compiled into a single list (page xiii).
e. The TH orthography has been inserted before the TH examples in
chapter 5, despite the fact that the point of chapters 2–3 is to eliminate
it (and thus it is not in the submitted version). This serves to assist
Hebraists in gaining familiarity with the typological notation.
f. The typological notation (chapter 3) has several optional features, one
of which is the expression of vowel quantity. The forthcoming version
of chapter 3 (Anstey fc-b) does not indicate vowel quantity in the gloss,
but it has been indicated in all chapters to make the glossing uniform
and maximally informative to non-Hebraists.
g. The typological practice of indicating language-specific categories with
initial capitals (e.g. TH Noun Phrase) has been applied uniformly
across all chapters.
h. The published/submitted papers refer to either Biblical Hebrew (BH)
or Tiberian Hebrew (TH), but in the dissertation, all references have
been changed to TH.
i. Operators have been written in SMALL CAPS wherever possible, with
periods used to separate multiple operators (e.g. D.SG = definite singular).

Although chapter 3 explains many features of TH, readers less familiar
with the language might find it helpful to read first the (very) brief
typological summary of TH given in chapter 5 (§2.1, p. 176).
Similarly, because chapters 1–2 presuppose some knowledge of FG and
FDG, readers less familiar with these theories might prefer to read first
sections 1.–3.1 of chapter 2 (pp. 47–60), which provide an outline of both
theories. It should also be born in mind that chapter 1, unlike the other
chapters which are written as journal articles, was written in the context
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of Hengeveld’s (2004c) introductory chapter in Mackenzie and GómezGonzález 2004.
The FG model is presented in chapter 1 (§4.2 figure 5, p. 19), but some
readers may also want to refer to a diagrammatic model of FDG, which is
not included in any of the chapters. Thus figure 1 below is the FDG model
as presented in Hengeveld (2004a: 376), prefaced by the following
verbatim explanation from Hengeveld (2004c: 3):
[Figure 1] gives the basic outline of FDG. It shows that FDG
distinguishes three interacting levels: the interpersonal level, the
representational level, and the expression level, in that hierarchical
order. The presence of these three levels as separate modules within
the model is the major difference from earlier upward layering
proposals.
Layering applies at each level separately, i.e. each level is organised hierarchically,… This hierarchical organisation of the model
is the major difference from earlier modular proposals.
Mapping rules link the interpersonal to the representational
level, in those cases in which semantic content is necessary for the
transmission of a certain communicative intention. Expression
rules then link the interpersonal and representational levels to the
expression level. In cases in which only pragmatic content has to be
transmitted, expression rules directly link the interpersonal to the
expression level. The various linking mechanisms may be interpreted as interfaces which define the possible correspondences
between layers at different levels.
The three levels interact with a cognitive component and with a
communicative component. The cognitive component represents
the (long-term) knowledge of the speaker, such as his communicative competence, his knowledge of the world, and his linguistic
competence. The speaker draws on this component at each of the
three levels.
The communicative component represents the (short-term) linguistic information derivable from the preceding discourse and the
non-linguistic, perceptual information derivable from the speech
situation. As far as the linguistic information is concerned, the
communicative component is fed by the interpersonal and expression levels, and feeds the representational level in order to enable
later reference to earlier acts and expressions.
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Chapter 1
FG from its Inception
1. Introduction
Hengeveld (2004c) was written with two purposes in mind.1 On the one
hand, it is the latest attempt within Functional Grammar (FG) to formulate an explicit model for the detailing of natural language phenomena. On
the other, it is a manifesto of sorts for those working within the FG movement, a framework wherein scholars may locate their contribution to the
general theory. This new architecture, therefore, is not only a design for a
theoretical “space.” It is also, metaphorically speaking, a design for a collective, academic space, a conceptual meeting place for those working in
the many divergent subdisciplines of the linguistic sciences who wish to
identify themselves to some degree with FG.
Accordingly, this article is an evaluation of Hengeveld’s proposal in
light of these two purposes, as seen from the perspective of the evolution
of FG. Three important questions, therefore, are addressed. As a FRAMEWORK FOR FG, what is its relationship to previous models? Does it address
the OBJECTIONS raised against previous models? As a FRAMEWORK FOR
F UNCTIONAL GRAMMARIANS, does it create sufficient space for the FG
academic community to continue to share the one roof?

2. Preliminaries
2.1 Chronological overview
Clearly, such a historical overview needs to be highly selective. I have
concentrated on the core of FG, organising the material into five periods
(FG0–4). Each FGn refers not only to the period but also to its canonical FG
1

I would like to thank Lachlan Mackenzie, Kees Hengeveld, Dik Bakker, Chris
Butler, and the late Machtelt Bolkestein for their comments on earlier drafts.
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publication. FG4 however refers to the period FG4 and Hengeveld’s
Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG).
a. FG0 covers the period prior to 1978, the central work being Dik’s
dissertation (1968) on coordination;
b. FG1 covers 1978 to 1989, beginning with the publication of Functional
Grammar (Dik 1978a);
c. FG2 covers 1989 to 1997, beginning with the publication of The Theory
of Functional Grammar (Dik 1989a);
d. FG3 covers 1997 to September 2000, beginning with the publication of
the two volumes of The Theory of Functional Grammar (Dik 1997a;
1997b);
e. FG4 extends from the ninth International Conference on FG (Madrid,
Spain) onwards, where Hengeveld’s (2000) FDG was first presented.
Figures 1 and 2 provide an overview of these five periods.2
Total Publications
150
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Figure 1. FG publications from 1978 to 19983

2
The references in figure 2 are also indicative of the important geographical
centres of current FG research: The Netherlands, Belgium, Spain, Denmark, and
Morocco. Since 2002, Brazil should be added to this list.
3
The FG bibliography (de Groot and Olbertz 1999) lists 1,141 references for 1978
to 1998. If one includes post-1998 publications and Dik’s works from 1966–1977,
the total is at least 1,300. This bibliography has since been superceded by the one
at www.functionalgrammar.com.

2. Preliminaries
FG0
1968–1978
FG1
1978–1989

9

Dik 1968. Coordination
Dik 1977. Stepwise lexical decomposition
Dik 1978a. FG
Dik 1980b. Studies in FG
Hoekstra et al. 1980. Glot 3(3–4). Special edition on FG
Bolkestein et al. 1981. Predication and expression in FG
Dik 1981b. Translation of Dik (1978a) into Spanish
1982 FG workshop during 13th Int. Congress of Linguists, Tokyo, Japan
Dik 1983a. Advances in FG
1984 1st FG conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
1985 FG symposium on predicate operators, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Bolkestein et al. 1985a. Predicates and terms in FG
Bolkestein et al. 1985b. Syntax and pragmatics in FG
1986 2nd FG conference, Antwerp, Belgium
1987 FG symposium on the computer, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Nuyts and de Schutter 1987. Getting one’s words into line
van der Auwera and Goossens 1987. Ins and outs of the predication
1988 3rd FG conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
FG2
Dik 1989. The theory of FG
1989–1997
Moutaouakil 1989. Pragmatic functions in a FG of Arabic
1990 4th FG conference, Copenhagen, Denmark
Nuyts et al. 1990. Layers and levels of representation in language theory
Hannay and Vester 1990. Working with FG: Descriptive and computational
applications
Siewierska 1991. FG
1992 5th FG conference, Antwerp, Belgium
Keizer 1992b. Reference, predication and (in)definiteness in FG
Rijkhoff 1992. The noun phrase: A typological study of its form and
structure
Fortescue et al. 1992. Layered structure and reference in a functional
perspective
1994 6th FG conference, York, England
Engberg-Pedersen et al. 1994. Function and expression in FG
1995 Simon Dik dies after three years of illness
Kroon 1995. Discourse particles in Latin
1996 7th FG conference, Córdoba, Spain
Devriendt et al. 1996. Complex structures. A functionalist perspective
Engberg-Pedersen et al. 1996. Content, expression and structure: Studies in
Danish FG
Butler et al. 1997. A fund of ideas: Recent developments in FG
Connolly et al. 1997. Discourse and pragmatics in FG
FG3
Dik 1997a. The theory of FG. Part I: The structure of the clause
1997–2000
Dik 1997b. The theory of FG. Part II: Complex and derived structures
1998 8th FG conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Olbertz et al. 1998. The structure of the lexicon in FG
Hannay and Bolkestein 1998. FG and verbal interaction
Faber and Usón 1999. Constructing a lexicon of English verbs
Butler et al. 1999. Nuevas perspectivas en Gramática Funcional
FG4
2000 9th FG conference, Madrid, Spain
2000 onwards Mackenzie 2000. First things first. Towards an Incremental FG
Pérez Quintero 2001. Revista Canaria de Estudios Ingleses. Challenges and
Developments in FG.
2002 10th FG conference, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Mackenzie and Gómez-González 2004. A new architecture for FG

Figure 2. Historical Overview of FG
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2.2 Central problems
In addition to the evolution of FG, we wish to pay attention to several
recurrent problems that emerge. These provide various perspectives from
which to evaluate Hengeveld’s proposal. It is beneficial to articulate them
at this stage.4
a. PR1. The problem of structure: what place, if any, does constituent
structure have in the grammar?
b. PR2. The problem of underlying representations: what do the underlying representations (URs) actually represent and how should they be
interpreted?
c. PR3. The problem of verbal interaction: how does FG relate to communication as process?
d. PR4. The problem of functional primitives: how are the primitives
defined and applied? How many are needed?
e. PR5. The problem of discourse: how does FG account for linguistic
phenomenon beyond the sentence level?
f. PR6. The problem of psychological adequacy: what does psychological
adequacy mean and does FG fulfil it?
g. PR7. The problem of formalisation: how should the notation formally
and explicitly represent language structure?

3. FG0 – prior to 1978
3.1 Publications prior to FG0
Two of Simon Dik’s earliest writings provide helpful background to FG0.
First, Dik (1966: 406; cf. 1967b) indicates that his first disagreement with
generative-transformational grammar was its strict division between
4

Many of these problems have also been identified by those working in computational implementations of FG (Bakker 1994; Kwee 1994). There are other
important problems, such as the problem of the lexicon – what place do observed
semantic and syntactic regularities in the lexicon have in FG? Are there languageindependent lexical primitives, and more basically, where do particles, interjections, adverbs and prepositions belong? (Mackenzie 1992; Engberg-Pedersen et al.
1996; Olbertz et al. 1998; Mairal Usón and Van Valin 2001); and the problem of
sub-disciplines – how does FG integrate with the various linguistic sub-disciplines
such as diachrony, typology, language acquisition, sign language, and so forth?
(Bakker 1998; Boland 1999).
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grammar and semantics. For example, the words manner, many, manifest,
manly, manifold and so forth all contain the phonological string ‘man’ but
such a purely formal observation “can never tell us which of these [recurrences] are grammatically significant and which are not.” Therefore, some
SEMANTIC criterion is necessary to determine this. Dik concludes that “no
grammatically relevant element can be found in complete independence of
meaning.” Nevertheless, he maintains, “Without being committed to recognise the exclusive rights to the title of ‘grammar’ claimed for it, one
should not underrate the value of the contribution that especially the
transformational component of generative grammar can make to general
linguistic theory” (Dik 1966: 410).
Secondly, the only published evidence of Dik’s familiarity with Prague
linguistics is in a book review wherein he first mentions “functionalism”
(Dik 1967a). Dik approves of Jakobson’s view of the ‘means-ends model’ of
language, writing, “This means that each fact of language is evaluated not
only with respect to the system as a whole, but also with respect to the
ultimate function it fulfils in the larger setting of extra-linguistic reality”
(1967a: 87). These two basic meanings of “functional” appear in all of Dik’s
writings.
Of more interest is Dik’s criticism against Prague’s theme-rheme analysis. He argues that their analysis is “arrived at impressionistically” and
lacks scientific rigour. He writes, “In the first place, it is rather misleading
to subsume it under syntax and treat it as a part of grammar. Rather, it
should be regarded as a phenomenon depending on the interpretation of
the utterance in context and situation and thus already presupposing the
grammatical (and the semantic) structure of the utterance. In the second
place, if the distinction is really to be workable, there should be some principled basis for finding theme and rheme in any given sentence” (1967a:
86). This is the view now widely advocated in FG (cf. Bolkestein 1998).

3.2 The theory
Dik presents (proto-)FG (FG0) as a chapter in his 1968 dissertation on
coordination. He was motivated to provide an explanation of coordination
that could overcome the problems in the approach advocated by generative grammar. Moreover, Dik thinks that the problems are not just with
HOW generative grammar explains coordination but with the theory itself.
Although Dik provides nine points of divergence of FG0 from “any version
of ‘restricted’ constituent structure grammar” (1968: 199), two are central
and will come to characterise all FG models. These are the “independent
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introduction of grammatical functions” and a “different notion of ‘derivation’.”
Dik’s justification of grammatical functions as basic to linguistic description consistently starts from the observation that formally equivalent
constituents do not have equivalent linguistic properties. Therefore, constituents must have additional FUNCTIONAL properties. Dik does not claim
that this insight is original and is happy to assume Longacre’s (1965: 65)
definition: “By function is meant the particular office or role of one distinguishable part of a construction type in relation to other parts of the same
construction.”5
What precisely then is a “grammatical function”? Dik writes, “grammatical functions are irreducible aspects of grammatical structure, which
can be partly correlated to formal features…, but cannot possibly be
completely reduced to these” (1968: 154). His argument is essentially one
of explanatory power: IF we assume that a grammatical system has “grammatical functions,” then such a system provides a superior account of linguistic data. However, the axiom of functional primitives is itself not
verifiable.6
It is clear moreover that psychological adequacy is already a motif in
his thinking: “And we can explain the general features of human language
if we can show them to be conditioned by general features of the human
constitution, in particular, human mental and physiological properties.
The latter kind of explanation… is not as such within the competence of
the linguist, but should rather be explored by close collaboration between
linguists and psychologists” (1968: 11–12).
Dik’s “different notion of ‘derivation’” is the forerunner to the “avoid
transformations” constraint found in FG1 onwards. He writes, “The basic
(negative) property of a functional grammar… is that it does not include
transformational rules” (1968: 163). To achieve this Dik posits a monostratal underlying representation of the functional, categorial, and constitutional elements of each linguistic expression.

5

Compare Dik (1997a: 26) “functional statements specify the relations of
constituents to the constructions in which they occur.” Dik also notes that this
idea is found in the works of Tesnière, Strang, Piťha, and Buyssens.
6
One wonders why Dik does not refer to Whorf’s concept of “covert categories”
as summarised by Fillmore (1968: 3), “Many recent and not-so-recent studies have
convinced us of the relevance of grammatical properties lacking obvious ‘morphemic’ realisations but having a reality that can be observed on the basis of selectional constraints and transformational possibilities.”
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More specifically, FG0 has three basic components: CONSTITUENTS
(that is, lexical categories) such as verb, noun, adjective, article; CATEGORIES such as noun, pronoun, noun phrase; and FUNCTIONS such as subject,
object, predicator, modifier, indirect object, question. How then does one
select the necessary functions to describe a language? Dik provides the
following stipulation, anticipating in many respects the central philosophy
of FG1–4: “At least so many functions are set up for a language as there are
grammatical (not semantic) differences between the linguistic expressions
of that language which cannot be correlated to differences in constituency
and/or in categorisation” (1968: 176).
FG0 distinguishes four sets of rules that relate constituents, categories,
and functions together to form an ‘independent linguistic expression’. The
application of these rules results in a single UR that combines functional
(CAPITALS), categorial (normal) and constituent (italic) elements. For
example, the Sentence,
(1)

The man came

has this underlying structure (1968: 198):7
(2)

ile(s(sdecl(SUBJ(np(npsg(DET(art(the))+HEAD(nsg(man)))))
+PRED(fv(fvintr(fvintr past(fvintr past 3d ps sg(came))))))))

Dik considers the various possible relationships between semantics
and grammar and concludes, along the lines of Weinrich (1966), “In my
opinion these various developments point to the possibility that [grammar
is dependent on semantics] might finally prove to the right one” (1968:
293). This revealing quote underlines the grammatical nature of the
functions Dik posits. He continues, “Perhaps we could even go further and
include the full semantic description of a linguistic expression in its grammatical specification.” These are however “speculations which have little
more than a programmatic value. They might, however, provide interesting possibilities for a further elaboration of the theory of functional grammar.”
7

The abbreviations are as follows: ile: independent linguistic expression, s:
sentence; decl: declarative, np: noun phrase, fv: finite verb, intr: intransitive. Note
that the ‘ile’ is (potentially) larger than a sentence, as in question-answer pairs. Dik
suggests that language users probably DO NOT know how to produce such structures. Note the contrast with FG3, “speakers are able to construe underlying clause
structures and map these onto linguistic expressions” (Dik 1997a: 56).
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Thus, for Dik FG0 is an exclusively grammatical, non-semantic system,
yet it includes “functional primitives.” The semantics of a language is a different matter. This bracketing out of semantics from the system of grammar will change in subsequent FG models where the UR is interpreted as
conveying grammar AND meaning.
Matthews’ (1969: 350) review of Dik’s dissertation is noteworthy. He
views the dissertation positively but has grave doubts about FG0. Although
modelled after tagmemics,8 FG0, unlike tagmemics, has no primitive that
corresponds to syntagmeme (or to Halliday’s “structure”). Matthews takes
this oversight as problematic to the whole concept of FG0: “But until he
does so, his present formalisation is literally not worth a moment’s consideration” (1969: 358). In other words, this is the first sign of the problem of
structure (PR1). Matthews’ observation boils down to asserting that the
URs of FG0 contain insufficient information to generate (via expression
rules) the correct surface form. Bakker and Siewierska (2000), over thirty
years later, conclusively demonstrate that this problem remains.9

3.3 Dik’s writings between 1968 and 1978
The “interesting possibilities” that a semantically based grammar could
offer occupied Dik for the rest of his life. In particular, the decade after his
dissertation was spent in combining eclectically various components to
assemble FG1. Three of his publications in this period are illustrative.
Dik (1973b) first refers to the predicate frame and operators (figure 3)
when he writes, “In spite of differences in formulation and elaboration,
many semantic theorists agree in that the basic form of semantic representations should look like the structure given.”

8
Dik writes, “[FG0] can be viewed as a particular reconstruction of tagmemic
notions” (1968: 159).
9
They write (p. 18), “It is then an empirical matter whether… we will have to
rehash the overall organization in the sense that we assign elements and features
to the UR level that would formerly be assigned to ER and the other way around.”
Since the URs are already semantically complete, in the context of their paper, I
understand these “elements and features” to refer to types of constituent structure.
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prop

pred

arg 1

arg 2

arg 3

GIVE

JOHN

MARY

BOOK

Figure 3. Dik’s first predicate frame
Dik also examines briefly the possible basis for universal semantic
categories. He rejects Chomsky’s “Innateness Hypothesis” as a candidate
and prefers what he calls the “Means-End Hypothesis” (presumably from
Jakobsen 1963; see Dik 1967a) whereby language is an instrument of social
interaction. The exploration of “communicative competence” 10 across
various cultures could hopefully lead to the positing of universal semantic
categories.
Dik (1975) provides the theoretical background to FG1’s States of
Affairs typology. He adopts two criteria for distinguishing states of affairs,
DYNAMISM, and CONTROL. For the first time Dik includes explicit semantic
functions in underlying structures, using the variable ‘M’ for ‘in the manner of ’. Thus he suggests that the Sentence
(3)

Annette dances beautifully

is “correctly expressed” as
(4)

s1

(dance(Annette))s1 & beautiful(Ms1).

In 1977 Dik delivered a paper on stepwise lexical decomposition (Dik
1977). The central idea is that meaning definitions of predicates are given
10

Dik quotes this from Campbell and Wales (1970). In every subsequent publication he quotes instead from Hymes (1972). Hymes’ article is based on his 1966
lectures, subsequently published in a monograph in 1971. Incidentally, it should
not be assumed that Dik appropriately borrows this phrase from Hymes. Is there
anything substantial in FG that would absolve it of Hymes’ pointed critique of
“Garden of Eden” linguistics: “The controlling image is of an abstract, isolated
individual, almost an unmotivated cognitive mechanism, not, except incidentally,
a person in a social world” (1972: 272)?
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by a subset of simpler predicates from the lexicon of that same language
(cf. Faber and Mairal Usón 1999).

4. FG1 – 1978 to 1989
4.1 The theoretical framework
The first monograph devoted entirely to FG (Dik 1978a) appeared ten
years after Dik’s dissertation. Dik writes,
In this book I develop a theory of FG with the following main
distinguishing properties: (i) it is conceived from a functional point
of view on the nature of language: that is, one in which a language is
regarded as an instrument of social interaction; (ii) it makes crucial
use of functional notions of three different levels: the semantic, the
syntactic, and the pragmatic levels.
Consequently, the functional paradigm (1978a: 1) must deal with two
rule systems: those that govern verbal interaction, “pragmatic rules,” and
those that govern the formation of linguistic expressions, “semantic, syntactic, and phonological rules.” Both sets are “social in nature,” with the
linguistic rules being “instrumental with respect to” the verbal interaction
rules.
We therefore discern three notions of functionalism: language as a
whole is functional with respect to social interaction (the functional paradigm); individual linguistic expressions within a language are functional
with respect to their uses in particular instances of verbal interaction; and
the individual components of linguistic expressions are functional with
respect to other components in the expression (cf. Nichols 1984).
Dik (1978a: 6–9) argues that in addition to descriptive adequacy as
found in generative grammar, FG1 adheres to three standards of explanatory adequacy: pragmatic, psychological, and typological (Butler 1991). He
writes, “We want a FG to reveal those properties of linguistic expressions
which are relevant to the manner in which they are used, and to do this in
such a way that they can be related to a description of the rules governing
verbal interaction.” Unfortunately, to date there has been little formalisation of such pragmatic “rules.” Inadvertently, Dik created the problem of
verbal interaction (PR3) by setting an agenda for FG that was never
satisfied.
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Dik (1978a: 15) introduces three basic constituents: nouns, verbs, and
adjectives, which he describes as “basic predicates along the lines of Bach
(1968).”11 These three types of lexical predicates are embedded in a predication containing a predicate frame and optional satellites. The central
concept of FG1 is essentially the combining of semantic, syntactic and
pragmatic functions with predicate arguments.
The semantic functions “are somewhat reminiscent of those distinguished in Fillmore’s (1968) Case Grammar.” Fillmore writes, “The case
notions comprise a set of universal, presumably innate, concepts which
identify certain types of judgements human beings are capable of making
about the events that are going on around them” (1968: 24). Dik (1978a:
39) is quite circumspect about semantic functions: “the above proposal
must remain tentative.… [I]t may turn out that the distinctions made
above are not, after all, as relevant as I think them to be. Much more
research will be needed for a satisfactory solution of this question to be
found.” The problem of primitives (PR4) is inherent in any grammar that
has primitives, particularly semantic ones.
The two syntactic functions, Subject and Object, are considered
“primitive[s]” of “grammatical relations,” in accord (partially) with Relational Grammar (Dik 1978a: 114; Fillmore 1968; Johnson 1977).
Dik provides few references in his chapter on pragmatic functions,
seeing the prevailing research as containing “much difference of opinion
and much terminological confusion” (1978a: 129). Gebruers (1983; cf. Piťha
1985) helpfully observes that Bühler was the intellectual precursor both to
Mathesius, founder of the Prague Linguistic Circle and to Reichling, Dik’s
promoter. This connection possibly explains FG1’s (pragmatic) similarity
to Prague.12

11

Mackenzie (1987) is the only one to observe that the FG view of nouns as
monovalent instead of avalent results directly from Dik’s appropriation of Bach’s
logical-semantic formalism, which in turn derives from Carnap, Reichenbach, and
others.
12
A further clue to their origin was supplied by Lachlan Mackenzie (pc), who
relates this story:
I asked Simon why there were so few references to other literature in the
pragmatic functions chapter in Dik (1978a). He said that he had finished
most of the rest of the book, but needed to add a vital chapter on pragmatic
functions. To do so, he needed to shut himself off from the world for a few
days, and therefore booked a hotel (in London, I think it was). He took no
or a few (I can’t remember) books with him, and composed and completed
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4.2 The formal notation
The notation of FG1 has four components: the predicate frame, the term
structure, the predication structure, and the “Outline of FG.”
The structure of the predicate frame is not given abstractly, but it may
be clearly ascertained to be as follows (Dik 1978a: 29, 48; cf. Dik 1978c):13
(5)

[predicatetype (x1: <s.r.>)SemF … (xn: <s.r.>)SemF]SoA where n ≤ 4

The notation of the term structure is (1978a: 16; influenced by Dahl
1971):
(6)

(ω xi : φ1 (xi) : φ2 (xi): … : φn (xi) )

In this case, ω are term operators, ω xi defines the universe of potential
referents, restricted firstly by the subset of which φ1 (xi), the Head, is true.
This subset is then restricted by a subsequent subset of which the
Modifier φ2 (xi) is true, and so forth.
The predication is as follows:
{ [ φ (x1) (x2) … (xn)] (y1) (y2) … (yn) }
predicate arguments
satellites
terms
nuclear predication
extended predication

Figure 4. The predication structure in FG1 (Dik 1978a: 26)
The overall model of FG is as follows:

the chapter in a few days. What references there are were added later, back
at his desk so to speak. This must all have been around 1976/1977.
13
In this structure ‘type’ is the lexical category (verbal, nominal, adjectival), xn
are terms, ‘s.r.’ are selection restrictions on the term, and SemF is the semantic
function the term plays in the state of affairs (SoA) designated by the (nuclear)
predication. It is hard to know where Dik derives the idea of selection restrictions
since the only clue is an allusion to Weinrich (1966). The notion was regularly
used in generative writings in the 1960s (Katz and Postal 1964: 15; Chomsky 1965:
95).
For recent critical evaluations of predicate frames in FG see Mairal Usón and
Van Valin (2001) and García Velasco and Hengeveld (2002).
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FUND

PREDICATION
CONSTRUCTION

PREDICATIONS

EXPRESSION
RULES

LINGUISTIC
EXPRESSIONS

Figure 5. The overall layout of FG1 (Dik 1980b: 2)
One could ask what the four arrows represent in the picture. Is this
model a PRODUCTIVE model that mirrors a Speaker’s process, in which
case the arrows represent the transition from intention to articulation?
Alternatively, is this a PROCEDURAL model, in that case, of which procedure? The steps a computer simulation may go through in mimicking a
language? That this same model gives rise to two different interpretations
of FG signals the beginning of the problem of psychological adequacy
(PR6): how does such a standard apply to the model? To illustrate these
different interpretations compare van der Auwera (1983: 437 fn. 5) who
comments: “Another, rather implausible assumption is that the order of
the FG formation would reflect the mental processes a speaker has to go
through while forming a sentence.” Fortescue (1985: 113), on the other
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hand, writes, “FG seems to me interpretable as a model of real-time sentence production (this is of course not the only way it can be usefully
envisaged).”
Finally, the formal notation intrinsically poses the problem of formalisation (PR7), since it aims for explicitness and testability (see Bakker 1994;
Hengeveld 1999). This problem became acute in the late mid-nineties
when a plethora of notational variants competed for superiority.

4.3 Reviews
Having outlined the salient points of FG1, we are now in a position to
consider briefly the reviews it received, most of which were very positive.
Comrie (1979: 275) is therefore representative when he writes, “These
critical comments should not detract from the very positive promises that
FG holds out” (see also Comrie 1980; Dik 1980a). Most reviewers noted
however the incompleteness of the theory and were “looking forward” to
its explication. Almost all of the problems identified so far are noted by
various people.
Hymes (1979: 306), who clearly influenced Dik, notes the problem of
verbal interaction (PR3): “It might be fair to say that Dik understands FG
to be preferable as a way of analyzing grammar as communicative means,
but leaves the analysis of communicative ends, and the linkage between
means and ends, to others, or for another time.” (See also Prideaux 1981;
Hymes 1983.)
Bauer (1980: 52) picks up on the problem of primitives (PR4):
“Objections of this kind – especially the difficulty of adequately motivating assignments [of semantic/syntactic functions] – were probably the
most vital factor behind the flagging interest in case grammar, and it
seems to me that in this respect, FG is no further ahead. Its viability
depends on solutions to these problems.”
Piťha (1980: 266) concentrates on the problem of underlying representations (PR2): “More problematic is the author’s term ‘semantic,’ denoting
not only the semantics of nuclear predications, but also the semantics of
fully developed linguistic expressions in their surface realisations. It is not
clear whether the author… works with two notions: the semantics of predicate frames and the semantics of surface structures.”14

14
He also dislikes Dik’s chapter on pragmatic functions: “It is deplorable that
Dik’s FG only sporadically and clumsily stumbles towards the findings of the
Prague school, rather than taking its starting point from there.… Regretfully, I
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Watters (1980: 166) observes the problem of structure (PR1): “Perhaps
the most glaring weakness is the lack of any extended discussion about the
place and role of constituent structure and categorial information. Much
of this is left implicit in the discussion of term formation and the ordering
of constituents.”

4.4 Developments of FG1
FG1 sparked an enormous amount of interest, propelled along by Simon
Dik’s charismatic leadership. In the next ten years, many publications were
eventually assimilated into FG2, usually with some modifications by Dik. I
have grouped them thematically.

4.4.1 The problem of structure (PR1)
Dik never provides an explanation of how he constructed FG1 from the
various components he appropriated and modified. But to understand the
problem of structure (PR1) in contemporary FG work we need to consider
why constituent structure seems to be absent from FG1. I submit the
following “reconstruction.”15
The critical objective for Dik was to find a way that the URs of his
grammatical theory could be independent of autonomous syntax. His
approach was quite inventive.
Firstly, he simply removed all references to constituent structure (such
as noun phrase, head, and so forth) from the URs, reducing them to lexical
items arranged in a combination of functional relationships – semantic,
syntactic,16 and pragmatic relationships.
Secondly, he “hides” this stranded structural information in three separate locations, employing three strategies as follows:
a.

INDIVIDUATION:

the predicate frames, which are stored in the lexicon,
assign to every verb in a language a specific number of argument slots,
each slot specified for a semantic function, thereby obviating the need
for an abstract (VP-type) structure in the UR.

must conclude that this chapter of Dik’s book lags behind the other ones in scientific importance” (p. 268).
15
This reconstruction is purely hypothetical and other Functional Grammarians
undoubtedly view the situation differently. The point is that only by understanding
IF and HOW FG accounts for syntactic structure can the theory be critically evaluated.
16
“Syntactic” in FG is perspectival and not related to constituent structure.
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b.

SEMANTICISATION: the internal dependency relations of the components of noun phrases are isomorphically instantiated in the term
structure as semantic relations, thereby eliminating the need for an abstract NP structure;17
c. DEFERMENT: sentential and clause structure, including linearisation
information, is reified into word-order templates, which, despite “existing” per se, are prohibited from contributing their structural information until AFTER the UR is fully specified with functional information.

In other words, nouns and adjectives are assembled into “term frames”
(that is, term structures), which are assembled into verb-bearing “predicate frames”, which are assembled (with other “term frames” as satellites)
into “predication frames” (that is, URs), which are mapped onto “sentence
frames” (that is, word-order templates). The genius of FG is that this approach creates the illusion, in my opinion, that there is no autonomous
constituent structure, when in fact the four frames have an a priori status
in the model.18 The presence of covert structure in the model explains
FG’s ability to describe certain (often distributionally dominant) types of
language data and its difficulties with other types of language data.
For the sake of argument, however, let us assume that my “reconstruction” is incorrect and that there is genuinely no constituent structure in
FG. In this case, the success of Dik’s approach in describing linguistic data
raises the obvious question: why does it work at all? Why does FG
demonstrate that (a large majority of ) syntactic structure is apparently
epiphenomenal, a MIMICRY of semantic structure? And why can systematic
syntactic deviations from this isomorphism so often be tied to pragmatic
features of the communicative context? Finding thorough answers to such
questions is the quintessential task of the functional linguist, as it would
demonstrate that the fundamental FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHY OF INFLUENCE
– pragmatics > semantics > syntax – is not just an a priori belief but a persuasively substantiated linguistic theorem.19

17

Thus, the symbols ‘:’, ‘,’, and ‘&’ (i.e. restriction, apposition, and coordination)
represent micro-functional semantic relations inside the term structure, which in
turn is in macro-functional relations with other terms and predicates.
18
As evidence, consider Dik’s (1981a) article on “displacement.” It can also be
observed that between FG1 (1978a) and Bakker and Siewierska (2000) few publications discuss autonomous constituent structure.
19
The hierarchy is simply a succinct way of expressing the oft-quoted position
of Dik (1989a: 7), “pragmatics is seen as the all-encompassing framework within
which semantics and syntax must be studied. Semantics is regarded as instrumen-
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4.4.2 The problem of the underlying representations (PR2)
According to Dik, the URs of FG1 supposedly only contain lexical items in
functional relationships with one another. Such a view facilitated Dik’s
shift to understanding the URs as bearers of MEANING. No additional semantic interpretative module is necessary, since the UR contains all the
information necessary to deduce the meaning of the sentence. As Dik
himself remarks, the “semantic content of a linguistic expression” is “the
information which, given the role of context and of extralinguistic knowledge, it is necessary and sufficient to assign to a linguistic expression in
order to explain its different final interpretations” (1973b: 835). This shift, I
submit, is the origin of the problem of underlying representations (PR2),
because Dik wants the underlying representation to do two different tasks:
to structure the INFORMATION that contributes to the INTERPRETATION of a
linguistic expression (URs as ‘semantics’) and to structure the INSTRUCTIONS (that is, the functional relations between the information units) that
will GENERATE a linguistic expression (URs as ‘syntax’).20 Dik (1986a: 11)
clearly indicates this when he states they “are meant to contain everything
that is needed to retrieve the semantic content of the predication on the
one hand, and to specify the form of that expression on the other.”
The problem is illustrated by Dik’s pragmatic explanations of linguistic
phenomenon such as definiteness. Does the definiteness operator in underlying representations represent the intrinsic definiteness of a term (a
semantic UR) and so is included for any intrinsically definite term21 or
does it represent a trigger to generate the “definite article” where need
be?22 Neither account seems sufficient even for English, with its fairly restrictive use of the definite article. Consider the following three Sentences,
annotated with both types of UR:

tal with respect to pragmatics, and syntax as instrumental with respect to semantics.”
20
Siewierska (1991: 228 fn. 7) notes, “This unclarity in regard to the semantic vs.
semantico-syntactic nature of the underlying structures recognised in FG creates
some uncertainty in regard to the type of criteria to be used in the determination
of these underlying structures.”
21
“In order to be able to generalise over all definite terms, however, we assume
that even in such cases [as proper nouns and personal pronouns] the definiteness
operator is present in the underlying structure of the term” (Dik 1978a: 60).
22
One of clearest examples of the “generative” (mis)use of ERs is the relativisation operator, ‘R’, which triggers relative clause formation. Dik (1997b: 47) introduces the operator “for the sake of clarity.”
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(7)

a. Mr Smith went home grumpy.
intrinsic: (D.SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
generative: (SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
b. The grumpy Mr Smith went home.
intrinsic: (D.SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
generative: (D.SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
c. A grumpy Mr Smith went home.
intrinsic: (D.SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
generative: (ND.SG x: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)

The expression rules component would obviously prefer as input the
generative UR but this is plainly at the expense of semantic accuracy.
A further complication arises when we read Dik’s explanation of definiteness (1978a: 61; cf. 1973a): “The difference between ‘definite’ and
‘indefinite’ can in my opinion only be captured in pragmatic terms: by
means of a definite term the Speaker expresses the fact that he acts on the
presupposition that the Addressee can identify the particular intended
referent(s) of the term in question.” This suggests that NEITHER type of UR
presented above represents the PRAGMATIC significance of the use/nonuse of the article.23 Once we recognise from the above examples that
‘intrinsic’ and ‘generative’ can be understood as ‘semantic’ and ‘syntactic’
respectively, the problem of the URs (PR2) can be seen as the problem of
RECONCILING THE TRIPARTITE FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHY OF INFLUENCE WITH
A MONOLINEAR FORMAL NOTATION.24

4.4.3 Extreme functionalism
Strangely enough, in spite of the absence of constituent structure in FG1,
in 1983 Dik is still willing to admit its theoretical existence. He writes
(1983b: 75): “Does this mean that every structural property must some23

Another such example is in Dik’s (1983a: 235) pragmatic interpretation of
reflexivity. He sees the Addressee as inheriting the following task from the speech
situation: “Given a two-place relation R2 and a single entity a, construct an interpretation in which R2 is applied to a.”
24
The author who most clearly identifies PR2, but more from the viewpoint of
instructional semantics, is Harder (1990; 1992; 1996a; 1996b; see also Mackenzie
1987 and Keizer 1992b: 148–157). Harder argues, for instance, that “there is strictly
speaking no semantics” (1992: 305) in the accepted interpretation of FG, in the
sense that “meaning” can only be attributed to an UR once it is interpreted, and no
such interpretation mechanism exists in FG.
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where find a functional explanation? No: as with all human instruments,
the functional requirements put on a language leave quite a bit of leeway
for alternative specifications of non-functional properties; historical developments unavoidably create rudimentary properties…; and conflicts
between different functional requirements may even create dysfunctionality in given areas of linguistic organisation.”
Hence one could imagine that either FG1 would make room for such
structure or Dik’s views would change. Three years later the latter occurs.
Dik (1986b: 11) writes, “Saying that a certain feature of linguistic design or
change cannot be functionally explained is tantamount to saying that we
have not yet been able to find a functional explanation for that feature.”
Autonomous, non-functional structure is completely excised.

4.4.4 The problem of psychological adequacy (PR 6)
Nuyts (1983; see also 1985; 1992) is the first to attempt to graft FG into a
broader cognitive model of grammar and to take seriously the allencompassing framework of pragmatics. Nuyts concludes, “It is obvious
that Dik’s theory is not a complete functional language theory: (i) it does
not deal with cognitive structures; (ii) the pragmatic rules are well-nigh
absent (apart from the pragmatic functions); (iii) a discourse component is
missing.… Thus FG is intended to be a grammar in the restricted sense of
the word (a formal description of only the verbal aspects of language), and
not in its wider sense” (1983: 384).
From 1983 onwards it is clear that Dik is likewise increasingly concerned with the psychological adequacy of FG1. We can chart the problematic course that Dik sought to navigate in this regard. The problems
begin when Dik makes a crucial redefinition of psychological adequacy. In
FG1 psychological adequacy is defined weakly as “[a grammar] should NOT
BE INCOMPATIBLE with strongly validated psychological hypotheses about
language processing.” (Dik 1978a: 7; emphasis MPA) But in 1983 he writes,
“FG would like to relate AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE to psychological models of
linguistic competence and linguistic behaviour.… [W]hy should a grammar be neutral as between producing and comprehending linguistic expressions, WHEN PRODUCING AND COMPREHENDING SUCH EXPRESSIONS IS
JUST WHAT THE GRAMMAR IS THERE FOR?” (1983b: 76; emphasis MPA).
Dik (1986a) attempts to integrate FG1 into a theory of verbal interaction, or more precisely, “an integrated model of linguistic interpretation.”
Psychological adequacy reaches its most extreme (1986a: 6), “psychological adequacy implies that a grammar developed according to FG
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specifications should be a good candidate for incorporation into operational models of natural language users” (cf. Dik 1989a: 13; 1997a: 13).
But clearly, for such a model to be accurate, it must represent humans
and their participation in verbal interaction. Dik adopts a simple but hazardous strategy (1986a: 2), “the form of… knowledge representation structures can be derived from the theory of FG.” In 1989, this equivalence
between URs and human cognition is taken to its logical conclusion,
where he proposes the following equation (Dik 1989b: 100):
(8)

Lcog
Lcog
Lur
Lkr
Llog

= Lur = Lkr = Llog
= general cognitive representation language
= language of underlying representations
= language of knowledge representation
= logical language for logical reasoning.

Not surprisingly, a thorough critique was forthcoming. Hesp (1990)
appraised Dik’s computational FG model, raising serious doubts about the
possibility of Dik’s interpretation of psychological adequacy. Due to the
subsequent inattention to this issue, the role and formalisation of conceptual representations in FG remains unresolved.
Finally, a double irony in the history of FG’s relationship to psychology
should be noted. One the one hand, since its inception it has been a
theory that explicitly seeks psychological adequacy and yet it is formal
linguistic theories such as Chomsky’s that have been the most influential
in psycholinguistics. On the other hand, it is arguably the case that FG’s
commitment to formalisation (derived from the merging of predicate logic
with functional primitives) that has led to its appropriation in the study of
information sciences such as knowledge engineering (Weigand 1992), textual scenario analysis (Rolland and Ben Achour 1998), and organisational
analysis (Steuten and Dietz 1998).

4.4.5 The layered “revolution”
Between FG1 and FG2 the most important development is the introduction
of the layered structure for URs. This development was a gradual expansion of the predication structure.25

25

In the structures given below, I have standardised the symbols to illustrate the
continuity in the model’s development. They are structurally unchanged of course.
The superscript ‘n’ indicates stacking. The subscript ‘β’ indicates lexical category
(N, V, A, and so forth).
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Dik (1979) presents tense and aspect (τ α) distinctions as “predicate
operators”26; Dik (1981c) is the first to include them in the formal notation
as follows:27
(9)

π1/2 predβ (ω x1)n

De Jong (1980) proposes indicating the illocutionary function of a
sentence as a predication operator. For example, the Ass(ertive) Sentence,
(10) John opened the door

could have the UR:
(11)

Ass openV (xi: JohnN (xi))AgSubj (xj: doorN (xj))GoObj.

In 1986, Kees Hengeveld, inspired by Searle (1969), Lyons (1977), and
Foley and Van Valin (1984),28 presents for the first time a ( THREE-)LAYERED
UR that contains an abstract illocutionary frame and operators at each
level. Predications are placed in the illocutionary frame, just as terms are
placed in the predicate frame (Hengeveld 1986: 77; cf. Hengeveld 1987):29
(12) π4 ILL (π3 Xi: [π1 predβ (ω x1)n] (Xi))

26
Dik (1989a: 137) mentions for the first time Seuren’s work Operators and
nucleus (1969b). Seuren (who reviewed Dik’s dissertation [Seuren 1969a]) notes
that propositional (i.e., illocutional) operators were proposed as early as 1946 by
Lewis and modal operators were proposed as early as the middle ages. Seuren’s
complete list is as follows: the “sentence qualifiers” are ASSertion, QUestion,
IMPerative, and SUGGestion and the “qualifiers” are NEGation, Pres, Fut, Perf,
Past, U (for universal or gnomic tense), Poss, Nec(essity), and Perm(itted). In the
light of this work, it is perhaps surprising that FG took its time to adopt a more
sophisticated operator structure.
27
The “predicate” and “predication” operators are π1 and π2 respectively in FG2
onwards, but at this stage of FG development they are conflated so I have used π1/2.
28
Hengeveld joined the FG discussion group in 1985. Here he first encountered
Foley and Van Valin (1984) when it was reviewed by A. Machtelt Bolkestein.
29
Hengeveld (1986, 1987) calls ‘X’ a predication, but it later is correctly relabelled as a proposition. Hengeveld (1986: 120, n. 6) notes that van Schaaik, at the June
1985 FG symposium, was the first to distinguish between π3 and π1 operators (cf.
van Schaaik 1983). Incidentally, Hengeveld (1986) is also the first to mention in
print the distinction between ILLs, ILLe, and ILLa, as presented in Weijdema et al.
(1982), but Dik introduced it first in his 1985 FG lecture notes.
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Hengeveld (1988) uses the ‘E’ variable for speech acts and the ‘e’ variable for predications (from Vet 1986), thereby creating the FOURTH layer:30
(13) E1: [π4 ILL (S) (A) (π3 X1: [proposition31] (X1))] (E1)
(π2 e1: [π1 predβ (ω x1)n] (e1))

Not only is the clause layered horizontally, it is now also layered vertically, the two layers signifying two different aspects of language: the interpersonal and the representational.
So the Sentence
(14) It seems that it is possible that he can cure blindness.

is represented as follows:32
(15)

E1: [DECL (S) (A) (XI: [seemV (XJ: [

] (XJ))] (XI))] (E1)

(Pres e1: [possibleA (ej: [canV cureVInf (xj: 3MSG (xj))Ag (xk: blindnessN (xk)Go] (ej))Ø] (e1))

30
Vet’s (1986) paper is very important to Hengeveld, who quotes regularly from
it, since he adopts Vet’s argument that predicational adverbs restrict the predication, thus justifying representations such as the following:

(1)

Pierre arrived at eight o’clock.
PAST ei: [arriveV (D.SG xi: PierreN (xi))Proc] (ei): [eight o’clockN] (ei)

The two ‘(ei)’s in the structure mean that both “Pierre arrives” and “eight
o’clock” APPLY to the discourse event ‘ei’. This somewhat technical point explains
Hengeveld’s preference for each variable in the structure to appear symmetrically
on both sides of the layer the variable has scope over. See Mackenzie (1987) for an
important and neglected alternative to this argument.
31
Hengeveld (1990a: 4) subsequently corrects his terminology to ‘predication’ in
this notation since the ‘proposition’ is actually π3 X1: […] (X1). Note, however, that
in the same volume, Hengeveld (1990a: 107) again incorrectly uses ‘proposition.’
32
The reason that two ‘X’ and two ‘e’ variables occur is that epistemic and
objective modality are expressed respectively by the lexical items (seemV and
possibleA). Note that Hengeveld’s use of such lexeme-based forms in this example
prohibits the canonical use of operators to represent grammaticalised semantic
categories. This practice possibly diminishes the typological strength of the notation.
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Hengeveld (1989) brings his layered structure to fruition fully in his
“Layers and Operators” publication. The structure is the same as in 1988,
but Hengeveld provides a clear explanation of each component of the
model and many examples of various structures. More importantly, he lays
out a method of handling verbal complementation and clause combining.

4.4.6 FG in Spain
In 1981 Leocadio Martín Mingorance translated FG1 into Spanish (Dik
1981b). This led to the establishment of the Spanish FG school, which has
concentrated on lexicology. Martín Mingorance (most recently, 1998) also
proposed a new synthesis, the F UNCTIONAL LEXEMATIC MODEL, which has
been the basis of the important work of Faber and Mairal Usón (1999) and
others in recent years.

4.5 Summary
We see that FG1 generated much work and faced many challenges. The
occasion arose to produce a new canonical publication to weave these
sometimes-incompatible threads together.33 It is to this publication that I
now turn.

5. FG2 and FG3 – 1989 to 2000
5.1 Introduction
If read in isolation, FG2 (Dik: 1989a) appears to represent a major overhaul
to FG1 when actually it mainly incorporates developments of the model
suggested in the preceding years. And for reasons explained below, FG3
(Dik 1997a, 1997b) is not that different from FG2. So assuming the reader
is familiar with FG2/3 we will focus solely on those developments that lead
to Hengeveld’s FG4, except to notice that FG2/3 adopts Hengeveld’s layered

33

There are a three other contributions worth mentioning. Vester (1983) adds
Change and Momentaneous to the SoA typology, based on the works of Vendler
and Dowty; Brown (1985) introduces a lot more sophistication regarding term
operators; and Dik (1987) provides a typology of entities using Bunt’s (1985) work.
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structure of the clause but collapses the two tiers (interpersonal and
representational) into a single tier.34 Thus, the structure is as follows.
(16) π4 Ei: [π3 Xi: [π2 ei: [π1 [predβ (ω x1)n] σ1] σ2] σ3] σ4

5.2 The impact of Simon Dik’s death
Simon Dik fell ill in 1992 and died three years later, doing little new
research in this period.35 To fulfil the goal of a second volume to FG2
(TFG2), it was decided to publish FG3 in such a way that “the text presented… is intended to reflect Simon Dik’s views as closely as possible”
(Hengeveld in Dik 1997b: viii). And since between 1989 and 1992 he was
quite preoccupied with computer implementations of FG2, FG3 is almost
identical to FG2, except for the two chapters on term structure, which was
revised to take into account (aspects of ) the work of Rijkhoff (1992). TFG2
is of course all new material, but theoretically is mostly an application of
TFG1. Xinzhang Yang (2000) and Verstraete (2000) provide recent
reviews of TFG2.

5.2.1 Hengeveld’s layered structure
Hengeveld continued after FG2 to develop his layered structure. In 1990,
he presents for the first time the notation complete with operators and

34

See Keizer (1992a) for an excellent discussion of other more subtle differences,
particularly Dik’s unexplained introduction of the ‘f’ variable for zero-order
entities.
35
Since I only encountered FG in 1999, I cannot speak of the broader (and
clearly significant) impact of Simon’s death on the FG community in general.
Machtelt Bolkestein (pc) kindly provided this brief comment:
“After Simon’s death his PhD students were re-distributed over the other FG
minded available professors, and naturally their own works underwent both a
slowing down at least for a while, and perhaps also some changes. All in all the
first year after his death there was a very depressed atmosphere, which picked up
after (and perhaps partly due to) the Córdoba conference on FG [1996].”
Bolkestein also remarks that “At the time Simon got ill he was very much
occupied (indeed fascinated) with the issue of computer implementation of the FG
model.”
Most of Simon’s personal library was distributed among his friends, each book
provided with the following: ‘1940–1995. past ei: [{(d1 xi: Simon Dik)Poss} (d1+p xj:
boek)Ø]’.
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satellites,36 including a new σ5 “clause satellite.” The model is now (Hengeveld 1990b):37
(17) E1: [π4 ILL:σ4 (S) (A) (π3 X1: [predication] (X1): σ3 (X1))] (E1):σ5 (E1)
π2 e1: [π1 predβ:σ1 (ω x1: predN (x1))n] (e1): σ2 (e1)

Rijkhoff (1992) made a substantial contribution to the layered structure
of the clause with his proposals regarding noun phrase structure. A
fascinating observation he made was the parallel between NP structure
and the structure of the extended predication, whereby nouns have operators (ω) and satellites (θ) in three layers, as represented in his (simplified)
NP structure:
(18) (ζi: [ ω3 [ ω2 [ ω1 predN (xi) θ1 ] θ2 ] θ3 ])

Hengeveld (1992) is an important article. Firstly, he incorporates Dik’s
(1989a: 50) zero-level ‘f ’ variable into the representation for all predicates
and an illocutionary ‘F’ variable. Thus the layered structure, with operators added, is:
(19) E1: [π4 F1: ILL (F1) (S) (A) (π3 X1: [predication] (X1))] (E1))
π2 e1: [(π1 f1: predβ (f1)) (ω x1: (f2: predN (f2)) (x1))n] (e1)

Hengeveld justifies the ‘f ’ and ‘F’ variables using his characteristic argument: because a predicate and illocution may serve as an antecedent for
anaphoric reference, a variable for the antecedent needs to be included in
the UR.
Secondly, Hengeveld clarifies the place of adverbs in FG and provides
functional definitions for parts of speech.
36

Hengeveld (1990a) suggests that all five satellites are restrictive satellites,
which accounts for the ‘:’ preceding each one. However, in the same publication,
Dik, Hengeveld, Vester and Vet (1990: 63) argue that σ1 satellites are always
restrictive, σ3–5 are always non-restrictive and only σ2 is either restrictive or nonrestrictive.
37
Because Hengeveld wants the σ1 to bind a variable and because in FG3, σ1
modifies the variable-less “core predication” (Dik 1997a: 87), he must bind it
directly to the predicate. So the scope of σ1 is ambiguous between predicate and
core predication. Similarly, the σ4 binds to ILL as there is not yet an ‘F’ variable in
this model.
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Finally, we see the first hint that the representational level is not always
necessary when Hengeveld briefly mentions that interjections such as
‘Ouch’ may have a structure as follows:
(20) E1: (fi: ouchInt (fi)) (EI)

Hengeveld (1997) introduces a RHETORICAL LAYER above the interpersonal layer, which consists of a discourse (D), a discourse type (T), and a
move (M). Hengeveld changes (S) and (A) in the illocutionary frame to
(P1)S and (P2)A and allows recursion at all levels to indicate the hierarchical
structure of discourses. This approach to discourse became known as the
UPWARD LAYERING APPROACH. The layered structure is accordingly:
(21)

D1: [(T1: TYP (T1)) (M1: [speech act] (M1))n] (D1)
(E1: [π4 F1: ILL (F1) (P1)S (P2)A (π3 X1: [predication] (X1))n] (E1))n
(π2 e1: [(π1 f1: predβ (f1)) (ω x1: (f2: predN (f2)) (x1))n] (e1))n

In FG4 the Move ‘M’ has moved down into the interpersonal level and
the rhetorical level is missing. However, it would seem that Hengeveld still
believes in such a level since he writes, “there are higher levels of
discourse organisation which are not captured here” (2004c: 5).
Some additional problems
Hengeveld’s 1997 model is still quite different from FG4. We need to
review briefly the factors that motivated the other changes in the FG4
model.
Bolkestein (1985) is probably the first author to articulate clearly the
problem of discourse (PR7) in FG. She notes how discourse-level considerations affect the code of language. Many other studies considered
discourse within the FG framework, but it was probably Kroon (1995) who
solidified this problem in the centre of contemporary FG debate. She provided the important definitions of discourse move and discourse act
adopted in FG4.
Harder (1989) is to my knowledge the first to point out that the ‘E’
variable cannot be interpreted as referring to a speech act in the way that
the other variables refer to their respective referents, because an utterance
IS a speech act. Bolkestein (1992) also remarks that ‘E’ refers ambiguously
both to a clause, which is a product of a speech act, and to a speech act
itself. Vet (1998) demonstrates that the use of ‘E’ in direct speech implies
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that the speaker “says” a speech act. Hengeveld therefore makes two important changes: he changes ‘E’ to ‘A’ (a discourse act) and he introduces
the expression layer to allow the UR to refer to the language code.
Van der Auwera (1992: 336) argues that Hengeveld’s use of variables is
at times “an ontological mix-up” between reference and denotation. This
criticism motivates Hengeveld’s introduction of referential and ascriptive
acts in the interpersonal level, indicated by ‘R’ and ‘T’ respectively.
Moutaouakil (1998) and Mackenzie (1998b) extend Hengeveld’s (1992)
treatment of sentence fragments that omit certain layers in the layered
structure altogether but still remain discourse acts. This explains why in
FG4 the presence of a particular layer does not entail that all lower layers
within its scope have to be present.
Vet (1998) and van den Berg (1998) suggest that discourse phenomena
are better handled by a MODULAR APPROACH. Vet’s motivation for the
modular approach is that the phenomenon of verbal interaction “obey
different rules” than those of the linguistic expression code. Vet also
points out that such a module is necessary regardless of discourse phenomena, to account for pragmatic illocutionary conversion for instance.
The introduction of the communicative context in FG4 is Hengeveld’s
modular proposal.

6. FG4 – The New Architecture
We are now in a position to consider our three introductory questions in
light of the evolution of FG and the problems associated with it, with most
attention being shown to the second question.

6.1 FG4 as a framework for FG
6.1.1 FG 4 ’s relationship to previous models
A newcomer to FG4 who has only read FG2/3 would understandably struggle to see the connection between the two, but the above survey demonstrates the natural progression of FG as envisioned by Hengeveld and as
shaped by many people over the last 15 years.38
The different appearance of the notation should not be taken to mean
that the core commitments of FG have changed. On the contrary, FG4, for
all its notational sophistication, is still essentially a non-transformational
38

See ch. 2 §3.1, p. 56 for an overview of FDG.
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grammar in which linguistic expressions are generated by expression rules
operating on underlying representations that signify functional relationships between lexical items encased in various frames, hierarchically
nested within each other.
This continuity between Hengeveld’s model and FG0–3 should not overshadow the important discontinuities. As the discussion below will illustrate, there are two defining characteristics of Hengeveld’s model that are
key progressions in the evolution of FG: the shift from predicate-centricity
to pragmatic-centricity and the trifurcation of the traditional FG underlying representation into interpersonal, representational, and expression39
layers.
Moreover, our survey amply documents the rapid and eclectic way in
which FG has continually adapted to the stream of linguistic data, criticisms, and suggestions in which all linguistic theories find themselves
existing. FG4, which in light of the survey above presents itself as a direct
descendant of previous models, continues this tradition that began with
“speculations which have little more than a programmatic value” (Dik
1968: 293). That we have suggested that a few non-functional elements
may have strayed into various FG models and that the theory has struggled with various problems, does not entail that its core commitments are
indefensible, only that their implementation has not been perfect.

6.1.2 FDG’s progress
PR1. The problem of structure
The expression level is an interesting addition to Hengeveld’s model, but
his examples are not clear as to the precise nature of this level. Hengeveld
(2004c: 7) writes, “It is a representation of constituent structure.” The
expression rules FILL this constituent structure in the production of linguistic expressions, since Hengeveld observes, “the expression level… is
the product of grammatical and phonological encoding.”
The problem of structure is deciding if there is any non-functional
structure in language, and if so, deciding where it belongs in FG4. From
the perspective of speech production, the question is whether the Speaker
himself CONTRIBUTES constituent structures from a sort of “syntacticon” in
the way he contributes lexemes from the lexicon (and functional primitives from the “semanticon”). Hengeveld (2004c: 10) hints at such a
process when he writes, “Top-down decisions… concern the decisions the
39

In current FDG, the expression layer divides into syntactic and (phonological/signed/written etc.) expression layers.
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speaker takes with respect to (i) the semantic content…, and (ii) the expression category necessary to successfully transmit his communicative
intentions.” Yet consider Hengeveld’s (2004c: 10) example (2), here
renumbered as (22):
(22) Damn!
(A1: [EXPR (PS) (PA)

(C1)

] (A1))

–––
(Lex1)

The choice of expression category, in this case EXPR, is not a constituent structure but an abstract illocutionary type. This presumably results in
an isomorphic function-to-form correspondence between the type and its
(grammatical and prosodic) expression (cf. van Buuren 1985; Liedtke
1998). Similarly, in note (3) Hengeveld (2004c: 18) lists among the
“encoding possibilities” of the illocution “prosodic encoding, morphological encoding, and conventionalised lexicalisation patterns.” So although
the expression level is clearly a REPRESENTATION of constituent structure, it
seems that, like previous FG models, only the expression rules manipulate
such structure – the Speaker can only influence the structure indirectly by
choosing semantic and lexical primitives.
On this interpretation of FG4 we would have to say that it does not
resolve the problem of structure,40 but the absence of detailed examples
illustrating the working of the expression level leaves open the possibility
of alternative interpretations of the model.
PR2. The problem of the underlying representations
It is difficult to evaluate FG4 concerning this problem since Hengeveld
does not discuss it. He only writes that “the construction of linguistic expressions can be interpreted as a decision-making process on the part of
the speaker” (2004c: 10).
Nevertheless, one could argue that Hengeveld addresses this problem
indirectly by introducing a THIRD interpretation of underlying structures.
40

As early as 1990, Van Valin noted that for FG “the development of such a
theory [of non-relational syntactic structure] and an explicit means of representing syntactic structure is essential” (1990: 225). Mairal Usón and Van Valin (2001)
reiterate this sentiment. A “syntacticon” could contribute to solving this problem
and provide a natural place to provide discourse particles and other clause
combiners. Incidentally, the term “semanticon” actually comes from Dik (1973b).
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Let me explain. The interpersonal level clearly represents the intention of
the speaker, indicating discourse moves, discourse acts, ascriptive acts,
and referential acts. The variables for these do not have “meaning” per se,
as they are outside ‘C,’ “the information communicated in a discourse act.”
Neither could they be triggers for the expression rules to generate the
correct linguistic expression. In a word, the interpersonal layer appears to
be representing the PRAGMATICS of communication, but pragmatics in a
particular way. One the one hand, the interpersonal layer represents pragmatics in a very broad sense, including the illocutionary and intentional
aspects of language use. On the other, it represents pragmatics in a rather
narrow sense, as Hengeveld restricts the interpersonal layer to representing only GRAMMATICALLY CODED reflections of communication. So even
though a language may be used for dozens if not hundreds of different
types of discourse acts, illocutionary acts, intentions, and so forth, it is
only those with a unique grammatical expression that will be represented.
It should be clear from the historical survey that the solution to PR2 is
not simply to clarify the status of URs, but in a principled manner to identify and untangle the components of URs and thus work out what belongs
where. And although Hengeveld does not address PR2 explicitly, his clear
separation of what can be understood as pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic layers paves the way, in my opinion, for a resolution of this problem. In
other words, Hengeveld’s three layers correspond to the three possible
interpretations of the single-layered UR of FG1–3. To illustrate, let us return
to our three example Sentences illustrating definiteness, this time with a
possible FG4-like annotation:
(23) a. Grumpy Mr Smith went home.
interpersonal:
DECL (R: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)41
representational: (D.SG x: √Mr Smith: √grumpy)
expression:
(NP: /mɪstə smɪθ/ … AdjP /grʌmpi/)
b. The grumpy Mr Smith went home.
DECL (RFoc: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
interpersonal:
representational: (D.SG x: √Mr Smith: √grumpy)
expression:
(NP: /ðə grʌmpi mɪstə smɪθ/)

41
‘Mr Smith’, √Mr Smith, and /mɪstə smɪθ/ etc. represent conceptual, lexical,
and phonological encoding respectively. I understand the expression layer to signify that which is input for the articulatory component of FG.
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c. A grumpy Mr Smith went home.
DECL (R: ‘Mr Smith’: ‘grumpy’)
interpersonal:
representational: (D.SG x: √Mr Smith: √grumpy)
expression:
(NP: /ə grʌmpi mɪstə smɪθ/)

This representation has several notable features. Firstly, the expression
layer indicates the referential unity of the three utterances: in each the
Speaker refers to Mr Smith. Secondly, the interpersonal layer can represent grammaticalised pragmatic differences if need be. Thus for Sentence
(b) we could argue that the speaker intends to refer AND to draw attention
to what he is referring to, written formally as ‘RFoc’. Thirdly, the semantic,
or intrinsic definiteness of ‘Mr Smith’ is shown in all three utterances in
the representational layer, avoiding the dilemma that A grumpy Mr Smith
poses for FG1–3. Fourthly, the variation in syntactic structure of the three
utterances is visible in the expression layer. So for the sake of argument,
suppose that linguists agreed (!) that (23c) was simply a variation of (23a)
containing no semantic or pragmatic differences. In this hypothetical case
the language provides the Speaker a choice between multiple syntactic
realisations for the same pre-syntactic input.
The point of this brief analysis is obviously to demonstrate that FG4
provides a framework to tackle such linguistic data, a framework I would
suggest that is eminently superior to FG1–3. The linguistic product emerging from the complex interplay between pragmatics, semantics, and syntax can now be more adequately DESCRIBED. More importantly, coupled
with various linguistic, philosophical, and psycholinguistic arguments,
such data, it is hoped, can be convincingly EXPLAINED.
In other words, Hengeveld’s contribution in FG4 is to introduce a tripartite formal notation corresponding to the tripartite functional hierarchy of influence: pragmatics > semantics > syntax becomes instantiated as
interpersonal layer > representational layer > expression layer. It is my
view that this change alone constitutes the most important development
for FG, for without it the theory can not unravel the Gordian knot that has
arisen from the well-intended but ultimately self-defeating conflation of
pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic information onto the monolinear UR
of FG1–3.
PR3. The problem of verbal interaction
FG4 attempts in part to solve the problem of verbal interaction by creating
a pragmatic module that interacts with the grammar. While I would like to
see a pragmatic module developed, I suggest that it may not work the way
Hengeveld proposes, for two reasons.
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Firstly, let us consider Hengeveld’s (2004c: 13) example (9):

(24) a. If you behave well, I’ll let you read my poems.
b. Is that a threat or a promise?

Let us break this down into a rough approximation of an FG4 account
of how this could work for our two participants, PA and PB, each with their
Pragmatic Module, PMA and PMB.42
(25) a. PA forms: M1: [A1: [Decl (C: [letV (IPro) (e: [readV (youPro) (my poems)Go])
[(behaveV: wellAdv (youPro)]Cond]]]
b. The ERs produce S1: ‘If you behave well, I’ll let you read my poems.’
c. PA copies UR1 and its expression (as m1 and s1) into PMA
d. PB hears: ‘If you behave well, I’ll let you read my poems.’
e. PB copies s1 and m1 into PMB
f. PB forms: M2: [A2: [Int (C: [{threatN or promiseN} (Am1)Ø]]]
g. The ERs produce S2: ‘Is that a threat or a promise?’

The problem lies with the use of the “copies” in steps (c) and particularly (e). Such a approach to pragmatic interaction is too reductionistic:
what feeds into the communicative context is not abstract underlying
structures but interpretations and inferences based on linguistic expressions. And since each participant constructs their own communicative
context, we must assume some Gricean principle of mutual trust whereby
each participant is doing a faithful job in tracking participants, identifying
discourse moves, establishing deictic reference points, and so forth. Much
communication involves checking that everyone is “doing his or her job”
properly. But like interpretations and inferences, communicative principles and conventions resist formalisation. Implementing these into the
model is no simple task.
Secondly, let us consider Hengeveld’s (2004c: 16) example (13):

42

Hengeveld (2004c: 16) writes, “the word that refers to the preceding move,”
which is why ‘Am1’ is the subject of S2 in example (25f) below. In FG, ‘A’ is used for
anaphora and coreferential uses of pronouns are understood to be anaphoric. It
should be noted that Hengeveld’s statement is not unproblematic. The pronoun
that may be a case of what Lyons calls IMPURE TEXTUAL DEIXIS (quoted in Levinson
1983: 87, from Lyons, 1977: 670). Such uses of pronouns seem both to refer (in this
case to the state of affairs referred to be the first speaker’s utterance) and to be
anaphoric (in this case to the statement/move made by the first speaker’s utterance).
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(26) This concert, if you want to call it that, isn’t exactly what I was waiting for.

Hengeveld (2004c: 16) writes that “[t]he word that refers to the preceding word concert, which is a case of reference to the code rather than the
message.” Again, let us break this down into stages to illustrate the problem, using Hengeveld’s three-line notation.43
1. A1: [DECL (C1: [(R1)]),
6. (C2: [(T1 T2 R2 R3 R4)])Cond
2. (PROX.SG ei: √concert)Ø 7. (√want (√you)Ag [√call (Ø)Ag (√it)Go
(√that)Ref]Go44
3. Ph1: /ðɪs kɒnsət/
8. Cl1: /ɪf jʊ wɒnt tə kɔːl ɪt ðæt/
4. [ðɪs ˈkɒnsət]
9. [ɪf jʊ wɒnt tə kɔːl ɪt ðæt]
5. cl1, etc. copy to CC
10. cl2, etc. copy to CC

11. (C3: [(T3 R5])
12. NEG e: (√exactly…)
13. Cl2: /ɪznt ɪgzæktlɪ … /
14. [ɪznt ɪgzæktlɪ …]
15. cl3, etc. copy to CC

Figure 6. A representation of example (26)
The obvious problem is timing: step #5 must occur before step #7.
Otherwise, the speaker can not formulate C2, as he can not refer (by using
√that; see footnote 42) to what R1 refers to (by using √concert) until both
he and the listener have encoded and decoded √concert as instantiated as
[kɒnsət] in the communicative context.45
The objection against FG4 is not that this order of production is not a
priori impossible, but that the notation records no ‘chronology of composition’ and thus is static, whereas verbal interaction is manifestly dynamic.
Furthermore, it seems that such linking of underlying representations in a

43

The numbers represent a possible order of production. ‘CC’ stands for ‘communicative context’, and ‘Ph1’ for ‘phrase one’. The fifth line represents the copying mechanism proposed in FG4 to account for verbal interaction. I am assuming
that the two ascriptive acts in step #6 are want and call and that the three
referential acts are you, it, and that, since anaphora and discourse-deixis (see
footnote 44) are both referential.
44
The notation of steps ##6–7 is not at all straightforward. In FG1–3 one would
probably have something as follows for step #7: (f1: √want (xj: √you)Ag [f2: √call
(Ø)Ag (Ae1)Go (Al1)Ref]Go, where Aei (‘it’) is coreferential with ei: √concertlex1 and Al1
(‘that’) is discourse-deictic (see Levinson 1983: 86) with (just the lexeme) √concertlex1, the ‘l’ standing for ‘lexeme’. This illustrates well the sort of pragmaticsemantic conflation FG4 seeks to avoid. I understand FG4 as locating reference in
the interpersonal layer; thus in R3 the speaker refers to what R1 refers to and in R4
the speaker refers to the lexeme √concert. This allows direct entry in the representational layer of the pronominal forms the speaker chooses to “represent” the
content of the referential acts R3–4.
45
A similar problem regarding the use of Tails to clarify the main clause in
response to a non-verbal clue from the Addressee was noted by Piťha (1980).
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chain of verbal interaction is fraught with cognitive and notational problems (not least of which would be the size of the notation). Dik’s (1989a:
52) warnings about the “quasi-productive” interpretation of FG need to be
heeded.
Therefore, I suggest that FG4’s account of verbal interaction is problematic because, on the one hand, verbal interaction necessarily involves
interpretation, inference, and cooperation, none of which FG4 accounts
for and, on the other, because it is dynamic whilst FG4 is not.
PR4. The problem of primitives
FG4 has nothing to say about (the problem of ) functional primitives. This
is unfortunate considering the problems that have been raised concerning
these. Having a new architecture is of limited value if, so to speak, the
building materials have a tendency to show stress under pressure.46 What
we can surmise is that the division of the UR into three layers entails the
movement (and perhaps redefinition) of the traditional FG semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic primitives into new locations within the model.
PR5. The problem of discourse
FG4 is addressed specifically to this problem. Hengeveld seeks to deal with
discourse phenomena through the inclusion of discourse-sized units in
the interpersonal (and possibly a higher rhetorical) layer and by feeding
linguistic information into the modular “communicative context.” That is,
he attempts to combine the upward-layering approach with the modular
approach (cf. Mackenzie 2000).
The most significant improvement in FG4 is the notational severing of
the model from FG’s sentence-centric shackles. I say ‘notational’ since it is
ironic that in FG0, Dik (1968: 199) advocates “no restriction to SENTENCE
as highest unit” and in FG1 he writes (1978a: 15), “FG is meant to cover any
type of linguistic expression, to the extent that the internal structure of
that expression is governed by grammatical rules. It is thus not restricted
to the internal structure of sentences.” FG4 merely fulfils what Dik always
envisioned for FG. The MOTIVATION for this change however arose

46

Some sources of pressure include the SoA typology (Rijksbaron 1989); Subject
and Object in patient-prominent languages such as Lak (Helmbrecht 1992); the
problem of assigning semantic functions to terms with no relationship to a predicate (Mackenzie 1990); and the presence of linguistically questionable primitives
such as SIM (simultaneous) and POST (posterior) in the FG notation (Harder 1995:
232–235).
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through FG’s encounter with linguistic phenomenon, not with a desire to
align the notation with the vision.
Further studies need to be done to see how beneficial the model is in
describing discourse.
PR6. The problem of psychological adequacy
Hengeveld (2004c: 2) suggests that FG4 has “a higher degree of psychological adequacy” than FG3. This is justified on the grounds that it starts
from the interpersonal layer and works down toward the expression, while
FG3 moves from the lexicon to predicates through to full expressions.
It would seem that when Hengeveld talks of psychological adequacy he
is actually addressing the problem of the underlying representations: how
are we to INTERPRET the model, what is it a model OF? But this poses a
problem: FG4 is strictly a model of GRAMMAR, verified and refined by linguistic data, applied to linguistic data, and proves its worth by how good a
job it does in explaining grammatical phenomenon. It is not a model of
speech production.
Thus the model itself is agnostic with respect to psychological processes. Linguists may attach symbolic meanings to the model that are
analogous to cognitive-linguistic phenomenon but they are just that, symbolic meanings. Therefore I am not convinced that FG4 (or FG0–3) can be
psychologically adequate in any meaningful sense.
This may trouble some (and relieve others), so I will present a brief
sketch of three ways of understanding the relationship between psychology and FG4.
First, we would do well to study Dik’s original use of psychological
adequacy in FG1. Using LIPOC (Language-Independent Preferred Order
of Constituents) as an example (Dik 1978a: 192–212), we see that LIPOC
derives from linguistic data as a general word-ordering principle and
exists irrespective of any psychological theory. Dik notes furthermore that
LIPOC is explanatory with respect to linguistic data, but what would explain LIPOC? He writes, “We expect that such [explanatory] principles
can be found in psychological mechanisms bearing on the perceptibility of
constituents and on human capacity for processing complex information”
(1978a: 212). Note that we do not start with a psychological principle and
then inject it into the FG model. On analogy, the proof of the pudding
with respect to the interpersonal layer in FG4 (where the strongest claims
for psychological adequacy are made) is whether it accounts for linguistic
data. Do languages show clear evidence that discourse moves “affect”
illocutions, that illocutions “affect” propositions, and so forth? If so, then
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irrespective of psychology, one can justify representing this “chain of command,” as it were, iconically in the linguistic model. Psychologists may
have something to say about such phenomenon, or they may not. In other
words, I suggest that the way Dik used psychology to explain an already
observed fact such as LIPOC, P1, and so forth, should be applied to
layering.
Secondly, an inverse situation obtains when the linguist encounters
indisputable psycholinguistic phenomenon, such as Hengeveld’s mention
of the “intention to articulation” processing pathway. Do this justify iconic
representation in the model? Not necessarily, because the model is imitating linguistic phenomenon and not psychological. A case in point is the
“chronology of composition” problem presented in example (27) above.
This so-called TIME COURSE of speech production constitutes a sine qua
non for psycholinguistic grammatical models (van Turennout 1997) but is
totally absent from almost every current linguistic theory. Similarly, with
respect to the three-layered structure, I do not think that Hengeveld can
JUSTIFY this division on evidence from psycholinguistic research, but only
on linguistic grounds.
So then, what do we do with such research? It provides a conversation
partner to engage with, one whose views may open up new approaches on
knotty problems. Sometimes this partner may be called upon “to give
evidence” in a disputed linguistic case, but only alongside the witnesses of
language. It is collaborative, not authoritative (cf. Berg 1998; Boland 1999).
Thirdly, the very concept itself as applied to linguistics is a confusion
of categories. It is like saying that a theory of psychology should attain
linguistic adequacy – one is simply talking about two non-contiguous
academic disciplines, which nevertheless, like physics and biology, are in
many ways deeply intertwined. The mistake is to make one academic discipline have evaluative authority over another. Even when psychology does
“bolster our case,” we should err from saying that our model has “psychological adequacy.” Perhaps we could say instead that the symbolic meaning
we attribute to our model coheres well with psycholinguistic evidence.
PR7. The problem of formalisation
We are now in a position to evaluate the core of FG4: its formal structure.
How does it line up with linguistic data? Irrespective of the hypothetical
pathway taken by the Speaker in deriving URs, the notation can only be
justified if it provides superior linguistic explanations.
We should observe from the outset that the greater part of Hengeveld’s
article is a justification of an extension of the formal notation to capture
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many subtle referential problems that “would have been difficult to handle
in earlier versions of FG” (2004c: 17). Hengeveld is therefore motivated by
problems of actual language data (such as hedged performatives, identity
statements, metaconditionals, and direct speech).
Consequently, a crucial question regarding FG4 is, in my view, whether
the capacity of the model to describe referentiality exceeds the capacity of
grammar. Rather than make a definitive judgment on this question, I wish
to raise three basic issues that need to be considered.
First, Hengeveld (2004c: 6) clearly sides with the view that the URs are
bearers of meaning: “the speaker refers to entities,” “the speaker… ascribes
properties to entities,” and since most of his problems are referential he
has invested the model with referential precision. Whatever a pro-form
refers to, Hengeveld needs a variable for it. So let us take Hengeveld’s
example (9) again and pretend B replied differently:
(27) a. If you behave well, I’ll let you read my poems.
b. Is that Keates or Donne?

In this case the demonstrative that would refer to “my poems.” This
indicates that the expression rules must select the same proform, that, to
represent both types of anaphora. Thus FG4, based on URs as meaningbearers, models a process of “referential neutralisation” whereby a single
proform does many referential duties. An alternative model, based on a
pragmatic account of reference, would have the Speaker select that to
trigger an interpretative strategy whereby the Addressee determines the
most appropriate antecedent (as suggested by Harder 1996a: 237–243).
The point is clear: the solution to the problem of URs (PR2) affects how
one judges between these alternatives.
Secondly, the FG4 account is not easily verifiable, as the UR could be
interpreted as containing more referential information than is encoded in
the language. As Harder (1992: 320) writes (emphasis original), “If we
view… referents in pragmatic terms, however, they are merely aspects of
the world of discourse AFTER the utterance, not semantic units which are
introduced AS entities referred to.” Not that FG is a stranger to such
conundrums: witness the semantic neutralisation across a single casemarked Noun in Latin or the enormous multi-functionality of genitive
constructions that in many languages reduces to a single morphosyntactic
form. Such phenomenon are unfortunately often presented as dichotomous “division of labour” problems between grammar and pragmatics: is
reference better explained pragmatically or syntactically? But surely the
job of reference is itself shared between syntax and pragmatics. The
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grammar allows particular proforms to refer to certain types of entities
(which is why *Is such a threat or a promise? is ungrammatical) and the
Addressee’s interpretative strategies choose the appropriate entity from
the referential “inventory” that the proform introduces. Lyons captures
this balance well when he writes (1977: 197), “The linguist can contribute
to the study of reference by describing the grammatical structures and
processes which particular language-systems provide for referring to
individuals and groups of individuals. It does not follow, however, that the
linguist must be concerned with the actual reference of expressions in his
analysis of the grammatical structure of system-sentences.”
Thirdly, in defence of FG4, we must remember that models such as this
one are not language-specific. Rather, they are designed to represent the
superset of all possible linguistic phenomenon. Thus crucial evidence
against this part of FG4 would be to show that no language has a particular
lexeme used for referring to previous discourse acts. But for a particular
language, we simply need to determine how the language grammaticalises
referential subtleties. The issue here is to distinguish falsifying FG4 in general from demonstrating that an aspect of FG4 is irrelevant to a particular
language.
FG4 is an ambitious formalisation of the URs of linguistic expressions.
This formalisation in FG4 has been aligned with the functional hierarchy
of influence, allowing descriptions of linguistic data that represent more
clearly than in FG1–3 the pragmatic, semantic, and syntactic factors that
interact in language use. Further research is necessary to determine if
such superior descriptions lead to superior explanations.

6.2 FG4 as an academic framework
It is always difficult to answer questions such as whether FDG creates
enough space for the FG academic community to continue to share the
one roof. The biggest problem is that the model is part of a larger whole
that needs articulation. Theoretically, we have seen that FG4 touches upon
many major areas that concerns the FG community, but remains silent on
substantial issues such as the primitives and the lexicon.
As shown above, there has been no substantially new canonical FG
monograph since 1989. If anything, this survey underlines the need for
such a work, one that is perhaps more encompassing of diversity among
the FG community than previous volumes. From a practical perspective,
those teaching FG also deserve an up-to-date presentation of the theory
and newcomers to the theory need a more user-friendly initiation if
Hengeveld’s increasingly elaborate notation is widely accepted. Even the
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question, what IS contemporary FG theory, is hard to answer without such
a reference work.
Perhaps the word “Architecture,” therefore, is particularly apt. By analogy, I suggest FG could do with more engineers and builders. FG has been
in a design frenzy for many years now, as if having the right blueprint will
eventually manufacture the building all by itself. Needless to say, I suggest
that addressing perennial problems concerning the theory’s foundations
may offer more fruitful resources for development.

Chapter 2
From FG to FDG and Beyond –
A Constructional Reappraisal
1. Introduction
Without a doubt, one of FG’s distinctive features is its extensive use of the
so-called LAYERED STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE (LSC).1 The LSC is used as
both a descriptive and explanatory construct, dividing the linguistic world
into various hierarchically related layers, such as predicate, predication,
and proposition layers (Dik 1997a, 1997b) or interpersonal, representational, and structural layers (Hengeveld 2004c). Since Hengeveld (1989),
the principle of layering has come to permeate the entire grammatical
model. Rijkhoff (2002), for instance, explores the application of layering to
the noun phrase across languages, noting the parallelism in this regard
between the layering of terms and predicates.
The LSC of FG received a fair amount of criticism since its first appearance in Hengeveld (1989; see Anstey ch. 1 for its precursors), which
eventually led to a new version of FG, Functional Discourse Grammar
(FDG; Hengeveld 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2004d; Mackenzie and GómezGonzález 2004; Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2006, fc; Butler 2003: 63–117;
Anstey ch. 1). FDG divides the LSC of FG into two layers, the interpersonal
and representational. FDG also adds an explicit syntactic layer, a longstanding desideratum for FG.
Nevertheless, the present article argues that there are still vestiges of
the problems in the LSC that remain in the reworked interpersonal and
representational layers of FDG. To address these problems, it is necessary
to review the LSC of FG (section 2) and the way FDG solves many of its
1

I would like to thank those who commented on earlier drafts: J. Lachlan
Mackenzie and Kees Hengeveld (in particular for kindly sending me drafts of two
chapters of Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc), Francis Cornish, Chris Butler, and
Miriam Taverniers. Thanks also to Ray Jackendoff for discussion of parts of
section 4.
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shortcomings (section 3). Section 3 builds on the evaluation of FDG in
Anstey (2002, ch. 1) to offer three additional changes to the model. Furthermore, section 3 raises a more basic issue – what should “semantics”
actually refer to in FDG? Specifically, should it refer only those interpersonal/representational distinctions that are relevant to syntax, or should it
embrace conceptualisation more broadly and refer to the speaker’s intended meaning? Section 4 offers an answer this question in light of the
phenomenon of MULTIFUNCTIONALITY (Haspelmath 2003; that is, manyto-many function-to-form correspondences) and argues for the latter,
broader definition of conceptually-relevant semantics. This results in a
prising apart of the implicit one-to-one function-to-form bond between
semantics and syntax in FDG, allowing each a greater degree of independence. Section 5 proposes an interpretation of FDG along the lines of
Construction Grammar (Croft 2001, 2004; Goldberg 2003) and concludes
that a Constructional FDG (CFDG), which is in effect a reinterpretation of
FDG, offers a robust way of accounting for the multifunctionality arising
from the interdependence of conceptual semantics and syntax.

2. FG
2.1 Overview of FG
The overview of the LSC presented in Butler (2003: 70–90) serves as a
useful starting point for the discussion of its various features. What
follows is an abbreviated version of Butler’s overview, with my interpretations at various points. The LSC used here is almost identical to Dik
(1997a: 67) with the important addition of the ‘f ’ variable (Keizer 1992b;
Hengeveld 1992) for predicates and its concomitant π0 and σ0. Thus the
LSC of FG contains five layers, nested concentrically as follows.
(1)

π4 Ei: [π3 Xi: [π2 ei: [π1 [(π0 fi: predβ σ0) (ω xi: α τ)SemF.SynF.PragFn] σ1] σ2] σ3] σ4

The innermost layer, the NUCLEAR PREDICATION, (π0 fi: predβ σ0) (ω xi: α
τ)SemFn, contains the predicate, (π0 fi: predβ σ0), with zero or more argument
slots filled with n terms, (ω xi: α τ)SemF, in which ω stands for term operators and τ for term satellites. Terms are also built from predicates (that is,
α = fj: predβ). Each argument has a semantic function (SemF) which
specifies its relationship to the predicate. Later in the clause derivation it
will be given a syntactic function (SynF), such as Subject or Object,
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understood as viewpoints from which participants view the predication,
and a pragmatic function (PragF), such as Topic and Focus, which encode
information structure. Predicates are either basic (f: driveV) or derived
(x: driverN) and are actual lexical items, as evidenced by the part-of-speech
subscript (β) on each predicate.
The variables in each case represent the entity type. FG posits a
rudimentary variable inventory as follows: f = predicate, x = first order
entity (object), e = event, X = proposition, and E = speech act.
The nuclear predication designates a state of affairs (SoA). Each
structural unit in the LSC, namely each layer and the predicate and terms,
is further specified by OPERATORS and/or SATELLITES. Operators, represented by ω for term operators and πn for the rest, are those semantic
features of the clause and its parts that are expressed grammatically and
satellites, represented by τ for term operators and σn for the rest, are those
that are expressed lexically. For example, predicate satellites (σ0) are
optional lexical modifications of the predicate, such as quickly in He ran
quickly.
The CORE PREDICATION, π1 … σ1, adds predicate operators π1 and
predicate satellites σ1, which further specify the internal features of the
SoA, such as phasal aspect (He began to run) and additional participants
(He travelled to Rome with his parents). The EXTENDED PREDICATION, π2
ei:… σ2, which as a complete event receives an e-variable, locates the core
predication with respect to time, space, and cognitive coordinates. Thus
we find operators and satellites of tense, frequency, circumstance, and so
forth. The PROPOSITION, π3 Xi:… σ3, represents a possible fact, something
that can be asserted, known, believed, and so forth. Proposition operators
specify evidentiality, subjective modality, and the like. The final layer, the
SPEECH ACT, π4 Ei:… σ4, is considered to be the fully-specified clause. The
fully-specified clause can have extra-clausal constituents, such as tag
questions (…, isn’t it?) added to either side of it. Illocutionary operators
and satellites modify the illocutionary force of the speech act, as seen in
mitigation and politeness expressions.
The following example (based on Butler 2003: 82–83) illustrates the
derivation of the LSC for the Sentence:
(2)

Apparently the apple was stolen last week.

The nuclear predication combines the predicate (and its frame) fk:
stealV (x1)Ag (x2)Go (x3)So with the definite singular (D.SG; note that multiple
operators are separated by a stop) term, (D.SG xl: apple). Leaving the empty
Agent and Source slots as is, this produces the following:
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(3)

fk: stealV (Ø)Ag (D.SG xl: apple)Go (Ø)So

The core predication is equivalent to the nuclear predication in this
example and the extended predication locates the event temporally with a
Past operator and a last week satellite. Subject is assigned to the Goal
constituent:
(4)

π2-PAST ej: [fk: stealV (Ø)Ag (D.SG xl: apple)Go.Subj (Ø)So] σ2-(last week)Temp

The proposition is indicated by the addition of the ‘X’ variable –
changed to ‘p’ in FDG – to the completed previous layer and the inferential satellite apparently:
(5)

Xi: [π2-PAST ej: [ [fk: stealV (Ø)Ag (D.SG xl: apple)Go.Subj (Ø)So]] σ2-(last week)Temp]
σ3-(apparently)Infer

The completed LSC is produced by adding the speech act variable E,
the Declarative illocutionary operator, and Topic and Focus markers.
(6)

π4-DECL Ei: [Xi: [π2-PAST ej: [ [fk: stealV (Ø)Ag (D.SG xl: apple)Go.Subj.GivTop (Ø)So]]
σ2-(last week)Temp.Foc] σ3-(apparently)Infer]

2.2 Problems with FG
We are now in a position to appreciate the problems with the LSC. First,
section 2.2.1 presents clear evidence of problems by showing how eight FG
publications differ on the assignment of operators/satellites to various
layers. Section 2.2.2 traces this problem back to the conflation of syntactic
information in the understanding of the LSC. Section 2.2.3 familiarises the
reader with some additional problems of FG that FDG specifically aims to
resolve.

2.2.1 Evidence of LSC problems
The following survey (table 1), adapted from Anstey (2002), presents a
summary of the location of operators and satellites (ψn = πn/σn) in eight
FG sources. I have not included satellites such as cause, reason, and so
forth, often expressed with an intonation break, as these are widely regarded as expressions of separate moves in the discourse (Hengeveld 1997;
2004c; Hannay 1998; Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc). Areas of disagreement
are shaded. The sources used are as follows:
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A:
B:
C:
D:

Dik (1997a; 1997b)
Mackenzie (1998a)
Vet (2001)
van der Auwera (2001)

E:
F:
G:
H:
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Keizer (1992b)
Hengeveld (1989)2
Vismans (1994)
Cuvalay-Haak (1997)

Table 1. Operator and satellite positions in eight FG publications
Layer
Specification
(im)perfective
phasal aspect
predicate negation
manner
speed
predicate locative
beneficiary
company
instrument
quality
direction
source
path
predication locative
perfect
prospective
quantifying
habitual
tense
predication negation
objective deontic modality
objective epistemic modality
subjective modality
evidential modality
proposition negation
attitudinal
reinforce
weaken

ψ0

ψ1

ψ2

E, F
C, E, F
F
B
B

A, H
A, H
A
A
A
A
A, B
A, B
A, B
A, B
A
A
A

C

C
H

G
G

A
A
A, C
A, F
A, F, H
A, F, H
A, F, H
A, D, F
A, F, H

G
G

ψ3

ψ4

D
A, F, H
A, F, H
A
A
G
G

F, G
F, G

Table 1 clearly shows that there is a lack of consensus in FG literature
as to the location of the shaded operators/satellites with respect to the
proposed layers. Section 3.2.2 offers a strategy for resolving this problem.

2

Hengeveld (pc) notes that he always understood the predicate operators to
restrict the predicate (‘f’ in subsequent FG) and not ‘x’. So although Hengeveld
(1989) uses π1, in table 1 Hengeveld’s (im)perfective, phasal aspect, and predicate
negation, are under ψ0 and not ψ1.
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2.2.2 Conflation of syntactic and semantic information
A second problem with FG and its LSC is its lack of a separate syntactic
level. This problem was first observed by Watters (1980) in his review of
Dik (1978a): ““Perhaps the most glaring weakness is the lack of any extended discussion about the place and role of constituent structure and
categorial information.” A similar criticism was made by Van Valin (1990;
cf. Mairal Usón and Van Valin 2001). Fortunately this lacuna is rectified in
FDG (see §3.1, p. 56), with much of the impetus coming from the work of
Bakker and Siewierska (Bakker 2001; Bakker and Siewierska 2004).
The problems of combining semantic and syntactic information are
legion and do not need to be rehearsed here – the fundamental issue is
that semantic (and pragmatic and phonological, etc.) and syntactic layers
encode different types of information that correlate imperfectly (Jackendoff 2002; Butler 2003).
Conceptually, the lack of a syntactic layer arose from Dik’s particular
understanding of functionalism (Anstey ch. 1). However, this stance became deeply entrenched in FG practice, as table 1 suggests. It is worth
reviewing Hengeveld (1989) to exemplify how such a conflation was
implemented.
Hengeveld (1989) is the first major exposition of the LSC. He divides
the clause into two basic layers: the INTERPERSONAL, which contains the
REPRESENTATIONAL, a crucial division that continues into FDG. Accordingly, his LSC (minus satellites) is as follows:
(8)

(E1: [π4 ILL (S) (A) (π3 X1: [predication] (X1))] (E1)
(π2 e1: [π1 predβ (α)n] (e1))

The model contains four entity types as summarised in the following
table:
Table 2. Hengeveld’s entity typology
Variable
x
e
X
E

Restrictor
predicateN
predication
proposition
clause

Clause Unit
(x: predicateN (x))
(e: predication (e))
(X: proposition (X))
(E: clause (E))

Reference
individual
state of affairs
potential fact
speech act

Hengeveld understands each restrictor as REFERRING, following from
the proposal of Vet (1986); however, he points out that the ‘E’ variable
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refers to the speech event itself rather than to one of the entities referred
to within that speech event.
Let us now review Hengeveld’s understanding of operators. For each of
the four operators, he provides three pieces of information. As an example
(1989: 131–132), let us consider predication operators (π2):
a. Operators (definitions)
“Predication operators capture the grammatical means which locate
the SoAs [State of Affairs, MPA] designated by a predication in a real
or imaginary world and thus restrict the set of potential referents of
the predication to the external situation(s) the speaker has in mind”
b. Operators (classification)
Semantic Domain
Grammatical Category
Time of occurrence
Tense
Frequency of occurrence
Quantificational Aspect
Actuality of occurrence
Objective Mood/Polarity
c. Operators (function)
“π2: Qualification of the SoA as a whole”
We can deduce from these statements that particular operators for
Hengeveld are A MINIMAL GRAMMATICAL UNIT IN A LANGUAGE REPRESENTING A UNITARY SEMANTIC CONCEPT. Thus there is a one-to-one mapping
from function to form. Accordingly, operators are grouped into four
groups (π1 to π4) in two different ways – semantically AND syntactically. π2
operators are grouped semantically as those operators concerning time,
frequency, and actuality of occurrence, and morphosyntactically as those
operators representing grammatical distinctions of tense, quantificational
aspect, and objective mood/polarity.
This tight binding of semantics and syntax did FG no favours and led
to the sorts of inconsistencies that table 1 documents. Moreover, in
discussing multifunctionality below (§4, p. 81), we shall see that it does the
functionalist paradigm in general no favours. How does semantics have
priority over syntax if the semantic distinctions are restricted to those
with overt grammatical and lexical codings? And how does one explain
syntactical rules that are irreducible to semantic distinctions? Indeed, it
could be argued that this amalgamation of semantics and syntax
UNDERMINES the priority of semantics over syntax, because one will have a
tendency to provide a semantic inventory for any particular language
strictly according to its morphosyntactic distinctions.
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2.2.3 Additional problems with the LSC
In FG, the LSC is a complete description of all that underlies syntactic expression. This leads to problems whenever any pre-syntactic information
is not strictly representational or whenever a semantic distinction (in a
conceptual/cognitive sense) is not overtly coded in morphosyntax or in
prosody. Although Hengeveld (1989; see §2.2.2 above) separates interpersonal information, this was not adopted in the canonical FG publication of
Dik (1997a, 1997b).
As an illustration, consider the following Clause from Tiberian
Hebrew3 (TH). The context is that Nathan (the king’s advisor) is talking to
David (the king), who has just confessed to murdering a man called Uriah
in order to sleep with Uriah’s wife, Bathsheba. Nathan begins with, “The
LORD has taken away your sin. You will not die. However, because you
have made the enemies of the LORD show utter contempt,…” The Hebrew
which follows and its FG representation are as follows:4

3

Because Biblical Hebrew (BH) is arguably a misnomer, the term Tiberian
Hebrew (TH) is preferable. TH refers to BH, most of which was written down
probably originally from 800–300 BCE, as annotated with vowels and chanting instructions by Jewish scholars in Tiberias circa 750 CE. These diacritics are the
main source of our knowledge of TH prosody and phonology (Khan 1997; Dresher
fc). Scribal practices from Qumran, Masada, and elsewhere suggest that TH
lexicophonology was fixed circa 70 CE but that TH syntax and semantics represents BH in a form understandable in 515–300 BCE (see Young 2003a, 2005 for
details).
4
The manuscripts of TH contain detailed prosodic information, relating to the
liturgical chanting of the text. This information is assumed in TH studies to be
(100%) iconic with spoken prosodic structure (Dresher fc). So constituents in the
gloss with acute accents indicate the right-edge of a Prosodic Phrase and grave
accents indicate Prosodic Words. Constituents suffixed by ‘=’ are prosodic clitics.
Letters in parentheses are the so-called “quiescent consonants.” They have no
phonetic significance, but are nevertheless morphologically, lexically, and diachronically important. See Anstey fc-a, fc-b (chs. 3–4) for more details on interlinear glossing of TH.
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(9)

hab-béːn haj-jillòː(w)ð lə̆-χɔ́ː
mòː(w)θ5
ART-born
DAT-2MSG die\CERT
‘even the son born to you will surely die’ (2 Sam. 12:14)

gáːm

ADD6

(10)

ART-son
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j-ɔːmúː(w)θ
3MSG-die\NPST

X:[NPST e: [(f: mu(w)tV)NewFoc (D.SG x: benN:{f: jillodA
(2MSG)Rec.GivTop})Pat.GivTop] σ3-(gam)Add]]

DECL E: [CERT

The problem with the FG notation in (10) is that it contains two pieces
of non-representational (non-ideational) information. First, gam functions
in this Clause to indicate a contrary-to-expectation proposition (van der
Merwe et al. 2002: 315–316). It functions to structure more precisely the
relationship between the contents of the utterance (‘your son will die’) and
the presuppositions held by the listener/reader (‘David’/‘us’), which the
speaker/author (‘Nathan’/unknown) assumes are not known. Therefore its
scope is not over the proposition qua proposition at the representational
level but over the proposition qua intended message at the interpersonal
level.
Secondly, information structure, encoded as Focus and Topic assignments, should be separate from the representational later. Instead, Topic
and Focus are characteristic of the interpersonal dimension of communication.
To use a pictorial metaphor (cf. McGregor 1997: 65), the representational content, CERT X: [NPST e: [(f: mu(w)t)…]], paints a picture which is
framed by the interpersonal content, DECL E:[…NewFoc… σ3-(gam)Add].
FDG elaborates the distinction between these levels in much greater
detail.

2.3 Summary
Since the appearance of FG in Dik (1978a), the theory has been successfully applied to a wide range of languages and linguistic phenomena (see
Anstey and Mackenzie 2005: Appendix, for complete list of FG monographs and dissertations). However, the engine of FG, the LSC, has been
pushed to drive descriptions and explanations of grammatical data that
5

The word mòː(w)θ, ‘die’ is a non-inflected cognate Verb form (called in TH a
so-called “Infinitive Absolute”) of the lemma mu(w)t, ‘to die’, which strengthens
the subjective epistemic modality of the proposition. Thus I have glossed it as a
CERTainty operator, a category discussed in Hengeveld and Mackenzie (fc).
6
ADD stands for Additive focusing modifier (similar to English ‘even’, ‘also’), a
term adapted from Pullum and Huddleston (2002).
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have ultimately exposed its structural flaws, chiefly the inclusion of interpersonal (and discourse-pragmatic/textual, and, at times, syntactic!)
information in an ostensibly semantic structure. FDG, as explained in the
following section, not only resolves these problems, it also offers a new
design for the grammar as a whole; hence the title of the first monograph
of FDG is entitled, A New Architecture for Functional Grammar (Mackenzie and Gómez-González 2004).

3. FDG
3.1 Overview of FDG
The development from FG to FDG signifies the shift from a grammar
based on sentences to a grammar based on discourse units. The LSC of
FG (see §2.1, p. 48) is built from the bottom up, from predicates, which take
arguments to form predications, which in turn take tense/aspect operators, and so forth.
In FDG, however, the interpersonal layer (IL) is understood as the
grammatical engine room, resulting in a top-down organisation (Hengeveld 2004c; Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc). The IL represents
the ACTIONAL dimension of communication. The basic units of the IL are
thus MOVES (M), the largest units of grammatically-relevant action, and
ACTS (A), defined by Kroon (1995: 65) as “the smallest identifiable units of
communicative behaviour.” Acts may also contain an intended message,
called the COMMUNICATED CONTENT (C), which in turn contains the subacts of reference (R) and/or ascription (T) Some acts, such as interjections
like Hey!, contain no C.
In the utterance John kissed Mary, C contains the sub-acts of REFERRING (R) to John and to Mary and the sub-act of ASCRIBING (T) kissing to
these referents. The notation also includes the SPEECH OCCURRENCE (F)
consisting of an illocution (ILL), a speaker (PS), and an addressee (PA).
Therefore, the notation used to indicate the IL is as follows, simplified
somewhat for our purposes and retaining ψ for π/σ:
(11)

ψ M: [ψ A: [ψ F: [ILL (ψ PS) (ψ PA) [ψ C: (ψ T) (ψ R)]C]F]A]M

However, for reasons that will be given below (§3.2.2, p. 70), the colon ‘:’
will be omitted, except for the case of restriction (i.e. A:{B} = B restricts
A). Therefore, (11) is written as follows:
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(12) ψ M [ψ A [ψ F [ILL (ψ PS) (ψ PA) [ψ C (ψ T) (ψ R)]C]F]A]M

Moves are divided into basic types such as INITIATION and REACTION,
while Acts are either ILLOCUTIVES (if they contain a C) or Non-illocutives
(INTERACTIVES or EXPRESSIVES) (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2006). To date,
only lexical (and not grammatical) modification of Moves, such as contrastive however, have been posited in FDG. Both lexical (e.g. in addition,
briefly) and grammatical (e.g. IRONY, EXCLAMATION ) modification of Acts
are well documented (Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc).
Extra-clausal constituents in FG are reanalyzed as acts (or occasionally
moves) in FDG and are typically Non-illocutive. For example, the utterance Hey, you dropped your wallet, didn’t you?, is one Move with three
acts, an Interpellative, an Illocutive, and an Interactive).
The difference between explicit and implicit performatives is reflected
in the difference between lexical and non-lexical expression of illocutions.
In the following example, the Verb promise is the explicit marker of the
illocutive in (13a), but DECL is in (13b):
(13) a. I promise to do the washing up.
M [A [F [promiseV (PS) (PA) [C]C]F]A]M
b. I will do the washing up.
M [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C]C]F]A]M

Modifiers of the illocution σ-(sincerelyAdv)Man are typically satellites in
English:
(14) I promise you sincerely that this is not a trick.
M [A [F [promiseV σ-(sincerelyAdv)Man (PS) (PA) [C]C]F]A]M

Topic and Focus are assigned to the subacts of ascription and reference. Every C has a focused subact, but not necessarily a topicalised
subact because holophrastic utterances have focus but no topic (e.g., A:
What is it? B: An appleNewFoc), as do all-new (thetic) utterances.
The representational level is similar to the predicational layer inside
the LSC of FG. One difference is that the entity typology is extended to
include locations, l, and times, t. It is a matter of ongoing investigation to
determine if there are additional grammatically-relevant entities, such as
institutions, abstractions, and the like. In this regard FDG moves away
from the minimalist, “most economic” entity typology of FG, stemming
from traditional logic, towards a more “common sense” semantics, as seen
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for instance in the work of Dölling (1993, 1995). The raison d’être for this is
that, as Jackendoff (2003: 318, his emphasis) writes, “ontological category
features, unlike most descriptive features of concepts, ARE ‘visible’ to the
syntax–semantics interface.”
The representational layer (RL) is as follows, again following the
simplified format above:
(15)

ψ p [ψ e [ψ f predβ (ψ α predβ)SemFn]e]p
where α = entity variable (f, x, e, p, etc.); β = part-of-speech

Consequently the combined IL/RL, which F(D)G calls the UNDERLYING
(UR), for a typical intransitive predication is as follows:

REPRESENTATION

(16) ψ M [ψ A [ψ F [ILL (ψ PS) (ψ PA) [ψ C (ψ T)
ψ p [ψ e [ψ f predβ

(ψ R)]C]F]A]M
(ψ α predβ)SemFn]e]p

The separation of the interpersonal and the representational allows for
a much clearer description of their interesting interactions. Some
examples adapted from Hengeveld and Mackenzie (2006) are as follows.
Note that, in contrast to FG, the definiteness operator D has moved to the
IL:
(17) a. The teacher is tall.
M [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (T1)

(D R2)]C]F]A]M

p [e [f3 tallAdj (SG x4 teacherN)Ø]e]p
b. Tallness impresses the teacher.
M [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (T1)

(R2)

(D R3)]C]F]A]M

p [e [f4 impressV (f6 tallnessN)Ag (SG x6 teacherN)Pat]e]p
c. John is the ideal husband.
M [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (D T1)

(R2 JohnNp)]C]F]A]M

p [e [SG x3 husbandN:{f idealAdj} (x4)Ø]e]p

Notice that in (17c) the ideal husband is non-referential and ascriptive,
hence T1 and not R1 (see Keizer 1992b for thorough justification of this
view of reference and ascription, and especially chapter six for discussion
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of predicate nominals). As Jackendoff observes, a separation of representation and reference also allows differentiation between identity of
reference (John bought [T1 x2 a green car] and Peter liked [T3 (=T1) x4 it])
versus identify of sense (John bought [T1 x2 a green car] and Peter bought
[T3 x4 (=x2) one] too.)
The syntactic layer in FDG holds no surprises – Bakker and Siewierska’s (2004) dynamic, incremental syntax notwithstanding – and is still
under active development (Bakker 2001; Bakker and Siewierska 2004;
Hengeveld 2004d; de Groot and Hengeveld 2005). What matters is that
there IS a syntactic layer in FDG and that the interactions between interpersonal, representational, and syntactic (and phonological) layers can be
much more adequately described in FDG. For example, the two Sentences
below differ interpersonally (in appropriate contexts), in that Sheila is part
of the new information in (18a) but not in (18b) (unless [18b] is a thetic
utterance). Hence alternations at the interpersonal level are reflected in
alternations in the syntax (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2006). Hengeveld
and Mackenzie (2005) also discuss this pair of utterances and identify a
representational difference in terms of evidentiality – typically, (18a) is
uttered on the basis of indirect evidence but (18b) on the basis of direct
evidence.
(18). a. It seems that [Sheila has arrived.]NewFoc
b. [Sheila]GivTop seems [to have arrived.]NewFoc

In sum, FDG resolves the problems with FG detailed in section 2.7 To
illustrate this, let us return to our TH example, annotated with the FDG
notation. I have raised the interlinear gloss above the text and added
syntactic constituents. The four layers from the top-down are Interpersonal, Representational, Syntactic, and Expression respectively.

7

FDG also makes numerous changes to the lexicon, such as the introduction of
predication frames, which are templates for various states of affairs (García
Velasco and Hengeveld 2002). The lexical (de)composition of the verbal lexeme
determines the predication frames into which it can slot.
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(19) M [A [F [DECL1 (PS) (PA.2 2MSG) [C (T3)NewFoc (R2 =PA)GivTop (D4 R5)GivTop]C
(σC-gamPart)Add.6]F]A]M
CERT7

p [NPST8 e [f9 mu(w)tV (SG12 x10 benN:{f13 jillodAdj (x11 2MSG)Rec.14} )Pat.15]e]p.Nucl

[[ADD]6 [[ART-son]NP.4.10.9 [[ART-born]AdjP.4.9.13 [DAT-2MSG]PP.11.14]AdjP]NP.Subj.15
[die\CERT]AdvP.9.7 [3M-die\NPST(SG)]VP.9.8]Cl.1
gáːm6 hab4-béːn10.12 haj4-jillòː(w)ð12.13 lə̆14-χɔ́ː11 mòː(w)θ9.7 j-ɔːmúː(w)θ9.8

‘… even the son born to you will surely die.’

We can make some observations on example (19):
a. The additive focussing adjunct particle gam is taken as a satellite (σC) to
the communicated contents (C) and maps directly to the syntactic
layer from the IL.
b. The expression of several forms combines information from both IL
and RL (hab4-béːn10.12, mòː(w)θ9.7, etc).
c. The word order is determined by the interaction of many factors –
topic and focus assignment, NPST tense, DECL illocution, and the rules
governing placement of gam.
d. The semantic functions Recipient and Patient map onto DAT and Subj
respectively.
The advantage of FDG over FG is therefore very clear in its strict
separation of the interpersonal, representational, and syntactic layers.

3.2 Problems with FDG
Despite the aforementioned advantages of FDG over FG, it is my
contention that there remain four problems with the model, namely, the
place of operators and satellites, the use of a quasi-predicate logic notation, the insertion of lexemes as parts-of-speech in the RL, and, more
significantly, the tight one-to-one bonding between the IL and RL on one
hand and the expression (syntactic, prosodic, etc.) layers on the other.
Because the fourth problem, the problem of MULTIFUCTIONALITY, requires
a substantial rethinking of the model, it will be dealt with in section 4. The
remainder of section 3.2 addresses the first three problems.
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3.2.1 Operators and satellites
Operators and satellites are central to F(D)G. However, in the change from
FG to FDG, their theoretical status needs to be reconsidered, particularly
now that FDG has a distinct syntactic layer, because satellites and operators vary precisely over their expression at the syntactic level, namely
lexical and morphophonological respectively. This actually establishes two
problems: how can they be defined on a purely interpersonal and/or representational basis, and how can their conceptual unity be more explicitly
indicated?
Defining operators and satellites
The central problem identified in section 2.2.2 (p. 52) was that FG suffers
from a one-to-one mapping between interpersonal intentions and representational semantics on one hand and syntax on the other. These two
must be disentangled into separate non-syntactic and syntactic modules.
FDG carries out this separation but the status of operators and satellites
after the carve-up is left somewhat vague, as it is not clear over what
exactly they have scope over. For example, in FG, π2 operators have scope
over the EXTENDED PREDICATION (see §2.1, p. 48), π1 over the NUCLEAR PREDICATION, and so forth. But in FDG there is no extended predication or
nuclear predication as clausal subunits of the RL. Moreover, the entity
typology of FDG has expanded to include locations l and times t, and subcategories of entities (masses mx, collectives cx, intervals it, regions rl, etc.).
Which operators and satellites have scope over these and how are they
defined?
To put the problem another way, in FG there is a PARALLELISM between
entity types (0-order properties, 1st-order objects, 2nd-order events, 3rdorder propositions, etc.) on one hand and semantic ‘clause’ structure
(predicates, terms, predications, propositions, etc) with its associated operators and satellites (π0/σ0, π1/σ1, π2/σ2, π3/σ3, etc.) on the other (see §2.2.2
table 2, p. 52). FDG breaks this parallelism in two ways: by removing ‘clause’
from semantic structure altogether and by augmenting the entity inventory with new types and subtypes. There is still structure at the RL, but it
is composed entirely of widely-accepted (phrasal) semantic structural
operations such as argument satisfaction, restriction, binding, coordination, nesting, and so forth.
The problem of defining operators and satellites in FDG can be solved
in a straightforward manner (following a reworking of Anstey 2002). I
propose to define operators (π) and satellites (σ), together taken as specifiers (ψ), not in terms of the clausal unit they modify, but IN TERMS OF THE
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DOMAIN TO WHICH THEIR SPECIFICATION RELATES.
Notationally, each entity type is indicated by a variable v with its specifiers
ψv, namely, operators πv and satellites σv. The specifiers for events e are
thus πe and σe, πt and σt for times, and so forth.8
What this precisely means is shown below briefly for objects, events,
and propositions, and in detail for PREDICATES. The application of this
approach to the additional entities of FDG (Move, Act, location, time, etc)
is not considered.
In brief, if we consider the specific descriptive features of each RL unit,
we observe that the features correspond to prototypical examples of the
respective entity type:
(i) Objects, x, have features such as shape, size, substance, and objectquantification (Vossen 1997; Rijkhoff 2002). Less typical modifications are
also possible. For example, the recently-coined English Nominal prefix
Mc-, from McDonalds fast-food, which specifies that an object/individual
is cheap and of low-quality (McBook, McDoctor, etc.); or the English Nominal irregular plural suffix -z, used exclusively in typed English on the
Internet to indicate the dubious legal status of an entity (gamez, passwordz, filez, etc.). Such evaluative modifiers are similar to the quasi/pseudo-/counter-/para-/sorda (< sort of) type English Nominal prefixes,
which all indicate to the addressee that the entity referred to deviates from
or contrasts with the prototypical meaning of the uninflected form in one
way or an other. From an interpersonal perspective, there are also various
object specifications available, such as honorofics, diminutives used for
affection, and so forth. Finally, there are temporal modifiers of objects,
such as English ex- (ex-cop, ex-wife).
(ii) Events, e, have the features of time of occurrence (tense), frequency
of occurrence, and so forth. Because the (non)-occurrence of events is
independent of opinion, the features of objective modality are also in this
domain.
(iii) Propositions, p, are mental constructs: facts, beliefs, hopes, or
wishes with respect to the world, real or imaginary. They have features
such as attitudes toward the proposition (doubt, disbelief ) and the source
of the proposition (common knowledge, sensory evidence, inference,
hearsay, etc; Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc).
ONTOLOGICAL

8

In fact, Hengeveld and Mackenzie (fc) adopt just such an approach, but the
theoretical underpinnings have yet to be articulated, a task to which this section
contributes. Hengeveld (2004b) indicates a similar approach in presenting the NP
structure in FDG as follows: ΠR RI [(πx xi: (πf fi: lexN (fi): σf (fi)) (xi): σx (xi))] (RI): ΣR
(RI).
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To illustrate this approach further, we will consider the PREDICATE
domain in more detail. Predicate specifiers ψf specify features of prototypical predicates. A long tradition in linguistics views three features as
basic: telicity, dynamicity, and duration – does the predicate include a
terminal point or does it last forever (e.g., to melt vs. to be white); does it
change over time or is it static; and does it extend through time? In many
languages, these properties are lexicalised, so there is no explicit morphosyntactic marking for instance of stative vs. non-stative. Thus, πf operators
as grammatical means of specifying predicate features are less common.
There are a large number of other specifiers for predicates, many of
which are well-known, such as those that modify the predicate’s speed (to
run quickly), degree (to overcook, to outrun, to hyperventilate), or manner
(to dance beautifully) (Mackenzie 1998a). What then are some of the other
ways of modifying the sense of a predicate?
Predicate locatives, both grammatical and lexical, are predicate specifiers because they too change the sense of the predicate – to kiss on the
cheek is different from to kiss. Predicate locatives are particularly common
with verbs of unspecified movement. For example, DIRECTIONAL operators
are common in Qiang (Tibeto-Burman; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997: 42):
(20) a. təʁů
‘throw straight up’
πf-UP [f ʁů]
b. ɦaʁů
‘throw straight down’
πf-DOWN [f ʁů]

In English, directional satellites are common (to rotate counter clockwise; to throw in an arc) and the related REVERSIVE prefix un- in English
could be analyzed as a subtype of directional operator (unwind, unscramble, unzip, etc.). More common English directional operators are
expressed by the prefixes circum-, inter-, intra-, etc. Of course, many
English prefixes have limited productivity and so may not be operators,
but they are nevertheless helpful illustrations of the SORTS of predicate
modification that languages show.
In TH (and other languages, see Haspelmath 2003), reflexives are used
with Verbs of body motion, often to indicate a movement backwards and
forwards. This is seen most clearly when the same Verb appears adjacent
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in reflexive and non-reflexive forms. In the following example, the Reflexive Verb is notated with a (generic) DIR(ectional) operator.9
(21) w-aj-j-óː(ʔ)mɛr
lə̆χ-úː(w)
hiθhallə̆χ-ùː(w)
v-ɔː-ʔɔ́ːrɛʦˁ
CR-CLT-3MSG-say\NARR walk\IMP-MPL walk\IMP.RFL-MPL LOC-ART-earth
‘And he said, “Go and wander around on the earth”.’ (Zechariah 6:7)
… de [ψf-DIR ef halak (x 2MPL)Ag (pl [rf b- (SG rl ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ)])Path]e

Another interesting case in Semitic languages occurs with the INTENinflection of Verbs (e.g. Doron 2003 for TH). Fassi Fehri (2003) notes
that the term ‘intensive’ originated in the medieval Arabic grammatical
terms taktiir ‘multiplicity’ and mubaalaġah ‘exaggeration’, which likewise
suggest a change in predicate sense rather than predication. Two examples
of TH Intensives are as follows:

SIVE

(22) a. ʃɔːváːr
break\PST(3MSG)
‘he broke’
(f ʃabar)
b. ʃɔːʔáːl
ask\PST(3MSG)
‘he asked’
(f ʃaʔal)

ʃibbéːr
break\PST.INTS(3MSG)
‘he broke into pieces’
(πf-INTS f ʃabar)
ʃiːʔéːl
ask\PST.INTS(3MSG)
‘he begged’
(πf-INTS f ʃaʔal)

Intensives are not limited to Semitic languages; in many languages,
reduplicative morphology effects similar changes to the predicate. Even in
English we find examples of reduplication effecting intensification,
particularly in children’s literature, such as the man thought and thought
about it; they ran and ran till they caught the fairies; I pushed and I
pushed; and the rabbit hippity-hopped but the goats went skippity-skip, etc.
Reduplicative (and intensive) morphology can also indicate ITERATION
(or PREDICATE QUANTIFICATION ). In Slovak Romani, the infixes -kerand -av- indicate iteration (phiravel ‘to carry’, phirav-ker-el ‘to carry
repeatedly’) and may themselves be repeated (phir-ker-ker-el ≈ phirav-kerel; Rácová 1999). Cuvalay-Haak (1997: 46; quoting from Kristoffersen 1992:
162) suggests that the West Greenlandic infix –sar– is a πf REPETITIVE

9

r

I have included in this example the subdivisions of entity types, namely, de, ef,
f, pl, and rl, as discussed below (§3.2.1.1, p. 7).
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marker. An example illustrates both σe event quantification (‘every day’)
and πf predicate quantification (‘thoroughly tested’):
(23) ullut tamaasa misilin-niqar-luar-tar-put
day
every
test-PASS -well-REP-DECL .3PL
‘Every day they are thoroughly tested.’
p [e πf-REP f misilin:{f luar} (3PL)PatSubj]e σe-(ullut)Quant]p

There are two other major groups of predicate specifiers (cf. Faber and
Mairal Usón (1999: 145–176). The first is the PHASAL ASPECT specifiers,
such as INCEPTIVE, PROGRESSIVE, and so forth, which isolate a temporal
subsection of a predicate’s sense. In English, they are indicated by phasal
Verbs, such as to start to X, to finish Xing, and by the Present Participle.
Related to phasal aspect is PERSPECTIVAL ASPECT (Dik 1997a: 220–225),
namely, the (IM)PERFECTIVE distinction. In some languages, such as English, this is lexicalised, in others, such as Polish, it is marked inflectionally
on each Verb. Irrespective of its expression, however, perspectival aspect
affects the sense of the predicate. Of course, such so-called LEXICAL
ASPECT (also Aktionsart) combines with other elements in the clause to
produce the complete tense-aspect configuration, so-called GRAMMATICAL
(TENSE-)ASPECT (Młynarczyk 2004; Verkuyl 2003).10
The other somewhat heterogeneous group, of which the previously
mentioned English Reversive is a member, contains various types of negation, reversal, transformation, and evaluation of the sense of predicates,
such as those expressed by the following English Verbal prefixes: mal(malform, maladminister, malfunction), dis- (disambiguate, dispossess,
disallow), de- (deforest, de-energise, de-emphasise), re- (rewrite, rephrase,
reshape), and so on (anti-, contra-, counter-, mis-), and so forth. They
parallel the above-mentioned evaluative modifiers – quasi-, pseudo¸ Mac– in that also tell the addressee to construe a meaning of the predicate that
deviates in some way from the prototypical sense of the uninflected form.
Included in this group is CONATION, where an attempt to undertake the
action denoted by the predicate is specified. In English, this is expressed
as to try/to strive/etc to X, although the fact that both predicates can be
modified – He tried hard to run quickly – suggests that this construction
is perceived as depicting two events (an intention and a physical effort). At
the least it is a complex predication.
10
Anstey (2002) errs in classifying (im)perfectivity ONLY as an event specifier,
rather than as an event and a predicate specifier. Thanks to J. Lachlan Mackenzie
and Francis Cornish for discussion of this issue.
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In sum, predicate specifiers indicate the following features of predicates: telicity, dynamicity, duration, speed, degree, manner, location,
direction, intensity, quantification, phasal aspect, perspectival aspect,
negation, reversal, and evaluation. Undoubtedly there are other specifiers
to be included in this list.
Before concluding this section, it must be pointed out that the results
of this approach to operators/specifiers in FDG entails two very important
implications.
First, it poses a problem for the practice in F(D)G of using the f variable uniformly for properties (typically expressed as adjectives), relations
(typically as adpositions), and predicates (typically as verbs). For clearly,
many of the prototypical specifiers just enumerated for predicates do not
hold for properties or relations. Thus, the FDG division of objects x into
masses mx, etc., should be applied to relators f, yielding, for example,
predicates ef, relations rf, and properties pf, or some other such taxonomy.
It is significant, also, that many of these have their own distinct set of
specifiers (e.g. measurement specifiers for adpositions, as in it is found six
inches under the table; the restaurant is 10 minutes down the road). The
expansion of CONCEPTUAL entity types into various subtypes, each with
distinct GRAMMATICAL properties, can only further strengthen the
functional paradigm with its commitment to cognitive explication of
syntactic explananda. In fact, theories of all persuasions, functional and
formal, have made recourse to the mass-count object distinction, the
state–non-state event distinction, the unaccusative–unergative distinction, and so forth. Functionalists only propose to call a (conceptual) spade
a (conceptual) spade, and not a syntactic one.
Secondly, if we return briefly to Dik’s original list of ψx specifiers (see
table 1, the ‘A’ entries), this leaves us the following: beneficiary, company,
instrument, direction, source, and path. Thus, if we take the somewhat
contrived example:
(24) [σe-Loc-At the station] Bill pushed [σf-Speed-quickly] [the ball [σx-Source-from his
collection]] [σ?-Path-up the bank] to Mary [σ?-Ben-for John].

we notice that the first satellite At the station is an event location satellite
σe, indicating where the event occurred; the second quickly is a predicate
manner satellite σf, indicating how fast the pushing was (not how long the
event took); and the third from his collection, introduces a lexical modification of the ball, σx. But the fourth up the bank introduces a path that the
ball travelled along and the fifth for John introduces a beneficiary of the
ball-pushing. That is, the σ? “satellites” extend the number of participants
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in the event (and as such are able in some languages to be raised to
Subject assignment). They are different from lexical modifications of
objects, as in from his collection, but in FG both are characterised as σ1
(=σx).
The Path and Beneficiary satellites do not modify the predicate, nor do
they modify the predication. Rather, they introduce OPTIONAL “participants” (typically people, places, paths, etc.) which further specify the state
of affairs but are not licensed by the verbal predicate. It is precisely these
unique properties of such σ? satellites that led Mairal Usón and Van Valin
(2001) to question their place in FG. In RRG, for instance, they are called
ARGUMENT-ADJUNCTS, to distinguish them from arguments and adjuncts.
Therefore I propose to classify such σ? participant “satellites” as nonobligatory arguments (cf. Keizer 2004; Cornish 2005b on syntactic versus
semantic arguments in FDG). That is, they are not satellites at all.
The net result is the elimination of ψx specifiers as an inherent
structure of semantic EVENT composition, which is precisely what one
would expect based on our new criteria: x operators and satellites express
descriptive features of prototypical first-order entities (e.g. from his collection above). Thus ψx only occur as semantic enrichments to OBJECTS, providing qualitative/quantitative precision. Further argument-adjuncts are
simply non-obligatory argument slots added to the event depicted in the
RL.
If we compare the LSC of FG (example 1) with that of FDG (example
16) and of the proposed ψv notation, we notice that this elimination has in
fact occurred in FDG:
(25) FG: π3 Xi: [π2 ei: [π1 [(π0 fi: predβ σ0) (ω xi: α τ)SemFSynFPragFn] σ1] σ2] σ3

FDG: π3 p: [π2 e:

ψp p [ψe e

[(π0 f: predβ σ0) (π1 x: α σ1)SemFn]

[ψf f lex

σ 2] σ 3

(ψx x)SemF]e]p

Finally, it is worth reviewing the proposed rearrangement of operators
and satellites (table 3). The layer of each category has been highlighted
and some additional specifiers have been added. Level one participant
“satellites” have been removed altogether, in light of the previous
arguments. The FG subscripts ψ0, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4 have been replaced with
entity variables, ψf for predicates, ψx for objects, ψe for events, ψp for
propositions, and ψF for speech occurrences (see §3.1, p. 56).
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Table 3. Categorisation of operators/satellites by semantic criteria
Layer →
Specification ↓
predicate negation
predicate quantification
verbal aspect
phasal aspect
degree
directionals
manner
speed
predicate (im)perfective
predicate locative
object negation
object quantification
object location
nominal aspect
event (predication) negation
event quantification
event locative
event (im)perfective
perfect (retrospective)
prospective
habitual
tense
objective deontic modality
objective epistemic modality
proposition negation
subjective modality
evidential modality
attitudinal
reinforce
weaken

ψf

ψx

F

A, F

C, E, F

A, H

B
B
E, F

A
A
A, H
A

ψe

ψp

ψF

D
A
A, F, H
A, F, H
A
G
G

D
A
A, F, H
A, F, H
A
F, G
F, G

C

A
A
A

E, F

A, H
C
H

G
G

A, F, H
A, F
A
C
A
A, C
A, F, H
A, F, H
A, D, F
A, F, H

G
G

I conclude this section with an illustration of the benefits of
delimitation of specifiers at the correct level, using a contrived Sentence
with the four types of locational modifications of a clause, namely, predicate, entity, and event locative satellites, and a non-obligatory locational
argument-adjunct:
(26) a. In Sydney the ball from the box was bounced up and down along the path.
b.

e [(f bounce (l up and down)σf-Loc)f (x the ball (l from the box)σx-Loc)Pat
(l along the path)Loc]e (l in Sydney)σe-Loc

PAST
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The conceptual unity of operators and satellites
Throughout the present paper, ψ has been used for ‘specifier’, a generic
term for operators/satellites. This practice, as the reader may well suspect
by now, is not merely for convenience. Rather, it indicates what I believe is
their conceptual unity. This unity is actually implicit in FG and FDG in
their definitions of operator and satellite – they are simply grammatical
vis-à-vis lexical EXPRESSIONS of representational or interpersonal distinctions.
Satellites, unlike operators, are assigned a semantic function, but this is
only heuristic in the sense that because operators form a closed class in a
language they can be conveniently grouped with their function implied
(e.g. PAST, FUTURE, etc all have an implied tense function). What operators
and satellites have in common is that they both exercise SCOPE over elements in interpersonal or representational structure. Nuyts (1992, summarised in Butler 2003: 106–110; cf. Butler 2003: 447–478, 502) also argues
for their underlying conceptual unity, observing that satellites typically
provide more SPECIFIC semantic modification than operators (e.g.
yesterday vs. PAST).
The suggested change to FDG therefore is to place operators and
satellites in the same location, to the left of the variable representing the
entity type which they modify. This emphasises their conceptual unity. For
example, the following TH Clause has a NPST tense operator and a temporal satellite:
(27) a. u(w)-mɔːħɔ̀ːr ʔ-ăʃallə̆ħ-ɛ́ːk-kɔː
CR-tomorrow 1SG-send\NPST.INTS -CLT-2SG.OBJ
‘… and tomorrow I will send you’ (2 Sam. 11:12)
b. p [πe-NPST σe-(t maħarAdv)Temp e [f1 ʃalaħV (x2 1SG)Ag (x3 2SG)Pat]e]p

The juxtaposition of operators and satellites like this is at one level
purely aesthetic. But it also facilitates the development of additional
means of relating specifiers at the same level. For instance, the temporal
satellite could be interpreted as a restrictor on the value of NPST, in which
case we would notate as follows:
(28) p [πe-NPST:{σe-(t maħarAdv)Temp} e [f1 ʃalaħV (x2 1SG)Ag (x3 2SG)Pat]e]p

Restrictions of this sort are difficult to represent if operators and
satellites are separated. The proposed notation, moreover, facilitates the
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introduction of more elaborate temporal notations in the RL if so desired
(as was done for FG in Anstey 2000), as in the following example:
(29) a. By yesterday I had eaten the apple.
b. p [(πe-PST T1: T1 < Tspeech):{(σe-(t by yesterdayAdvP)Temp T2: T1 = T2)
(πe-ANT T3 < T1) e [f1 eatV (x2 1SG)Ag (SG x3 appleN)Go]e]p

Again, if the satellite was placed as in F(D)G on the right-hand side,
…]e (σe-(t yesterdayAdv)Temp ]p, the fact that it restricts the sense of the
absolute past tense and that the combined PST:{yesterday} has scope over
the relative anterior tense would be very difficult to represent.
We have therefore dealt with the first problem: operators and satellites
are both kinds of specifiers that provide further specification of the features of the ontological type they modify. There are as many classes of
satellites as there are classes of ontological types. Their conceptual and
functional unity is represented in the modified FDG by their adjacency
and interaction.
We turn now to the second problem in FDG, its continued use of
quasi-predicate logic notation.

3.2.2 Predicates and variables
FDG, like FG, makes extensive use of predicates. Indeed, in FDG, not only
is every lexical item built from a predicate, grammatical markers of speech
frames are built from “abstract predicates” (Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2006). How does this work? Every representational and interpersonal unit
has the same basic structure:
(30) (πV Vi: H (Vi): σV (Vi)n)Φ
where H is either a lexical predicate, an abstract predicate, or a lower layer;
and Φ is a function.

Some examples are as follows:
(31) a. Initiation Move:
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(Exclamative) Concessive Act:
Declarative Illocution:
Explicit Performative:
Object:
Property:

(π Mi: […] (Mi))Init
(EXCL Ai: […] (Ai))Conc
(π Fi: DECL (Fi))
(π Fi: promiseV (Fi))
(π xi: (π fj: dogN (fj)) (xi))
(π fi: dogN (fi))

H = lower layer
H = lower layer
H = abstract predicate
H = lexical predicate
H = lower layer
H = lexical predicate
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To illustrate, example (31e) states that the predicate dogN is applied to
the variable fj and the resultant property fj: dogN (fj) is applied to the object
variable xi. This is why the colon ‘:’ occurs after x and f. In other words,
F(D)G distinguishes intensional denotation, “the set of essential properties
which determines the applicability of the term” (Lyons 1977: 159), represented as f: dogN (f ), from extensional denotation, “the class of things to
which it is correctly applied” (Lyons 1977: 158), represented in FDG as x:
(f: dogN (f )) (x).
Thus in FDG the UR presented in example (16) should in fact be
presented in its full form as example (32) below, using the standard FDG
practice regarding brackets, indices, and colons. The first three lines are
the IL in full, and the fourth is the RL in full. ‘H’ represents ‘head’ as
defined in example (31); ‘α’ represents any entity variable; and ‘n’ stands
for one or more instances of (πα α1: H (α1): σα (α1)){Φ}, which is typically
realised as one predicate (α = f) with one or two accompanying arguments
(α = x, e, etc.).
(32) (πM M1: [(πA A1: [(πF F1: H (F1): σF (F1)) (P1)S (P2)A (C1)Φ] (A1): σA (A1))Φ] (M1): σM (M1))Φ
(πP P1: H (P1): σP (P1))S

(πP P2: H (P2): σP (P2))A

(C1 [(T1)PragF (R1)PragF])Φ

(πC C1: [(πT T1: H (T1): σT (T1))PragF (πR R1: H (R1): σR (R1))PragF] (C1): σC (C1))Φ
(πp p1: [(πe e1: [(πα α1: H (α1): σα (α1)){Φ}n] (e1): σe (e1))Φ] (p1): σp (p1))Φ

To my mind, a non-trivial argument against such a notation is simply
aesthetic – it is extremely difficult to read, let alone typeset, and creates
an unnecessary pedagogical barrier for newcomers to the theory. The
complexity of the notation does more than just describe the complex facts
of language, as it should; it seems to shroud them in additional, unnecessary complexity.
But a more serious objection can be raised. On the one hand, the
formalism can be interpreted either as a formal predicate logic notation,
or as a non-formal descriptive apparatus.
It has never intended to be the former, and if (mis)understood this way,
such a formalism is clearly incoherent. Escribano (2004), who subjects the
FG notation to formal logic tests of coherence and the like, concluded,
“The FG theory of terms crucially depends on the concepts of variable,
operator, and scope”, yet “FG terms do not quite have the properties of
quantified predicate logic formulae”, “FG term representations are at
bottom incoherent and by no means capture the compositional relations
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between different elements and layers of structure”, “the various pronouncements by major FG scholars on the scope of term operators are
simply inconsistent unless ‘scope’ has radically uncanonical geometrical
properties”, and so forth.
On the other hand, and more to the point, the notation, in Mackenzie’s
(pc) words, is simply for “visualising the typological generalisations emerging from analytical work”. This probably explains why the elaborate system of symbols does little actual descriptive or explanatory work in the
theory, notwithstanding the obvious use of parentheses to show argument
satisfaction and/or scope, indices for referencing, and the like. In fact, few
substantive observations appear in F(D)G publications that are based on
(or even refer to) this elaborate semantic/interpersonal structural notation, besides observations that are obvious and that therefore could be
made in the absence of such a notation. In other words, the (quasi-)formal
notation is not doing the work typically done by formalisms, such as
accounting for quantification, negation, possible world semantics, inferencing, and so on.
One may wonder then why FDG persists with and in fact extends the
FG symbolism. F(D)G publications provide three basic justifications for it.
First, the variables are used for tracking entities for purposes of
anaphor, deixis, relative clauses, infinitival clauses, and the like. However,
it is not the FDG variables per se that instantiate a discourse filing-system,
but the indices. The subscripted indices do the tracking work and each
index’s variable simply piggy-backs along for the ride, so to speak, maintaining its ontological identity across utterances. This justification thus is
a non-starter.
Secondly, variables are claimed to be necessary to capture the contrast
in examples such as the following, in which the property old modifies the
referent friend in (33a) and the property is a friend in (33b):
(33) a. an old friend = ‘a friend who has the property of being old’
(SG xi: (f: friendN (f )) (x):{(f: oldAdj (f ))})
b. an old friend = ‘a friend who has been a friend for a long time’
(SG xi: (f: friendN (f ):{(f: oldAdj (f ))}) (x))

This example illustrates the core problem of having a quasi-formal
notation rather than a formal notation: in such cases the notation IS being
interpreted formally, while in most cases in FDG, restriction (where, A:{B}
= B restricts A) is radically underspecified and interpreted non-formally.
The notation is therefore INCONSISTENTLY INTERPRETED AS FORMAL IN
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SOME PLACES AND NON-FORMAL ELSEWHERE . Thus a false friend, poor
Johnny, a good knife, a fast typist, despite being rendered in FDG as (x (f:
friendN (f ) (x):{f falseAdj (f )}), (x (f: knifeN (f ) (x):{f goodAdj (f )}), and so forth,
cannot be interpreted as predication restriction in any straightforward
way (Jackendoff 2002: 382–384), even despite FG’s interpretation of
restriction as cumulative rather than conjunctive (Dik 1997: 132–136).
They would each need a separate notation to capture their precise semantics in a predicate logic.
As a simpler alternative, a non-formal notation could be used in which
A:{B} means that B modifies A IN SOME UNSPECIFIED MANNER , for as Jackendoff (2002: 383) states, from a cognitivist perspective all varieties of
modification “map uniformly into the conceptual structure notation,” by
which he means his proposed notation for modification, equivalent in
complexity to my proposed A:{B} notation. Old friend is accordingly written as SG x friend:{f old} – old restricts friend in some unspecified manner.
The lexicon stores additional information about entities, whereby, crudely
put, oldness matches friend is a person and a person exists through time
(has temporal extension). The difference meanings of restriction thus arise
from the meaning potentials of the lexemes, which is as we would expect.
This approach can also handle interpersonal (and evaluative) adjectives, which do not restrict the SENSE of a lexeme but rather modify in
various ways the SUBACT of referring, by expressing the evaluation by the
speaker toward the referent (Butler subm). For example, in the Phrase
poor Johnny, f poor is a lexical modifier of a referential subact R:

(34) … ψC [C ((σR-f poorAdj)Sympathy R1 Johnny)]C
(x2)Ф

Thirdly, the notation is supposedly required because one can ascribe
the bare property (f: dogN (f )) to a referent in predicate nominal constructions. FG notates this difference in the following manner:
(35) a.

b.

A painter collapsed.
PST e: [f: collapseV (f ) (SG x: (f: painterN (f )) (x))Proc (e)]e
John’s a painter.
PRES e: [(f: painterN (f ) (SG x: (f: JohnNp (f )) (x))Ø (e)]e

It is argued that the notation in (35) indicates that painter is a referredto object in (35a), x: (f: painterN (f )) (x), but an ascribed-property in (35b),
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f: painterN (f ). F(D)G pins this distinction on two different aspects of the
denotation of the lexeme ‘painter’, as discussed above. The intensional
denotation is predicated by the speaker in (35b) and the extensional
denotation – DERIVED from the intensional, as in x: (f: painterN (f )) (x) – is
referred to by the speaker in (35a), although without explicitly using the
terms ‘intension’ and ‘extension’.
However, as Lyons points out, it is the ACT OF PREDICATING which
picks out the property reading:
[W]hen we utter the sentence ‘The man drinking a martini is a
crook’… we are predicating of him the lexeme ‘crook’; and we can
just as reasonably ask what is the denotation of the expression ‘(be)
a crook’ as we can what does ‘crook’ denote. The answer in both
cases is the same; or, if we prefer to put it this way, the denotation
of ‘(be) a crook’ is the intension of the class whose extension is the
denotatum of ‘crook’ (Lyons 1977: 214).
Thus the distinction that FDG wishes to capture derives from subact of
ascription at the IL and not at the RL – that is, it is not the case that
predicating JUST SO HAPPENS to co-occur with the intensional reading,
rather it causes it.
It can simply be stated in the FDG theory that an ascriptive subact T
applied to any entity evokes an intensional/property reading. This does
NOT entail, especially from a cognitive-functional perspective, that all acts
of reference are BUILT UP, as it were, from intension to extension, because
surely the first-learned/basic knowledge of a word (used in referring constructions) would be its ontological type. After all, the intension of any
word, even if one had thousands of entity types in the lexicon (which
might turn out to be true), is simply the property of being a X. There is
nothing to be learned here other than the abstraction of properties from
entities (or of kinds from types).
Similarly, the subact of referring OBJECTIFIES entities, regardless of
their denotation, allowing us to refer to meetings, ideas, abstract mathematical numbers, and so forth, in object-like ways (that is, a subset of ψx
specifiers can be applied to such referents). So in the Sentence The poor
are with us the subact of referring to poor, typically a property, construes
the referent as poor people.11
11
In light of the proposed Constructional FDG of section 5, one could state that
it is the ascriptive subact construction that coerces the property/intensional/kind
reading. For an excellent account of constructional coercion regarding event
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Finally, we noted above that F(D)G builds extension from intension, as
in (π xi: (π fj: dogN (fj)) (xi)), an approach that ultimately rests on the view
that in uttering ‘dog’ the speaker is uttering something like “there is a
definite singular x such that the property f of being a dog applies to x”.
This seems untenable in FDG’s avowed cognitive-functionalist framework,
entailing as it does that within every subact of reference is lurking a subact
of predication. That is, ‘the dog’, represented as
(36) … C (D R1))C
… (SG x2: (f3: dogN (f )) (x))
in fact implies
(37) … C (D R1 (T2)T)R)C
… (SG x3: (f4: dogN (f )) (x)).

Such a view is hard to justify from a cognitive perspective. At the least,
one would have to demonstrate a cognitive correlate to such an approach
to term building to justify its psychological adequacy.12
Therefore, it is proposed to dispense with a quasi-formal notation with
its binding of lexemes to variables and the concomitant colons ‘:’ and
closing variables in parentheses. Rather, each lexeme is given a variable
merely as shorthand for entity type, a heuristic for descriptive purposes
and not in any sense operational. Each variable stands for a conceptually/grammatically-relevant region of cognitive-semantic space (construed
extensionally by default), not a formal variable for logic. Thus the dog
should be instead represented as D R1 x2 SG dog, and is a dog as T1 x2 dog.
(The removal of the parts-of-speech subscript is justified in the following
section.)
The notation proposed in the present paper can still represent the
building blocks of the phrasal semantics of the IL/RL, namely, argument

structure, see Michaelis (2005; also Bergen and Chang’s discussion of CONSTRUAL
[2005]).
12
Others have made similar criticisms that emphasize the inappropriateness of a
predicate calculus in the FG model (e.g. Harder 1992). Fortescue (2004), for
instance, states that the notation is psychologically inadequate for a cognitivefunctional theory like F(D)G, because they are discordant with conceptual semantics.
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satisfaction, modification, indexing, scope, conjunction, binding, and so
forth, and so is more than sufficient for its purposes.13

3.2.3 Parts-of-speech insertion
We now turn to the third and final problem with FDG, the insertion of
parts-of-speech information into the IL/RL. This problem, however, turns
out to be related to a more fundamental issue regarding how to interpret
the semantics of the UR. This is because the insertion of parts-of-speech
is only possible with a particular understanding of what the UR represents, namely, that it represents those interpersonal/representational distinctions that are grammatically-relevant (cf. Anstey ch. 1).
In terms of the tripartite architecture of language (conceptualisation,
syntactic encoding, expression), an architecture with compelling empirical
backing from psycholinguistic research (Bock 1995; Jackendoff 1997, 1999,
2002; Levelt 1999a, 1999b; Levelt et al. 1999; Rodriguez-Fornells et al.
2002), lexical insertion takes place in the interface between conceptual
structure and syntactic structure. In FDG’s UR, lexical items are ALREADY
inserted, as the UR is understood as encoding only those distinctions that
are grammatically-relevant. This explains why in the FDG architecture
(Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2006, fc), there is an additional conceptual
layer feeding the UR, an idea supported by other Nuyts (1992, 2000, 2001)
and Butler (2003). In effect, FDG has a QUADRIPARTITE architecture of
Cognition, Interpersonal/Representational, Syntactic, Expression. The UR
in FDG is precisely “the interface” between cognition and syntax.
However, I would like to suggest another way of approaching the problem: that the UR of FDG could itself be the conceptual layer if it is adjusted somewhat. This would bring the conceptual layer firmly into the
domain of the grammar proper, and make it more congruent with the
tripartite architecture.
The crux of the matter lies in the distinction between two views of
linguistic semantics, dubbed conceptually-relevant semantics (CRS) and
grammatically-relevant semantics (GRS). F(D)G explicitly states that the
UR represents GRS (e.g. Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc). So
13
It is not that F(D)G cannot be translated into formal logic if one so desired. As
Jackendoff (2002: 322) writes regarding formal versus nonformal notations, “These
objections to standard notation [i.e. predicate logic, MPA] are not fatal by any
means – it can, with appropriate tinkering, code the same set of distinctions. In
any event I see no reason not to experiment with alternative notations in an effort
to find something more perspicuous and more easily adaptable to a wide range of
linguistic phenomena.”
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what is the distinction between CRS and GRS and can the UR of FDG in
fact be changed to represent CRS? To these questions we now turn,
influenced in part by the work of Jackendoff (2002; cf. Phillips and Lau
2004).
Because Cognition manipulates Interpersonal and Representational information, clearly there is CRS for thinking and GRS for syntax and clearly
not all CRS is grammatically-relevant. But as Jackendoff (2002) observes,
syntax only needs coarse semantics to do its work. It would seem then that
a GRAMMAR should primarily concern itself with GRS.
However, it turns out that finding the dividing line between CRS and
GRS is not at all straightforward. For example, it is empirically proven that
detailed lexical information interacts with production and comprehension. McRae et al. (1997) show that speakers are sensitive to differences
between Sentences such as The policeman arrested the robber and The
robber arrested the policeman, because the latter Sentence violates the
following conventional pattern:
(38) e [f ARREST (…)Arrester (…)Arrestee]

The information in example 38 is fine-grained and obviously part of
CRS, but how coarse does it need to be to be sufficient for GRS? Would e
[f ARREST (…)Ag (…)Pat] suffice?
In an attempt to answer this question, Kemmerer, who advocates the
separation of CRS and GRS, conducted a series of experiments involving
the order of Adjectives in complex English Noun Phrases (2000a; see also
Kemmerer 2000b; Kemmerer and Wright 2002). English Adjectives have a
very strong preferred order, as in big brown dog versus *brown big dog.
What is significant is that the order for these preferences is dependent
upon ABSTRACT lexical-functional distinctions such as DESCRIPTIVE, CLASSIFYING, SIZE , COLOUR , DIMENSIONALITY, and so forth. These distinctions
ARE grammatically-relevant and thus must be visible to the syntactic
module, but the adjectives they apply to must contain CRS that is not
GRS, such as the differences between colours.
Kemmerer conducted experiments with sixteen left-hemisphere braindamaged patients to see if they had intact conceptual and syntactic
knowledge, but impaired knowledge of such grammatically-relevant
abstract functional distinctions. In the first experiment participants were
asked to judge which NP sounds more “natural” out of pairs such as the
following:
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(39) the last full glass
the two Korean girls
a small local store
an attractive red dress

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

*the full last glass
*the Korean two girls
*a local small store
*a red attractive dress

The results indicated that “the impaired subjects have a deficit in their
knowledge of the semantic principles underlying prenominal adjective
order” (2000a: 70). The second test demonstrated that the patients had
intact conceptual knowledge about the adjectives used in the first experiment, thus they should not have problems conceptualising the referent of
the Noun Phrase. In the third experiment, the patients had to make grammaticality judgments about fifteen Noun Phrase structures not related to
non-atomic lexical features. Thus they had to judge between pairs such as
the following:
(40) big field
sweet warm air

vs.
vs.

*field big
*air warm sweet

In this experiment the patients demonstrated a normal ability to make
accurate metalinguistic judgments about grammaticality. Kemmerer concludes that there must exist separate neural areas responsible for GRS and
CRS respectively.
The problem with Kemmerer’s results is that although they alert us to
the fact that a LOT more is grammatically-relevant than meets the eye,
they do not tell us where the dividing line lies. Jackendoff (2002), in his
consideration of this issue, concludes that the very act of setting a dividing
line between CRS and GRS actually achieves nothing and that the presyntactic side of linguistic theory (i.e. UR in FDG) should be simply CRS.
He argues that “little is to be gained from positing a separate level of
structure for linguistic semantics […], since this level exhibits no interesting semantic constraints beyond its coarseness relative to lexical distinctions” (2002: 290).
So the issue is not that CRS and GRS are distinct, as they clearly are –
we can conceptualise a vast array of things, all of which are expressed by a
highly constrained syntactic inventory. Rather, the issue is, is it best to
restrict (and thereby constrain and simplify) our theoretical models to
GRS? What are the implications of modelling GRS vis-à-vis CRS? It is
these basic questions that have not been examined carefully enough in
F(D)G.
The fundamental problem with GRS is that it makes semantics
DEPENDENT on syntax; the ‘relevant’ in CRS and GRS means, in fact,
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‘dependent’. GRS amounts to saying that the coarse semantic distinctions
required for syntax are the only distinctions worthy of grammatical
attention. Ergo, the waste-basket of pragmatics is recruited to account for
all the interesting but otherwise inconsequential results of conceptual
semantics à la McRae, Kemmerer, and friends. FDG struggles to incorporate such research, because it is about phenomena OUTSIDE the FDG
grammar. GRS therefore tightly binds semantics and syntax and a major
implication follows: one-to-one mapping from semantics-to-syntax must
dominate, as it does in all F(D)G work: for example, a past tense
morpheme is “triggered” by a PST grammatical operator, giving the
semblance of the priority of semantics over syntax. But in effect, the
morphosyntax of the language dictates to the UR exactly what grammatical distinctions it can distinguish, arguably allowing syntax to covertly rule
the semantic roost.
Thus, in anticipation somewhat of section 4 (p. 81), in which multifunctionality will be argued to bolster the preference for CRS over GRS, I
propose to amend the UR of FDG to be in accord with CRS. I adopt
Jackendoff ’s (2002: 282) proposal that we “must consider the domain of
linguistic semantics to be continuous with human conceptualisation as a
whole”, a position long advocated for FG by Nuyts (1992, 2000, 2001).
However, rather than adding a separate conceptual level that functions
prior to the UR, we can modify the UR so that it IS the conceptual level.
Prima facie this simply entails the removal of the parts-of-speech subscripts from lexemes in the UR, because lexical insertion does not occur in
the UR. But more profoundly, this results in wholesale changes in the way
the UR is understood and utilised, because it pries apart semantics and
syntax, allowing each to function on its own terms. Some illustrations of
such changes are presented in section 5 (p. 89).
The lexicon, a tripartite architecture in miniature, contains conceptual,
syntactic, and expression (phonological, orthographic, etc) information
for each lexical item, from morphemes such as PAST to words such as dog.
These three components of a lexical item can be notated as lexC, lexS, and
lexE, for conceptual, syntactic, and expression respectively, abbreviated to
the bare form lex/MORPHEME whenever it is clear from context. Thus lex
in the IL/RL stands for lexC, but lex in the syntactic layer stands for lexS.
Jackendoff provides many examples of lexical items, such as star (2002:
131; US pronunciation) and PAST (2002: 160), adapted to the proposed
format. Note that the part-of-speech is in the syntactic (middle) column:
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(41) ψx [x starC]
= ‘stellar body’…

(42) πe-PASTC e [f lexC]
= T1 < T2…

starS
singular
count N
V
+ tensed

starE
star
Word

Word
V

PASTE

T

//d//
PASTS

Mackenzie (pc) and Hengeveld (pc), in considering this idea, counter
by stating that the parts-of-speech subscripts (i.e. x dogN rather than the
proposed x dog) indicate that this lexeme IN THIS FORM is available for
inclusion in semantic structure. I do not dispute this, because obviously
we produce meaningful utterances from the stock of words that we know.
The subtle difference is that the UR contains the lexeme with its conceptual information (x dogC) [IS.AN.ANIMAL; CAN.BE.DOMESTICATED; etc.], but
that the syntactic level contains x dogS [Noun; COUNT; etc].
This relocation of part-of-speech from RL to SL is only possible, I
contend, when the prior question of CRS versus GRS is resolved in favour
of CRS. Concomitantly, inserting actual syntactic words into presyntactic
structure is only possible if FDG maintains its commitment to GRS.

3.3 Summary
To this point in the present article, I have followed the trajectory from FG
to FDG, showing how FDG solves many intractable problems in FG. I have
also suggested that three further changes to FDG are required to deal with
underlying problems carried through into FDG. These changes are (i) the
recognition of the conceptual unity of operators and satellites, and their
redefinition as specifiers that provide further information relevant to the
ontological type they modify; (ii) the removal of the quasi-predicate logic
formalism; and (iii) the insertion of lexemes as conceptual words/morphemes in the UR and as syntactic ones in the SL, which only makes sense
when the UR is understood as CRS rather than GRS.
The notational outcome of these changes is the following reworked
model of the UR of FDG:
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(43) ψM M [ψA A [ψF F [ILL (ψP PS) (ψP PA) [ψC C (ψT T) (ψR R)]C]F]A]M
ψp p [ψe e [δV

(δV)SemFn]e]p

where δV = ϕV:{ϕV} (ϕV)SemFn and ϕV = ψV v lex.

The utterance The boy cried, an Intonational Phrase (φ-IP), is accordingly represented as follows:
(44) M [A [F [DECL1 [C

(T3)NewFoc (πR-D6 R4)GivTop]C]F]A]M

p2 [πe-PAST5 e [f6 cry

(πx-SG7 x8 boy)Pat]e]p

[[The6 boy7.8]NP [cry6-PAST5]VP]Cl.1
[ðə6

bɔɪ7.8

kraɪd5.6]φ-IP

What remains to be done is to show how multifunctionality further
motivates the choice of CRS over GRS, a task to which I now turn.

4. Multifunctionality
In this section we first review evidence of multifunctionality (section 4.1).
and the problems it raises for GRS but not CRS (section 4.2). The
adoption of CRS for FDG has the desired effect of granting (interdependent) autonomy to conceptual semantics vis-à-vis syntax. But how then
are they related? Section 5 will consider one possible answer to this question.

4.1 Evidence of multifunctionality
Multifunctionality is ubiquitous in language, as seen for example typically
with adpositions, case markers, and nominal compounds (Haspelmath
2003; see Anstey fc-c for a constructional approach to English Nominal
compounds).
In Semitic languages, multifunctionality is observed in many ways.
There are typically two Main Indicative Verb forms, which display a
bewildering array of functions, including most common tense, aspect, and
modal distinctions. Thus tense mismatches are very common (e.g.
Cuvalay-Haak 1996). For example, the so-called “suffix Verb” of TH,
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analysed here as a PAST tense, occurs in certain contexts with a clearly
nonpast meaning (Rogland 2001: 82–83) and hence has been dubbed
“prophetic perfect” (cf. Anstey ch. 5):
(45) w-ɔː-ʔ-oːmáːr
ʔoː(w)j=l-ìː(j) χìː(j)=niðméː(j)-Ɵiː(j)
CR-CLT-1SG-say\NARR
woe=DAT-1SG SR=cut.off\PST.MEDP-1SG
‘… and I said, “Woe is me for I will be cut off!”’ (Isa. 6:5)
p [ψe-NPST e [f dama(h) (Ø)Ag (x 1SG)Pat]e]p

There is a split in this example between morphological (syntactical)
tense and semantic tense. In terms of the CRS/GRS debate, should the RL
indicate here what is meant (NPST), the CRS, or what is encoded (PST), the
GRS?
Again, Semitic Verbs also inflect for many voice alternations (in TH,
for instance, Active, Mediopassive, Reflexive, Causative, Causative Passive,
Intensive, and Intensive Passive), and each alternation is multifunctional.
We have already seen the TH Reflexive used for body motion (example 24)
and the Intensive for intensification (example 25). The Reflexive is also
used for prototypical reflexive (he washed himself), anticausative (wisdom
will vanish), benefactive (they prayed for themselves), estimative (he pretends to be rich; he appears as a prophet), reciprocal (they look at one
another), and generic passive (pains will be forgotten). The same question
emerges, should the UR simply use a REFLEXIVE operator for all these
functions, in order to generate the correct morphosyntactic form (GRS),
or should it model precisely the representational distinctions this form has
(CRS)?
The problem, however, becomes acute when we consider cases of
extreme multifunctionality, which in TH (and in many languages) is evidenced in nominal compounding.14
Nominal compounding in TH occurs in the Construct Chain
construction, in which one or more (to a limit of six) Nouns occur in the
so-called construct (CNST) form before a full NP as just explained. Furthermore, most major parts of speech can be in the construct form,
including Adjectives, Participles, Prepositions, and Finite Verbs. Thus this
construction is for Nouns [N# [NP]]NP, abbreviated as [N# NP], but more
generally [X# NP].
14

The fact that nominal compounding is a process that produces new phrases
which are then inserted into the UR (in FG terms, such compounds are the output
of predicate formation rules) does not affect the argument. Multifunctionality
occurs in both lexical semantics and phrasal semantics.
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The meaning possibilities of [X# NP] include the range of uses of the
English Genitive construction, but also include a great many other
possibilities. Kroeze (1997b), using the framework of FG, distinguished 94
different functions from a sample of 1,247 construct chains, all expressed
with the same [X# NP] construction. Some examples are listed in table 4.
Table 4. Functions of the TH Construct Chain
Tiberian Hebrew
bè(j)ːƟ
ham-mɛ́ːlɛχ
house\\CNST ART-king
‘the house of the king’
śif-Ɵèː(j)
ham-mɛ́ːlɛχ
lip-F.DU\\CNST ART-king
‘the lips of the king’
nə̆hàːr
pə̆rɔ́ːƟ
river\\CNST Euphrates
‘the Euphrates river’
ʔavn-èː(j)
qɛ́ːlaʕ
stone-PL\\CNST sling
‘stones for a sling’
ʔɛ̆wìː(j)l
śə̆f-ɔƟ-áːjim
fool(CNST)
lip-F-DU
‘a talkative fool’
ħălàːl
ħɛ́ːrɛv
corpse\\CNST sword
‘a corpse of one killed by a sword’
śimħ-àːƟ
gíː(j)l
joy-FSG\\CNST rejoicing
‘exceeding joy’
ʃìː(j)r
haʃ-ʃi(j)r-íː(j)m
song(CNST) ART-song-MPL
‘the greatest song’
mə̆z-èː(j)
rɔːʕɔ́ːv
empty-PL\\CNST hunger
‘men empty due to hunger’
ʃə̆lòː(w)ʃ
meːʔ-óː(e)Ɵ
three\\CNST hundred-FPL
‘three hundred’
joːrð-èː(j)
vóː(w)r
go.down\PROG-PL\\CNST pit15
‘men going down into a pit’

15

Construction
[N# NP]NP

Relation/Attribute
X BELONGS.TO Y

[N# NP]NP

X IS.PART.OF Y

[N# NP]NP

X IS.NAMED.AS Y

[N# NP]NP

X IS.USED.BY Y

[N# NP]NP

X IS.CHARACTERISED.BY Y

[N# NP]NP

X IS.PRODUCED.BY.INSTRUMENT Y
(BY.UNKNOWN.AGENT Z)

X IS.EMPHASISED
[N# NP]NP
where N# is a
synonym of NP
SUPERLATIVE.OF X
[N#1 NP2]NP
where N1 = N2
[A# NP]NP

X IS.IN.STATE.CAUSED.BY Y

[N# NP]NP

X MULTIPLIES Y

[VPART# NP]NP

X IS.IN.MOTION.TOWARDS Y

The \\ shows that the CONSTRUCT form effects morphophonological changes
to the entire phonological WORD, rather than just the STEM. Thus, for joːrð-èː(j)
vóː(w)r go.down\PROG-PL\\CNST pit, (i) vowel mutation of the stem indicates PROG
and (ii) CNST modifies <stem>\PROG-PL (cf. Anstey ch. 3, §3.2.5, p. 138).
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4.2 The challenge of multifunctionality to GRS
The challenge that the data of table 3 poses is that there is a vast difference
between having the UR represent CRS and GRS. The first view would
require, according to Kroeze’s work, dozens of different relations between
the nominal components of the construct chain. The second view, the
view of canonical F(D)G, would only require one, a radically underspecified “Associated” (Ass) relationship, as in the following:
(46) ħălàːl
ħɛ́ːrɛv
corpse\\CNST sword
‘a corpse of one slain by a sword’
SG x1 ħălal (SG x2 ħɛ́rɛv)Ass

Syntax only needs to know which noun is the syntactic head and which
is dependent. In this case, the summary that syntax takes of semantics is
very coarse indeed.
CRS, on the other hand, would entail that the UR POTENTIALLY
represents in more detail the intended meaning of each construct chain,
each corresponding to the same syntactic phrase. I underline “potentially”
because there is no reason why COARSE CONCEPTUAL SEMANTICS may not
be appropriate at times, as, for instance, in the suggested underspecified
approach to restriction (A:{B}). The motivation (and hence the interpretation) in each case differs however: for GRS, A (B)Ass is what SYNTAX
REQUIRES; for CRS, if A (B)Ass is used, it is because that is the level of
conceptual precision THE LINGUIST CHOOSES to represent. And unlike
syntax, the linguist is free to adjust the level of conceptual precision.
So should the UR of F(D)G represent GRS or CRS? FDG as noted has
opted for the GRS approach,16 but this is problematic for the following
reasons:
a. It sacrifices conceptual precision and makes semantics (broadly
construed) SUBSERVIENT to syntax, a position contrary to the functional paradigm of linguistics.
b. It is UNCONSTRAINED in that the grammar fails to model what can and
cannot participate in coarse semantic categories. If coarse boundaries

16

Surprisingly, Dik advocates both at the same time: “[URs] are meant to
contain everything that is needed to retrieve the semantic content of the predication on the one hand [CRS; MPA], and to specify the form of that expression on
the other [GRS; MPA]” (1986a: 11; cf. ch.1 §4.4.2, p. 23).
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are all the grammar has, then coarse membership of categories follows
(e.g. the A(B)Ass for TH construct chains).
c. For many-to-one semantics–syntax mapping, it fosters monosemous/
prototypical analyses of language features, because multiple pathways
to a single morphosyntactic feature are discouraged. Why have multiple pathways if only one meta-pathway is grammatically-relevant?
d. For one-to-many semantics–syntax mapping, it breaks down, because
the grammar, being algorithmic, cannot choose the correct morphosyntactic expression if more than one option is available. How does the
grammar know that PAST is PAST for regular utterances but PRES for
historical present ones?
An objection can be raised against 4 and it goes to the heart of this
debate. One could argue that historical present is a particular kind of
interpersonal Move or Act (or higher again, Genre/Episode). In this case, a
HISTORICAL PRESENT operator at that level would trigger the PRES at the
syntactic. Now this of course is perfectly plausible, but the argument
simply continues the GRS assumption that what the language differentiates, the UR differentiates; that is, it ASSUMES one-one function–form
mapping (cf. Cornish 2005b). The premise then becomes the conclusion;
ergo, it is a circular argument.
Back to the arguments against:
e. GRS entails a quadripartite architecture because SO MUCH happens
prior to lexical insertion. That is, it actually compounds the problem,
as instead of working out how conceptualisation maps to syntax, we
need to work out how conceptualisation maps to GRS and how GRS
maps to syntax. This is the crux of Jackendoff ’s (2002) argument
against GRS.
f. If GRS is correct, then surely phonologically-relevant syntax must also
be correct, so why not just use coarse syntax to allow phonology to do
its job? Because phonologically-relevant syntax fails to do justice to
syntax ON ITS OWN TERMS. The behaviours and properties of syntactic
information (raising, clefting, scrambling, and so forth) mean little to
phonology but a lot to syntax. Mutatis mutandis, GRS fails to do
justice to semantics on its terms and the behaviours and properties of
semantics mean a lot to semantics even if they mean little to syntax. As
Levelt (1999b: 86) writes, “Syntax develops as ‘the poor man’s
semantics’ for the child to systematise the expression of semantic roles,
just as phonology is ‘the poor man’s phonetics’, a lean system for
keeping track of the subtle infinitude of articulatory phonetics.” Which
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is probably why no one has come up with phonologically-relevant
syntax.

Therefore, I propose that multifunctionality provides decisive evidence
in favour of a CRS approach to semantics, in accord with Jackendoff ’s
claim, as quoted above, that we “must consider the domain of linguistic
semantics to be continuous with human conceptualisation as a whole”
(2002: 282). This is because GRS effectively robs semantics (both interpersonal and representational) of its necessary independence from syntax,
an independence to which multifunctionality bears witness.
Many oppose the drawing of conceptualisation into the domain of
grammar proper. The objections typically appeal to the “prelinguistic”
nature of cognition versus the “hard facts” of syntax. Syntax is symbiotic,
so the argument goes, with semantics, so we are allowed to include
semantics (of the GRS variety) on the “hard facts” side of the linguistic
dividing line and leave cognition in the prelinguistic aether. But as I have
argued above, also symbiotically as it were, cognition reaches too far down
into syntax for anyone to be able to bleach it out and leave anything
remotely explanatory remaining. That is, the symbiotic argument is cognition’s appeal to be invited to the grammatical party.
Moreover, one could ask if syntax is as ontologically autonomous as it
is claimed to be. The major argument for its self-sufficiency is the “coding
and behavioural properties” argument, which says that we can identify
phrase/clause structure X qua structure because X shows predictable
behaviour independent of lexical content, stellar examples being relative
clauses, adpositional phrases, word order constraints, and so forth.
However, this independence is arguably INTERDEPENDENCE, as the generic
properties of syntactic units are dependent on classes of lexemes, and
these classes are precisely those divided on CONCEPTUAL grounds, as for
example evidenced in Middleton et al.’s work on the conceptual basis of
the mass–count distinction (2004).
But what if cognitive scientists eventually motivate ALL (or even the
majority of ) syntactic categories from conceptual distinctions? That is, the
debate between CRS and GRS leaves syntax intact because it focuses on
where the dividing line should be between semantics for thinking versus
and semantics for syntax. But cognitive scientists (and others) are nudging
this dividing line further into the “grammar” proper (that is, grammar as
traditionally understood), by providing more and more evidence that
cognition encompasses ALL of semantics AND aspects of syntax, thereby
leaving less and less for syntax to be autonomous over. The logic is, if
whatever is conceptual is considered OUTSIDE the grammar, then more
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than just conceptual semantics might find itself out in the cognitive cold.
The unwelcome conclusion would then be that the only pure “hard facts”
would turn out to be merely the products of speaking, writing, and signing.
Putting aside then such objections, we can see that CRS recognises
that cognition, syntax, and expression are all part of grammar proper, and
so the task before us then is to determine the complex interdependencies
between them.

5. Constructional FDG
5.1 Overview
What does all this mean for FDG? Specifically, what does the adoption of
CRS mean for FDG? There is not the space to answer this in detail, so only
one possible answer to this question is offered with a few illustrative
examples.
FDG is, with regard to its internal generative processes, in many
respects like the formal grammars it claims to differ from: a rulesoperating-on-words-and-morphemes approach to grammar. F(D)G literature is replete with the terminology of mapping from UR to syntax, of
placement rules, triggers, algorithms, and so forth. This approach to
grammatical organisation, known as modularism (Seuren 2004), has a
necessary corollary of GRS, because one-to-one mapping greatly simplifies the algorithmic processing load. If a PAST operator TRIGGERS a PAST
morpheme, there is an efficiency and simplicity that formal grammars in
particular cherish.
But if the UR is made interdependent, as in CRS, how is multifunctional mapping effected? Many-to-many mapping indicates CHOICE, and a
rules-operating-on-words approach, being an algorithmic blind mechanism, is not capable of choice (proof: all algorithmic malfunctions are
hard-wired into the system via the lexicon).
A plausible solution to the phenomenon of multifunctionality therefore
is to shift the burden to the speaker, who has knowledge of MULTIPLE,
PARTIALLY-OVERLAPPING UTTERANCE PATHWAYS FROM CONCEPTUALISATION
TO EXPRESSION. This view of the organisation of grammatical knowledge,
which privileges VERTICAL CONGLOMERATIONS of all the formal and functional information necessary for SUCCESSFUL COMMUNICATION over HORIZONTAL MODULES of all the behavioural and coding structures necessary
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for EFFICIENT ALGORITHMISATION, is known as CONSTRUCTION GRAMMAR
(Croft 2001, 2004; Goldberg 2003; Tomasello 2003; Seuren 2004; Fried
and Östman 2004a 2004b; Östman and Fried 2005; Anstey fc-c). Just as
the lexicon is a tripartite architecture of conceptual, syntactic, and
expression – grammar in miniature – so are higher units of grammatical
organisation, from phrases, idioms, clause, acts, moves, and so forth. Such
an approach therefore for FDG could be called Constructional FDG
(CFDG).
The claim I am making is – and here the full implications of adopting
CRS come to the fore – that FDG is a non-constructional modular
approach to grammar. As an illustration, Cornish (2005a) provides an
excellent analysis of the syntactic, semantic, and discourse-pragmatic
features of the locative-inversion construction. Regarding the implementation in FDG he writes, “Each of the levels or modules within the grammatical Component connects with the module immediately below it via a
set of mapping or interface rules, which convert the representation issuing
from the higher module into that appropriate at the lower level” (Cornish
2005a: 184–185). Similarly, Hannay and Kroon discuss the places of moves
and acts in FDG and write, “The outcome of the interpersonal and representational levels in FDG provides the input for processes at the structural
level” (Hannay and Kroon 2005: 119). F(D)G is explicitly modular, but I
contend that what F(D)G has not considered is the theoretical cost of
modularism particularly with respect to multifunctionality and to the
constructional claims of the psychological (and acquisitional) inadequacy
of modularism (see especially Tomasello 2003).
Nevertheless, here is not the place to rehearse the arguments for
constructionism versus modularism (Tomasello 2003; Seuren 2004; Croft
2004; Anstey fc-c). Rather, I have only tried to demonstrate that the inner
logic of F(D)G and its adoption of GRS coheres strongly with a modular
architecture, which in turn privileges one-to-one function-to-form analyses, analyses that the omnipresent phenomenon of multifunctionality
arguably falsifies; and that the shift to CF(D)G and its adoption of CRS
coheres strongly with a constructional architecture, which accounts satisfactorily for multifunctionality.17
17

I also think CFDG would be of interest to other versions of Construction
Grammar, which remain very much predicate-centric like FG (e.g. Fried and
Östman 2004a: 57 write, “[Construction Grammar] takes sentences to be built
around lexical predicates”; Östman 2005: 126 writes of the need to “support the
move from sentence level to discourse in Construction Grammar”). CFDG thus
brings the strength of FDG, its discourse and pragmatic organisation, to construc-
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5.1 Illustration of CFDG
So how does CFDG differ from FDG? CFDG combines the levels (IL, RL,
SL, phonology, etc) into a SINGLE LINGUISTIC CONSTRUCTION which contains within its description the relationships between the layers. That is,
the links between layers, the “mapping,” are included in the construction.
Tomasello (2003) characterises constructional approaches precisely by
this shift from rules operating on words and morphemes to combinations
of constructional chunks. Thus there is no notational change to CFDG
from FDG, rather, the analyses of each construction is presented differently. The UR represents the conceptual semantics on its terms, at a level
of detail chosen by the linguist, and the SL represents the structural organisation of the utterance, again, in accord at a level of detail (and with the
theory of syntax) chosen by the linguist.
Before looking at three specific examples, let me illustrate the way
CFDG REINTERPRETS FDG, using example (19), repeated here as (47):
(47) M [A [F [DECL1 (PS) (PA.2 2MSG) [C (T3)NewFoc (R2=PA)GivTop (D4 R5)GivTop

]C

(σC-gamPart)Add.6]F]A]M
CERT7

p [NPST8 e [f9 mu(w)tV (SG12 x10 benN:{f13 jillodAdj (x11 2MSG)Rec.14}

[[ADD]6 [[ART-son]NP.4.10.9 [[ART-born]AdjP.4.9.13 [DAT-2MSG]PP.11.14]AdjP]

)Pat.15]e]p.Nucl
NP.Subj.15

[die\CERT]AdvP.9.7 [3M-die\NPST(SG)]VP.9.8]Cl.1
gáːm6

hab4-béːn10.12

haj4-jillòː(w)ð12.13

lə̆14-χɔ́11

mòː(w)θ9.7 j-ɔːmúː(w)θ9.8

‘… even the son born to you will surely die.’

This Clause is of course a combination of several constructions – the
dotted line encloses a TH Referential construction and the double-lined
box encloses a TH Declarative construction. The shading represents
optional components of these two constructions: (i) the Referential (R5)
tional theories. Another such theory, Embodied Construction Grammar (Bergen
and Chang 2005, and references therein), is of particular relevance to (C)FDG, because it includes aspects of FDG’s interpersonal and representational features in
its approach, such as starting from the intensional act of reference and predication
rather than from objects and predicates, and including discourse accessibility
information in constructions.
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construction has an optional Adjectival Phrase ({f13 jillodAdj (x11 2MSG)Rec.14});
(ii) the Communicated Contents has an optional Additive Focussing
Adjunct satellite ((σC-gamPart)Add.6); and (iii) the proposition has an
optional Certainty operator (CERT7 p…).
The difference between CFDG and FDG is that in CFDG the lines and
the syntactic brackets and labels (such as AdvP, NP, etc) form A COMPLETE
UNIT just like a lexical entry, including conceptual, syntactic, and expression components. Moreover, in CFDG, following the convention of construction grammars, LINES are used instead of ARROWS to emphasise that
all layers belong together as a procedural block. The speaker learns the
lines as part of learning the construction. When the speaker chooses to
refer to habbeːn ‘the boy’, for example, this choice (represented by R5
above) retrieves not just the lexeme ben ‘boy’, but all the information of
ALL the layers required to successfully utter the phrase. In contrast, in
FDG arrows represent abstract mapping rules, whereby each layer provides input to the following layer (IL and RL however work in tandem).
Thus, by abstracting across the distribution of Referring Phrases in
TH, the TH Definite Singular Noun Phrase construction can be presented
as follows (cf. Bergen and Chang’s [2005: 159–163] constructional account
of referring expressions):
(48)

(D1 R2)PragF

(SG3 x4 lexC)

[[ART1-lexSN.4-SG3]NP.2

haμ1-lexE3.4
TH Definite Singular Noun Phrase construction

Observe that we can assign pragmatic functions (PragF) but not semantic functions (SemF) to Referential constructions, because the discourse
status of the entity referred to is known, but its relationship to the predicate of the ascriptive act into which it is embedded is not known.
The enclosing box indicates that this is a construction in which the
mapping between each (parallel) layer is included as part of (the knowledge of ) the construction. The top two layers form the conceptual layer,
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the third layer is the syntactic, and the bottom layer is (the phonological
part of ) the expression layer. Thus CFDG is congruent with the tripartite
language architecture (cf. Nikanne 2005 for a similarly tripartite approach
to Construction Grammar).
As a second example, consider again the various functions of the TH
Reflexive Verb inflection (see ch. 3 §1.2, p. 96): reflexive (he washed himself),
anticausative (wisdom will vanish), benefactive (they prayed for
themselves), estimative (he pretends to be rich; he appears as a prophet),
reciprocal (they look at one another), generic passive (pains will be
forgotten), and body motion (they walked around). The crucial observation
from a constructional perspective is that THESE FUNCTIONS ARE CONSTRAINED BY LEXEME CLASS .
For instance, consider again example (21), repeated here as (49):
(49) w-aj-j-óː(ʔ)mɛr
lə̆χ-úː(w)
hiθhallə̆χ-ùː(w)
v-ɔː-ʔɔ́ːrɛʦˁ
CR-CLT-3MSG-say\NARR walk\IMP-MPL walk\IMP.RFL-MPL LOC-ART-earth
‘And he said, “Go and wander around on the earth”.’ (Zec. 6:7)
… de [ψf-DIR ef halak (x 2MPL)Ag (pl [rf b- (SG rl ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ)])Path]e

From many similar examples in the TH corpus we can abstract the
following TH Active Body Motion Reflexive construction, in this case with
the Subject expressed on the Verb (either as a circumflex for Nonpast
forms or a suffix for Past forms; see ch. 3):
(50)

(T1)PragF
ψe-TENSE2 e3 [(πf-DIR4 f5 BODY.MOTIONC (x5 PGN)Ag.6)]e

[{PRO5-}lexSV.5\RFL4.5.TENSE2.ACT6-PRO5]VP.1.3
lexE2.3.4.5.6
TH Active Body Motion Reflexive Construction

The key point to observe is that the combination of the DIRECTIONAL
operator (πf-DIR4) and BODY.MOTION is expressed by the Reflexive (RFL)
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Verb inflection (i.e. RFL4.5) in the SL, but in FDG, it is in the RL.18 Notice
also that the voice in the SL is specified as Active and the semantic
function as Agent in the RL, because the body motion reflexives only
occur as such. Finally, the constructional approach requires no additional
justification for the inclusion of predicate classes in the UR, because
constructions are considered to be as specific as necessary to capture
unique form-function correspondences.
The final illustration of CFDG is more complicated, and comes from
the tense mismatch of example (45), repeated here as (51):
(51)

w-ɔː-ʔ-oːmáːr
ʔoː(w)j=l-ìː(j) χìː(j)=niðméː(j)-Ɵiː(j)
CR-CLT-1SG-say\PST
woe=DAT-1SG SR=cut.off\PST.MEDP-1SG
‘… and I said, “Woe is me for I will be cut off!”’ (Isaiah 6:5)
p [ψe-NPST e [f dama(h) (Ø)Ag (x 1SG)Pat]e]p

In this case there is a possible tense mismatch between the RL nonpast
and the SL past. I say possible because many Hebraists analyze the Verb
form in question as grammaticalising perfective aspect and not past tense.
Either way, neither perfective nor past at SL correlates to nonpast at RL.
Assuming that it normally signifies past, we can analyze the nonpast RL
meaning as resulting from a particular discourse move headed by ʔo(w)j
l-PGN ‘Woe is me/you/us/…!’, in which a referential subact (R2)NewTop is part
of the (Woe!) Move (example 52 on next page).
An embedded Reason Act follows, whose communicated contents C in
this particular example corefer to the referent of the Move’s subact
(R4 = R2)GivTop. I have included a phonological level to illustrate the
cliticisation (=), the postvocalic spirantisation (k > χ), and the vowel
lengthening (see ch. 3 §2.1.2, p. 106), although strictly speaking, the first two
of these are not obligatory and therefore not part of the construction.19
The point is to illustrate how constructions can contain specific
interdependent information at various levels:20

18
And because reflexivity is the prototypical use of this Verb inflection, no DIR
predicate operator would be posited for TH in a typical F(D)G analysis.
19
Regarding postvocalic spirantisation, see ch.3 §3.2 Adpositions, p. 136 for conditions under which the Preposition l-PGN DAT-PRO would end in a vowel.
20
Also strictly speaking, in this and the previous two examples, operators would
also have superscripted C, S, or E, for conceptual, syntactic, and expression layers
respectively.
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(52) [σMove.1-(ʔo(w)j lC-(R2 PGN)NewTop)Ф [AReas.10 [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (T3)Foc (R4)GivTop]C]F]A ]M
ψe-NPST5 e6 [(f7 lexC (x8)SemF.9)]e

[[ʔo(w)jIntj [lP-PRO]PP]IntjCl.1

[ki(j)SR [lexSV.7\PST1.5.VOICE9-PRO8]VP.3.6]Cl.10

ʔòː(w)j=l-PRO

]S

χìːj=lexE1.5.7.8.9

TH Woe is PRO [for NONPAST Event]!” Move Construction

Four points are particularly interesting. First, the Move (σMove.1) in the
IL codetermines the PST morphosyntactic expression in the SL, understood nevertheless as nonpast (i.e. ψe-NPST5 e6) by author/speaker and
reader/listener. Secondly, the subordinator ki(j) is part of the SL of the
embedded Reason Act Construction, enclosed separately by the dotted
line; that is, ki(j) is simply part of this construction and does not need to
be generated by rules triggered by the abstract Reason function in the IL.
Thirdly, the participant (R2) in the governing [‘Woe’ Move] Construction
maps directly to the pronominal slot in ʔo(w)j l-PRO, which is syntactically
part of a Prepositional Phrase which has no RL correlate. (I have included
the Preposition l- in the Move satellite, because it is a fixed expression.)21
Fourthly, unlike the previous example, the voice of the Reason Act construction is not specified, as this varies.
These three examples illustrate the advantages of CFDG over FDG
with respect to the four problems that the present paper seeks to address,
regarding redefining operators/satellites as specifiers, dispensing with
quasi-predicate logic formalism, distributing lexical entries across each
layer, with parts-of-speech in the syntactic layer, and interpreting the UR
(= IL/RL) as conceptual semantics. This fourth change accounts for
mismatches between RL and SL, in other words, for multifunctionality.

21
In the actual example (and not the constructional template), the participant is
the Speaker and the Patient of the Reason Act, but this is not obligatory (e.g. Woe
to us, for the day is fading! [Jer. 6:4]).
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6. Conclusion
My purpose in presenting a “constructional reappraisal” of FDG is not to
fashion a brand new model of FDG. Of the proposed changes, the first two
regarding operators/satellites and the formalism are purely modifications
of the model as is. The second two work in tandem and are modifications
stemming from a REINTERPRETATION of the model, namely, relocating the
conceptual component from outside the grammar in FDG to inside in
CFDG and taking a construction approach to grammatical organisation.
The constructional account is a natural consequence of favouring what I
have called conceptually-relevant semantics over grammatically-relevant
semantics, and more importantly, is further motivated by the interdependence of the conceptual-intentional semantics from syntax, most obviously seen in the phenomenon of multifunctionality.
Although the present article covers issues that are ostensibly “in
house” to FDG, the questions posed about the theory are applicable to all
linguistic theories – what sort of notations are appropriate? how is semantics defined? where does cognition fit in, if at all? how is multifunctionality
accounted for? is the model understood as a feedthrough process progressing through horizontal modules, as it were an “imperfective” mimicry of
the timecourse from intention to articulation, or as a collection of vertical
constructions, conventionalised Gestalts with all the pieces required for
successful communication in place (including empty slots for lexemes to
saturate), as it were a “perfective” mimicry of the same timecourse?
Thus it is hoped that the proposed changes to FDG are of interest to
the broader linguistic community.

Chapter 3
Towards a Typological
Presentation of TH
1. Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to explain how the linguistic data of
Tiberian Hebrew (TH) can be presented to provide a typological description that facilitates linguistic research.1
The paper is organised as follows. The remainder of section 1 covers
preliminaries: the corpus, abbreviations, and an introduction to typology
and its presentational format. This section also clears up potential misunderstandings of the scope and purpose of the present paper. Section 2
discusses the transliteration of TH using the International Phonetic Alphabet (International Phonetic Association 1999) and the Leipzig Glossing
Rules (LGR; Comrie et al. 2004). Section 3 illustrates the application of the
LGR to TH and how different analyses of TH can be glossed accordingly.
Sections 2 and 3 demonstrate that the notation is flexible enough to allow
for various interpretations of TH grammar and for various levels of
notational complexity. Section 4 outlines the benefits of the notation.

1.1 Corpus
The corpus for this study is the standard scholarly edition of the Hebrew
Bible, Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), in its electronic format

1

I would like to thank those who commented on earlier drafts or on issues in
the paper: Randall Buth, Robert Holmstedt, John Cook, Geoffrey Khan, Ian Young,
Guy Deutscher, Ziony Zevit, Cynthia Miller, David Kummerow, Sebastian Floor,
John Myhill, Eep Talstra, Alexandra Aikhenvald, Kees Hengeveld, J. Lachlan
Mackenzie, Martin Haspelmath, William Croft, William Idsardi, and several
anonymous HS reviewers.
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(eBHS) with annotations from the Westminster Hebrew Morphology
Database, version 4.0 (WTS; Groves et al. 2003).2

1.2 Background
The last few decades have seen a marked increase in the typological study
of the world’s languages. Typology is define as “the study of patterns that
occur systematically across languages” (Croft 2003: 1). Typology leads to
generalisations about language phenomena, such as tense and aspect,
often expressed as implicational hierarchies which indicate that if a language has a feature A, it will have feature B, and so forth (A > B > C etc.).
A simple example is that if a language has adverbs it will have adjectives,
thereby one can state Adverbs > Adjectives. Much typological research is
concerned with uncovering these hierarchies and their explanations.
Typology is also increasingly using SEMANTIC MAPS (Croft 2003: 133–
156; Haspelmath 2003), which are ways of patterning the multifunctionality of grammatical categories across languages.3 For example, Haspelmath (2003: 225) provides the following semantic map (modified slightly)
for reflexive and middle functions, with the boundaries of TH hithpael,
French se, and Russian -sja indicated:4

2
Bibliography on the eBHS is scant. Alan Groves (pc) explains that it was
created initially by Alan Groves and Emanuel Tov and is now known as the
Michigan-Claremont-Westminster database. The morphological tags that are
added to eBHS are called the “Groves-Wheeler Westminster Hebrew Morphology”.
3
Malchukov (2004) develops a semantic map for coordination markers and for
a detailed general theoretical discussion and consideration of the semantic map(s)
of spatial adpositions, see Levinson et al. (2003).
4
Haspelmath also includes in his map deobjectives branching off anticausatives.
Anticausatives are intransitive alternations of instantaneous change-of-state verbs
that require no instruments or methods, such as break, tear, split, divide, open,
close, raise, hide, loosen, etc. They differ from passives crucially in having no agent
whatsoever; they are presented simply as happening. Generic passives are passives
used in gnomic (timeless) predications. Passives can occur with oblique agents.
Some languages express generic passives differently from regular passives.
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reflexive

grooming/
body motion
naturally
reciprocal

anticausative

generic passive
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passive
-sja

hithpael; se

Figure 1. Semantic map of reflexive-middle functions
One could argue that the TH hithpael conjugation performs all these
functions except passive (Waltke and O’Connor 1990: 424–432):5
(1)

a.

sK'(t.Tiw:

b.

w-at-t-iθkɔ́ːs

hiθhallàːχ-tiː(j)
walk\PST.RFL-1SG
‘I walked about’ (Gen. 24:40)

CR-CLT-3FSG-cover\NARR .RFL

‘and she covered herself ’ (Gen. 24:65)
REFLEXIVE
c.

Wa)r"t.Ti
t-iθrɔːʔ-úː(w)
2MPL-see\NPST.RFL-2MPL
‘you look at one other’ (Gen. 42:1)
NATURALLY RECIPROCAL

e.

yTik.L;äh;t.hi

BODY MOTION

d.

rT")T;s.Ti
t-istattɔ́ːr
3FSG-hide\NPST.RFL
‘[insight] will vanish’ (Isa. 29:14)
ANTICAUSATIVE

r[;n"+-rK,n:t.yI
j-iθnakkɛr=nɔ́ːʕar
3MSG-recognise\NPST.RFL
‘a child is recognised [by his deeds]’ (Prov. 20:11)
GENERIC PASSIVE

Thus the TH hithpael can be viewed typologically as a regular
Reflexive with a high degree of multifunctionality relative to the conceptual reflexive prototype.6

5

Waltke and O’Connor’s examples of passives are mostly generic passives.
2 Chr. 22:6 (their example 3, p. 432) is better analyzed as an anticausative (see
footnote 4). The best example of a probable passive hithpael that I can find is 1
Sam. 3:14, “The guilt of the house of Eli will never be atoned for (hithpael) by
sacrifice or offering.” But even in this case there is only an oblique instrument and
not an oblique agent.
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Granted, then, that typology as a linguistic discipline and TH as a particular language both have an important contribution to make to one another, how can TH enter the typological dialogue? The basic answer is, by
speaking the metalanguage that typologists use to describe languages. The
purpose of the present article is to explain how to present TH in such a
metalanguage. So, what is this format and why should Hebraists use it?
First, the format essentially abstracts across linguistic categories. In
phonology, the standard is the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA),
which is familiar to most Hebraists, and in morphology (and in syntax
broadly construed) this is the format called interlinear morphemic glossing. This format does not yet have the canonical status of IPA, partly
because each researcher’s implementation of it serves different needs, and
partly because many issues in typology remain controversial. An early
attempt at formalisation was Lehmann (1983), which was subsequently
adopted with changes by the Eurotyp project (Bakker et al. 1993). The
Leipzig Glossing Rules (LGR; Comrie et al. 2004) have become the most
widely used means of glossing and are used in the present article.
Secondly, the format is important because without it, language data
cannot be understood, shared, evaluated, or cited, by typologists. This
much is obvious; it is my contention that it is PARTICULARLY important in
studies of TH because of the regular isolation of the field from typology
and general linguistics. Using this format facilitates dialogue between
Hebraists and linguists.
Such dialogue enriches the work of all participants: Hebraists can
improve their analysis of TH (the hithpael form above is but one example)
and typologists can use TH in language samples. Language sampling is a
cluster of methods designed to ensure that linguistic features are studied
from a statistically reliable and representative sample (Rijkhoff and Bakker
1998). Typically, the researcher decides on a number of languages to study
(from thirty to many hundreds) and then the methods will stipulate something like, “Choose 8 languages from Afroasiatic, 3 of which are Semitic.”
The typologist then gathers articles, grammars, etc., of Semitic languages
that discuss the relevant area of research. TH rarely appears in such
samples as there is little work done in TH that is accessible to typologists.
The present article assists Hebraists who wish to present their work in a
more accessible manner.
6

Waltke and O’Connor’s claim that this form exhibits “a basic unity” (1990:
424) is therefore justified, but their attempt to impose reflexivity qua reflexivity
(rather than qua the reflexive semantic map) as the basic unity is arguably strained
and unnecessary from a cross-linguistic perspective.
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It is also particularly important in TH linguistic research because the
format necessitates the replacement of idiosyncratic terms (such as hithpael, wayyiqtol, casus pendens, and so forth). This in itself forces the
researcher to describe the language using general linguistic terms, a not
insubstantial task (as seen in sections 2 and 3 below). Moreover, it requires
careful consideration of typological terms that ARE used in TH, such as
RESULTATIVE for the piel conjugation, since such terms have fairly strict
definitions in typology and must be used accordingly (see §3.1.2, p. 127).
One may ask, how can one implement such a format for TH without
an accompanying description and explanation of the language, that is,
without a grammar? The two tasks (presentation vis-à-vis description) are
interdependent. The most feasible method is to lay out a basic presentation, a ‘working hypothesis’ of the language, and then to write the grammar, adjusting the notation as one proceeds. THEN, prior to publication of
the finished work, one would update the notation throughout the final
version. No-one would see the numerous draft formats produced prior to
completion. Understandably, in this article, the reader only sees such a
preliminary, first draft of TH in typological format. The focus here is on
the HOW of formatting rather than the WHY. This is why sections 2 and 3
indicate major fault lines of disagreement in the study of TH grammar,
although every effort has been made in the present article to make such a
working hypothesis as accurate as possible.
This is also why several reviewers disagreed (at times fervently!) with
the choice of descriptive labels, because I did not make this modus operandi clear enough in earlier drafts. In fact, such disagreements demonstrate precisely the benefits of the format, because one cannot hide behind
labels such as wayyiqtol, infinitive construct, and the like – we are all
forced as it were to lay our grammatical cards on the typological table.
As an illustration, consider again the hithpael Verb. Assuming for the
sake of argument that the form exhibits all the functions outlined in figure
1 above, and assuming that these functions are cross-linguistically shown
to be the total range of functions found for reflexive constructions, one
could gloss the hithpael as Reflexive. For example, an inchoative7 use of
ħakam ‘be wise’ in the hithpael is found in Eccl. 7:16 (its causative counterpart is expressed in the piel inflection, ‘to make wise’).

7

Inchoatives are a variety of anticausatives, typically occurring with noninstantaneous change-of-state verbs.
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rtE+Ay ~K;Þx;t.Ti-la;w>
(2)

wə̆-ʔal=t-iθħakkáːm
CR-NEG.VOL=2MSG-be.wise\NPST.RFL
‘Do not become wise to excess’

joː(w)θéːr
excess

Such a decision to notate hithpael as Reflexive, however, raises two
problems of justification: typologically, there is the problem of justifying
whether the term ‘reflexive’ is the most appropriate for this set of related
functions (and the broader problem of identifying such sets of “recurrent
polysemy” [Malchukov 2004: 177] in the first place) and secondly, for TH,
there is the problem of justifying the match between the typological
domain of reflexivity and the TH hithpael.
The present article of course solves neither of these problems, but this
case nicely illustrates the questions arising from the interaction between
typology and individual languages – are there exceptions to the semantic
map of reflexivity? are the related functions arranged in the right way in
relation to one another? does the TH hithpael confirm/disconfirm the
semantic map? what are its relative frequencies for the various functions?
how are such relative frequencies best represented graphically? and so
forth. But for TH to contribute substantially to such linguistic debates, it
first has to be in typological format.
Before proceeding, however, a disclaimer is needed – in almost every
area of TH grammar, there are major disagreements: the vowel inventory
(five versus seven qualities), word order (basic order of VSO versus SVO),
morphology (stems as consonants versus full words), semantics (verbs as
marking tense, aspect, and/or mood), information structure (topic/focus
constructions), and so forth. Not even the assumption of a common
Proto-Semitic stock is without detractors (Edzard 1998). Thus sections 2
and 3 aim to cover the major fault lines in the interpretation of TH and
how these lead to divergent glossings, so that anyone can use the format in
accord with their own analysis.

2. TH in typological format
As stated above, a typological format requires the use of IPA and something akin to the LGR. Our first task therefore is to transliterate TH using
IPA as a guide.
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2.1 The International Phonetic Alphabet
There is a staggering number of variations used for the transliteration of
TH (Weinberg 1993b). Thus the following two sections are longer than
one would expect for describing a language’s segmental and suprasegmental phonology. Because the analysis of TH is significantly affected
by its vowel inventory, the discussion concentrates on the two major
interpretations, namely, the five-quality, two quantity system versus the
seven-quality only system.

2.1.1 Segmental phonology
The phonology and prosody of TH continue to generate a large volume of
research. For instance, its intricacies have been significant in debates
about constraint theories, such as Optimality Theory (Benua 1997; Coetzee 1999a), versus derivational theories, both linear (Malone 1993) and
non-linear (Churchyard 1999; Coetzee 1999b). Meanwhile, so-called “traditional” (that is, non-generative historical-comparative) descriptions have
continued to appear, mostly without reference to generative literature
(Joüon and Muraoka 1991).
Because the pronunciation tradition of TH is no longer extant, various
reconstructions of its phonology have been made. In particular, there is
ongoing debate over whether the vowel system has five qualities or seven
qualities (Garr 1990).
The most recent defense of the five quality system is by Churchyard
(1999), following previous presentations (Kimchi [circa 1200], published in
Chomsky (1952); Prince 1975; McCarthy 1979; Rappaport 1984; Baayen
1985). The five quality system appears in almost all Hebrew grammars and
textbooks and is used regularly in discussions of TH regarding Optimality
Theory (Idsardi 1997; 1998; 2000), due to the influence of Prince and
McCarthy on that theory.
The seven quality system has been vigorously defended by Khan (1987,
1989, 1991, 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1997) and finds support in
Schramm (1964), Blau (1977), Malone (1993), Garr (1990), Greenstein
(1992), Revell (1992), Goerwitz (1993; cf. Johnson and Goerwitz 1995), and
Hackett (2002). It would be correct to state that the seven-quality system
is the current consensus, Churchyard’s critique notwithstanding.
As a working hypothesis for the phonology of TH, Khan’s analysis will
be assumed, as presented in the following table. Churchyard’s interpretation is included as it remains popular.
There are five columns: the Hebrew grapheme; the traditional transliteration; Churchyard’s interpretation where it differs from Khan’s; Khan’s
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interpretation; and the one used in the present paper. Surface segments
that are also phonemic are enclosed in the respective columns in forward
slashes. An asterisk in Khan’s column indicates that the phoneme is never
realised as a surface segment in that form.
Table 1. TH graphemes and proposed IPA transliteration
Grapheme

a
Bb
Gg
Dd
h
w
z
x
j
y
K k [$]
l
m [~]
n [!]
s
[
P p [@]
c [#]
q
r
f
v
Tt
h¤; ¤;
[;¤
¤}
h¤' ¤'
¤\
h¤, y¤, ¤,
¤/
h¤E y¤E ¤E
¤.
y¤I ¤i
h¤o A¤ ¤o
W¤ ¤u

Transliteration
’
Bb
Gg
Dd
h
w
z
H
†
jy
Kk
l
m
n
s
`
Pp
c
q
r
S
š
Tt
a à
a

ă
o/ā â
ŏ
e Ê è
ĕ
ē ê Ë
ə/ø
i/ī î
ō ò ô
u/ū û

Churchyard

/g/ [ɣ]

/t’/
/k/ [x]

/ts’/
/k’/
/ɹ/

[a-offglide]
/o/, /aː/
[ŏ]
/e/
[ĕ]
[ə̆], [ø]

Khan
/ʔ/
/b/ [v]
/g/ [ʁ]
/d/ [ð]
/h/
/w/, [v]
/z/
/ħ/
/tˁ/
/j/, [ɟ]
/k/ [χ]
/l/
/m/
/n/
/s/
/ʕ/
/p/ [f]
/tsˁ/
/q/
/r/* [ʀ], [ʁ̞], [ṛ]
/s/
/ʃ/
/t/ [θ]
/a/
-- not discussed -[ă]
/ɔ/
[ɔ̆]
/ɛ/
[ɛ̆]
/e/
/ø/, [a], [e], [i], [o], [u], [ɛ], [ɔ]
[i]
[o]
[u]

Proposal
ʔ
bv
gʁ
dð
h
w
z
ħ
tˁ
j
kχ
l
m
n
s
ʕ
pf
ʦˁ
q
r
ś
ʃ
tθ
a a(h)
a
ă
ɔ ɔ(h)
ɔ̆
ɛ ɛ(j) ɛ(h)
ɛ̆
e e(j) e(h)
ə̆/ø
i i(j)
o o(w) o(h)
u u(w)

One can make the following six points of comparison between
Churchyard and Khan.
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a. Regarding consonants, there is broad agreement between Churchyard
and Khan, with minor differences over the stop allophones – /b/, /g/,
/d/, /k/, /p/, and /t/, have spirantised allophones [v], [ɣ/ʁ], [ð], [x/χ], [f],
and [θ] – and over whether the so-called emphatic consonants <j>,
<c>, and possibly <q>, were glottalicised ejectives (Churchyard 1999:
126 n. 21.06; Bachra 2001; Huehnergard 2002; Shivtiel 2003) or pharyngelised (Khan 1997), similar to the four Arabic emphatics (ط ض ص
)ظ.
b. They agree that <f> and <s> had merged into /s/ in TH and probably
in proto-Semitic had represented /ɬ/ and /s/ respectively (Steiner 1977;
Churchyard 1993; 1999: 126; Blau 1998).
c. They differ over the interpretation of the shewa grapheme b., while
agreeing that it is used to represent either a syllable coda (silent shewa)
or a vowel (vocal shewa). The precise quality of the vocal shewa is
disputed, but even so it is “a phonologically significant, syllabicallysonorous element in TH” (Churchyard 1999: 134).
d. They disagree over the three shewa graphemes b], b\, and b/. Churchyard takes all four shewas as reduced vowels derived from an
underlying feature-less vowel. Khan argues that shewa is phonemically
zero (see also Bat-El 1995) but surfaces allophonically as any of the
seven (unreduced) surface vowels, following rules of vowel harmony
across gutturals. When the realisation of this vowel was uncertain, the
Masoretes inserted the correct short vowel to aid reading, which is
why b], b\, and b/ are combinations of vowel and shewa. Churchyard and
Khan also differ over the (extra-)syllabic and (extra-)metrical statuses
of these vowels. In sum, there is disagreement over the syllabicity, metricality, quality, and quantity of these four vowels, both phonemically
and phonetically.
e. The major disagreement is over the vowel inventory of TH – whether
b' differs qualitatively from b; and be from b,. This determines whether
one has a five- or seven-quality vowel inventory.8 The five-quality
system, first introduced by Kimchi (c. 1160–1235), entails a phonemic
length contrast of /a/~/aː/ and /e/~/eː/; these vowels are equivalent to
/a/, /ɔ/, /ɛ/, and /e/, respectively, in the seven-quality system, adhered
to prior to Kimchi (Chomsky 1952: 31–32). Proponents of the sevenquality system disagree over the place of length in the system. For
example, the first vowel of Segolate Nouns according to Khan is always

In this case, in the five-vowel system b' is either [aː] or [o]. The clearest
discussion of the contexts for their disambiguation is Weinberg (1993a).
8
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long (Cv́ː.CvC), but according to Greenstein (1992) and Dolgopolsky
(2002:533) it is always short (Cv́.CvC).
f. Their methodologies are different. Khan bases his reconstruction on
the earliest manuscript evidence that documents the Tiberian pronunciation and its transcription using a mixture of Tiberian and Arabic
orthography. Churchyard’s analysis is based on generative prosodic
theory.
Finally, in adopting Khan’s system of transliteration of TH, as represented in the table above, I have used three additional principles.
First, following Khan and Churchyard (1999: 129), but contrary to most
grammars, shewa <:>, is interpreted as vocal in these three environments,
<-CiCi:C->, <-Ci:Ci->, <#C:C->, and as the second <:> in <-C:C:C->;
elsewhere it is silent. For example, ʔɔχlɔ́ː(h) ‘she ate’ and ʔɔχlɔ́ː(h) ‘food’ are
identical unless a metheg9 occurs on the first syllable of the former (i.e.
ʔɔ̀ːχlɔ́ː(h)). Shewa and its non-zero allophones are marked as reduced
vowels, not to indicate length (as, in fact, Khan argues they are regular V
segments) but to indicate that they are related to one another and are
prosodically light.
Secondly, /ś/ is used for <f> to differentiate /s/ for <s> (e.g. śɔr ‘captain’ versus sɔr ‘stubborn’). This is the only suggested deviation from a
strict IPA transliteration scheme.
Thirdly, TH contains silent consonants that are fossilised into the
textual tradition even though they are not part of the Tiberian phonetic
system. For instance, table 1 has entries like the following:
Grapheme

h¤, y¤, ¤,

Transliteration
e Ê è

Khan
/ɛ/

Proposal
ɛ ɛ(j) ɛ(h)

Notice that the (Semitic) transliteration distinguishes the three graphemes
by superscripting the equivalent consonantal transliteration. This level of
detail accords with Johnson and Goerwitz (1995: 20), who propose that
any transliteration scheme “must mesh with the consonants in a way that
allows readers to reconstruct the original [Masoretic text] spellings” .
They suggest that these so-called matres lectionis be either superscripted
or placed in parentheses, that is, ɛ, ɛj, ɛh, or ɛ, ɛ(j), ɛ(h).
The problem of superscripting the four such fossilised consonants, j, w,
h, and ʔ, is that the first three have specific meanings in IPA (i.e. tw, tj, and
th indicate labialisation, palatisation, and aspiration respectively). So if
9

A short vertical stroke written under the Hebrew consonant.
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matres lectionis are indicated, as they are in the present paper, it is proposed that are placed in parentheses. They are helpful in distinguishing
homophonous words deriving from different lexemes, for example, lo
< lo(ʔ) = NEG and l-o < l-o(w) = DAT-3MSG.
In sum, the vowel and consonant inventories according to Khan’s analysis are as follows.
Table 2. TH vowel inventory
tensed

high
mid

non-tensed

front
non-rounded
i
e
ɛ

central
rounded

back
u
o
ɔ

a

low

Table 3. TH consonant inventory with features10
node
PLACE

place
ORAL

sonority →
voicing →
articulator ↓
LABIAL
–nasal
+nasal
CORONAL
–strident
+strident
+distr.

–vcd

–son.
emph.

p
[f]

+son.
+vcd

b
[v]
m

t
[Ɵ]
s
ʃ

tˁ
ʦˁ

d
[ð]
z

nrl

g

wj

(ʁ)
ʕ

(ʀ)

DORSAL

PHARYNGEAL
LARYNGEAL

10

k
q
[χ]
ħ
h

ʔ

The Afroasiatic family has as one of its characteristic features a ternary
voicing division of voiced, voiceless, and emphatic. Moreover, this group contrasts
collectively with the sonorants (Voigt 2002). McCarthy’s (1994) work on gutturals
as a natural phonological class, conducted within the framework of feature geometry, has influenced the presentation of the consonant inventory. The guttural
consonants are the non-oral consonants h, ʔ, ħ, and ʕ. In many instances /r/
behaves like a guttural, and if /r/ is realized as [ʀ], as Khan argues, or [ʁ], then its
featural proximity to the guttural class is greatly increased.
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2.1.2 Suprasegmental phonology
Prosody in TH has been intensely studied (Dresher 1981, 1989, 1994, fc;
McCarthy 1984; Baayen 1985; Scobbie 1992; Benua 1997; Churchyard 1999;
see also references in section 2.1.1 above) but as explained above, considerable difference of opinion still exists on vowel quantity and quality.
Nevertheless, the TH notation includes substantial prosodic information
that can be included in a typological gloss. Regarding the cantillation
marks, Churchyard (1999: 6) writes,
the Tiberian orthography provides more information about
prosodic structure than does any other ancient orthography. Not
only information about syllabification, reduced vowels, secondary
stress, main stress, and phrasal prominence, but also a hierarchical
Immediate Constituent parsing that was produced without any
modern linguistic theoretical preconceptions.
Accordingly, the pertinent aspects of the accentual system can be
translated into three prosodic universals: (i) maqqephs11 represent words
that are PROSODIC CLITICS, glossed by the equals sign ‘=’, σ…]φ-PrCl; (ii) conjunctive accents represent secondary accents, glossed by a grave accent,
which are on constituents that form PROSODIC WORDS, σ̀…]φ-PrWd; and
disjunctive accents represent primary accents, glossed by an acute accent,
which are on constituents that form PROSODIC PHRASES, σ́…]φ-PrPh. In
addition, major disjunctive accents (probably) represent a major INTONATIONAL PHRASE , because they often exhibit pausal morphology. If it was
required prosodic pause could be glossed in some way on the transliteration, such as a double acute, σ̋…]φ-InPh, and morphophonological pause by
adding a ‘\PAUS’ element to the word stem12 in the gloss (see §2.2 Rule 4, p.
109).13
Khan argues that vowel quantity is (almost) completely determined by
two principles: (i) vowels are lengthened in stressed syllables and open,
unstressed syllables (for example, mɛ́lɛχ > mɛ́ːlɛχ) and (ii) the vowels /e/
11

A short horizontal stroke between two Hebrew words, similar to a hyphen.
In the present article STEM is used to indicate the surface realization of a
lexeme minus any affixes and/or morphophonological changes. It can be understood as just consonants (i.e. as a root) or as an inflected base form.
13
It should be pointed out that this notation deviates from IPA. In IPA, grave,
acute, and double acute represent tones in tone languages. The IPA symbols for
these three symbols are respectively: …ˌσ...]SecondaryAccent, …ˈσ…]PrimaryAccent, and …σ] ‖
]IntonationalPhrase.
12
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and /o/ are always long (vː). The rare exceptions are unstressed closed
syllables having long vowels.14 But this uniformity entails prima facie that
length is imposed as a feature of the utterance (rather than being inherent
in lexemes). Thus length has no significance for a grammatical description
of TH. If quantity needs to be represented in the transliteration, it is recommended that Khan’s rules be followed, as is done in this chapter.

2.2 The Leipzig Glossing Rules
The second component of the glossing is the interlinear morphemic translation of TH. The emerging standard in typological research is the LGR.
The LGR contain 10 ‘rules’, but each researcher needs to adjust their
implementation to suit his/her needs. So the following are as much guidelines as they are rules. The first two rules nevertheless should always be
adhered to.
Rules 1 and 2 – Word/morpheme alignment
Interlinear glosses are left-aligned vertically, word by word (Rule 1).
Within each word, segmentable morphemes are separated by hyphens.
There must be exactly the same number of hyphens in the example and
the gloss (Rule 2), as follows:

`tWm)y" tAmï ^ßl. dALïYIh; !BE±h; ~G:©
(3)

gáːm

hab-béːn haj-jillòː(w)ð lə̆-χɔ́ː
mòː(w)θ j-ɔːmúː(w)θ
ART-born
DAT-2MSG die\CERT 3MSG-die\NPST
‘even the son born to you will surely die’ (2 Sam. 12:14)
ADD

ART-son

Often a word will have several subdivisions. The gloss must have the
same number (and type) of subdivisions:
(4)

vd<xoÜb;W
u(w)-v-aː-ħòːðɛʃ
CR-LOC-ART-month
‘and in the month’

14
Incidentally, one implication of this view is that there is no such thing as
“virtual doubling” in TH, a phenomenon described in TH grammars. That is,
ʔaːħíː(j)m, ‘brothers,’ is correct and ʔaħíː(j)m, as most grammars state, is incorrect.
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Rule 3 – Grammatical category labels
Grammatical constituents are generally rendered by abbreviated grammatical category labels, printed in SMALL CAPS. A full list of grammatical
constituents is provided in section 3.3 (p. 143).
It goes without saying that only terms from general linguistics are to be
used in the description of linguistic features. Theory-specific frameworks
and terminology and idiosyncratic terms from Semitic linguistics are
avoided. For example, the traditionally-labeled nota accusativi, ʔet/ʔɛθ=, is
labeled ACC for accusative. This does not reflect an antedated Latin grammatical label, but the decision to classify TH as an accusative rather than
ergative language. That is, the arguments of Intransitive Predications code
morphosyntactically like agents of Transitive Predications (with zero morphology; see §3.4, p. 147), with some fifty or so possible exceptions, such as
the following (Kroeze 1997a, 2001).

‘~m'AyB. ~h,Ûyle[]me rs'’-al{ !n"['h,û dWMå[;-ta,
(5)

ʔɛθ=ʕammùː(w)ð hɛː-ʕɔːnɔ́n loː(ʔ)=sɔ̀ːr
meː-ʕăl-eː(j)-hɛ̀ːm
ACC=pillar(CNST ) ART-cloud NEG=turn\PST(3MSG) ABL-SUPS -AUG-3MPL
‘The pillar of cloud did not turn aside from them’
bə̆-joː(w)m-ɔ́ːm
LOC-day-ADVR
‘by day’ (Neh. 9:19)

The LGR state that, depending on the purpose of the gloss,
grammatical category labels may be replaced with a word from the language of description. So the previous example could be glossed as follows:
(6)

ʔɛθ=ʕammùː(w)ð hɛː-ʕɔːnɔ́n loː(ʔ)=sɔ̀ːr
meː-ʕăl-eː(j)-hɛ̀ːm
ACC=pillar(CNST ) the-cloud not=turn\PST(3MSG) from-upon-AUG-them
bə̆-joː(w)m-ɔ́ːm
in-day-ADVR

Caution must be exercised here. For example, if the language of description is English, as is the case in the present article, is ‘and’ an appropriate equivalent to TH w-? Arguably it is not, because TH w- is much more
polysemous than English ‘and’ and polysemous in different ways. Another
example is ken and ko(h), both translated as ‘thus/so’ in English. However,
this would obscure the fact that ken is anaphoric (‘… And it was so’) and
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ko(h) is cataphoric (‘Do it thus: …’). Similar discrepancies between English
and TH particularly hold for ha- ART, min ABL , l- DAT, b- LOC, and many
other words.
Rules 4 and 5 – One-to-many correspondences
When a single object-language element is represented by more than one
glossing element (words or abbreviations), these are separated by periods
(Rule 4), except for person and number (and in TH, gender; Rule 5):
(7)

%y:ß

rBEåd:T.w:

j-áːχ
3MSG-strike\VOL .CAUS
‘let him strike’

w-at-t-ə̆ðabbèːr
CR-CLT-2FSG-speak\NARR .INTS
‘and you spoke’

Because one-to-many correspondences occur for a variety of reasons,
the LGR have several optional rules (as part of Rule 4) for indicating these
more precisely. The only such rule that is recommended for TH is the
following: if a grammatical property is signaled by a morphophonological
change of the stem, a backslash is used to separate the category label and
the stem (see example 7). Such changes are ubiquitous in TH (and Semitic
languages in general).
However, the so-called TH Construct Nominals (see §3.2.5, p. 138)
indicate their grammatical property by changes to THE ENTIRE PHONOLOGICAL WORD (stem and affixes), so I recommend using doublebackslash to indicate morphophonological changes to words:
(8)

!Be

!B,

beːn versus
son

bɛːn
son\\CNST

Rule 6 – Non-overt elements
Categories that are ALWAYS expressed by zero, such as Absolute Nominals,
are not normally shown in the gloss, unless one chooses to include an
overt ‘Ø’ in the gloss – a choice somewhat dependent on the researcher’s
theoretical framework.
(9)

hn"ëv'
ʃɔn-ɔ́ː(h) instead of ʃɔn-ɔ́ː(h)
year-FSG
year-FSG.ABSL
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In contrast, categories that are SOMETIMES expressed by zero should
always be glossed, by enclosing the gloss element in parentheses.15 For
example, in TH, zero morphology occurs regularly with certain substantives (such as so-called Segolate Nouns) in Construct form that are indistinguishable from their Absolute forms. These should always be glossed:
(10) a.

#r<a,(B.

‘tAame

bə̆-ʔɛ̀ːrɛʦˁ

meːʔ-óː(w)θ
hundred-FPL or hundred-FPL(CNST)
‘hundreds’ or ‘hundreds of ’

LOC-earth(FSG) or LOC-earth(FSG.CNST)

‘on earth’ or ‘on earth of ’
b.

tAn©B'

tAnæB.

bɔːn-óː(w)θ
daughter-FPL
‘daughters’

bə̆n-òː(w)θ
daughter-FPL\\CNST
‘daughters of ’

It should be noted that in example (10b), bə̆n-òː(w)θ, daughter– and mutatis mutandis in the case of many Feminine Plural
Construct Nouns, Adjectives, and Participles – the suffix represents FPL
and the vowel mutation (bɔːn > bə̆n) represents CNST. The difference, thus,
between meːʔ-óː(w)θ hundred-FPL(CNST) and bə̆n-òː(w)θ daughter-FPL\\CNST
is that the former does not express the Construct in any way but the latter
does by vowel mutation.16
Example (10) also further demonstrates the value of glossing disjunctive and conjunctive accents, because zero-marked Construct Nouns
almost always take conjunctive accents.
FPL\\CNST

Rules 7 and 8 – Bipartite elements and infixes
Grammatical (or lexical) elements that consist of two or more parts that
are distinct morphological elements are repeated, either with the identical
gloss (as in the present paper) or with CIRC, ‘circumflex’, or STEM for
bipartite lexical stems (Rule 7). The following example is from German:
15

The LGR suggest square brackets instead of parentheses, but as square
brackets are also used for syntactic constituents, many typologists use parentheses
for non-overt glosses.
16
Again, the double backslash (\\CNST) is required because the entire phonological word bə̆n-òː(w)θ, daughter-FPL undergoes change induced by the Construct
state. The alternative glosses, namely bə̆n\CNST-òː(w)θ, daughter\CNST-FPL and meːʔóː(w)θ, hundred(CNST)-FPL, would incorrectly suggest that only the stem undergoes
Construct-induced changes.
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(11)

ge-seh-en
PTCP-see-PTCP or
‘seen’

PTCP-see-CIRC

Infixes, although not used in the present paper, have been proposed for
TH (Boyle 1969) and other Semitic languages. Infixes are separated by
angle brackets in the object language and in the gloss (Rule 8). The position of the infix with respect to the stem determines the position of the
gloss elements. The following examples are from Tagalog and Latin, and
indicate left and right alignment of the infixes respectively:
(12) b<um>ili
<ACT.FOC>buy
‘buy’
(13) reli<n>qu-ere
leave<PRS>-INF
‘to leave’

Rules 4 and 7 allow us now to consider the glossing of Verbs, as in
example (2) above. The Verb from example (2) is repeated as follows, with
2FSG marking. In the following case, each element is marked:
[unattested]

y~iK.x;t.Ti

(14) t-iθ-ħakkə̆m-iː(j)
2FSG-RFL-be.wise\NPST.RFL-2FSG
‘become wise’

This gloss shows that (i) the circumflex t-…-i(j) indicates 2FSG; and
(ii) -iθ- indicates Reflexive, which is also indicated by morphophonological
changes to the stem. If none of this was to be indicated, it is possible to
gloss as follows:
(15)

tiθħakkə̆miː(j)
be.wise.NPST.RFL .2FSG

It is important to understand why ‘be.wise\NPST.RFL .2FSG’ is unacceptable for example (15), because the stem mutations only indicate Reflexive
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Voice and not person/gender/number (PGN). The period (.) must be used
when no decomposition is shown.17
Rule 10 – Reduplication
Reduplication is treated as affixation, but a tilde ‘~’ is used instead of a
hyphen.

~T'îl.K;l.Ki
(16) kil~kal-tɔ̀ː-m
support\PST~INTS -2MSG-3MPL .OBJ
‘you have sustained them’ (Neh. 9:21)

Such forms can be quite complicated:

W[v'([\v'T.
(17) t-ə̆ʃɔːʕɔ̆~ʃɔ́ːʕ-uː(w)
2MPL-delight\NPST.PASS~INTS -2MPL
‘you will be delighted in’ (Isa. 66:12)

What example 17 shows is that (i) the circumflex indicates 2MPL; (ii)
the reduplication indicates Intensive (polpal, a variant of piel); and (iii) the
back rounded vocalism (o/u/ɔ), ʃɔːʕɔ̆, indicates Passive. Clearly, then, the
LGR allow for a range of glossing for TH Verbs from simple to complex.
Although section 3 will cover Verbal morphology in detail, it is worth
establishing at this point the preferred way of glossing TH Verbs. Table 4
illustrates the four options for glossing TH Verbs using the LGR. The four
rows from top to bottom represent how the following separable segments
are glossed: (i) Object suffixes; (ii) PGN and tense/aspect/modality (TAM)
affixes; (iii) reduplication; and (iv) Verbal stem. The rows are cumulative,
in that each row includes the segments glossed in all rows above it. The
preferred option, used in the present paper, is shaded.

17
The LGR also allow for the use of the colon ‘:’ to indicate that object language
elements ARE segmentable, as in this case, but that they are not been shown. If this
practice is adopted, example (14) would be glossed as be.wise:2FSG.NPST.RFL.

tiθħakkə̆miː(j)
be.wise.N P S T.R F L .2F S G
t-iθħakkə̆m-iː(j)
2F S G -be.wise\N P S T.R F L -2F S G
t-iθħakkə̆m-iː(j)
2F S G -be.wise\N P S T.R F L -2F S G
t-iθ-ħakkə̆m-iː(j)
2F S G -R F L -be.wise\N P S T.R F L -2F S G

k i lk a lt ɔ ː - m
support .P S T.I N T S .2M S G -3M P L .O B J
k i lk a l -t ɔː - m
support\P S T.I N T S -2M S G -3M P L .O B J
k i l ~k a l- t ɔː -m
supp or t \ P S T ~I N T S - 2M S G - 3M P L . O B J
kil~kal-tɔː-m
supp or t \ P S T ~I N T S - 2M S G - 3M P L . O B J

Ta bl e 4. Alternatives for Glossing the TH Verb
tə̆ʃɔːʕɔ̆ʃɔːʕuː(w)
delight .N P S T.PA S S .I N T S .2M P L
t-ə̆ʃɔːʕɔ̆ʃɔːʕ-uː(w)
2M P L -delight\N P S T.I N T S .PA S S -2M P L
t-ə̆ʃɔːʕɔ̆~ʃɔːʕ-uː(w)
2M P L -delight\N P S T.PA S S ~I N T S -2M P L
t-ə̆ʃɔːʕɔ̆~ʃɔːʕ-uː(w)
2M P L -delight\N P S T.PA S S ~I N T S -2M P L
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Why is the shaded row the preferred gloss? The shaded row shows as
much information as possible WITHOUT REPEATING INFORMATION ACROSS
THE GLOSS . That is, if one wants to indicate the STEM, one sometimes ends
up having two locations for Voice alternations, as in t-iθ-ħakkə̆m-iː(j) 2FSGRFL-be.wise\NPST.RFL-2FSG. This creates unnecessarily large glosses. However, typologists are very interested in PGN marking and to a lesser extent
reduplication. Because these can always be glossed without bipartite
glosses, except for the necessary Nonpast yiqtol18 PGN circumflexes, it is
preferable to include them.
The practical benefit of this level of glossing information is especially
apparent in the case of metathesis, which can lead to bipartite stems and
tripartite Voice markings if stems are segmented, as in the very rare
hithpalpel Nonpast, occurring on the Verb ʃaq ‘to rush,’ jìːʃtaqʃə̆qúː(w)n:

!Wqßv.q.T;v.yI)
(18) j-ìː-ʃ-t-aq~ʃə̆q-úː(w)-n
3MPL-RFL-rush-RFL-rush\NPST~RFL-3MPL-CLT
‘they rush to and fro (Nah. 2:5)

Under the proposed glossing explained above, this is more sensibly
presented as:19
(19) j-ìːʃtaq~ʃə̆q-úː(w)-n
3MPL-rush\NPST~RFL-3MPL-CLT

Additional conventions
The LGR can be supplemented with conventions found in other glossing
guidelines as follows:
1. The interlinear morpheme translation, in theory, is not contextdependent, so only homonymy is resolved in the gloss and not polysemy.
18

Although the TH Verb is explained fully below (§3.1, p. 118), the reader should
be aware of the terms used throughout the present paper: there are two main
Verbs in TH, the qatal and yiqtol, glossed as Past and Nonpast. They are referred
to both ways in the present paper. The Past qatal is also known as the Suffix Verb
and the Nonpast yiqtol is the main Prefix Verb. The other main Verbs are the
Jussive yiqtol, Imperative, Hortative, and Narrative wayyiqtol.
19
Some researchers analyze the hithp* conjugations as Middle Intensives (e.g.
Doron 2003). In this case, j-ìːʃtaq~ʃə̆q-úː(w)-n would be glossed preferably as 3MPLrush\NPST.MID~INTS-3MPL-CLT, and non-reduplicating, regular hithpael forms,
such as t-iθħakkə̆m-iː(j), would be 2FSG-be.wise\NPST.MID.INTS-2FSG.
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The general practice is to gloss polysemous words with their nearest
context-independent equivalent, what some understand as prototypical or
dominant meaning or function. If multiple meanings of a polysemous
word are displayed, each meaning is separated by a forward slash (e.g. ʔájil,
‘ram/leader’). Polysemous grammatical morphemes are either glossed
with each option (e.g. hu(w)(ʔ) 3/DIST.MSG), or, when morphosyntactic and
other factors clearly disambiguate such morphemes or words, only the
contextual meaning/function is given. Disambiguation needs to be exercised with caution, however, because it is precisely the areas of grammatical multifunctionality that are often of most interest to typologists.
2. Morphemes are glossed according to morphological Gender, in the
cases where this does not agree with agreement phenomenon. In the
following example, hɔ̀ːʕizzíː(j)m, ‘the she-goats,’ is Feminine for agreement
(i.e. the Singular form is ʕez goat(FSG)) but has a Masculine Plural ending.

taoêluJ.h;w> tADåquN>h; ‘~yZI[ih'¥-lK' taeÛw>
(20) wə̆-ʔèːθ kɔl=hɔ̀ː-ʕizz-íː(j)m
CR-ACC all\\CNST=ART-goat(F)-MPL
‘and all the speckled’

han-nə̆qudd-òː(w)θ
ART-speckled-FPL

wə̆-hatˁ-tˁə̆luːʔ-óːθ
CR-ART-spot\PROG.PASS -FPL
‘ and spotted she-goats’ (Gen. 30:35)

3. Constituent structure is shown in the gloss in square brackets. It is
advisable to indicate Clause boundaries in TH for three reasons. First, TH
has a very complex coordination-subordination continuum, the greater
part of which is occupied by Paratactic (or Cosubordinate) Constructions.
Cosubordinate constructions are composed of two or more main clause
constructions that semantically are integrated into a single clause to some
degree (van der Auwera 1997; Croft 2001: ch. 9).20 That is, the semantic
and/or illocutionary features of the first clause have scope over the
second. The marking of all TH Main Clauses thus elucidates these ubiquitous constructions.
The following example illustrates a typical Cosubordinate Construction in an Interrogative Sentence. The second Main Clause is a Cosubordinate Verb-initial Clause with – according to the present analysis – an
20

For an excellent inventory for TH Volitional Paratactic constructions, see the
appendices of Dallaire (2002).
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Indicative Past Verb (i.e. weqatal PST = qatal PST, as proposed in §3.1.1
Weqatal, p. 121). However, the past meaning has been neutralised (cf. Buth
2003: ch. 17) by the nonpast meaning provided by the preceding,
governing Clause, which also provides its interrogative function to the
Cosubordinate Clause.

hL,ae_h' ~yTiÞv.liP.B; ytiyKeêhiw> %lEåaeh;
(21) haː-ʔ-eːlèːχ
wə̆-hikkéː(j)-θiː(j)
[[INT-1SG-walk\NPST]Nucl [CR-strike\PST.CAUS -1SG
‘Shall I go and strike (*have struck)

b-ap-pə̆liʃt-íː(j)m
LOC-ART-Philistine-MPL

hɔː-ʔéːllɛː(h)
ART-PROX.PL]CoSu]Nucl
‘these Philistines?’ (1 Sam. 23:2)

Secondly, due to diachronic conflation, the Nonpast yiqtol and Jussive
yiqtol Verb forms are mostly identical (see §3.1.1 Volitives, p. 123), being
distinguished primarily by word order. Verb-initial Nonpast forms are
mostly Jussives, so indication of Clause boundaries allows disambiguation
of these forms on morphosyntactic grounds:

^yn<)ybeW ynIïyBe hw"ßhy> jPoïv.yI
yhẃh
beː(j)n-ìː(j)
u(w)-veː(j)n-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː
(22) j-iʃpòːtˁ
[3MSG-judge\JUSS Yahweh between-1SG CR-between-AUG-2MSG]
‘Let the Lord judge between me and you’ (Gen. 16:5)

Naturally, there is the issue of what counts as a Clause boundary in
determining the Verb’s position in the Clause. Shulman (1996; cf. Revell
1989) suggests that raq, ʔak, and ʕattɔ(h), stand outside the TH Clause. To
these one can add the Exclamatives hinne(h) and hen, as observed by
Holmstedt, whose work is especially pertinent to the issue of word order.
Holmstedt suggests that Clause-initial constituents are ʔaz, tˁɛ́rɛm, lə̆máʕan,
pɛn, ʔim, ʔu(w)laj, lu(ʔ), hă-, lɔ́mmɔ(h), ki(j), and ʔăʃɛr (Holmstedt 2002:
184).21
Thirdly, constituent order in TH Declarative Sentences is very sensitive
to information structure (Heimerdinger 1999; Shimasaki 2002; van der

21

The position of connectives as outside or inside a clause is a theory-dependent
issue.
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Merwe and Talstra 2002–2003; Floor 2004).22 There are two basic Clause
types, Predicate-initial, [Pred…], and Predicate-noninitial, […Pred…], prototypically functioning for predicate-prominence and topic-prominence
respectively.23 Left and right dislocation is also used for various functions.
As an illustration, the following Sentence contains a Left Dislocated
Phrase (wə̆ʔattɔ́ː(h) ‘And as for you’), a Right Dislocated Phrase (ʔattɔ́ː(h)
wə̆zarʕăχɔ̀ː ʔàːħărɛ́ː(j)χɔː lə̆ðoːroːθɔ́ːm ‘you and your descendants after you for
their generation’), and a Predicate-noninitial Topic-prominent Construction (ʔɛθ=bə̆riː(j)θìː(j) θiʃmóːr ‘my covenant you must keep’) in the Main
(nuclear) Clause:24

`~t'(rodol. ^yr<Þx]a;¥ ^ï[]r>z:w> hT'²a; rmo=v.ti ytiäyrIB.-ta, hT'Þa;w>
(23) wə̆-ʔattɔ́ː(h) ʔɛθ=bə̆riː(j)-θ-ìː(j)
θ-iʃmóːr
ʔattɔ́ː(h)
[[CR-2MSG]Disl [ACC=covenant-FSG-1SG.POSS 2MSG-keep\NPST]Nucl [2MSG
‘And as for you, my covenant you must keep, you

22

I use the terms topic and focus according to the definitions of Lambrecht
(1994).
23
Many researchers have observed this fundamental divide between Predicateinitial and Predicate-non-initial Clauses, which includes Non-verbal Predicates,
although there is difference of opinion as to the significance of this distinction.
TOPIC PROMINENCE includes argument focus and sentence focus, but also Predicate
Focus Clauses where greater salience is given to the (primary or secondary) topic.
PREDICATE-PROMINENT Constructions prototypically have predicate-focus, either
narrow (predicate only) or wide (predicate plus non-subject arguments and/or
adjuncts), in which case the non-subject focal participants prefer Clause-final
position. Important literature includes Niccacci (1997), Heimerdinger (1999), Li
(1999), Bouchoc (2001), Moshavi (2001), Shimasaki (2002), and Floor (2004).
24
Example (23) is from Floor (2004: 341), in which in my opinion he incorrectly
analyses the Main Clause as an Argument Focus Construction. Rather, “my
covenant” is a (secondary) given topic, fronted for prominence. So even though
the Predicate is the focus of the Clause, in terms of being unrecoverable from
context, its discourse salience is downplayed by the Object fronting. Floor himself
suggests this line of interpretation where he discusses fronting of secondary topics:
“In such cases there is no question that the sentence has anything other than a
PREDICATE FOCUS structure” (2004: 92). Thus in TH, topic prominence overrides
predicate focus when it comes to constituent order – a topic will be fronted in
spite of predicate focus if the author wishes to increase its discourse salience.
There is no simple one-to-one correspondence in TH between Focus Constructions and constituent order. (I would like to thank Randall Buth, Robert
Holmstedt, and Sebastiaan Floor for discussion of this example.)
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wə̆-zarʕă-χɔ̀ː
ʔàːħăr-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː lə̆-ðoːr-oːθ-ɔ́ː-m
CR-seed-2MSG.POSS after-AUG-2MSG DAT-generation-FPL-AUG-3MPL.POSS]Disl]S
‘and your descendants after you for their generations.’ (Gen. 17:9)

These sort of constructions are of great interest to typologists and
because in TH they are not marked morphologically, the use of square
brackets is vitally important in clarifying the structure. The very strong
correlation of syntactic and prosodic structure is also evident in this
example.

3. Glossing TH
Now that the basic notation required for a typological presentation of TH
has been introduced, it is appropriate to provide a sketch of the major
morphological categories.25 This of course does not amount to a grammatical description – rather, it is purely functional with respect to entering the typological dialogue: “Let’s give this thing ‘X’ the label ‘Y’”. Section
3 lays out the inventory of TH forms (the ‘X’s) with a suggested gloss (the
‘Y’s) to establish what it is that a grammar needs to account for.
As stated above, major fault lines in the analysis of TH grammar will
be presented, to facilitate the use of the proposed format in accordance
with the various perspectives of different scholars. I will proceed by examining Verbal morphology (section 3.1), Nominal morphology (section 3.2),
grammatical constituents (section 3.3), grammatical roles (section 3.4),
and TH language variation (section 3.5).

3.1 Verbal morphology
Verbal morphology in TH must account for three dimensions of the TH
Verb: TAM inflections (section 3.1.1), Voice inflections (section 3.1.2), and
the PGN affixes (section 3.1.3). Before proceeding, however, it is worth
quoting the Eurotyp glossing guidelines, since superseded by the LGR,
where they state, “The primary aim of an [interlinear morphemic gloss] is
to make the grammatical, in particular the morphological, structure of the
[object] text transparent” (Bakker et al. 1993). This is an important requirement of the gloss, because if the researcher gives different glosses to
the same form, readers of the language data will be easily confused. It is
25

For TH morphology in general see Ephratt (2002, 2003). A helpful typologically orientated presentation of Semitic Verbal morphology is Bat-El (2003).
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important to bear this in mind as we consider the TH Verbal system,
where homophonous forms are very common.

3.1.1 Verb forms
There is wide disagreement over the form and function of the TH Verbal
system. This paper assumes an absolute tense Past/Nonpast analysis of the
TH Verb, even though the aspectual Perfective/Imperfective26 analysis is
the most widely held. Analyses of the TH Verb system divide into three
broad categories of researchers, who argue that the system is either tenseprominent (Hetzron 1987; Gropp 1991; Revell 1989; DeCaen 1996a, 1996b;
Baayen 1997; Niccacci 1997; Goldfajn 1998; Zevit 1998; Rogland 2003) or
aspect-prominent (Waltke and O’Connor 1990; Rattray 1993; Hendel 1996;
Garr 1998; Gentry 1998; Cook 2002, 2004); or mood-prominent (Hatav
1997; Warren 1998; Joosten 1997, 2002), although many scholars posit a
mixture of features. The point in the present paper is not if the system is
tense-, aspect-, or mood-prominent, or some combination thereof; that is
a separate issue. Rather, it is that the principles of interlinear glossing
REQUIRE the annotator to choose some functional label that in his/her
opinion represents the prototypical function of the morphology.27
Therefore table 5 presents the major options for glossing the TH Verb,
with shading used for the tense-prominent analysis adopted in the present
paper.28 Table 5 also indicates that weqatal as a separate Verbal conjugation – that is, qatal with conversive-waw, a distinct morphological category first proposed by Japeth Hallevi (10th century CE) and Kimchi (c.
1160–1235 CE; Chomsky 1952: 62–63, 78) – is not recognised in the
present paper. Following the table is a discussion of each Verb form.

26

Imperfective IPFV can also be glossed as Nonperfective NPFV.
Incidentally, there is a fourth option: if one argued that the Verbal inflections
are PURELY inflectional, then these labels should be replaced by VC1, VC2, for Verb
class 1, Verb class 2, and so forth.
28
Mixed TAM glossings, if proposed, such as qatal as PAST.PERFECTIVE (i.e.
rule\PST.PFV(3MSG)) are not given, but their glossing is straightforward.
27

Traditional
Nam e(s )
I m p e ra t i v e

Traditional
Nam e(s )
L o n g P re f i x ,
I m p e r f e c t i ve
Su f f i x ,
Perfective
Way yiqtol,
Waw + Short
Pr efi x
Waw + Suff ix

mɔʃ ol

mə̆ʃol

mo ʃ el

P a r t ic i p l e ,
Q o t el
In f in it iv e
Co n st r u c t
In f in it iv e
Absolute

L e ng t he ne d
I m p e r a t i ve
j - i m ʃ ol
Jussive
Sh o r t P r e f i x
ʔ-ɛmʃə̆l-ɔ(h) Cohortative

mə̆ʃol-ɔ(h)

mə̆ʃol

Verb

wə̆-mɔʃal

w - a j - j - im ʃ o l

mɔʃ al

j - i m ʃ ol

Verb

I m p e r a t i ve
r ule \I M P (M S G )
Imperative (Formal)
r ule \I M P (M S G )- F R M
Ju s s i v e
3 M S G - r ul e \J U S S
H o r t a t i ve
1 S G - r u le -H O R T
P r o g r e ssive
r ule \P R O G
I nf ini t iv e
r ule \I N F
C e r t a in t y m a r k e r
r ule \C E R T

P r op o s e d
Absolute Tense
N o n p a st
3 M S G - r ul e \N P S T
P a st
r ule \P S T (3 M S G )
N a r r a t i ve
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\N A R R
C R - N A R R -3 M S G -ru le
N o n p a st
C R - r u le \N P S T (3M S G )
P r op o s e d

P r e s e nt
r ule \P R S
I n f i n i t i v e Co n st r u c t
r ule \I N F \\C N S T
Infinitive Absolute
rule\I N F.A B S L

Imperative (Clitic)
rule\I M P (M S G )-C LT

A l t e r n at i v e s
Rel ative Tense
N o n a n te r i or
3 M S G - r ul e \N A N T
A nt e r i o r
r ule \A N T (3 M S G )
P a st
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\P S T
C R - P S T- 3 M S G - r u l e
N o n a n te r i or
C R - r ul e \N A N T (3M S G )
A l t e r n at i v e s
Various
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I m p e r a t i ve ( S p e a k e r B e n e f a c t i ve )
r ul e \I M P ( M S G )- 1 B E N

A sp e c t
I m p e r f e c t i ve
3M S G - r u le \I P F V
Perfective
r ul e \P F V ( 3M S G )
Na r ra t ive
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\N A R R
C R - N A R R - 3M S G - r ule
I m p e r f e c t i ve
C R - r u l e \ I P F V ( 3 m sg )

Mod al
Ir re a li s
3M S G - r u l e \I R L S
R e ali s
r u le \ R L S (3M S G )
P a st
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\P S T
C R - P S T- 3 M S G - r u l e
Ir re a li s
C R - r ul e \I R L S (3 m sg)
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Yiqtol and Qatal
The aspectual account treats these two forms as Imperfective and Perfective respectively. Tense-based approaches either describe them as absolute
tenses, Nonpast and Past, as in the present paper, or as relative tenses,
Nonanterior and Anterior respectively. Modal-based approaches view
them as Irrealis and Realis respectively.
Wayyiqtol
The wayyiqtol form is a Narrative Tense, mostly restricted to the default
story-line. Some prefer to analyze it as a Past or Preterit and some prefer
to maintain an aspect-only analysis and so call it Perfective (giving rise to
a yiqtol/weqatal Imperfective pair and wayyiqtol/qatal Perfective pair; e.g.
Waltke and O’Connor 1990). Although the morphological form of the
‘yiqtol’ in wayyiqtol is the same as the yiqtol of the Jussive yiqtol and not of
the Nonpast yiqtol (see ‘Long Prefix’ vs. ‘Short Prefix’ in table 5 above),
because (i) wayyiqtol is never Jussive in meaning and (ii) the -ay- (< -aμ-)
in w-ay-yiqtol never appears separately, it is preferable to analyze the form
as a grammatical unity with its own semantics. Thus I have chosen to
gloss it as w-ay-yiqtol CR-CLT-3MSG-rule\NARR , because whatever the
origin of the -aμ- morpheme, it is clearly its presence in the form that
determines the form’s Past/Narrative/Preterit meaning. 29 Alternatively,
one could gloss as w-ay-yiqtol CR-NARR-3MSG-rule or CR-CONN-3MSGrule\NARR .
Weqatal
Many scholars treat qatal and weqatal as distinct forms. But despite their
differences in function, is the weqatal form MORPHOLOGICALLY distinct
from the qatal form? Garr (1998: lxxvii, lxxxii; emphases MPA) summarises the debate as follows:
According to the available historical-comparative evidence,
[weqatal] may be far less different from [qatal] than Driver or
Lambert thought. In the Amarna letters and in Ugaritic, the
‘consecutive’ [qatal] is a CONTEXT-SPECIFIC reading of [qatal].
Hence, [weqatal] and [qatal] seem to be, in origin, MORPHOLOGICALLY IDENTICAL. Further, this consecutive reading apparently
29
See Hatav (2004: 500) for an argument to identify this morpheme (-aμ-) as
analogous to the haμ- ART morpheme: “the morpheme ay [= -aμ MPA] in the verb
functions in the same way as the definite article.”
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originated in logically consequential clauses or apodoses. From this
perspective, the Hebrew [weqatal] may represent a grammaticalised
form of [qatal], originally marking a particular type of dependent
relation.… [qatal] and [weqatal] are ULTIMATELY IDENTICAL.
In light of the Eurotyp glossing guidelines mentioned above, therefore,
qatal and weqatal should only be distinguished on syntactic grounds;
prima facie they are equivalent and the onus is on those wanting to prove
that weqatal is, as Garr’s says, “a grammaticalised form of [qatal].”30 Thus I
gloss them both as Past, as can be seen from the shading in table 5.31
Alternatively, in accord with the majority view of the grammaticalisation of weqatal in TH, one could gloss weqatal as wə̆-mɔʃal CRrule\NPST(3MSG) or CR-rule\IRLS(3MSG), etc. In this case, I would suggest
moreover that that EVERY weqatal should be glossed in the same way and
that no ordinary w + qatal forms are distinguished, unless the difference
30
The obvious problem for an analysis that equates qatal and weqatal is the
multifunctionality of the single form, in which the various functions are distributed unevenly between three main qatal constructions – [X qatal…], [qatal…],
and [weqatal…]. There are three possible solutions to this problem. The first
solution is to argue that qatal has NO SEMANTIC VALUES for tense/aspect and that
its semantics is totally context-dependent. The multifunctionality arises from the
semantics of the discourse. This is the position of Baayen (1997). If this analysis is
adopted, qatal can be glossed simply as a Finite Verb, rule\FIN(3MSG). The second
solution is to attempt to derive all the functions from a SINGLE FUNCTION. That is, a
unity is seen throughout the range of uses. This is how I understand Cook’s (2002)
approach, in which qatal/weqatal are both Perfective. The third is to retain
multifunctionality, but make the semantics of the qatal forms CONSTRUCTIONDEPENDENT. For example, many [weqatal…] constructions are what typologists call
COSUBORDINATE with the previous Clause, which means they receive their tense/
aspect semantics from the previous, governing Clause (see example [21] above).
For discussion of cosubordination in TH, see Winther-Nielsen (1995). Cook (2002:
218) has an aspect of construction-dependence when he writes, “weqatal’s VS
word order indicates that it is modal” because in his view Verb-initial Clauses in
TH are modal (see further the discussion in note 31).
31
Baayen (1997) and Cook (2002) are two of the very few scholars to argue the
equivalence of qatal and weqatal. Cook argues that qatal (= weqatal) is Perfective
(e.g. 2002: 269–271, where weqatal is not listed in the summary of the TH Verb
system). He writes, “it is more meaningful to refer to indicative qatal and modal
qatal, the latter which incorporates the traditional category of weqatal” (2002:
228). However, in a subsequent article (Cook 2004: 265), he discusses “how modal
weqatal developed from perfective qatal,” suggesting an analysis of weqatal as a
(more?) distinct grammaticalized form.
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between ordinary w + qatal and weqatal can be precisely and unambiguously quantified. That is, a theory that distinguishes a grammatical Imperfective/Nonpast [weqatal] from qatal cannot then reclassify all exceptions
(i.e. all Perfective and/or Past uses) as we + [qatal] without employing a
circular argument. Such a linguistic description is unconstrained in its
explanatory power (and potentially confusing to non-Hebraists).
Volitives (Imperatives, Jussives, Hortatives)
Imperatives, Jussives, and Hortatives32 are relatively straightforward to
gloss (Shulman 2000; Dallaire 2002). There are, nevertheless, two complications regarding (i) the enclitic –ɔ(h) and (ii) distinguishing Jussive yiqtol
from Nonpast yiqtol.
First, the Verbal enclitic –ɔ(h) occurs about 355 times, with 288 certain
examples occurring on the Imperative. Fassberg (1999: 13) concludes from
a study of all occurrences that –ɔ(h) occurs “when the action of the verb is
directed towards the speaker” and is absent when “the action of the verb is
directed elsewhere.” His analysis suggests that the clitic represents benefit
to the speaker; thus one could label this clitic as a speaker-benefactive
1BEN (cf. Shulman 1999). However, Dallaire disputes this analysis and
proposes that the lengthened imperative indicates a more polite form.
Dallaire (2002) argues that the lengthened Imperative and the Hortative
both derive from Canaanite yaqtul-an(n)a. It also appears about 100 times
on wayyiqtol. I adopt Dallaire’s analysis and so gloss this enclitic as -FRM,
except when it appears as the marker of a Hortative, in which case it is
glossed as -HORT. The following Clause illustrates the two functions of this
enclitic and the Formal marker nɔ(ʔ):

taZOàh; ysiîWby>h;-ry[i(-la, hr"Ws±n"w> aN"±-hk'l.
wə̆-n-ɔːsúː(w)r-ɔː(h)
(24) lə̆χ-ɔ(h)=nnɔ́ː(ʔ)
[[walk\IMP(2MSG)-FRM=FRM] [CR-1PL-turn-HORT
‘Come, please, let us turn aside
ʔɛl=ʕìː(j)r=ha-jvuː(w)sìː(j)
ALL=city(FSG.CNST )=ART-Jebusite
‘to this Jebusite town.’ (Jdg. 19:11)

32

haz-zóː(ʔ)θ
ART-PROX.FSG]]

In Semitic studies, hortatives (1st person volitives) are normally called cohortatives.
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Secondly, the TH Jussive is identical to the TH Nonpast for most
Verbs, thus making it theoretically possible to notate many forms as
NPST/JUSS. However, the Eurotyp guideline above also refers to the “grammatical structure”. Syntactically, Jussives occur first in the Clause (94–97%
according to Shulman 1996), are negated by ʔal NEG.VOL , rather than lo(ʔ)
NEG, can be followed by nɔ(ʔ) FRM and do not normally have infixed -ɛnAUG before Pronominal suffixes (see §3.2.3, p. 133). This makes it relatively
easy to identify them. In (occasional) ambiguous cases it is correct to gloss
as NPST/JUSS.
(25)

bvoïy"

bWv±y"

Ws±r>h,y<¥-la;

j-ɔʃòːv
3MSG-return\JUSS
‘let him return’

j-ɔʃúː(w)v
3MSG-return\NPST
‘he will return’

ʔal=j-ɛ̀ːhɛrs-úː(w)
NEG.VOL=3MPL-tear.down\JUSS -3MPL
‘let them not tear down’

Participles
Although the gloss PTCP ‘participle’ is a part-of-speech term, like ‘noun’,
‘verb’, and so forth, the term is often used in glossing. Nevertheless, it is
preferable in TH to gloss participles as PROG ‘progressive’, as this is its
dominant use.33 Their morphological glossing is covered in more detail
below (§3.2, p. 131).
Infinitives
TH has two so-called ‘infinitive’ forms, called Absolute and Construct
Infinitives, primarily because their morphological forms are somewhat
analogous to Absolute and Construct Nouns (see §3.2.5, p. 138). However,
in linguistic typology Infinitive Construct and Infinitive Absolute are
rather opaque terms. Thus Infinitive Constructs are glossed as Infinitive
(INF ) because cross-linguistically they are part of the semantic map of
nonfiniteness (Maas 2004) and Infinitive Absolutes are glossed as Certainty markers (CERT) because their core function is to strengthen the
epistemic subjective modality of the proposition, that is, the speaker’s

33
A compelling argument for the Progressive interpretation is Nash (1992; cf.
Cook 2002). Buth (2003) argues that the Participle is a Present tense, because in
TH one would say “I see the house” as ʔăniː(j) roːʕɛː(h) (PTCP) ʔɛθ=habbáːjiθ. That is,
the Participle is encroaching on the Present semantics of the Nonpast yiqtol.
However, one could argue that in this case, the speech time sets the reference time
for the Participle, and that in nonpresent contexts the Progressive meaning is the
default.
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commitment to the factuality of the proposition.34 A less-than-ideal alternative is to gloss them as stem\INF.ABSL (and thus Infinitive Constructs as
stem\INF\\CNST) and to provide the reader an explanation of the term.
This avoids resolution of the problem of identifying the main function of
the form in the gloss.
The only complication in glossing the Infinitive (Construct) is that
many forms take anomalous -t endings, either on analogy to the form of a
Feminine Plural Noun -ó(w)θ, or a Singular Segolate Noun -ɛθ. The ending,
however, is not a morpheme indicating the Verbal function, and neither is
it a clitic of unknown function. So such Infinitives are best glossed simply
as stem mutations, albeit with the addition of additional material (for
euphonic and/or paradigmatic reasons):
(26)

tAf)[]

tAKßh;

td<l,(

td<L,ähu

yTiäTi

ʕăśóː(w)θ
do\INF
‘to do’

hakkóː(w)θ
lɛ̀ːðɛθ
hullɛ̀ːðɛθ
titt-ìː(j)
strike\INF.CAUS begat\INF begat\INF.PASS.CAUS give\INF-1SG.POSS
‘to strike’
‘to bear’ ‘to be born’
‘to give me’

Sequentiality
Many analyses of the TH Verb system posit sequentiality as a component
of the verbal semantics of wayyiqtol and weqatal Verbs (Cook 2004). To
label w- as SEQ (Sequential) requires an argument that this is a separate
GRAMMATICALISED function of w-, entailing a two-w- theory as found in
most accounts of TH (i.e. w-ay-yiqtol; we-qatal = SEQ-… versus we-X =
CR-X). A further issue is the question of whether the -aμ- morpheme in
wayyiqtol is (also) a marker of sequentiality (CR-SEQ-3MSG-rule\NARR).
But because consecutive and resultative uses of coordinators are common cross-linguistically (Malchukov 2004) and because in typology the
possibility of grammaticalised sequentiality per se is contentious, I prefer
to view sequentiality in TH as a function of w- as coordinator CR , that is,
part of the semantic map of coordination.35
34

However, Wang (2004: 28) contends that the most common function of the
Infinitive Absolute is “marking an action that is contrary to expectation”; further
research is needed to substantiate this claim. In typology, contrary-to-expectation
function is called Mirativity (MIR; DeLancey 1997). Then again, Pereltsvaig (2001)
argues that Infinitive Absolutes are best analyzed as “focus adverbial cognate
objects”, because they are derived from nominal forms (hence the ‘object’ function) and introduce contrastive focus into a predication.
35
Regardless of one’s view on this, what should be avoided is wayyiqtol CR-SEQ3MSG-rule\NARR together with weqatal SEQ-rule\IPFV, as this entails a sequential w-
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3.1.2 Voice alternations
Table 6 indicates the glossing of the eight heterosemantic Verb inflections
(binyanim), illustrated with the Past Verb. There are an additional fifteen
inflections that are mostly tautosemantic variants. For example, the polel,
palel, pilel, pilpel, poel, and pealal inflections are all variants of piel and so
are also glossed as Intensives (often with reduplication, see examples [15]
and [16] above). The other (rare) binyanim require individual consideration.36 The functions listed in table 6 do not entail that every instance of a
Verb inflection is PRODUCTIVE, since many Verbs have lexicalised meanings with particular inflections. The glossing labels in table 6 are relatively
uncontroversial (Waltke and O’Connor 1990; Mandelblit 1997; Verheij
2000; Doron 2003), except for piel as Intensive, which is discussed below.
Table 6. Glossing of TH Verb Voice inflections
Verb
mɔʃal
muʃʃal
nimʃal
miʃʃel
muʃʃal
hiƟmaʃʃel
huƟmaʃʃel
himʃi(j)l
hɔmʃal

Traditional Name
Qal
Qal Passive
Niphal
Piel
Pual (Piel Pass.)
Hithpael
Hothpaal (Hithpael Pass.)
Hiphil
Hophal (Hiphil Pass.)

Function
Active
Passive37
Mediopassive38
Intensive
Intensive & Passive
Reflexive39
Reflexive & Passive
Causative
Causative & Passive

Gloss
rule\PST(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS(3MSG)
rule\PST.MEDP(3MSG)
rule\PST.INTS(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.INTS(3MSG)
rule\PST.RFL(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.RFL(3MSG)
rule\PST.CAUS(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.CAUS(3MSG)

on weqatal but not on wayyiqtol! That is, it would be best to use one of the
following pairs for wayyiqtol and weqatal respectively if weqatal is distinguished
from qatal: SEQ-SEQ-3MSG-rule\NARR and SEQ-rule\IPFV; SEQ-CLT-3MSG-rule\NARR
and SEQ-rule\IPFV; CR-NARR-3MSG-rule and CR-rule\IPFV; or CR-CLT-3MSG-rule\NARR
and CR-rule\IPFV, etc.
36
The hypothesized hishtaphel inflection, occurring 173x, can be glossed as a
Reflexive (Waltke and O’Conner 1990: 360–361).
37
R. Buth’s (pc) comments on the Qal Passive were helpful. Chomsky (1952: xv–
xvi) notes that the recognition of muʃʃal (and j-umʃal) as Qal Passives was first
suggested by Ibn Janaḥ and Samuel ha-Nagid in the eleventh century CE. Buth also
suggests that there might be a case for distinguishing mɔʃel and mɔʃol from mɔʃal as
morphologically-marked Stative (e.g. PST.STAT) variations.
38
Boyd (1993; cf. Waltke and O’Connor 1990) argues conclusively that niphal is
Mediopassive.
39
See footnote 19, where it is noted that Doron (2003) analyses hith* forms as
Middle Intensives.
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Piel as Intensive
There continues to be debate over the functions of the piel form. The
fundamental issue is that for some Verbs the piel results in a valency increase, similar to causative alternations, and for some Verbs in a change of
meaning, the two most common being iterative/distributive and agentive.
The challenge is to unite these two effects under a single rubric.
In Semitic studies the label that is being increasingly used as just such
a rubric is the term RESULTATIVE (Waltke and O’Connor 1990).40 Resultative in linguistics has a particular meaning, defined by Haspelmath and
Müller-Bardley (2004: 1133) as “a category that turns a verb that refers to
an event into a verb referring to a state that results from that event.” They
categorise resultatives as a valency DECREASING function and not an increasing one as TH piel is. On the other hand, Goldberg and Jackendoff
(2004) offer an excellent overview of English Resultative Constructions,
many cases of which DO increase the valency of intransitive verbs. But it is
difficult to identify Goldberg and Jackendoff ’s resultatives with the piel
functions. It is hard to identify the functions of TH piel with the criteria of
either Haspelmath and Müller-Bardley or Goldberg and Jackendoff in a
straightforward manner.
Thus the term resultative is a less than helpful choice for the piel from
a cross-linguistic perspective. Doron (2003), who uses the traditional term
Intensive, convincingly correlates many of the divergent functions of piel
in Modern Hebrew to the lexical semantics of the verb, although her
analysis suggests to me that the term Agentive (AG) may be more appropriate.41 I have glossed it herein as Intensive, because of Doron’s analysis
and particularly because of the analysis of Fassi Fehri (2003), who offers a
modern linguistic justification for the intuition behind the premodern
term ‘intensive’ (or “verbal plurality” in his terms), which originated in the
medieval Arabic grammatical terms takṯiir ‘multiplicity’ and mubaalaġah
‘exaggeration’.42

40

Mandelblit (1997) studies the Modern Hebrew Verbal system from a
cognitive-functional perspective and identifies both piel and hiphil as causatives,
the piel encoding a CAUSING predicate and the hiphil encoding an EFFECTING predicate. Mandelblit also calls the piel causative a ‘resultative’.
41
Doron’s central observation is the different behavior of unaccusative vis-à-vis
unergative predicates in piel.
42
Thanks to Martin Haspelmath and Bill Croft for discussion of glossing TH
piel.
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3.1.3 PGN affixes
The PGN affixes of the TH Verbs at first sight seem to indicate PGN AND
tense/aspect (i.e. Past/Nonpast for qatal and yiqtol respectively). However, the affixes on the yiqtol form do not indicate Nonpast, as the same
affixes are present on Jussives, Hortatives, and Narrative wayyiqtol,43 and
the suffixes on the Past form are clearly related to the bound Pronominal
morphemes (see §3.2.2, p. 131), so it is best to treat them as indicating only
PGN and the stem modifications as indicating tense/ aspect. Thus the PGN
affixes are presented in table 7.
Table 7. PGN subject affixes
qatal PGN
3MSG
3FSG
2MSG
2FSG
1SG
3MPL
3FPL
2MPL
2FPL
1PL

-ɔ(h)
-tɔ
-t
-ti(j)
-u(w)
-u(w)
-tɛm
-tɛn
-nu(w)

yiqtol PGN
jttt- -i(j)
ʔj- -u(w)
t- -nɔ(h)
t- -u(w)
t- -nɔ(h)
n-

The only augment (see §3.2.3, p. 133) used between the stem and PGN
affixes is -aw-, which surfaces as -o- or -o(w)- on certain qatal Verbs before
1/2 suffixes (i.e. those starting with a consonant). The Verbs are qal, hiphil,
and niphal inflections of medial glide (C1WC2, C1YC2) and geminate
(C1C2C2) roots:

43

The glossing of the prefixes and suffixes of the yiqtol is not without
complications and theory-dependent assumptions. A comprehensive analysis of
Afroasiatic prefix conjugations has been done by Noyer (1992). Noyer argues that
there is a division in Afroasiatic in the prefix conjugations between the use of //j-//
(e.g. Proto-Semitic, Classical Arabic, Tigre //l-//) and of //t-// (e.g. Hebrew, Meħri
[South Arabian], Akkadian, Ugaritic) as the elsewhere morpheme (i.e. a morpheme
that fills an obligatory position of exponence which remains empty after all
grammatical categories have been spelled out, glossed as AUG.) For example,
Noyer’s analysis, which separates the circumflex into a prefix and suffix, would
gloss t-iχtə̆v-uː(w), (herein as 2MPL-write\NPST-2MPL) as AUG-write\NPST(2M)-PL.
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(27)

‘ytiro’sih]

~t,ÞAcpon>

ytiMoêz:

hăsiːr-óː-θiː(j)

nə̆foːʦˁ-oː(w)-θɛ́ːm

zamm-óː-θiː(j)

turn.aside\PST.CAUS-AUG-1SG scatter\PST.MEDP-AUG-2MPL
‘I turned aside’
‘you have been scattered’

consider\PST-AUG-1SG
‘I have considered’

3.1.4 Summary
Abstracting from the preceding sections, we can uniformly gloss TH Verb
forms as follows, using { } for optionality and …/… for alternatives:
(28) {prefix(es)-}{PGN-}stem\TENSE.{PASS}{./~VOICE}{(3MSG)/{-AUG}-PGN}{-suffix(es)}

It should be observed that although many TH Verbs are homonymous
(e.g. Nonpast 3FSG = Nonpast 2MSG), they are almost always disambiguated in context, so only contextually ambiguous forms should be glossed
with both alternatives. In sum, table 8 provides a selective overview of the
TH Verb.

C E RT

IN F

PRO G

H O RT

JU SS

I M P -F R M

IM P

NARR

N PST

P ST

MEDP

nimʃáːl
rule\P S T.M E D P (3M S G )
nimʃáːl-tɔː
rule\P S T.M E D P -2M S G
j-immɔːʃéːl
3M S G -rule\N P S T.M E D P
t - i mm ɔ ʃ ə ̆ l -ú ː ( w )
2M P L -rule\N P S T.M E D P -2M P L
w-aj-j-immɔːʃéːl
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\N A R R .M E D P
w - a t - t -i m m ɔʃ ə ̆ l - ú ː ( w )
C R -C LT-2M P L -rule\N A R R .M E D P -2M P L
himmɔːʃéːl
rule\I M P.M E D P (M S G )
h i m m ɔ ʃ l-í ː ( j )
rule\I M P.M E D P -F S G
himmɔ́ʃl-ɔː(h)
rule\I M P.M E D P (M S G )-F R M
j-immɔːʃéːl
3M S G - R U L E \J U S S .M E D P
n-immɔʃl-ɔ́ː(h)
1P L - r ul e\M E D P - H O R T
n i m ʃ ɔ ́ː l
r ule \P R O G . M E D P
nimʃɔːl-ɔ́ː(h)
r ule \P R O G . M E D P -F S G
himmɔːʃéːl
rule\I N F.M E D P
nimmɔːʃóː(w)l
rule\C E R T.M E D P

AC T

mɔʃáːl
r ule \P S T (3M S G )
mɔʃáːl-tɔː
r ule \P S T -2M S G
j-imʃóːl
3M S G -r ule \N P S T
t- i m ʃə ̆ l -ú ː ( w )
2M P L -r ule \N P S T -2M P L
w-aj-j-imʃóːl
C R -C LT-3M S G -rule\N A R R
w -a t- t-i m ʃə ̆l - ú ː ( w )
C R -C LT-2M P L -rule\N A R R -2M P L
mə̆ʃóːl
r ule \I M P (M S G )
m i ʃ l-í ː ( j )
r ule \I M P -F S G
mə̆ʃóːl-ɔː(h)
r ule \I M P (M S G )-F R M
j-imʃóːl
3M S G -r ule \J U S S
n-imʃə̆l-ɔ́ː(h)
1P L -r ule -H O R T
moːʃéːl
r ul e \ P R O G
m o ːʃ ɛ ́ ː l - ɛ θ
r u le \P R O G -F S G
mə̆ʃóːl
r u le \I N F
mɔːʃóː(w)l
r ule \C E R T

Table 8. Glossing of Hebre w Verb inf lections

j-ə̆muʃʃáːl
3M S G -rule\J U S S .PA S S .I N T S
n-ə̆muʃʃə̆l-ɔ́ː(h)
1 P L - r u l e \PA S S . I N T S - H O R T
mə̆muʃʃɔ́ːl
r u l e \ P R O G . PA S S . I N T S
mə̆muʃʃɛ́ːl-ɛθ
r u l e \ P R O G . PA S S . I N T S - F S G

PA S S . I N T S
muʃʃáːl
rule\P S T.PA S S .I N T S (3M S G )
muʃʃáːl-tɔ
rule\P S T.PA S S .I N T S -2M S G
j-ə̆muʃʃáːl
3M S G -rule\N P S T.PA S S .I N T S
t-ə̆muʃʃə̆l-úː(w)
2M P L -rule\N P S T.PA S S .I N T S -2M P L
w-aj-j-ə̆muʃʃáːl
C R -C LT-3M S G -r ule\N A R R .PA S S .I N T S
w-at-t-ə̆muʃʃə̆l-úː(w)
C R -C LT-2M P L -rule\N A R R .PA S S .I N T S -2M P L
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3.2 Nominal morphology
Nominal morphology in TH studies is sometimes regarded as simpler than
Verbal morphology, but it in fact is quite complex and a challenge to represent typologically, particularly with the combinations of Pronominal suffixes (§3.2.2, p. 131) and augments (§3.2.3, p. 133). The following description,
therefore, is given to justify the proposed format.

3.2.1 Gender/number morphemes
There are four major endings used for all Nouns, Adjectives, and
Participles. Some Nouns may also have a Dual ending.
Table 9. Nominal suffixes44
Singular
Plural
Dual

Masculine
Ø
-i(j)m

Feminine
-at
-o(w)t
-ajm

Lexemes with Nonsingular Number suffixes that are clearly lexicalised
as Proper Nouns, such as the Plural ʔɛ̆lohi(j)m ‘God’ and the Dual miʦˁrájim
‘Egypt’, are not glossed with separable Number suffixes, but lexicalised
Common Nouns are, such as m-ájim ‘water-DU ’, ʃɔm-ájim ‘heaven-DU ’.

3.2.2 Pronominal suffixes
The PRO suffixes in TH are typically divided into those that attach to
Verbal or Nominal stems, with augments in many cases linking the stem
and suffix (see §3.2.3, p. 133). However, the only differences between the
two sets are (i) 1SG Verbal PRO -ni(j) versus 1SG Nominal PRO -j; (ii) 3MSG
Verbal PRO -hu(w) versus 3MSG Nominal PRO -w, a difference with various
exceptions; and (iii) Verbal/Nominal.SG 3PL PRO -m/-n versus Nominal.PL
3PL PRO -hɛm/-hɛn.
Therefore it is more economic to postulate a single bound PRO paradigm with minor variations than two largely identical paradigms. This is
presented in table 10, with the Independent Pronouns and the qatal and
yiqtol PGN morphemes included for comparison (Seow 1995).45
44

There are some other rare indicators of Plural, such as Aramaic -i(j)n. E.g.
mə̆lɔːχ-iː(j)n king-MPL (Prov. 31:3).
45
Seow (1995: 97–98, 197, 248, passim), however, does not present PRO forms in
this way. An analysis that unites the first four columns of table 9, that is, PRO and
qatal, is provided by Prince (1975: 60). An analysis that unites all five equivalent
columns in Arabic, that is, PRO and suffix and prefix conjugations, is provided by
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Table 10. PRO suffixes
3MSG
3FSG
2MSG
2FSG
1SG
3MPL
3FPL
2MPL
2FPL
1PL

-PRO
-hu(w)
-hɔ46
-kɔ
-k
VERB -ni(j)
VERB/NOUN.SG -m
VERB/NOUN.SG -n
-kɛm
-kɛn
-nu(w)
VERB

Free PRO
hú(w)(ʔ)
hí(j)(ʔ)
ʔattɔ́(h)
ʔat
NOUN -j
ʔăni(j) / ʔɔnoχí(j)
NOUN.PL -hɛm hémmɔ(h)
NOUN.PL -hɛn hénnɔ(h)
ʔattɛ́m
ʔattɛ́n
ʔănáħnu(w)
NOUN

-w

qatal PGN yiqtol PGN
j-ɔ(h)
t-tɔ
t-t
t- -i(j)
-ti(j)
ʔ-u(w)
j- -u(w)
-u(w)
t- -nɔ(h)
-tɛm
t- -u(w)
-tɛn
t- -nɔ(h)
-nu(w)
n-

Although there are several exceptions, due to phonological conditions
and diachronic variation, we can generalise as follows: (i) the Verbal PRO
suffixes are used for Object Pronominals on Finite Verbs (Past, Nonpast,
Narrative, Volitionals), glossed as PGN.OBJ (see §3.4, p. 147); and (ii) the
Nominal PRO suffixes are used for Possessive Pronominals on Nouns and
Adjectives, glossed as PGN.POSS.
Participles mostly take Nominal PRO forms, glossed either as PGN.OBJ
or PGN.POSS, depending on the verbal (predicative) or nominal (referential)
use of the Participle respectively. The rare Verbal PRO forms on Participles
are glossed as PGN.OBJ (e.g. 1SG PRO -ni(j) occurs 5x, in Job 31:15; 32:22; Ps.
18:33; Isa. 47:10; Jer. 15:10).
Infinitive Constructs also mostly take the Nominal PRO forms, in which
case they function as Objects or Subjects – like subjective and objective
genitives – that is, to.kill-my in TH can mean I [to] kill or to kill me. As
Seow (1995: 256) observes, “[o]ccasionally clarity is achieved when a verbal
object suffix is used instead of a [nominal] suffix.” This only seems to
occur with 1SG forms – there are 45 Infinitives with a Verbal 1SG -ni(j)
Lumsden and Halefon (2003). They cite similar analyses for Chaha and Amharic.
Both Prince and Lumsden and Halefon achieve paradigmatic simplification by
employing a bipartite analysis of PRO forms and qatal PGN morphemes. For
example, Prince argues that the 2/3.PL PRO and qatal PGN forms have a common
shape: PERSON-ɛn-GENDER, where h marks 3rd person and t/k marks 2nd person for
Verbs/Nonverbs respectively, m/n marks masculine/feminine respectively, and -ɛnis the same augment noted in table 11 below.
There are also some rare forms discussed in the grammars that should be
glossed as allomorphs of the forms in table 10. For example, in Ps. 58:7 we read
Amypi_B. AmyNEïvi ʃinn-èː(j)-moː(w) bə̆-fíː(j)-moː(w) tooth-PL-3MPL.POSS LOC-mouth3MPL.POSS ‘their teeth in their mouth’.
46
Note that -hɔ often surfaces as -ɔ́-h, from the combination of augment -a-/-ɛn+ -hɔ (see §3.2.3, p. 133).
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suffix, all of which except one clear exception (Ezek. 47:7) and one possible exception (2 Chr. 35:21), function as Objects.47 Nevertheless, because
the alternation between Subject and Object functions is entirely determined by context, 1SG -ni(j) suffixes notwithstanding, it is recommended
to gloss all PRO forms on Infinitives as PGN.POSS.
It was mentioned above that there are many exceptions to the 3MSG
Verbal PRO -hu(w) versus 3MSG Nominal PRO -w. For example, we find -w
73x (and -hu(w) 18x) on 1SG Past Verbs and -hu(w) occurs on all Nouns
which end in ɛ(h) except pɛ(h) ‘mouth’.48 Because of these exceptions and
because of the probability of a single TH PRO paradigm, Malone (1993: 45–
47) suggests that -w is an allomorph of -hu(w) produced by a rule of SUFFIX
WHITTLING.49 This analysis does not affect the glossing and has not been
assumed in the present paper (see table 10).
A discussion of Pronominal suffixes on Prepositions and other grammatical constituents is postponed to the end of the following section.

3.2.3 Augments
There are six augments (AUG), which are added to Nominal and (some)
Verbal forms before all the PRO suffixes except those with a -CɛC shape
(see table 10 above; cf. Malone 1993: 45–47). The three Nominal augments
are as follows:
Table 11. Nominal augments
Singular Stem
-e (-1/2.POSS)
-a (-3.POSS)

Dual/Plural Stem
-aj (-PRO.POSS)

Nominal augments
The Singular augment -e- is added to Singular Nouns, Adjectives, and
Participles, and Infinitives (Construct only) before all 1SG/1PL/2SG PRO
47
Gen. 34:30; Exod. 2:14; Num. 20:12; 27:14; Ruth 2:10; 1 Sam. 5:10; 27:1; 28:9, 15;
2 Sam. 13:16; 1 Kgs 14:9; 16:2; 18:9; 2 Kgs 22:17; 1 Chr. 12:18; 2 Chr. 34:25; 35:21; Neh.
6:19; Psa. 31:3; 40:14; 70:2; 71:3; 119:76, 95, 173; Isa. 22:4; 38:20; Jer. 7:18; 11:17; 18:22;
25:7; 32:29, 32; 37:7; 38:26; 44:3, 8; Ezek. 8:17; 16:26; 43:19; 44:15–16; 47:7; Dan.
10:13; Hab. 3:14.
48
Such as maʕăśɛ(h) ‘work’, matˁtˁɛ(h) ‘staff’, marʔɛ(h) ‘appearance’, miqnɛ(h)
‘cattle’, nɔwɛ(h) ‘abode’, and śɔdɛ(h) ‘field’. It also occurs on reaʕ ‘friend’, mi(j)n
‘’type’, and intermittently on other Nouns.
49
Note that Malone’s analysis does NOT lead to glosses of -ó-(w) -AUG-3MSG
and -o-(h) -AUG-3MSG, because the vowel plus mater lectionis together represents
the PRO suffix.
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forms. It is realised as follows: (i) it fuses before 1SG, glossed as -i(j) -1SG;
(ii) it surfaces stressed before 1PL as -é-nu(w) -SG-1PL and before 2FSG, as -éχ -SG-2FSG; and it elides before 2MSG as -χɔ́ -2MSG, but surfaces in pause as
ɛ́-χɔ -SG-2MSG (or -SG.PAUSE-2MSG if pause is indicated in the gloss).
The Singular augment /a/, which surfaces as [a], [ɔ] or zero, is added to
Singular Nouns, Singular Adjectives, Singular Participles, and Infinitives
(Construct only) before all 3 PRO forms. Before forms taking Nominal
3MSG -w PRO, it elides due to monophthongisation, -a-w > -o(w) 3MSG.
The Plural augment /aj/ is added to Plural Nouns, Plural Adjectives,
and Plural Participles before Pronominal suffixes, and to MPL and FDU
Construct forms. It surfaces as [e(j)], [ɛ(j)], [áj], and [a], and is glossed
as -PL-. As a result, Feminine Plural Substantives with suffixes are doublymarked for Number.
The Nominal augments are glossed as -a- -SG-, -e- -SG-, -aj- -PL-, except
on Infinitives, where they are glossed simply as AUG.
Verbal augments
The three Verbal augments, unlike the Nominal augments, do not indicate
Number and so are glossed as -AUG-PRO.OBJ. Although there are irregularities discussed below, the paradigm can be summarised as follows:
Table 12. Verbal augments
PST

stem.MSG -a (-PRO)

NPST

stem.1/2MSG/3SG -ɛn (-1/2MSG/3SG.OBJ)
-e (-2FSG/3PL.OBJ)

NARR/JUSS/IMP
-e (-1/2SG/3-PRO)

The irregularities concern the -ɛn- augment, which sometimes (i)
occurs on NARR/JUSS/IMP and (ii) is replaced by -e- on NPST forms.
Thus we can generalise best in this way: (i) the -a- augment is added to
MSG suffix Verbs (PST) before all PRO forms;50 (ii) the -e- augment is added

50

Seow (1995: 197) includes an -ɛ- augment on 3FSG qatal Verbs before 2FSG
(Ruth 4:15; Isa. 47:10) but this is best understood as epenthetic, breaking up a final
-áθχ cluster as -áθɛχ, glossed as -áθɛ-χ -3FSG-2FSG.OBJ rather than -áθ-ɛ-χ -3FSG-AUG2FSG.OBJ. Similarly, Seow includes an -a- augment on 3FSG qatal Verbs before 3MPL
PRO (Gen. 31:32; Exod. 18:8; Jos. 2:6; Ps. 48:7; 119:129; Isa. 47:14; Jer. 5:14; Hos. 2:9,
14; Amos 9:4), but this is also arguably epenthetic because (i) the augment surfaces
elsewhere as -ɔ- before 3MPL PRO (with 5 exceptions out of 3123 cases: 2 Sam. 23:6;
118:10, 11, 12; Amos 9:1); (ii) it fails to change to -ɔ- in pause (Gen. 31:32; Jer. 5:14;
Amos 9:4); and (iii) if the augment was added to 3FSG qatal Verbs, we would
expect it to surface as -ɛ- in pause before 2MSG PRO as it does ten times on 3MSG
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to 1/2MSG/3SG PREFIX Verbs (NPST, NARR , JUSS, IMP) before all 1/2SG/3 PRO
forms; and (iii) in most cases, the -ɛn- augment is used in instead of -e- on
NPST Verbs before 1/2MSG/3SG PRO forms.
Accordingly, the -ɛn- augment, traditionally known as nun energicum,
appears on Nonpast yiqtol and aids its disambiguation from Jussive yiqtol
(see §3.1.1 Volitives, p. 123):51
(29)

^ßk.r<b'y>

&'k,êr>b"åywI

j-ə̆vɔːrɛːχə̆-χɔ́ː
3MSG-bless\JUSS.INTS -2MSG.OBJ
‘may he bless you’ (Gen. 27:10)

wiː-(j)-vɔ̀ːrχ-ɛ́k-kɔː
CR-3MSG-bless\NPST.INTS -AUG-2MSG.OBJ
‘and he blesses you’ (Gen. 49:25)

The reason why augments appear on only some Verbal stems (see table
12) is due to syllable structure – augments attach to stems ending in
consonants since all the PRO forms begin with a consonant, thereby breaking up a C1C2 cluster for phonotactic reasons. This regularity is complicated by the fact that the PST qatal and NPST (and related) yiqtol Verb
endings CHANGE FORM AND/OR SYLLABIFICATION before Object PROs. They
are listed in the following table, both with and without PROs, with the
syllable structure included for a regular Active (qal) Verb.
Table 13. PGN subject affixes alone and before PRO
3MSG
3FSG
2MSG
2FSG
1SG
3MPL
3FPL
2MPL
2FPL
1PL

qatal PGN
alone
.Cv́C
.C-ɔ́(h)
.Cv́C-.tɔ
.Cv́C-t
.Cv́C-.ti(j)
.C-ú(w)
.C-ú(w)
.CvC-.tɛ́m
.CvC-.tɛ́n
.CVC-.nú(w)

AUG -a-

before PRO
.Cv.C
.C-áθ
.CvC-.t
.CvC-.tí(j)
.CvC-.tí(j)
.C-ú(w)
.C-ú(w)
.CvC-.tú(w)
.CvC-.tú(w)
.CvC-.nú(w)

-AUG-ɛ/a-53
-AUG-

yiqtol PGN
alone
j- .Cv́C
t- .Cv́C
t- .Cv́C
t- .C-i(j)
ʔ- .Cv́C
j- .C-ú(w)
t- .Cv́C-.nɔ(h)
t- .C-ú(w)
t- .Cv́C-.nɔ(h)
n- .Cv́C

AUG -e-

before PRO52
j- .Cv.C
t- .Cv.C
t- .Cv.C
t- .C-i(j)
ʔ- .Cv.C
j- .C-ú(w)
unattested
t- .C-ú(w)
unattested
n- .Cv.C

-AUG-AUG-AUG-AUG-

-AUG-

qatal Verbs (Gen. 50:6; Deut. 7:13; 13:18; 30:3; 32:6; Prov. 23:22; 25:17; Obad. 1:3),
but it does not (Job 42:5; Cant. 8:5; Jer. 22:26; Ezek. 28:18).
51
Example (29) shows an additional benefit in glossing matres lectionis: these
fossilized consonants can indicate morphemes that have been elided in the TH
pronunciation (e.g. wi-(j)-vɔ̀ːrχ-ɛ́ːk-kɔː CR-3MSG-bless\NPST.INTS-AUG-2MSG.OBJ).
52
In most cases the ‘v’ in ‘.Cv.C’ changes quality or elides before the augment +
PRO.
53
See footnote 50.
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Adpositions and Adverbs/Particles
The final group of words to consider is Prepositions and the (five)
grammatical constituents (Adverbs/Particles; see §3.3, p. 143) that take
Pronominal suffixes. These can be grouped into three categories, based on
whether the stem behaves like a (i) Singular Noun, (ii) a Plural Noun, or
(iii) a Verb. The main members of these three categories respectively are:
(i) Category A: l- DAT, b- LOC, ʔet ACC, ʕim COM, bájin ‘between’, báʕad
‘behind’, nɛ́gɛd ‘opposite’, ʔet ‘with’, jeʃ EXIST, and ʔajje(h) INT.LOC; (ii)
Category B: ʔɛl ALL , ʕal SUPS, ʕad ‘until’, táħat ‘under’; and (iii) Category C:
min ABL , k- EQT,54 ʕo(w)d SER , ʔájin NEG.EXIST, and hinne(h) EXCL (Seow 1995:
97).55
This last group behave like Verbs in the following three ways: (i)
the -ɛn- Verbal augment (see table 12) appears before PRO on min ABL ,
ʕo(w)d SER , ʔájin NEG.EXIST (e.g. example 31), and six times (of 251x total)
on hinne(h) EXCL (Gen. 22:7, 18; 44:16; 50:18; Num. 14:40; Ps. 139:8); (ii) min
ABL , ʕo(w)d SER , ʔájin NEG.EXIST, hinne(h) EXCL and k- EQT take the Verbal
1SG -ni(j) suffix; and (iii) the Preposition k- EQT ‘like/as’ takes an
irregular -maw- > -mo(w)- augment before all suffixes except 2PL (cf. a
similar Verbal augment in §3.1.3, p. 128).
As stated above, PROs on Prepositions are glossed simply as PRO, as
they are the single argument of the Preposition. PROs on the five Adverbs/
Particles, on the other hand, always function as Subjects, and hence are
glossed as PRO.SBJ.
Augments versus epenthetic vowels
If an augment elides leaving a guttural coda (-CVG:C-) or identical consonants (-CVCi:Ci-), an epenthetic shewa will surface as vocal (see §2.1.1, p.
101). Such shewas are not augments and should be left attached to the
stem.
An example of the former is in example (23) above, where we gloss
wə̆-zarʕă-χɔ̀ː CR-seed-2MSG.POSS and not wə̆-zarʕ-ă-χɔ̀ː CR-seed-AUG2MSG.POSS. An example of the latter is found in example (29) above,
j-ə̆vɔ̀ːrɛːχə̆-χɔ́ː 3MSG-bless\JUSS.INTS -2MSG.OBJ and not j-ə̆vɔ̀ːrɛːχ-ə̆-χɔ́ː 3MSGbless\JUSS.INTS -AUG-2MSG.OBJ.

54

The paradigms of min ABL and k- EQT are irregular.
Four Prepositions occur with both -m and -hɛm/ 3MPL
10), namely l- DAT, b- LOC, bájin ‘between’, and ʕim COM.
55

PRO

suffixes (see table
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PRO and

augments summary

We can now provide a sample of the varieties of combinations of Pronominal suffixes with augments. Regular Nouns with Pronominal suffixes
are presented below (§3.2.6, p. 140), so the following summary includes
Categories A/B/C (Adpositions/Adverbs/Particles), Participles, Infinitives,
and Finite Verbs.
(30) Category A/Singular Participles/Infinitives before 1/2 PRO (augment = -e-)

yTi_ai

^êM.[i

ʔitt-iː(j)

ʕimmə̆-χɔ́ː ʔòːjv-éː-χ

%bE+y>ao*

WnteÛWm
muː(w)θ-éː-nuː(w)

with-1SG COM-2MSG be.hostile\PROG-SG-2FSG.OBJ die\INF-AUG-1PL .POSS
‘with me’ ‘with you’ ‘your enemy’56
‘we die’

Category A/Singular Participles/Infinitives before 3 PRO (augment = -a-)

Al=

~t'²ao

~v'(D>q;m.

!a"ïbo

l-óː(w)

ʔoːθ-ɔ́ː-m

mə̆qaddə̆ʃ-ɔ́ː-m

voːʔ-ɔ̀ː-n

DAT-3MSG

ACC-AUG-3MPL

‘to him’

‘them’

be.holy\PROG.INTS -SG-3MPL .OBJ go\INF-AUG-3FPL.POSS
‘make them holy’
‘they come’

Category B/Plural Participles (augment = -aj-)

yl;Þae

è^yl,['

yp'_d>ro

‘%yIt’A; an>fo

ʔeːl-áː-j

ʕal-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː

roðf-ɔ́ː-j

śoːnʔ-oː(w)θ-áːji-χ

ALL-AUG-1SG SUPS-AUG-2MSG

‘to me’57

‘upon you’

pursue\PROG-PL-1SG.OBJ hate\PROG-FPL-PL-2FSG.POSS
‘those who pursue me’ ‘your enemies’58

Category C (augment = -ɛn-, -e-, -a-, -maw, etc)

WNM,_mi

^Amßk'

WNn<¨yae

mimm-ɛ́ːn-nuː(w) χ-ɔːmóː(w)-χɔː ʔeː(j)n-ɛ́ːn-nuː(w)

56

yNId<’A[
ʕoː(w)ð-ɛ́ːn-niː(j)

ABL-AUG-3MSG

EQT-AUG-2MSG

NEG.EXIST-AUG-3MSG.SBJ SER-AUG-1SG.SBJ

‘from him’

‘like you’

‘he was no more’59

‘I am again…’

Note that the augment indicates the Singular Number of the Participle.
The ending is formed from the Plural augment -aj- plus 1SG PRO -j, giving -ajj
> -aj.
58
Note the double marking for Number. This form also has an epenthetic -iattached to Plural augment.
59
The ending is formed by the Verbal augment -ɛn- plus Verbal 3MSG PRO -hu(w),
giving -ɛnhu(w) > -ɛnnu(w).
57
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Verbs

Wnt'äaceAh

Wnt'êaoybiäh]

hoː(w)ʦˁeː(ʔ)-θ-ɔ̀ː-nuː(w)

hăvìː(j)ʔ-oː-θ-ɔ́ː-nuː(w)

go.out\PST.CAUS-2MSG-AUG-1PL.OBJ
‘you brought us out’

go\PST.CAUS-AUG-2MSG-AUG-1PL.OBJ
‘you brought us’60

If one wishes not to gloss augments, then the augment segments
should be attached either to the stem, to retain a clear view of the PRO
forms (e.g. ʔoːθɔ́ː-m ACC-3MPL; mimmɛ́ːn-nuː(w) ABL-3MSG; χɔːmóː(w)-χɔː EQT2MSG; hăviː(j)ʔoː-θɔ́ː-nuː(w) go\PST.CAUS -2MSG-1PL .OBJ; etc.), or to the suffix,
to retain a clear view of the stem (e.g. ʔoːθ-ɔ́ːm ACC-3MPL; mim-mɛ́ːnnuː(w)
ABL-3MSG; χ-ɔːmóː(w)χɔː EQT-2MSG; hăviː(j)ʔ-oːθ-ɔ́ːnuː(w) go\PST.CAUS -2MSG1PL .OBJ; etc.).

3.2.4 Additional nominal inflections
Nominal prefixes (e.g. m-, t-) and suffixes (e.g. -ɛ(h), -o(w)n, -ɔn) and deverbal and reduplicating patterns occur on many Nouns, but such additional
inflections of the stem are not normally indicated in the gloss, as they
have no discernible function. Nevertheless, if a particular inflection was
shown to be functionally stable (such as nominalisation, deadjectivalisation, and so forth), one can gloss these as stem-NMZR etc. Similarly,
functional/grammatical reduplication in Nouns can be glossed if required,
such as baqbuq ‘flask’ (Jer. 19:1), glossed as baq~buq flask~STEM or baq~buq
flask~FUNCTION (see Chomsky 1952: 272–273 for additional examples).

3.2.5 Construct and Absolute Nouns
Nouns, Adjectives, and Participles occur in two forms, Absolute and
Construct. The term CONSTRUCT NOUN has entered the typological vocabulary from Semitic studies, as similar constructions have been found
cross-linguistically (e.g. Luo [West-Nilotic], Irish, Manjaku [Niger-Congo],
some Oceanic languages).
Languages employ various means of nominal compounding, in which
one noun is the syntactic head (N*), such as adjacency [N N*]NP; genitives
(including dependent-marked [N* GEN-N] and head-marked [N*-GEN N]);
and constructs [N-CNST N*]. 61 The difference between genitives and
constructs is that the syntactic head of genitives is the SEMANTIC HEAD
60
61

Note the qatal augment -o- (see §3.1.3, p. 128) and the Verbal augment -ɔ-.
The internal order of these components varies cross-linguistically of course.
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(e.g. dependent-marked [[the house]N* [of the king]N-GEN]NP or head-marked
[[the house of]N*-GEN [the king]N]NP), while the syntactic head of constructs is
the SEMANTIC DEPENDENT (e.g. [[house-of]N-CNST [the king]N*]NP).
The (exceedingly large!) semantic map of nominal compounding functions is shared in languages between one or more of such constructions.
TH only has the Construct Noun Construction, which explains in part its
greater multifunctionality in comparison to the English Genitive Construction(s), which is supplemented by the English Nominal Compound
[N N*]NP Construction.62 Therefore it is appropriate to gloss TH Construct
forms as such and not as Genitives.
The use of the Plural augment -aj- on Masculine Plural Construct
Nouns and on Masculine and Feminine Plural Nouns before Possessive
PROs, is best analyzed synchronically (and thus typologically) as a marker
of Plural, rather than of Plural Construct, because this allows a uniform
glossing of -aj- as Plural on all Nominal stems. As Gesenius (1910: §91m)
writes, “It is clear and beyond doubt that the [-aj-] in these suffixes with
the plural noun belongs, in reality, to the ending of the CONSTRUCT STATE
of the masculine plural. Yet the consciousness of this fact became so completely lost as to admit of the striking peculiarity (or rather inaccuracy) of
appending those SUFFIX-forms… even to the feminine plural.”
Thus Construct is marked in all cases as word (and NOT stem)
modification (e.g. divr-èː(j) word-PL\\CNST and not *word\CNST-PL or
*word-PL .CNST). This analysis also brings out the uniformity of Construct
marking by word modification across all Nominal inflections (e.g. mɛ́ːlɛχ
king vs. mɛ̀ːlɛχ king(CNST); béːn son vs. bɛ̀ːn son\\CNST; də̆vɔːr-íː(j)m wordMPL vs. divr-èː(j) word-PL\\CNST; etc) and the fact that the Feminine Plural
SUFFIX is also unmarked for Construct/Absolute status (e.g. nə̆ðɔːv-óː(w)Ɵ
gift-FPL vs. niðv-òː(w)Ɵ gift-FPL\\CNST; etc.). The strongest argument for
this analysis are those cases where the stem AND the suffix both undergo
Construct-induced change, as seen in most regular Feminine Singular
Nouns: ʃɔn-ɔ́ː(h) year-FSG vs. ʃə̆n-àːθ year-FSG\\CNST.
Furthermore, this approach demonstrates why it is incorrect to gloss
the STEM to which the Pronominal suffixes attach as a Construct Noun
(e.g. də̆vɔːr-íː(j) word-1SG.POSS and not *word\CNST-1SG.POSS), as stems can
not be Constructs, only WORDS can. The form of the stems of Nouns with
Pronominal suffixes is often identical to the form of Construct Nouns, but
62

The usage of CONSTRUCT NOUN in typology as explained here further justifies
the decision NOT to gloss the two TH Infinitives as Infinitive Construct and
Infinitive Absolute, because neither have any linguistic affinity with the reciprocal
concepts of Construct and Absolute Nouns (see §3.1.1 Infinitives, p. 124).
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this is because of the stress shift undergone in both cases, towards the
suffix in the former and the following word in the latter.

3.2.6 Summary
Therefore, by combining this information, the regular Nominal paradigm
can be illustrated in the following table, with base and surface forms
provided. The Masculine Noun is dabar ‘word’ and the Feminine is nadab
‘voluntary offering’, glossed here as ‘gift’.63

63

Note also that because the dual ending -ajm receives the stress, glide monophthongisation (/aj/ > [e(j)]) is blocked, leaving a complex coda, epenthesised by [i].

PL

SG

DU

PL

SG

DU

+ 1P L
+ 2M S G
+ 2F P L
+ 3M P L
+ 1P L
+ 2M S G
+ 2F P L

C N ST

A BSL

SG

PL

PL

+ 1S G
+ 1P L
+ 2M S G
+ 2F S G
+ 2F P L
+ 3M S G
+ 3M P L
+ 1S G
+ 1P L
+ 2M S G
+ 2F S G
+ 2F P L
S t at e/ - P R O

C N ST

SG

P L /D U

SG

DU

PL

S t at e/ - P R O

A BSL

SG

Ma s c . B a s e
d a ba r- Ø
d ab a r - i( j ) m
d ab a r - aj m
da ba r
d a ba r- a j
d ab a r -e - j
d ab a r -e - n u
d ab ar -e - k a
d ab a r - e -k
d ab a r - e -k ɛ n
d ab ar -a - h u ( w)
d ab ar -a - m
d ab ar -a j - j
d ab ar -a j - n u ( w)
d ab ar -a j -k a
d ab ar -a j - k
da b a r - aj - k ɛ n
Fem. Base
n ad a b - a t
n ad a b -o t
n ad a b - at -a j m
n ad a b - a t
n ad a b -o t
n ad a b -o t- aj
n a da b - at - e - n u
n ad ab - a t-e - k a
n ad ab - at -e -k ɛ n
nadab-at-a-m
n a d a b - o t - a j- n u ( w )
n a d a b - o t - a j- k a
n a d a b - o t - a j- kɛ n

Table 14. Regular Nominal Paradigm

Nu m .

Surface
dɔvɔ́ːr
də̆vɔːríː(j)m
də̆vɔːráːjim
də̆vàːr
d i v r èː ( j )
də̆vɔːríː(j)
də̆vɔːréːnuː(w)
də̆vɔrχɔ́ː
də̆vɔːréːχ
də̆varχɛ́ːn
də̆vɔːróː(w)
də̆vɔːrɔ́ːm
də̆vɔːráːj
də̆vɔːréː(j)nuː(w)
də̆vɔːrɛ́ː(j)χɔː
də̆vɔːráːjiχ
d i v r eː ( j ) χ ɛ ́ ː n
Su r f a ce
nə̆ðɔːvɔ́ː(h)
nə̆ðɔːvóː(w)Ɵ
niðvɔːƟáːjim
n i ðv àː Ɵ
n i ðv ò ː ( w ) Ɵ
niðvə̆Ɵèː(j)
niðvɔːƟéːnuː(w)
n ið v ɔ Ɵχ ɔ ́ː
n i ð v a Ɵ χɛ ́ ː n
n i ð v ɔ ː Ɵɔ ́ ː m
niðvoːƟéː(j)nuː(w)
n i ð v o ː Ɵ ɛ ́ ː ( j ) χ ɔː
niðvoːƟeː(j)χɛ́ːn

Gloss
dɔvɔ́ːr
də̆vɔːr-íː(j)m
də̆vɔːr-áːjim
də̆vàːr
di v r - è ː ( j )
də̆vɔːr-íː(j)
də̆vɔːr-éː-nuː(w)
də̆vɔr-χɔ́ː
də̆vɔːr-éː-χ
də̆var-χɛ́ːn
də̆vɔːr-óː(w)
də̆vɔːr-ɔ́ː-m
də̆vɔːr-áː-j
də̆vɔːr-éː(j)-nuː(w)
də̆vɔːr-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː
də̆vɔːr-áːji-χ
d i v r - e ː ( j )- χ ɛ ́ː n
Gl o ss
nə̆ðɔːv-ɔ́ː(h)
nə̆ðɔːv-óː(w)Ɵ
n i ð v - ɔ ː Ɵ -á ː j i m
n i ð v -àː Ɵ
n i ð v - ò ː ( w )Ɵ
niðv-ə̆Ɵèː(j)
n i ð v - ɔ ː Ɵ -é ː - n u ː ( w )
n i ð v - ɔ Ɵ - χɔ ́ ː
niðv-aƟ-χɛ́ːn
niðv-ɔːƟ-ɔ́ː-m
n i ð v - o ː Ɵ -é ː ( j ) - n u ː ( w )
niðv-oːƟ-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː
n i ð v - o ː Ɵ - e ː ( j ) - χɛ ́ ː n
G I F T- F S G
gif t-F P L
gif t-F -D U
gif t-F S G \\C N S T
gif t-F P L \\C N S T
gif t-F D U \\C N S T
gif t-F S G -S G -1P L .P O S S
gif t-F S G -2M S G .P O S S
gif t-F S G -2F P L .P O S S
gif t-F S G -S G -3M P L .P O S S
gif t-F P L -P L -1P L .P O S S
gif t-F P L -P L -2M S G .P O S S
gif t-F P L -P L -2F P L .P O S S

w ord
wo rd - M P L
w ord - D U
w ord \ \C N S T
w ord - P L \ \ C N S T
w o rd - 1S G . P O S S
word-S G -1P L .P O S S
word-2M S G .P O S S
word-S G -2F S G .P O S S
w o r d - 2F P L . P O S S
word-3M S G .P O S S
word-S G -3M P L .P O S S
w ord - P L - 1 S G . P O S S
w ord - P L - 1 P L . P O S S
wo rd - P L - 2 M S G . P O S S
w ord - P L - 2 F S G . P O S S
wo rd - P L - 2 F P L . P O S S
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One can make the following observations from table 14:
a. If the Construct form is identical to its corresponding Absolutive form,
then word(CNST) or stem(FSG.CNST) is used to indicate that the Construct form has induced no morphophonological change. If they are
not identical, it is indicated by word\\CNST (e.g. in the table above and
cases such as beːn son ~ bɛːn son\\CNST; matˁtˁɛː(h) staff ~ matˁtˁeː(h)
staff\\CNST; and so forth).
b. The Dual Construct form, theoretically niðv-ə̆Ɵ-eː(j) gift-FPL-PL\\CNST,
is an anomaly because it is composed of -FPL-PL suffix, so I have glossed it as niðv-ə̆Ɵeː(j) gift-FDU\\CNST instead.
c. Some Feminine Nouns with Pronominal suffixes are doubly marked for
Number, as in these examples from table 14: niðv-ɔːƟ-éː-nuː(w) gift-FSGSG-1PL .POSS, niðv-oːƟ-eː(j)-χɛ́ːn gift-FPL-PL-2FPL .POSS, etc.
d. Because glossing exposes the morphological structure of the language,
irregular Nouns are glossed according to morphological Gender, such
as ʔɔːv-oː(w)Ɵ father(M)-FPL ‘fathers’. The Masculine lexical Gender is
evidenced by masculine agreement on Adjectives, Verbs and so forth.
It is precisely the agreement phenomena that allows us to determine
the lexical Gender and make sense of the mismatch. But a nonHebraist encountering ʔɔːv-oː(w)Ɵ father-MPL could not make sense of
the suffix in terms of the morphological paradigms.
Regarding the interpretation of the gloss, one can therefore parse as
follows:
a. Plural is always marked, so if a Nominal form has no Number
information, such as ‘word’, ‘word\\CNST’, or ‘word(CNST)’, then it is
Singular.
b. Feminine gender is always marked on Participles and Adjectives, and
USUALLY marked on Nouns, so if a Noun has no Gender information,
such as ‘stem’ or ‘stem-DU ’ it is Masculine, because zero-marked
Feminine gender must be glossed (see §2.2 Rule 6, p. 109). Agreement
phenomena indicate irregular Feminine forms with masculine endings,
as in example (20) above. In all other cases, Feminine is indicated in
parentheses. Thus we have the following four types:
i. no ending, no construct revoweling: ʔɛ́ːrɛʦˁ land(FSG) and ʔɛ̀ːrɛʦˁ
land(FSG.CNST); ʕíː(j)r city(FSG) and ʕìː(j)r city(FSG.CNST);
ii. no ending, construct revoweling: kikkɔ́ːr circle(FSG) and kikkàːr
circle(FSG)\\CNST; jɔ́ːð hand(FSG) and jàːð hand(FSG)\\CNST;
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iii. ending, no construct revoweling: b-áːθ daughter-FSG and b-àːθ
daughter-FSG(CNST); and
iv. ending, construct revoweling: peːʔ-ɔ́ː(h) corner-FSG vs pə̆ʔ-àːθ
corner-FSG\\CNST.
Having examined Verbal and Nominal morphology, we can now proceed to consider the glossing of grammatical constituents.

3.3 Grammatical constituents
Rule 3 raises a difficulty facing the analysis of TH, namely, the identification of grammatical morphemes. For example, the enclitic -nɔ(ʔ) in TH is
often translated as “please”, as it conveys a mitigation of the illocutionary
force of a request. But should it be glossed as FRM (formal) or as ‘please’?
Anstey (see ch. 4) discusses principles used to distinguish grammatical and
lexical items and utilises prosodic/morphophonological fusion in
particular as one such principle to identify grammatical morphemes. As a
result of that analysis, the following words are classified as grammatical
items, listed with their proposed gloss. I have included the 3SG Pronouns,
as they also function as distal demonstratives.64 The HALOT (Koehler and
Baumgartner 1998) synonym is indicated where necessary with a superscript roman numeral.

64

This sort of multifunctionality (i.e. PRO/DEM) is very important to typologists
and should be retained in the gloss (Dixon 2003). Nevertheless, because the distal
function is restricted to the [ART-N ART-hu(w)(ʔ)/hi(j)(ʔ)] construction, one could
arguably disambiguate the gloss in context. A further complication is the possible
function of hu(w)(ʔ) as a Copula in Nonverbal Predications.
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Table 15. Grammatical items in TH, sorted by function
Constituent
hu(w)(ʔ)
hi(j)(ʔ)
min
ʔetI
ʔapI
gam
-ɔm
ki(j) ʔim
ʔɛl
ken
pɛn
haμko(h)
-n
ʔo(w)
w-aμʕim
ʔu(w)lɔm
ʔim
lu(w)
lule(ʔ)
ʔepo(w)ʔ
haja(h)
llə̆mo(w)
-ɔ(h)
ʔu(w)lajII

Function
3/DIST.MSG
3/DIST.FSG
ABL
ACC
ADD
ADD
ADVR
ADVRS
ALL
ANA
APPR
ART
CAT
CLT
CR
CR
CLT
COM
CONC
COND
COND.IRLS
COND.NEG
CONN
COP
DAT
DAT
DIR
DUB

Constituent
ʔăbɔl
ʔak
ʔɔken
ʔɔmnɔm
kkə̆mo(w)
hen
hinne(h)
zu(w)lɔ(h)
jeʃ
nɔ(ʔ)I
hăʔɔn
mi(j)
ʔe(j)
ʔajje(h)
ʔájinII
ʔe(j)po(h)
ʔe(j)kɔ(h)
ʔe(j)k
mɔ(h)
maddu(w)aʕ
lɔmmɔ(h)
mɔtaj
bbə̆mo(w)
ʃɔm
po(h)

Function
EMPH
EMPH
EMPH
EMPH
EQT
EQT
EXCL
EXCL
EXCP
EXIST
FRM
INT
INT.DIR
INT.HUM
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.MAN
INT.MAN
INT.NHUM
INT.PURP
INT.PURP
INT.TEMP
LOC
LOC
LOC.DIST
LOC.PROX

Constituent
hălom
kɔ́kɔ(h)
balI
bə̆li(j)
bilti(j)
lo(ʔ)
ʔájinI
tˁɛ́rɛm
ʔal
hénnɔ(h)
zo(ʔ)t
zɛ(h)
ʔéllɛ(h)
jáʕan
lə̆máʕan
baʕăbu(w)r
le(ʔ)mor
nə̆ʔum
ʔăʃɛr
zu(w)
ʃɛμraqII
ʕo(w)d
ki(j)II
ʕalII
ʔɔz
ʕattɔ(h)

Function
LOC.PROX
MAN
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG.EXIST
NEG.TEMP
NEG.VOL
PROX
PROX.FSG
PROX.MSG
PROX.PL
PURP
PURP
PURP
QUOT
QUOT
REL
REL
REL
RST
SER
SR
SUPS
TEMP.DIST
TEMP.PROX

We can make the following observations on table 15.
a. Cynthia Miller (pc) rightly points out several issues with the “Function”
column choices in the above table 15. The suggestions are only a first
attempt at a more coherent categorisation of TH grammatical constituents than HALOT’s historical-comparative categorisation and are not
the result of in-depth analysis.65 The disclaimer in the Introduction
(see §1.2, p. 96) regarding the scope of the present paper applies especially here.
b. The majority of the labels are self-explanatory and almost all are common parlance in typology. The four that are less common are ADD,
EMPH, RST, and SER , which I have analyzed in light of the analyses of
English Adjuncts in The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language
65

Anstey (ch. 4) also focuses on identifying WHICH words are grammatical rather
than what their function is.
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(Mittwoch et al. 2002; Pullum and Huddleston 2002). For example,
focusing modifiers, such as additive (ADD) ʔap, gam, and restrictive
(RST) raq, are not markers of focus per se but Adverbs that INTERACT
WITH focus constructions. They should not be glossed as FOC .
c. The μ in the -aμ- (inside TH w-ay-y-iqtol), haμ-, and ʃɛμ- morphemes,
is the standard abbreviation for MORA , which is a single timing unit in
phonological structure. This is the proper analysis for the gemination
(as opposed to -aC-, haC-, and ʃɛC-).
d. Table 15 contains three TH non-Pronominal suffixes: directional -ɔ(h),
enclitic -n, and the Adverbaliser -ɔm. These are parsed as DIR , CLT, and
ADVR respectively. DIR and ADVR are relatively uncontroversial and the
morpheme -n, traditionally known as nun paragogicum, has an
uncertain function.66 When glossing clitics of unknown purpose it is
permissible (but not optimal) to use CLT ‘clitic’.67
Summarising, one observes that the following classes of words are all
proposals for glossing as grammatical markers.
a. Question markers (INT, INT.DIR , INT.HUM, INT.NHUM, INT.LOC, INT.MAN,
INT.TEMP, INT.PURP);
b. Words affecting the illocutionary force or speaker commitment (FRM,
EMPH, DUB, EXCL);68
c. Negators (NEG, NEG.EXIST, NEG.VOL , NEG.TEMP);
d. Clause markers/connectives (CR , SR , ADVRS, REL , PURP, APPR , COND, DUB,
EXCP, EXIST, NEG.EXIST, QUOT, COND.IRLS, COND.NEG, CONC , CONN );
e. The copular Verb haja(h) COP;
f. Eight Prepositions (b- LOC, l- DAT, k- EQT, min ABL, ʔɛl ALL, ʔet ACC, ʕal
SUPS, ʕim COM) and one Postposition (directional –ɔ(h) DIR);
g. Focusing modifiers (ADD and RST) and a Serial Adjunct (SER); and
h. Deictics and Article (EXCL , PROX, DIST, LOC, MAN, TEMP, CAT, ANA , ART).

66

For an exhaustive but somewhat inconclusive study see Zewi (1999). See
DeCaen (2003) for additional prosodic analysis. Buth (2003) calls it a RHETORICAL
NUN as it “provides an impressionistic heaviness to a word.”
67
CLT can also be used in glossing TH for stray morphemes of unknown
purpose, such as litterae compagnis and ENCLITIC MEM (Waltke and O’Connor
1990: 127, 158–160).
68
The Infinitive Absolute, glossed as CERT, can be included in this category (see
see §3.1.1 Infinitives, p. 124).
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It is helpful to present table 15 sorted by TH constituent and to include
some possible metalanguage equivalents for words where the TH and
English correspond in function closely (at least, closely prima facie):
Table 16. Grammatical items in TH, sorted by constituent
Constituent
ʔăbɔl
ʔo(w)
ʔu(w)lajII
ʔu(w)lɔm
ʔɔz
ʔe(j)
ʔajje(h)
ʔe(j)k
ʔe(j)kɔ(h)
ʔájinI
ʔájinII
ʔe(j)po(h)
ʔepo(w)(ʔ)
ʔak
ʔɔken
ʔal
ʔɛl
ʔéllɛ(h)
ʔɔmnɔm
ʔim
ʔapI
ʔepo(w)
ʔăʃɛr
ʔɔn
ʔetI
bbalI
bə̆li(j)
bilti(j)
bə̆mo(w)
baʕăbu(w)r
gam
hăhălom
haμhaja(h)
hen
hénnɔ(h)
hi(j)(ʔ)
hinne(h)
hu(w)(ʔ)
w-

Function
EMPH
CR
DUB
CONC
TEMP.DIST
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.MAN
INT.MAN
NEG.EXIST
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
CONN
EMPH
EMPH
NEG.VOL
ALL
PROX.PL
EMPH
COND
ADD
CONN
REL
INT.DIR
ACC
LOC
NEG
NEG
NEG
LOC
PURP
ADD
INT
LOC.PROX
ART
COP
EXCL
PROX
3/DIST.FSG
EXCL
3/DIST.MSG
CR

English
surely
or
perhaps
although
then
where
where
how
how
where
where
surely
surely
not
these
surely
even

not
not
not

Constituent
zɛ(h)
zo(ʔ)t
zu(w)
zu(w)lɔ(h)
tˁɛ́rɛm
jáʕan
jeʃ
kko(h)
ki(j)II
ki(j) ʔim
kɔ́kɔ(h)
kə̆mo(w)
ken
llo(ʔ)
le(ʔ)mor
lu(w)
lule(ʔ)
lə̆mo(w)
lɔmmɔ(h)
lə̆máʕan
maddu(w)aʕ
mɔ(h)
mi(j)
min
mɔtaj
nɔ(ʔ)I
nə̆ʔum
ʕo(w)d
ʕalII
ʕim
ʕattɔ(h)
po(h)
pɛn
raqII
ʃɔm
ʃɛμ-aμ-ɔ(h)
-ɔm
-n

Function
PROX.MSG
PROX.FSG
REL
EXCP
NEG.TEMP
PURP
EXIST
EQT
CAT
SR
ADVRS
MAN
EQT
ANA
DAT
NEG
QUOT
COND.IRLS
COND.NEG
DAT
INT.PURP
PURP
INT.PURP
INT.NHUM
INT.HUM
ABL
INT.TEMP
FRM
QUOT
SER
SUPS
COM
TEMP.PROX
LOC.PROX
APPR
RST
LOC.DIST
REL
CLT
DIR
ADVR
CLT

English

except
not.yet

like

how

not

why
what
who
when

again

now
here
lest
only
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3.4 Grammatical roles
The theory of grammatical roles (e.g. agent/patient, actor/undergoer,
subject/object, and so forth) has been studied intensely, with different
theories promoting various views about the issues involved. What matters
for a typological presentation is that TH, like English, does not differentiate between the single arguments of Transitive and Intransitive Verbs (in
typology, A and S respectively). Both can be understood (pretheoretically)
therefore as Subjects, glossed as SBJ. Undergoers of transitive predications
can therefore be understood (again, pretheoretically) as Objects, glossed
as OBJ. For TH, it is imperative to indicate in the gloss all PRO forms
representing Objects and Subjects. The single PRO arguments of Prepositions do not need to be glossed.
As explained in above (§3.2.3, p. 136), Objects appear as PRO suffixes on
finite Verbs and predicative Participles. Subjects appear as PRO suffixes on
five grammatical constituents, namely hinne(h) EXCL , ʔájin NEG.EXIST, ʕo(w)d
SER , jeʃ EXIST, and ʔajje(h) INT.LOC . PRO suffixes on Infinitives are glossed as
POSS, as the context determines the grammatical role of the Proform in
this construction (see §3.2.2, p. 131).
An example of three sorts of PROs is as follows:

yl;Þae ~a'îr>q' t[e²B. [:mªevo yNIn<åyae yKiä
ʔeː(j)n-ɛ̀ːn-niː(j)
ʃoːméːaʕ
bə̆-ʕéːθ
NEG.EXIST-AUG-1SG.SBJ hear\PROG(MSG) LOC-time(CNST )
‘For I will not listen in the time when

(31) kìː(j)
SR

qɔrʔ-ɔ̀ː-m
ʔeːl-áː-j
call\INF-AUG-3MPL .POSS ALL-AUG-1SG
‘they call out to me.’ (Jer. 11:14)

The use of PRO affixes as Subjects attached to constituents such as
these are of great interest to typologists.

3.5 TH language variation
It is well established that the corpus of TH is not diachronically and probably not dialectically uniform, both across and within books. However, the
methods for and the proposals of the stratification of TH into temporal/
regional varieties have yet to achieve consensus (Young 2003b). Although
some scholars confidently identify these strata (Rendsburg 1990, 2002),
others are more circumspect, arguing that phenomena such as scribal
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transmission and the coexistence of various strata in one text undermine
all such identifications (Young 1997, 2003a).
The implications for a typological presentation of TH is that it is incumbent on the researcher at the least to alert the reader to this issue and
to make clear any assumptions made concerning the stratification of the
corpus – that is, it is important for typological research that TH is not
naïvely presented as Biblical Hebrew (BH), because strictly speaking there
are no BH texts.

4. Conclusion
The presentation of TH linguistic data as proposed in the present paper
has many benefits for linguists, translators, and Hebraists. The fundamental benefit is that the gloss – essentially a translation of TH linguistic data
into a standardised metalanguage – fosters typological research into TH
and other languages. Some specific advantages to linguists/translators are
as follows.
a. The data of Tiberian Hebrew is available for all typologists to use in the
study of linguistic universals. This would benefit typologists and linguistics in general. In turn, the more TH contributes to language typology, the more we know about TH and its place among the world’s
languages. For example, the TH Causative has declarative and estimative uses – is this typical of other causatives around the world?
b. The use of grammatical labels in many places reduces the connotations
inherent in lexical glosses (and in modern translations), thereby potentially increasing the cognitive space, as it were, within which a translator could search for appropriate translation strategies, lexical and
grammatical.
c. An electronic corpus in such a format could be exported into a format
suitable for processing by corpus software, thus complimenting existing corpus studies on TH.
d. The format facilitates comparative typological work for translators,
particularly if the presentation of the data is accompanied by a typologically orientated grammar. For instance, translators could do pretranslation work on comparing the expression of functions on semantic maps (see §1.2, p. 96) in the target language to TH. This would then
allow the formation of a strategy or set of guidelines for the translation
of one domain to another. This approach increases the probability that
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the full range of encodings in both target and source language are
acknowledged and utilised.
e. Working in a typologically appropriate manner compels scholars to
reconsider traditional views about TH grammar, such as the TH
Infinitive Absolute.
Nevertheless, some Hebraists may well ask, as one reviewer did, “Why
should we care [about this format]?” and others may object to the
“flattening” effect such a notation has on the description of TH. For the
latter criticism, Matthew Dryer’s observation is appropriate: “there is a
sharp distinction between what notions are relevant to classifying languages typologically and what notions are relevant to describing individual languages” (quoted in LaPolla and Poa 2004: 1 fn. 2). That is,
flattening is part and parcel of typological dialogue. For the former,
Nicholas Evans, the 2005 president of the Association of Linguistic
Typology (ALT), provides a thoughtful reflection on the challenges and
potentials of typology. He is worth quoting at length (Evans 2004):
I see two main challenges for [the] ALT in the coming years. Firstly,
I don't think typology yet lives up to its potential to be a unifying
force in the broader field of linguistics, riven as linguistics is by
school-formation and ever-increasing disciplinary fragmentation.
Typology is the natural link between those interested in various
forms of theory, on the one hand (whether formal, or cognitive),
and those linguists whose interests lie in the description and documentation of the world's five or six thousand, mostly little-known
languages.…
Secondly, looking in the other direction, typologists also need
to engage more with descriptive linguists working on particular
languages or language families.… We are the subfield concerned
with developing a body of analytically compatible concepts valid
across all the world's languages, and with integrating the vast library of grammatical descriptions in a way that renders them at
least broadly compatible, if not rigidly standardised. Describing
each language entirely on its own terms is a noble and galvanising
task, but unless grammarians orient their findings to what typologists know about the world's other languages, their grammars can
all too easily become obscure, crabbed and solipsistic, or at best
half-veiled in the idiosyncrasies of specific areal or language-familyspecific traditions. At the same time, thanks to the internet and a
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proliferation of new organisations and protocols, terminological
standardisation is in the air, and typologists with their interest in
cross-linguistic comparison have an important role to play in debating the best standards to use, [such as] the idiosyncratic and unsung
art of glossing.… Though there will always be room in typology and
language description for the completely new and unanticipated
category, we will be able to spot the gold in the sand much more
easily if we are not distracted by dozens of competing notational
conventions.
As has been emphasised throughout, the importance of the present
paper lies not in the detailed proposals – these are areas of ongoing
research – but in the general practice of glossing. The notation proposed
in the present paper is geared primarily to Hebraists wanting to present
their linguistic analyses of TH to a wider audience, an audience with varying levels of aptitude in the language. So although it is not the optimal way
to describe TH qua TH, it aims to be the optimal metadescription of TH
for the purpose of language comparison. Moreover, such a task requires us
in many instances to reconsider the grammar of TH, an effort towards
which I hope is evident in the present paper.

Chapter 4
The Grammatical–Lexical
Cline in TH
1. Introduction
There are many benefits in presenting linguistic research into Tiberian
Hebrew (TH) in a typological format accessible to linguists unfamiliar
with the language. This format is called an interlinear morphemic
translation (IMT).1 For example, a Sentence such as Gen. 1:1 can be represented as follows.

`#r<a'(h' taeîw> ~yIm:ßV'h; taeî ~yhi_l{a/ ar"äB' tyviÞarEB.
(1)

bə̆-reː(ʔ)ʃ-íː(j)θ
bɔːrɔ̀ː(ʔ)
ʔɛ̆loːhíː(j)m
LOC-beginning-FSG create\PST(3MSG) God
‘In the beginning God created
ʔèːθ haʃ-ʃɔm-áːjim
wə̆-ʔèːθ hɔ-ʔɔ́rɛʦˁ
ACC ART-heaven-DU CR-ACC
ART-land(FSG)
‘the heavens and the earth.’ (Gen. 1:1)

The most important benefit of the use of IMTs is that they allow
dialogue between linguists studying language features across a sample of
languages. The typological format, illustrated above, has been designed
precisely with this goal in mind (Lehmann 1983; Bakker et al. 1993; Comrie
et al. 2005). Anstey (ch. 3) explains in detail how TH can be presented this
way and includes discussion of several issues where variation is possible. A
summary of the format developed in that paper is given in the first section
of the present paper.

1

I would like to thank the following people for commenting on earlier drafts:
Geoffrey Khan, John Revell, and Randall Buth.
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The methodology and results present in this paper arose from the need
to clarify an important element of the IMT, namely, the identification and
labelling of grammatical constituents. In example (1) above, there are four
grammatical constituents: w- CR , b- LOC, ʔet ACC, and haμ- ART (Note: the μ
in haμ- and ʃɛμ- REL , and the -aμ- CLT inside w-ay-y-iqtol, is the standard
abbreviation for MORA , which is a single timing unit in phonological structure. This is the proper analysis for the gemination, as opposed to -aC-,
ʃɛC-, and haC-). The second section of the current paper examines the
identification of such constituents.
It should also be noted that in accordance with linguistic typology,
language-specific morphological and functional categories are capitalised
(e.g. Reflexive, Causative) while universal categories are lower-case (Croft
2001). This convention also applies to language-specific parts-of-speech,
such as Participle and Noun.
The corpus for this study is the scholarly edition of the Hebrew Bible,
Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) in its electronic format, eBHS, with
annotations from the Westminster Hebrew Morphology Database (WTS)
version 4.0 (Groves et al. 2003).

2. Overview of IMT
The following brief overview of glossing TH is a summary of Anstey
(ch. 3), although many complications have been omitted. It follows the
method of the Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie et al. 2005).
a. Interlinear glosses are left-aligned vertically, word by word. Within
each word, segmentable morphemes are separated by hyphens. There
must be exactly the same number of hyphens in the TH and the gloss
(e.g. vd<xoÜb;W = u(w)-v-a-ħòːðɛʃ CR-LOC-ART-month).
b. When a single object-language element is represented by more than
one glossing element, these are separated by periods, except for
person, gender, and number. If a grammatical property is signalled by a
morphophonological change of the stem, a backslash is used to
separate the category label and the stem (e.g. rBEåd:T.w: w-at-t-ə̆ðabbèːr
CR-CLT-2FSG-speak\NARR .INTS). A double backslash is used to indicate
Construct state, because it is signalled by changes to the entire phonological word and not just the stem (e.g. peːʔ-ɔ́ː(h) corner-FSG versus
pə̆ʔ-àːθ corner-FSG\\CNST).
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c. Categories that are always expressed by zero, such as Absolute
Nominals, are not shown in the gloss. Categories that are sometimes
expressed by zero should always be glossed, by enclosing the gloss
element in parentheses (e.g. !Be béːn son, !B, bɛ̀ːn son\\CNST versus %l,m,ê
mɛ́ːlɛχ king, %l,m,ä mɛ̀ːlɛχ king(CNST) – the difference between the two is
that the latter does not express the Construct in any way but the
former does by vowel mutation).
d. Morphemes are glossed according to morphological Gender, in the
cases where this does not agree with agreement phenomenon. In
example (2), hɔ̀ʕizzí(j)m, ‘the she-goats,’ is Feminine for agreement (i.e.
i.e. the Singular form is ʕez goat(FSG)) but has a Masculine Plural
ending.

taoêluJ.h;w> tADåquN>h; ‘~yZI[ih'¥-lK' taeÛw>
(2)

wə̆-ʔèːθ kɔl=hɔ̀ː-ʕizz-íː(j)m
CR-ACC
all\\CNST=ART-goat(F)-MPL
‘and all the speckled and’

han-nə̆qudd-òː(w)θ
ART-speckled-FPL

wə̆-hatˁ-tˁə̆luːʔ-óːθ
CR-ART-spot\PROG.PASS -FPL

‘spotted she-goats’ (Gen. 30:35)

2.1 Orthography
Table 1 shows the traditional transliteration system alongside the recommended transliteration system, based on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The IPA is a more accessible system for non-Hebraists to
understand. The vowel system is understood as a (four-height) sevenquality system without length distinctions (Khan 1996b). Matres lectionis
are glossed in parentheses.
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Table 1. TH orthography and transliteration
Grapheme

a
Bb
Gg
Dd
h
w
z
x
j
y
K k [$]
l
m [~]
n [!]
s
[
P p [@]
c [#]
q
r
f
v
Tt

Traditional
ˀ
ḇb
ḡg
ḏd
h
w
z
ḥ
ṭ
y
ḵk
l
m
n
s
ˁ
p̄ p
ṣ
q
r
ś
š
ṯt

Recommended
ʔ
bv
gʁ
dð
h
w
z
ħ
tˁ
j
kχ
l
m
n
s
ʕ
pf
ʦˁ
q
r
ś
ʃ
tθ

Grapheme

h¤; ¤;
[;¤
¤]
h¤' ¤'
¤\
h¤, y¤, ¤,
¤/
h¤e y¤e ¤e
¤.
y¤i ¤i
h¤o A¤ ¤o
W¤ ¤u

a ah
a

ă
o/ā
ŏ
e ey eh
ĕ
ē ê ēh
ə/Ø
i/ī
ō ōh ô
u/ū û

Recommended
a a(h)
a
ă
ɔ ɔ(h)
ɔ̆
ɛ ɛ(j) ɛ(h)
ɛ̆
e e(j) e(h)
ə̆/ø
i i(j)
o o(w) o(h)
u u(w)

2.2 Morphology
The Verb is glossed according to the following tables. Table 2 shows that
(i) a tense-prominent analysis of TH has been adopted; (ii) no distinct
weqatal form is posited; (iii) the -ɔ(h) suffix on Imperatives is taken as a
marker of politeness FRM; (iv) Infinitive Constructs are analyzed as regular
Infinitives, glossed as INF, and Infinitive Absolutes as markers of (subjective epistemic) certainty, glossed as CERT; and (v) the –aj- in w-aj-ji-mʃol is
interpreted as a grammatical formative of unknown function, hence glossed as a clitic CLT. The form as a whole, however, is analyzed as a grammaticalised Verb indicating a Narrative Tense, glossed as NARR .
Thus table 2 does not recognise conversive-waw as a grammaticalised
morphological form (in either wayyiqtol or weqatal) distinct from the
regular waw TH Coordinator.
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Table 2. Glossing of distinct morphological TH Verb forms
Verb
j-imʃol
mɔʃal
w-aj-j-imʃol
mə̆ʃol
mə̆ʃol-ɔ(h)
j-imʃol
ʔ-ɛmʃə̆l-ɔ(h)
moʃel
mə̆ʃol
mɔʃol

Traditional Name(s)
long prefix, imperfective
suffix, perfective
wayyiqtol, waw + short
imperative
lengthened imperative
jussive, short prefix
cohortative
participle, qotel
infinitive construct
infinitive absolute

Proto. Function
nonpast
past
narrative
imperative
imperative (formal)
jussive
hortative
progressive
infinitive
certainty marker

Gloss
3MSG-rule\NPST
rule\PST(3MSG)
CR-CLT-3MSG-rule\NARR
rule\IMP(MSG)
rule\IMP(MSG)-FRM
3MSG-rule\JUSS
1SG-rule-HORT
rule\PROG
rule\INF
rule\CERT

Table 3 indicates the proposed prototypical function of the eight
(major) heterosemantic Voice inflections, following Waltke and O’Connor
(1990), except that piel is glossed as Intensive rather than Resultative. The
‘Prototypical Predication’ column refers to the derivational effect of each
inflection, although there are numerous lexicalised exceptions.
Table 3. Glossing of TH Verb Voice inflections
Verb
mɔʃal
muʃʃal
nimʃal
miʃʃel
muʃʃal
hiƟmaʃʃel
huƟmaʃʃel
himʃi(j)l
hɔmʃal

Traditional Name
qal
qal passive
niphal
piel
pual (piel pass.)
hithpael
hothpaal (hithpael pass.)
hiphil
hophal (hiphil pass.)

Proto. Predication
active
passive
mediopassive
intensive
intensive passive
reflexive
reflexive passive
causative
causative passive

Gloss
rule\PST(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS(3MSG)
rule\PST.MEDP(3MSG)
rule\PST.INTS(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.INTS(3MSG)
rule\PST.RFL(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.RFL(3MSG)
rule\PST.CAUS(3MSG)
rule\PST.PASS.CAUS(3MSG)

Table 4 gives the glossing of some of the TH Verb prefixes and suffixes.
Table 4. TH prefixes and suffixes
3MSG
3FSG
2MSG
2FSG
1SG
3MPL

PST (qatal)
mɔːʃáːl
rule\PST(3MSG)
mɔʃl-ɔ́ː(h)
rule\PST-3FSG
mɔːʃáːl-tɔː
rule\PST-2MSG
mɔːʃáːl-t
rule\PST-2FSG
mɔːʃáːl-tiː(j)
rule\PST-1SG
mɔʃl-uː(w)
rule\PST-3PL

NPST (yiqtol)
j-imʃóːl
3MSG-rule\NPST
t-imʃóːl
3FSG-rule\NPST
t-imʃóːl
2MSG-rule\NPST
t-imʃə̆l-íː(j)
2FSG-rule\NPST-2FSG
ʔ-ɛmʃóːl
1SG-rule\NPST
j-imʃə̆l-uː(w)
3MPL-rule\NPST-3MPL

IMP

(imperative)

mə̆ʃóːl
rule\IMP(MSG)
miʃl-íː(j)
rule\IMP-FSG
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Nominal morphology, as found on Nouns, Adjectives, and Participles,
is glossed according to table 5 (see ch. 3 §3.2, p. 130 for detailed discussion of
the interaction of Nominal stems, augments, and PRO suffixes).
Table 5. Regular nominal paradigm
Number

State or -PRO

SG
PL
DU

ABSL

SG
PL/DU

CNST

SG

+1SG
+1PL
+2MSG
+3MSG
+3MPL
+1SG
+1PL
+2FSG
+2FPL
State or -PRO

PL

SG
PL
DU

ABSL

SG
PL
DU

CNST

SG

+1PL
+2FPL
+3MPL
+1PL
+2MSG

PL

Gloss
dɔːvɔ́ːr
də̆vɔːr-íː(j)m
də̆vɔːr-áːjim
də̆vàːr
divr-èː(j)
də̆vɔːr-íː(j)
də̆vɔːr-éː-nuː(w)
də̆vɔr-χɔ́ː
də̆vɔːr-óː(w)
də̆vɔːr-ɔ́ː-m
də̆vɔːr-áː-j
də̆vɔːr-éː(j)-nuː(w)
də̆vɔːr-áːji-χ
divr-eː(j)-χɛ́ːn
Gloss
nə̆ðɔːv-ɔ́ː(h)
nə̆ðɔːv-óː(w)Ɵ
niðv-ɔːƟ-áːjim
niðv-àːƟ
niðv-òː(w)Ɵ
niðv-ə̆Ɵèː(j)
niðv-ɔƟ-éː-nuː(w)
niðv-aƟ-χɛ́ːn
niðv-ɔːƟ-ɔ́ː-m
niðv-oːƟ-éː(j)-nuː(w)
niðv-oːƟ-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː

word
word-MPL
word-DU
word\\CNST
word-PL\\CNST
word-1SG.POSS
word-SG-1PL.POSS
word-2MSG.POSS
word-3MSG.POSS
word-SG-3MPL.POSS
word-PL-1SG.POSS
word-PL-1PL.POSS
word-PL-2FSG.POSS
word-PL-2FPL.POSS
gift-FSG
gift-FPL
gift-F-DU
gift-FSG\\CNST
gift-FPL\\CNST
gift-FDU\\CNST
gift-FSG-SG-1PL.POSS
gift-FSG-2FPL.POSS
gift-FSG-SG-3MPL.POSS
gift-FPL-PL-1PL.POSS
gift-FPL-PL-2MSG.POSS

2.3 Prosody
The Masoretic text contains much prosodic information. The pertinent
aspects of the accentual system can be translated into three prosodic
universals: (i) maqqephs2 follow constituents that are PROSODIC CLITICS,
glossed by the equals sign ‘=’, σ…]φ-PrCl; (ii) conjunctive accents represent
secondary accents, glossed by a grave accent, which are on constituents
that form PROSODIC WORDS, σ̀…]φ-PrWd; and disjunctive accents represent
primary accents, glossed by an acute accent, which are on constituents
that form PROSODIC PHRASES, σ́…]φ-PrPh (Aronoff 1985; Dresher 1994). So in

2

A short horizontal line between two Hebrew words, similar to a hyphen.
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example (3), ʕal=pə̆n-èː(j) ‘upon face of ’ forms a Prosodic Word and ʕal=pə̆nèː(j) θə̆hóː(w)m ‘upon face of deep’ forms a Prosodic Phrase.

~Ah+t. ynEåP.-l[; %v,xoßw>
(3)

wə̆-ħóːʃɛχ
ʕal=pə̆n-èː(j)
θə̆hóː(w)m
CR-darkness SUPS=face-PL\\CNST deep
‘with darkness over the surface of the deep’ (Gen. 1:2)

3. The grammatical–lexical cline
One difficulty facing the analysis of language is the classification of
constituents as either grammatical or lexical items. In an IMT, grammatical items receive functional tags, such as NPST (nonpast), ACC (accusative)
and so forth, while lexical items, the best examples being nouns and verbs,
receive a context-independent gloss. The difficulty arises because grammatical and lexical are on a cline; many constituents are partly grammaticalised and/or partly lexicalised. For example, the TH enclitic -nɔ(ʔ) is
often translated as ‘please’, as it conveys a mitigation of the illocutionary
force of a request. But should it be glossed as FRM (formal) or as ‘please’?
Again, consider the Preposition b-. It is morphologically and prosodically fused with its head and semantically its meaning is not very specific.
Sixty percent of its uses have a locative connotation (van der Merwe et al.
2002: 279), but does this warrant parsing as LOC or ‘in’? The question of
part-of-speech is also raised: is b- a Case marker or a Preposition or both?
Garr (1991) has argued persuasively that for TH Direct Objects, b- and
several other Prepositions compose a set that mark various degrees of the
AFFECTEDNESS of the Object. Garr’s analysis suggests that b- is a grammaticalised Prepositional Case marker – a so-called ‘analytic case marker’
(Blake 2001) – and so is best parsed as LOC.
One principle that assists in the identification of grammaticalisation is
morphological/prosodic fusion. Others include lack of semantic content,
inability to be referred to anaphorically, and word order. It is the combination of these features along with detailed analysis of a word that determines its classification on the grammatical–lexical cline.
The Tiberian Masoretic diacritics provide a rich store of information,
indicating orthographically both morphological and prosodic integration.
Churchyard (1999: 6) writes,
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the Tiberian orthography provides more information about prosodic structure than does any other ancient orthography. Not only
information about syllabification, reduced vowels, secondary stress,
main stress, and phrasal prominence, but also a hierarchical Immediate Constituent parsing that was produced without any modern
linguistic theoretical preconceptions.
Similar views as to the usefulness of the Masoretic diacritics for
understanding the syntactic and/or semantic divisions of Sentences are
found in Wickes (1881), Yievin (1980), Price (1990), and Dotan (1997).
This information can assist in quantifying the degree of fusion and
thus I have developed the following method for measuring it. After it is
explained, the method is applied it to the entire corpus as a means for
identifying grammaticalised constituents.

3.1 A method for measuring fusion
Any word or word part can be morphologically bound or free. Furthermore, each word(-part) can have no accent, indicating prosodic cliticisation, a conjunctive accent, indicating a Prosodic Word (i.e. a phrasal join),
or a disjunctive accent, indicating a Prosodic Phrase. A word can also have
a maqqeph, a hyphen-like indicator that signals close morphophonological
integration with the following word. Such constituents can be considered
intermediate between full clitics and independent constituents.
These variables form a theoretical maximum of nine categories,
illustrated in table 6 with min. The categories are ranked relative to each
other, from most fused (1) to most independent (9).
Table 6. Theoretical categories of morphophonological/prosodic fusion
Prosody →
Morphology ↓
Fusion
Clisis (maqqeph)
Independent

No Accent

Phrasal Join

Phrasal Edge

-nmi (1)

-nmiä (2)

-nmi= (3)

-!mi (4)

-!miä (5)
!miä (8)

-!mi= (6)

!mi (7)

!mi= (9)

To calculate the number of each of these nine cases, the WTS 4.0
database data was tallied to include all Hebrew (non-kethiv) constituents
itemised by a concatenation of lemma, HALOT homonym, and part-ofspeech. (Parts-of-speech from WTS 4.0 are as follows: a: Adjective; nc:
Noun; np: Proper Noun; vX: Verb in X binyan; Pa: Article; Pc: Conjunc-
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tion; Pd: Adverb; Pg: Interrogative; Pi: Interjection; Pn: Negator; Po: ʔeƟ
ACC; Pp: Preposition; Pr: Relative Clause marker; pi: Independent
Pronoun; pg: Interrogative Pronoun.)
The following constituents were omitted from the analysis:
a. Compound constituents with prepositive (yetib, telisha magnum,
mugrash, and dehi) and pretonic (sinnorith) accents. If one of these
occurred anywhere in a grapheme, the entire grapheme was omitted.
For example, db,[,h'û Gen. 24:10 was omitted because WTS stores this
as 14HF HA@Pa…(EBED (EBED_1@ncmsa. The accent, telisha magnum, is
the ‘14’ on the article. Thus the word (EBED has no accent and would
be counted in category 7 if it was included. This would skew the results
as the grapheme has an accent but its position is unknown.
b. Constituents in Exod. 20:2–16; Deut. 5:6–21 with their irregular
accentuation (The Ten Commandments).
c. P* constituents – that is, constituents that are not Verbs, Adjectives, or
Nouns – occurring less than six times.
The totals for the nine possible combinations, with their category rank
in parentheses, are as follows. (It must be noted that in such a large
database – 432,605 entries – there are possible errors both in WTS and in
the manuscript that it is based on. The figures in the present paper thus
have a very small degree of error.)
Table 7. Frequency of fusional categories (version one)
Integrated
Cliticised
Independent

No Accent
105,850 (1)
41,486 (4)
162 (7)

Phrasal Join
441 (2)
156 (5)
96,777 (8)

Phrasal Edge
--- (3)
1 (6)
159,593 (9)

However, we can eliminate categories 3, 6, and 7 for the following reasons:
a. Category 3: It is expected that integrated morphemes will not have a
disjunctive accent, as table 7 shows.
b. Category 6: According to WTS, there is a single case of maqqeph with
a disjunctive accent, found in the Jer. 28:11:
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~ymiêy" ~yIt:ån"v. ‘dA[B. lb,ªB'-%l,m,( rC:åan<d>k;bu(n> Ÿl[oå-ta, rBoúv.a, hk'K'ä
~yI+AGh;-lK' raW:ßc;-l[;§me
(4)

kɔ̀ːχɔː(h) ʔ-ɛʃbóːr
ʔɛθ=ʕòːl
nə̆vùːχaðnɛː(ʔ)ʦˁʦˁàːr
MAN
1SG-break\NPST ACC=yoke(CNST) Nebuchadnezzar
‘This is how I will break the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar,
mɛ̀ːlɛχ=bɔːvɛ́ːl
bə̆-ʕóː(w)ð
king(CNST)=Babylon LOC-SER
‘king of Babylon, in two years’

ʃə̆n-ɔːθ-àːjim
year-F-DU

jɔːm-íː(j)m
day-MPL

meː-ʕáːl=ʦˁáːwwa(ʔ)r kɔl=hag-goː(w)j-íːm
ABL-SUPS=neck\CNST
all\\CNST=ART-people-MPL
‘from off the necks of all the nations.’ (Jer. 28:11 )

However, this is an error, as no maqqeph appears in TH manuscript
Codex Leningradensis (L) (as noted by John Revell [pc]; Jer. 28:11 in L can
be consulted in Freedman et al. 1998: 533). Thus, as expected there is no
category six.
c. Category 7: An examination of the 162 independent constituents with
no accent reveals that the majority of them are just that, constituents
without accents in BHS often given an accent in other manuscripts.
Thus on the very reasonable assumption that each independent word
is normally accented, we can also ignore this small group. (Many of the
441 integrated morphemes with a conjunctive accent [category 2] have
had the accent retracted due to a rhythm rule and these shall be
retained in our analysis.)
Therefore we can reduce the nine categories to six and re-rank them
from the most fused (1) to the most independent (6). Having reprocessed
the data this way, we can examine individual constituents and average
their weights.
For example, the Preposition min, without a Pronominal suffix, has the
following profile, with the shaded box representing the category closest to
its fusional weight average of 1.2530 from 6,324 cases. Table 8 has the
revised ranked fusional weights in parentheses. (The single case of min
with a disjunctive accent [category 6] is Exod. 2:7: tYO=rIb.[ih' !mIß tq,n<ëyme
hV'äai ‘%l' ytiar"Ûq'w> %leªaeh;)
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Table 8. Profile of min without PRO
No Accent
5,522 (1)
758 (3)
---

Integrated
Cliticised
Independent

Phrasal Join
30 (2)
3 (4)
10 (5)

Phrasal Edge
----1 (6)

The fusional average weight is calculated as follows:

average

=

5,522 ∗ 1 + 30 ∗ 2 + 758 ∗ 3 + 3 ∗ 4 + 10 ∗ 5 + 1 ∗ 6
5,522 + 30 + 758 + 3 + 10 + 1

= 1 . 2530

In table 9, however, observe the profile for min with a Pronominal
suffix, with an average weight of 5.9096:
Table 9. Profile of min with PRO
Integrated
Cliticised
Independent

No Accent
-------

Phrasal Join
----50

Phrasal Edge
----503

Accordingly, because several P* word classes (Pd, Pi, Pg, Pp, Po) receive
stress with Pronominal suffixes, it is preferable to exclude such constituents when they have a Pronominal suffix from our tabulations. This is
because the suffixes skew the data and we are interested primarily in the
behaviour of lemmas in relation to the constituents around them. To these
exclusions is added the single case of ʃɛC- REL with a suffix in Jonah 1:12,
~k,(yle[] hZ<ßh; lAd±G"h; r[;S;óh; yLiêv,b. yK.
Therefore our new totals are as follows. The average fusional weight of
the 390,787 cases is 4.0800:

iä

Table 10. Frequency of fusional categories (version two)
Integrated
Cliticised
Independent

No Accent
105,851 (1)
41,436 (3)
---

Phrasal Join
441 (2)
155 (4)
94,668 (5)

Phrasal Edge
----148,236 (6)

We are now in a position to analyze in more detail the distribution of
constituents in the above categories.
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3.2 Part-of-speech analysis overview
We begin with a sort of the WTS parts-of-speech according to the average
fusional weight for all the constituents in each part-of-speech, with the
total frequency given below each value.
Table 11. Part-of-speech average fusional weight
Pa
1.0129
26,554

Pc
1.4189
50,719

Pp
1.6573
47,704

Pi
5.1345
1,636
Grammatical constituents

Pg
2.3026
955

Pd
5.1391
7,405

Po
3.2922
9,240

nc
5.3950
106,671

pg
4.1883
1,030

v
5.4110
72,106

Pn
4.1917
5,137

pi
5.5654
4,892

Pr
4.5315
5,612

a
5.5668
16,315

np
5.8156
34,811

Lexical constituents

The relative order of the average fusional weight for each part-of-speech
group in table 11 is as expected. The lower the average, the higher the
grammaticalisation and vice versa.
We can now proceed to a more detailed analysis by dividing individual
constituents into three groupings: 1 < avg ≤ 3.5, 3.5 < avg ≤ 5.2; and 5.2 <
avg ≤ 6. First, one would expect items with an average weight of less than
or equal to 3.5 to be candidates for grammaticalised items because values
lower than 3.5 represent integrated morphemes and non-stressed clisis,
both strong indicators of fusion and hence grammaticalisation.
Secondly, from table 11 we observe that constituents with an average
weight greater than 5.2 are clearly candidates for lexicalised items, that
being the range in which the large majority of Verbs, Adjectives, Nouns,
and Pronouns are found.
Thirdly, the intermediate region, which we can define as between 3.5
and 5.2, contains mostly Interrogative Pronouns, Negators, Relative
markers, Interjections, and Adverbs/Particles. These classes of constituents are often grammatical constituents in language typology, although
most Adverbs/Particles show idiosyncratic behaviour peculiar to each
individual lemma. We can hypothesise that this range will contain a
mixture of grammatical, lexical, and partly grammatical/partly lexical
constituents.
Before examining the first range, it is helpful to summarise the
constituents belonging to each of the non-main parts-of-speech according
to WTS. Although P* constituents occurring more than five times were
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used for the preliminary investigations recorded in tables 7, 10, and 11, it
was practicable to limit the following examination to constituents occurring ten times or more.
Table 12. WTS parts-of-speech distribution (f ≥ 10)
WTS
Pa
Pc
Pp

Pg
pg
pi
Pn

Word WTS

h; Pr
w ~G: aApae @a; ~ai ~l'Wa Aai Pi
!P, aleWl yKi
l K d[;B; !yIB; B tae lc,ae la, Po
rWb[]B; xk;nO dg<n< !mi lWm ![;m;l. Wl Pd
tx;T; ~[I l[; d[;
yt;m' hM'l' h] hpoyae hYEa; yae
ymi hm' !a'
~T,a; hT'a; T.a; ynIa] ykinOa' Wnx.n:a]
hN"he ~he ayhi aWh
al{

Word

v, Wz rv,a]
xa'h, yrev.a; aN"a' hk'yae %yae yAa Hh'a]
hl's, an" lylix' hNEhi !he yAh
ta
!mea' la; %a; !yIa; yrex]a; rx;a; za' yl;Wa
hN"he ~l{h] ha'lh. ' yliB. lB; sp,a,
![;y: wD'x.y: dx;y: ~m'Ay ~r,j, ~N"xi
rx'm' [;WDm; daom. !Ke hk'K' hKo vyE
hT'[; dA[ bybis' l[;m; hJ'm; hr'hem.
~q'yre br; ~d,qe ~aot.Pi hm'ynIP. hPo
dymiT' lAmT. ~v' ~Avl.vi qr;'

3.2.1 Range 1
The first range, 1 < weight ≤ 3.5, contains the highly fused items. Constituents that occur less than ten times were omitted because their small
sample size makes them difficult to analyze. Table 13 lists all constituents
in the first range in order of average fusional weighting. In the first
column is the lemma, followed by an optional subscripted letter to indicate the HALOT homonym. Only non-final stress is indicated. The second
column lists the WTS part-of-speech. The third column has a grammatical label if the word is a candidate for glossing as a functional word. For
constituents suggested to be glossed as lexical items there is a suggested
gloss in the fourth column. The fifth column gives the total number of
occurrences according to the criteria described above. The sixth column
gives the average fusional weight according to the method explained
above. The remaining columns give the frequency for each lemma in the
six fusional categories explained above. (The single occurrence of the
unexpected cliticised hă- INT is Deut. 32:6, lb'Þn" ~[;î tazOë-Wlm.g>Ti
‘hw"hy>l;-h].)
The majority of the grammatical labels in column three are selfexplanatory and almost all are common parlance in typology, except, as in
Tables 14, 15, and 17, the labels ADD, EMPH, RST, and SER , which I have
analyzed in light of the analyses of English Adjuncts in The Cambridge
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Grammar of the English Language (Mittwoch et al. 2002; Pullum and
Huddleston 2002). For example, focusing modifiers, such as additive (ADD)
ʔap, gam, and restrictive (RST) raq, are not markers of focus per se but
Adverbs that INTERACT WITH focus constructions.
Table 13. Candidates for grammatical status (1 < weight ≤ 3.5)
Word
kwblhăhaμʃɛμmin
ʔal
ʔɛl
balI
ʔim
pɛn
ʔetI
rabII
ʕalII
ʕim

WTS
Pp
Pc
Pp
Pp
Pg
Pa
Pr
Pp
Pd
Pp
Pd
Pc
Pc
Po
nc
Pp
Pp

Gram.

Lexical Total
Weight One
Two Three Four Five Six
2,555 1.0002 2550
5
43,785 1.0005 43,765
20
12,803 1.0005 12,797
6
14,275 1.0015 14,253
22
649 1.0077
645
3
1
26,554 1.0129 26,211 343
119 1.1008
107
12
ABL
6,324 1.2530 5,522
30
758
3
10
1
NEG.VOL
729 3.0247
721
1
4
3
ALL
3,882 3.0337
3,828
4
23 27
NEG
73 3.0411
72
1
COND
1,064 3.2021
971
7
50 36
APPR
133 3.2180
121
2
3
7
ACC
9,240 3.2922
8,201
16 385 638
chief
30 3.3333
25
5
SUPS
4,227 3.3984
3,553
11 316 347
COM
513 3.4094
429
42 42
EQT
CR
LOC
DAT
INT
ART
REL

The only surprise in this list is the Noun rabII ‘chief ’, but it functions as a
military title in an idiomatic expression. This in itself is interesting, as a
low fusion for Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives will probably indicate such
multiword phrases. We also observe the division between bound forms
and free forms, with min appearing as both.

3.2.2 Range 2
Table 14 includes constituents in the intermediate fusional weight range
3.5 < weight ≤ 5.2. Again, there are many idioms: ħɔser=leb ‘devoid of
sense’; ʔɛ́fɛs=ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ ‘ends of the earth’; ħara(h) ʔap ‘to be angry’; and so
forth. To shorten the table, therefore, Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives
occurring twenty times or less are omitted, as are Numerals and Ordinals.
Interjections, such as ʔo(w)j ‘woe!’ are also excluded as they are not so
much grammatical/lexical as INTERPERSONAL , thereby introducing a
specific type of speech act. Interjections that are better analyzed as
Exclamatives or Deictics, such as hinne(h) EXCL , are included however.
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Table 14. Candidates for grammatical or lexical status (3.5 < weight ≤ 5.2)
Word
kol
ʔɛ́pɛs
ʕadIII
ʔetII
miqrɔ(h)
gam
kə̆mo(w)
mɔ(h)
ʔe(j)
nə̆ʔum
rabI
lo(ʔ)
ʔapI
ki(j)II
ʔémɛr
benI
bə̆li(j)
śɔʕi(j)rII
peʔɔ(h)
pagaʕ
jeʃ
ħara(h)I
ko(h)
mi(j)
ʔak
ʔăʃɛr
hen
ʔájinI
ʔo(w)
lu(w)
bájin
báʕadII
hinne(h)
lɔ́mmɔ(h)
tə̆mo(w)l
ʔaħăre(j)
táħat

WTS
nc
Pd
Pp
Pp
nc
Pc
Pp
pg
Pg
nc
Pd
Pn
Pc
Pc
nc
nc
Pd
nc
nc
vq
Pd
vq
Pd
pg
Pd
Pr
Pi
Pd
Pc
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pi
Pg
Pd
Pd
Pp

Gramm.

Lexical
all
end
up.to
with
chance

ADD
EQT
INT.NHUM
INT.LOC
QUOT

enough
NEG
ADD
SR

word
son
NEG

goat
side
meet
EXIST

be.angry
CAT
INT.HUM
EMPH
REL
EXCL
NEG.EXIST
CR
COND.IRLS

between
beside
EXCL
INT.PURP

yesterday
behind
under

Total
5,382
16
1,238
414
23
756
58
568
31
375
13
5,137
131
4,474
48
4,924
58
52
86
40
129
81
577
421
161
5,478
99
683
320
22
315
65
802
178
23
349
338

Weight Three Four Five
3.5329 4,324
13
280
3.6250
12
2
3.6551
936
95
3.7754
277
90
3.7826
16
3
3.8042
497
4
161
3.8103
37
16
3.8257
366
137
3.9355
17
13
4.0213
241
2
15
4.1538
8
4.1917 2,148
4 2837
4.2061
69
28
4.2658 1,905
2044
4.2708
23
14
4.3071 2,245
1601
4.3103
25
23
4.3462
22
20
4.3953
33
39
4.4000
17
13
4.4264
46
65
4.4444
27
45
4.5199
196
266
4.5582
128
223
4.5652
53
72
4.6041
1,383
3498
4.6263
23
67
4.6471
151
471
4.6500
88
168
4.7727
5
1
10
4.8571
46
222
4.8923
10
42
4.9015
123
6
500
5.0112
16
128
5.0435
1
19
5.0630
49
1
178
5.1657
26
204

Six
765
2
207
47
4
94
5
65
1
117
5
148
34
525
11
1078
10
10
14
10
18
9
115
70
36
597
9
61
64
6
47
13
173
34
3
121
108

Like the range 1 table (table 13), table 14 contains many lemmas that
have little or no denotation. Several, such as the Negators, Interrogatives,
and Relative markers, are typologically expected to be grammatical rather
than lexical. Therefore it is proposed that the constituents with an entry in
the grammatical column are glossed in the IMT with grammatical labels.
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3.2.3 Range 3
Table 15 contains items with a fusional average weight greater than 5.2.
This contains all other 7,500+ lemmas in TH. There is not the space in the
present paper to examine this list. Instead, all P* and pq forms that occur
ten times or more are listed in table 15. As with tables 13–14, constituents
with a label in the third column are candidates for grammatical status.
(The choice of labels for all of the constituents was determined by examining standard grammars. Often IMT terms, such as SR for ki(j), are not finegrained enough for a TH grammar per se, but are the best terms for
presenting TH to non-Hebraists working in language typology.) As in
table 14, speech act Interjections are excluded.
Table 15. Non-main parts-of-speech (5.2 < weight ≤ 6)
Word
raqII
nɛ́gɛd
zu(w)
tˁɛ́rɛm
ʔe(j)kɔ(h)
bilti(j)
nokaħ
ʔéʦˁɛl
ʔajje(h)
mu(w)l
ʔájinII
lə̆máʕan
ʕummɔ(h)I
ʔe(j)po(h)
ʔɔn
ʔɔz
nɔ(ʔ)I
ʔaħar
jo(w)m-ɔm
lule(ʔ)
kenII
ʔe(j)k
ʔu(w)lajII
mɔtaj
mə̆herɔ(h)
maddu(w)aʕ
ʔepo(w)ʔ
jáʕan
qédɛm
baʕăbu(w)r
ʕo(w)d
matˁtˁɔ(h)
kɔ́kɔ(h)
ʔɔken

WTS
Pd
Pp
Pr
Pd
Pi
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pg
Pp
Pd
Pp
Pp
Pg
pq
Pd
Pi
Pd
Pd
Pc
Pd
Pi
Pd
Pg
Pd
Pd
Pc
Pd
Pd
Pp
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd

Grammatical

Lexical

RST

opposite
REL
NEG.TEMP
INT.MAN
NEG

opposite
beside
INT.LOC

front
INT.LOC
PURP

close
INT.LOC
INT.DIR
TEMP.DIST
FRM

other
day-ADVR
COND.NEG
ANA
INT.MAN
DUB
INT.TEMP

quickly
INT.PURP
CONN
PURP

eastward
PURP
SER

downwards
MAN
EMPH

Total Weight
109 5.2018
98
5.2143
15 5.2667
56
5.2857
17 5.2941
111 5.2973
23 5.3043
42 5.3095
44 5.3409
35 5.3429
17
5.3529
258 5.3643
25 5.4000
10 5.4000
41 5.4146
140 5.4214
403
5.4318
96 5.4688
53
5.5283
14
5.5714
720 5.5806
60
5.5833
45 5.6222
43 5.6279
20 5.6500
72 5.6528
15 5.6667
99 5.6667
26 5.6923
41 5.7073
450 5.7222
19 5.7368
37 5.7568
17 5.7647

3
15
3
1
6
1
2
1
4
1

4
1
22

3
1

4

5
6
42
52
68 27
11
4
37
18
12
5
2 56 47
16
7
26
15
23
19
20
14
11
6
152 102
12
12
6
4
24
17
81 59
217 182
51 45
22 30
6
8
1 234 463
25
35
17 28
16 27
7
13
25 47
5 10
33 66
8
18
12 29
116 331
2
16
9 28
4
13
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Word
po(h)
ʕattɔ(h)
sɔbi(j)b
jáħad
ʃɔm
pitʔom
pə̆ni(j)mɔ(h)
hénnɔ(h)
tɔmi(j)d
jaħdɔw
mɔħɔr
ħinn-ɔm
hălom
maher
mə̆ʔod
hɔlʔɔ(h)
re(j)q-ɔm
máʕal
ʃilʃo(w)m
ʔăbɔl
ʔu(w)lɔm

WTS
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pc

Grammatical
LOC.PROX
TEMP.PROX

Lexical

around
together
LOC.DIST

suddenly
within
PROX

continually
together
tomorrow
vain-ADVR
LOC.PROX

quickly
much
outward
vain-ADVR
upwards
three.days.ago
EMPH
CONC

Total Weight
81 5.7654
419 5.7780
278 5.7842
45 5.8000
829 5.8034
25 5.8400
14
5.8571
48 5.8750
103 5.8932
96 5.8958
52 5.9038
32 5.9063
12 5.9167
14 5.9286
298 5.9362
16
5.9375
16
5.9375
74 5.9865
24 6.0000
11 6.0000
18 6.0000

3
1

1

1

4
1

5
6
14 65
93 326
60 218
9 36
160 668
4
21
2
12
6 42
11 92
10 86
5 47
3 29
1
11
1
13
16 281
1
15
1
15
1
73
24
11
18

Clearly, in the third range (and to some degree in the second) there is a
mixture of grammatical and lexical items, which need to be distinguished
on a case-by-case basis. The constituents glossed as grammatical constituents in tables 15–16 therefore only form a provisional list. I have glossed
the remaining Prepositions as lexical items and many of the Adverbs/
Particles as grammatical, particularly those that are first in/in front of the
TH Clause (such as ʔăbɔl EMPH and ʔu(w)lɔm CONC, despite their high
average weight). Adverbs that modify Verbs, such as pitʔom ‘suddenly’ I
have left as lexical items.

4. Additional considerations
The previous section tabulated the candidate constituents for grammatical
status according to the proposed average fusional weight method. Before
summarising the data, there are three issues to consider. First, there are
three suffixes that are also grammatical items. Secondly, the analysis above
analyzes most TH Prepositions as lexical items, but eight are classified as
grammatical constituents. This is briefly discussed. Thirdly, two other
well-known grammaticalised items, the lemma haja(h) and the Infinitival
Phrase le(ʔ)mor, are considered briefly.
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4.1 Grammatical suffixes
TH has three (commonly-occurring) non-Pronominal suffixes: directional
-ɔ(h), the Adverbaliser -ɔm, and enclitic -n. These are parsed as DIR , ADVR
and CLT respectively. DIR and ADVR are relatively uncontroversial and the
morpheme -n, traditionally known as nun paragogicum, has an uncertain
function (Zewi 1999; DeCaen 2003) and so is glossed as CLT ‘clitic’.

4.2 Prepositions
From range 1 (table 13), we can propose that there is a set of eight grammaticalised TH Prepositions, several of which possibly function as Case
marking Prepositions (Garr 1991). Blake (2001: 1) defines traditional case
marking as ‘a system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear to their heads. Traditionally the term refers to inflectional
marking, and, typically, case marks the relationship of a noun to a verb at
the clause level or of a noun to a preposition, postposition or another
noun at the phrase level.’
Although in traditional grammars, the TH Prepositions are understood
semantically, their extensive non-semantic uses and the arguments of Garr
(1991) add further impetus to a reconsideration of them as Case-marking
Prepositions. Khan (1988: 75–77) also notes the symmetry of Pronominal
agreement constructions for resumptive and anticipatory themes. The
symmetry occurs with these Prepositions: ʔet, l-, b-, ʕal, ʕim, ʔɛl, and min.
Thus Khan’s observations strengthen such an argument.
For example, van der Merwe et al. (2002: 291–292) list the following
English translations of ʕal: ‘on,’ ‘above,’ ‘by,’ ‘over,’ ‘with,’ ‘along with,’ ‘to,’ ‘of ’
(as in ‘about’), ‘concerning’, ‘in accordance with,’ and ‘because of ’. These
functions indicate that the meaning of the construction is determined
more by the Verb plus its Prepositional argument than the Preposition per
se. In many cases the choice of a particular Preposition seems arbitrary,
that is to say, grammatically motivated.
In contrast, we note in standard grammars (Waltke and O'Connor
1990; van der Merwe et al. 2002) that the other Prepositions – bájin
‘between’, nɛ́gɛd ‘opposite’, and so forth – have quite stable meanings and
do not exhibit the wide variety of functions (such as causal, comparative,
focus, and so forth) of the aforementioned eight Prepositions.
Thus I propose that the following Prepositions be parsed as
grammatical constituents as follows: b- LOC, l- DAT, k- EQT, min ABL, ʔɛl ALL ,
ʔet ACC, ʕal SUPS, and ʕim COM. The other Prepositions are glossed with
English translations, which indicate their prototypical semantic content.
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4.3 Other grammaticalised constituents
It would be of interest to examine Nouns, Adjectives or Verbs, with an
fusional weight average less than or equal to five, as this would indicate
consistent cliticisation and potential candidacy for grammaticalisation,
but this is beyond the scope of the present paper. Instead, a few comments
will be made on le(ʔ)mor and haja(h).
One well-known grammaticalised Infinitival Phrase with a high average weighting (close to 6.0000) is le(ʔ)mor QUOT (Miller 1996). The high
value is because quotatives typically induce a pause before speech. Such an
example illustrates the need to use the weightings suggested in the present
paper only as SUPPLEMENTARY evidence in the determination of grammaticalisation.
A second word class that is typically grammaticalised is the copular
(Hengeveld 1992; Miller 1999). The copular in TH, haja(h), is glossed as
COP in accord with standard typological practice. Does this assumption of
grammaticalisation have further support? Its average fusional weightings,
broken down into Voice (Active and Mediopassive) and Tense, are in table
16. As can be seen, in the Active voice the fusional weighted averages
support a grammaticalisation analysis. To demonstrate this further I have
included the average weighting for all Tense values of all Active (qal)
Verbs. The copular has a lower average for each Tense (see table 2),
particularly for Infinitive and Nonpast forms. I have excluded forms with
PRO for the same reasons as given above.
Table 16. Average weight of haja(h)
Voice

Tense

ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
MEDP

IMP
INF
NPST
CERT
NARR
PST
PST

haja(h) Total
24
117
942
6
1,005
1,375
20

haja(h) Avg
4.7083
4.9829
5.0448
5.1667
5.2358
5.3207
5.8000

ACT Total

ACT Avg

2,691
3,608
9,542
510
10,947
12,932

4.9773
5.4496
5.3594
5.2471
5.3152
5.4282

3
6
9
137
100
40

5
13
92
485
5
468
814
4

6
5
16
316
1
437
521
16

The preceding analysis is an example of how the data on the fusion of
Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives, can contribute to the discussion of grammaticalisation.
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5. Summary
We can combine the results of the present paper of proposed grammatical
constituents in TH, as in table 17. The list is not exhaustive because
several low frequency constituents (f < 10) are omitted and there are obviously disputable entries and omissions. However, as a guide to aid the
preparation of a TH IMT, the original goal for which the method was
derived (see ch. 3), it is a very helpful overview. Table 17 is similar to the
preceding ones, with an additional third column ‘Sugg.’ that offers suggestions for changing some of the WTS parts-of-speech analysis, including
the use of three additional tags: Pf ‘Focusing Modifier’, Pm ‘Mitigator/
Reinforcer’, and Pe ‘Deictic’. The constituents are sorted according to the
Suggested column and then alphabetically.
In addition to the constituents discussed in the present paper, table 17
also includes (i) the Proximate Deictics (zɛ(h) PROX.MSG, zo(ʔ)t PROX.FSG,
ʔéllɛ(h) PROX.PL); (ii) the –aμ- CLT clitic proposed to be in the wayyiqtol
form; (iii) the combination ki(j) ʔim which functions as an Adversative
ADVRS; (iv) the infrequent word zu(w)lɔ(h), which functions as an exceptive
EXCP ; (v) the 3SG Pronouns, which also function as Distal Deictics (hu(w)(ʔ)
3/DIST.MSG, hi(j)(ʔ) 3/DIST.FSG); and (vi) the variants of the enclitics b- LOC,
l- DAT, and k- EQT, namely bə̆mo(w), lə̆mo(w), and kə̆mo(w).
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Table 17. Proposed TH grammatical items
Word
zo(ʔ)t
zɛ(h)
ʔéllɛ(h)
haμbaʕăbu(w)r
wzu(w)lɔ(h)
jáʕan
jeʃ
ki(j)II
lu(w)
lule(ʔ)
lə̆máʕan
ʔo(w)
ʔu(w)lajII
ʔu(w)lɔm
ʔim
pɛn
ʔɔz
hălom
hen
hénnɔ(h)
hinne(h)
kɔ́kɔ(h)
kenII
ko(h)
ʕattɔ(h)
po(h)
ʃɔm
ʔapI
gam
ʕo(w)d
raqII
ʔe(j)
ʔajje(h)
ʔe(j)k
ʔe(j)kɔ(h)
ʔájinII
ʔe(j)po(h)
ʔɔn
hă-

WTS
a
a
a
Pa
Pp
Pc
Pp
Pd
Pd
Pc
Pp
Pc
Pp
Pc
Pd
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pd
Pd
Pi
Pd
Pi
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pc
Pc
Pd
Pd
Pg
Pg
Pi
Pi
Pd
Pg
pq
Pg

Sugg.
a
a
a
Pa
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pc
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pf
Pf
Pf
Pf
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg

Gramm.
PROX.FSG
PROX.MSG
PROX.PL
ART
PURP
CR
EXCP
PURP
EXIST
SR
COND.IRLS
COND.NEG
PURP
CR
DUB
CONC
COND
APPR
TEMP.DIST
LOC.PROX
EXCL
PROX
EXCL
MAN
ANA
CAT
TEMP.PROX
LOC.PROX
LOC.DIST
ADD
ADD
SER
RST
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.MAN
INT.MAN
INT.LOC
INT.LOC
INT.DIR
INT

Word
lɔ́mmɔ(h)
maddu(w)aʕ
mɔ(h)
mi(j)
mɔtaj
hi(j)(ʔ)
hu(w)(ʔ)
ʔăbɔl
ʔak
ʔɔken
ʔepo(w)ʔ
nɔ(ʔ)I
ʔájinI
ʔal
balI
bə̆li(j)
bilti(j)
tˁɛ́rɛm
lo(ʔ)
bbə̆mo(w)
kkə̆mo(w)
llə̆mo(w)
min
ʕalII
ʔɛl
ʔetI
ʕim
ʃɛμzu(w)
ʔăʃɛr
haja(h)
-aμ-ɔ(h)
-ɔm
-n
le(ʔ)mor
nə̆ʔum

WTS
Pg
Pd
pg
pg
Pg
pi
pi
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pc
Pi
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pd
Pp
Pd
Pn
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Po
Pp
Pr
Pr
Pr
v

Pp-v
nc

Sugg.
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
Pg
pi
pi
Pm
Pm
Pm
Pm
Pm
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pn
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pp
Pr
Pr
Pr
v

Gramm.
INT.PURP
INT.PURP
INT.NHUM
INT.HUM
INT.TEMP
3/DIST.FSG
3/DIST.MSG
EMPH
EMPH
EMPH
EMPH
FRM
NEG.EXIST
NEG.VOL
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEG.TEMP
NEG
LOC
LOC
EQT
EQT
DAT
DAT
ABL
SUPS
ALL
ACC
COM
REL
REL
REL
COP
CLT
DIR
ADVR
CLT
QUOT
QUOT

Summarising, one observes that the following classes of constituents
are all proposals for glossing as grammatical markers. Some constituents
occur in more than one category:
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a. Question markers (INT, INT.DIR , INT.HUM, INT.NHUM, INT.LOC, INT.MAN,
INT.TEMP, INT.PURP);
b. Constituents affecting the illocutionary force or speaker commitment
(FRM, EMPH, DUB, EXCL);
c. Negators (NEG, NEG.EXIST, NEG.VOL , NEG.TEMP);
d. Clause markers/Connectives (CR , SR , ADVRS, REL , PURP, APPR , COND,
DUB, EXCP, EXIST, NEG.EXIST, QUOT, COND.IRLS, COND.NEG, CONC , CONN,
EXCL);
e. The Copular haja(h) COP ;
f. Eight Prepositions (b- LOC, l- DAT, k- EQT, min ABL, ʔɛl ALL, ʔet ACC, ʕal
SUPS, ʕim COM) and one Postposition (directional –ɔ(h) DIR);
g. Focusing Modifiers (ADD and RST) and a Serial Adjunct (SER); and
h. Deictics and Article (EXCL , PROX, DIST, LOC, MAN, TEMP, CAT, ANA , ART).
We can also observe that there are no longer any prototypical Adverbs
in table 17. If the line of investigation in the present article is pursued
further, it may well turn out that the only true TH Adverbs are those Pd
constituents in Ranges 2–3 (tables 15–16) that modify Verbs, Adjectives,
or other Adverbs.
It must be stressed that many of the proposed grammatical constituents and/or their suggested functions in table 17 are disputable. The point
of the present article is not to argue for PARTICULAR labels, as clearly no
such argumentation has been provided. Rather, the point is to demonstrate how the information available from the WTS database concerning
the prosodic and morphophonological fusion of constituents in TH is a
reliable indication of the LIKELY position of a lemma on the grammatical/
lexical cline. Furthermore, the choice of labels is also constricted by the
need to present TH typologically. This enforces the use of a restricted set
of grammatical functions and reduces the contextual nuances of each
lemma to a singular, prototypical label. (The IMT format in fact demonstrates both the opportunities and dangers of typological comparison.)

6. Conclusion
For TH, as for all languages, we can observe that degree of morphophonological fusion is one indicator of grammaticalisation. The proposed
method for quantifying this fusion in TH provides a helpful way of partitioning between grammatical and lexical items.
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From this partitioning, we have been able to list almost all the grammatical items in TH, with only occasional recourse to morphosyntactic
and/or semantic evidence. This collation confirms to typological norms
regarding grammaticalised elements.
There are further studies that need to be done on TH grammatical
constituents:
a. Several of the constituents in the tables above are barely mentioned in
standard grammars and the place of morphological/prosodic fusion in
general in TH analysis has also received little attention. In particular,
the parts-of-speech analysis of WTS, based largely on HALOT, needs
review in light of the suggestions in table 17.
b. The proposed method offers a method to flush out candidates for
Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives on the grammaticalisation pathway, such
as rav ‘chief ’, which possibly has become a title, ben ‘son of ’, which has a
diversity of grammatical/lexical functions, and peʔɔ(h) ‘side’, which perhaps is intermediate between Noun and Preposition.
c. Further refinement could be introduced to isolate combinations of
items that function as a single grammaticalised unit, in addition to
le(ʔ)mor discussed above. Other examples include lifne(j), meʕal, and ki(j)
ʔim. Separating these would also affect some of the statistics given in
the present paper.
d. Khan (pc; cf. Khan 1987) points out that metheg, 3 ignored in the
present study, when present on a word with maqqeph in certain cases
implies a greater prosodic independence of the word (that is, some
category 3 cases are closer to category 4).
e. Khan (pc) also suggests investigating junctural gemination (e.g. ALß-!T,YIw:
w-aj-j-itten=ll-óː(w) CR-CLT-3MSG-give\NARR=DAT-3MSG ‘and he gave
him…’ (Gen. 24:36) as an indicator of fusion.
f. The disjunctive accents (category 6) are themselves one a cline of varying strength (cf. Churchyard 1999). A more detailed analysis could consider subdividing category six into further categories.
g. The SCALE of fusion, in the present paper assumed to by one to six,
possibly needs further consideration, particularly if disjunctive accents
are subdivided.
h. The TH parts-of-speech need further consideration in the light of
typological research.

3

A short vertical stroke written under a Hebrew consonant.
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Despite these areas for further research, and despite the fact that the
correct diagnosis of the grammatical vis-à-vis lexical status of any word
derives from a detailed analysis of each of its occurrences, the present
paper demonstrates that any such analysis, in addition to semantic, pragmatic, and syntactic considerations, can be bolstered an empirical analysis
of the morphophonological data as meticulously preserved in the TH
Masorah.

Chapter 5
The TH Qatal Verb:
Multifunctionality and
Constructional FDG
1. Introduction
Constructional FDG (CFDG) is a variant of FDG that is designed specifically to account more satisfactorily for multifunctionality (see ch. 2).1 In
the present article I wish to use CFDG to analyze a stellar example of
multifunctionality, the Tiberian Hebrew2 (TH) so-called qatal (or Suffix)
Verb (Baayen 1997; Rogland 2003). In light of the focus on interpersonal
grammar, this Verb is of particular interest because the multifunctionality
it displays varies systematically to a large degree with its assorted interpersonal functions. The proposed analysis implies some changes to the
Interpersonal Layer (IL) of FDG and adds further support for CFDG.
Section 2 presents an overview of TH and its Verbal system, followed
by the evidence for the multifunctionality of qatal. Section 3 reviews
briefly various analyses of qatal. Section 4 introduces CFDG and shows
how it accounts for the uses outlined in section 2. The paper concludes by

1
I would like to thank David Kummerow and J. Lachlan Mackenzie for commenting on an earlier draft.
2
Because Biblical Hebrew (BH) is arguably a misnomer, the term Tiberian
Hebrew (TH) is preferable. TH refers to BH, most of which was written down
probably originally from 800–300 BCE, as annotated with vowels and chanting
instructions by Jewish scholars in Tiberias circa 750 CE. These diacritics are the
main source of our knowledge of TH prosody and phonology (Khan 1997; Dresher
fc). Scribal practices from Qumran, Masada, and elsewhere suggest that TH
lexicophonology was fixed circa 70 CE but that TH syntax and semantics represents BH in a form understandable in 515–300 BCE (see Young 2003a, 2005 for
details).
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indicating the implications this analysis has for (C)FDG and areas for
further investigation.

2. The TH Verbal system
2.1 An overview of TH
The Hebrew language emerged in the late bronze age (the second half of
the second millennium BCE) in the area of modern-day Israel and
Palestine. Hebrew, in both its classical and modern forms, is a member of
the Semitic branch of the Afroasiatic family of languages (Huehnergard
2002). TH has the following typological traits (cf. McCarter 2003):
(1)

3

a. PHONOLOGY (Khan 1997): 23 consonants, with six stops (b, g, d, k, p, and
t) showing post-nucleic spirantised allophones v, ʁ, ð, χ, f, and θ, respectively; 7 vowel qualities, with non-phonemic vowel lengthening in stressed
syllables and unstressed CV syllables; 4 reduced vowels (ə̆, ă, ɛ̆, ɔ̆).
b. MORPHOLOGY (Bat-El 2003; Ussishikin 2003): fusional non-concatenative.
c. NOUN PHRASE (Waltke and O’Connor 1990; Shlonsky 2004): NUM NOUN
ADJ DEM; Gender/Number agreement among all 4 elements, except Numbers
3–10 show reverse Gender agreement 3 ; definiteness agreement among
NOUN ADJ DEM; Nominal compounding by use of construct (CNST) chains, in
which (i) one or more Nouns destress rightwards to a final regular head
Noun and (ii) the Article or Possessive suffix appears only on the head
Noun; extensive use of Non-verbal Clauses (Miller 1999; Michel 2004);
Gender is Masculine/Feminine; Number is Singular/Plural, and some Dual
forms mostly used with natural pairs.
d. VERB PHRASE: 3 Finite forms (see below); 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person Volitives (Shulman 2000; Dallaire 2002); Infinitive (Fox 1984); Participle (Dyk
1994); cognate Verbal form, the so-called INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE , strengthens
subjective epistemic modality of proposition (Wang 2004), hence glossed as
CERT; Voice distinctions: Active, Mediopassive (Boyd 1993), Reflexive, Intensive (Doron 2003; Fassi Fehri 2003), and Causative, with Passive variants of
all except Mediopassive (Myhill and Xing 1995; Creason 1996; Verheij 2000;
Doron 2003).
e. PARTICIPANT MARKING (Kroeze 1997a, 2001; Zewi 1997): accusative (A/S
code together vis-à-vis P); A/S unmarked; P has differential object marking
(Austel 1969; Kinberg 1981; Garr 1991; Malessa 2000; Aissen 2003) according

For example, in example (7) below we read ʃə̆loːʃ-ɔ̀ː(h) jə̆rɔːħ-íː(j)m, three-FSG
month-MPL, ‘three months’.
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to definiteness, affectedness, and other features of P, expressed by zero or
one of six or so Prepositions (ACC, DAT, ABL, LOC, ALL , SUPS); Proforms occur
as proclitics on Verbs/Prepositions (prodrop) or independently as Subjects.
f. WORD ORDER (Givón 1977; Rosenbaum 1997; Goldfajn 1998; Shimasaki
2002; van der Merwe et al. 2002; van der Merwe and Talstra 2002–2003;
Holmstedt 2003; Floor 2004): mostly SVO or VSO; depends on complex
interaction of topic/focus assignment, discourse structure (e.g. sequence vs.
nonsequence, Myhill 1995), and syntactic constraints.
g. CLAUSE LINKAGE: no deranked Verbal forms, so extensive use of cosubordination (van der Auwera 1997; Van Valin and LaPolla 1997), in which a
Non-main Clause gains TAM and/or illocutionary force from its governing
Main Clause (for TH see Givón 1991; Winther-Nielsen 1995: 53–624; Baayen
1997; Talstra 1997b; Dallaire 2002).

There are two basic finite TH Verbs, which I gloss as follows (see §5,
p. 213 for discussion): the Past Suffix Verb (qatal) and the Nonpast Prefix
Verb (yiqtol).5 Historically, it is probably the case that the Prefix Verb
derived from a so-called Long Prefix Verb and that the Jussive Verb (3rd
Person Volitive) derived from a similar (but different) Short Prefix Verb.
In many cases, this results in Nonpast Prefix Verbs and Jussives having an
identical form in TH. They are disambiguated in most cases on syntactic
grounds: Jussives occur in VSO Clauses and Nonpasts in SVO Clauses.
They also take different Negators (ʔal NEG.VOL and lo(ʔ) NEG respectively).
There is a third Finite Verb, composed of the Coordinator w- plus a
clitic of unknown function (but see Hetzron 1969; DeCaen 1996b; Hatav
2004 for proposals) plus (probably) the Short Prefix Verb (see Waltke and
O’Connor 1990 for discussion). This is glossed as a Narrative (NARR) Verb.
The Suffix Verb is morphologically similar (and diachronically related)
to the Nominal paradigm, as is the Participle and Infinitive Absolute
(CERT).6 We can therefore present a sample of the regular paradigm for the
Active Voice of the TH Verb in table 1 organised into two groups.
4

Note that the phrase “Functional Discourse Grammar” in the title of WintherNielsen (1995) is a neologism of the author and unrelated to the theory of FDG.
5
I will not attempt to summarise the vast literature on the TH Verbal system.
Analyses fall into three categories: tense-prominent, as proposed in the present
paper; aspect-prominent; and mood-prominent. See Anstey (ch. 3 §3.1.1, p. 119) for
further references. See Hatav (1997) and Goldfajn (1998) for book-length
treatments.
6
It should be noted that Fox (1984) makes a strong case for relating the two
Infinitives morphologically and diachronically, in which case the regular Infinitive
would also be on the left-hand side of table 1, in the “Nominal” column.
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Table 1. Sample of TH Verb inflections
PST

NPST

NARR

mɔːʃáːl
rule\PST(3MSG)
mɔːʃláː(h)
rule\PST-3FSG
mɔːʃáːl-tɔː
rule\PST-2MSG

j-imʃóːl
3MSG-rule\NPST
t-imʃóːl
3FSG-rule\NPST
t-imʃə̆l-úː(w)
2MPL-rule\NPST-2MPL

w-aj-j-imʃóːl
CR-CLT-3MSG-rule\NARR
w-at-t-imʃóːl
CR-CLT-3FSG-rule\NARR
w-at-t-imʃə̆l-úː(w)
CR-CLT-2MPL-rule\NARR-2MPL

PROG

IMP

JUSS

HORT

moːʃéːl
rule\PROG(MSG)
moːʃɛ́ːl-ɛθ
rule\PROG-FSG

mə̆ʃóːl
rule\IMP(MSG)
miʃl-íː(j)
rule\IMP-FSG

j-imʃóːl
3MSG-rule\JUSS
j-imʃə̆l-úː(w)
3MPL-rule\JUSS-3MPL

ʔ-ɛmʃə̆l-ɔ́ː(h)
1SG-rule-HORT
n-imʃə̆l-ɔ́ː(h)
1PL-rule-HORT

CERT

INF

mɔːʃóː(w)l
rule\CERT

mə̆ʃóːl
rule\INF

It should be pointed out that most Hebraists posit the existence of a
fourth Finite Verb, namely weqatal, which is composed of the Coordinator
w- plus qatal. Although the ‘qatal’ part of qatal and weqatal is identical
(Garr 1998; Cook 2002; contra Waltke and O’Connor 1990), the particular
functions of weqatal have led many to consider it a fully grammaticalised
Verbal inflection (for details see Cook 2002, 2004; see also examples 3, 6).
Although the present article does not offer a discussion of this issue, in
light of the evidence of multifunctionality presented below, it is methodologically (let alone morphophonologically) desirable in the first instance to
assume the equivalence of weqatal and qatal. So I depart here with the
consensus and gloss weqatal as CR-PST forms.

2.2 The multifunctionality of qatal
Of the three Finite Verbs, it is the qatal Verb (henceforth QV) that has the
most puzzling range of functions (Baayen 1997; Waltke and O’Connor
1990; Cook 2002; Joosten 1997, 1999, 2002; van der Merwe et al. 2002). In
contrast, the Nonpast yiqtol, which is also multifunctional, has a range of
functions that is typical of nonpast forms – except for (diachronicallymotivated) occasional past tense uses (Joosten 1999; 2002) – namely, various imperfective and modal nuances, as well as habitual and generic uses.
And the Narrative Verb (NV) is analyzed almost unanimously as a simple
past tense.
It is of course not possible in this section to provide an exhaustive
account of QV, as it occurs over 14,500 times in the Hebrew Bible; rather,
the purpose is to illustrate the diversity of QV functions. The distinctions
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invoked, such as past, perfect, past perfect, are taken as self-evident and
are not expressed formally.
I assume a basic distinction in the corpus between NARRATIVE (story
writing) and NARRATION (story telling, albeit the literary representation of
such; cf. Eskhult 1990; Wright 1991; Niccacci 1997; Polak 2001; Heller
2004; for this distinction in FG, see Moutaouakil 1998). This assumption
will be further explained and shown to be warranted in following sections
(2.2.1; 2.2.2; 4.2.5). I also adopt the practice of subscripting any Verbs to
which I later refer.

2.2.1 Narration
In narration, QV typically functions in Main and Complement Clauses as
a past or (present) perfect tense for Nonstative Verbs and as a Present
tense for Stative Verbs (see Creason 1996; Dobbs-Allsopp 2001 for TH
lexical semantics). The choice between past or perfect is often arbitrary, as
consultation of a range of modern English translations demonstrates. The
English Perfect is used when a CONTINUATIVE reading is required, because
the English Past is non-continuative (Huddleston 2002: 141). In Relative
Clauses, QVs function as past, present, or future perfects, relative to the
tense of the main Verb (Zevit 1998; Holmstedt 2002).
Our first example comes from 1 Sam. 4:17, in which a messenger brings
bad tidings to an elderly man called Eli. All four QVs all indicate past (or
perfect) tense (see ch. 3 for glossing of TH7).

~['_b' ht'äy>h' hl'ÞAdg> hp'îGEm; ~g:±w> ~yTiêv.lip. ynEåp.li ‘laer"f.yI sn"Ü
`hx'q")l.nI ~yhiÞl{a/h' !Arïaw] : sx'ên>ypiäW ‘ynIp.x' Wtmeª ^yn<÷b' ynE“v.-~g:w>
(2)

7

nɔ̀ːs
jiśrɔːʔéːl li-fn-èː(j)
fə̆liʃtíː(j)m wə̆-ʁáːm
[flee\PST(3MSG) Israel
DAT-face-PL\\CNST Philistines] [CR-ADD
‘Israel (has) fled before the Philistines. And also

The manuscripts of TH contain detailed prosodic information, relating to the
liturgical chanting of the text. This information is assumed in TH studies to be
(100%) iconic with spoken prosodic structure (Dresher fc). So constituents in the
gloss with acute accents indicate right-edges of Prosodic Phrases and those with
grave accents indicate prosodic words. Constituents suffixed by ‘=’ are prosodic
clitics. Letters in parentheses are the so-called QUIESCENT CONSONANTS. They have
no phonetic significance, but are nevertheless morphologically, lexically, and
diachronically important. Note also that the letter /ś/, which derives from */ɬ/
(Steiner 1977; Blau 1998), is homophonous to but diachronically distinct from /s/.
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maggeːf-ɔ̀ː(h) ʁə̆ðoː(w)l-áː(h) hɔjθ-àː(h)
v-ɔː-ʕɔ́ːm
great-FSG
COP\PST-FSG LOC-ART-people]
blow-FSG
‘a great blow (has) occurred against the people. And also two of your sons
wə̆-ʁam=ʃə̆n-èː(j)
vɔːn-ɛ́ː(j)-χɔː
[CR-ADD=two-PL\\CNST son-PL-2MSG.POSS
‘ (have) died, Hophni

méːθ-uː(w)
die\PST-3PL

ħɔfníː(j)
Hophni

u(w)-fìː(j)nħɔ́ːs waː-ʔăròː(w)n
hɔː-ʔɛ̆loːhíː(j)m nilqɔ́ːħ-ɔː(h)
CR-Phinehas]
[CR-ark(FSG.CNST) ART-god
take\PST.MEDP-FSG]
‘and Phinehas. And the ark of God was/has been taken.’

Our second example is a longer narration from Jer. 12:1–13, in which
the prophet Jeremiah complains to God about the inhabitants of Jerusalem. He begins with “You are righteous, O Yahweh, when I bring (NPST)
a case before you. Surely I will speak (NPST) with you [regarding] justice.”
He continues as follows:

bArÜq' yrIp<+ Wf['ä-~G: Wkßl.yE Wvr"êvo-~G: ‘~T'[.j;n> `hx'leêc' ‘~y[iv'r> %r<D<Û [:WDªm;
%T"+ai yBiÞli T'în>x;b'W ynIae§r>Ti ynIT'ê[.d:y> ‘hw"hy> hT'Ûa;w> `~h,(yteAyl.Kimi qAxßr"w> ~h,êypiB.
‘hT'a;
(3)

maddúːaʕ dɛ̀ːrɛχ
rə̆ʃɔːʕ-ìː(j)m ʦˁɔːléːħ-ɔː(h)1
[INT.PURP way(CNST) wicked-MPL prosper\PST-3FSG]
‘Why has the way of the wicked prospered? …

…
…

nə̆tˁáːʕ-tɔ-m2
gam=ʃoːrɔ́ːʃ-uː(w)3
[plant\PST-2MSG-3MPL .OBJ] [ADD=root\PST.PASS.INTS -3PL]
‘You have planted them. They have even taken root –
fɛ́ːriː(j) qɔːròː(w)v ʔattɔ́ː(h)
j-eːlχ-úː(w)
gam=ʕɔ̀ːś-uː(w)4
[3MPL-walk\NPST-3MPL] [ADD=do\PST-3PL
fruit]
[near
2MSG
‘they are growing. They have even produced fruit. You are near
bə̆-fiː(j)-hɛ́ːm

wə̆-rɔːħóː(w)q mik-kilj-o(w)ːθ-eː(j)-hɛ́ːm
[CR-far
ABL-kidney-FPL-PL-3MPL .POSS
‘to their mouths but far from their hearts.

LOC-mouth-3MPL .POSS]

t-irʔéː-niː(j)
wə̆-ʔattɔ̀ː(h) jhẃh
jə̆ðaʕ-tɔ́ː-niː(j)5
Yahweh know\PST-2MSG-1SG.OBJ ] [[2MSG-see\NPST-1SG.OBJ]Nucl
[CR-2MSG
‘And you, O Yahweh, you know me; you see me
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u(w)-vɔːħan-tɔ́ː6
libb-íː(j)
ʔitt-ɔ́ː-χ
[CR-test\PST-2MSG heart-1SG.POSS with-AUG-2MSG]CoSu]Nucl
‘and test my thoughts about you.’

Although QV1–4 are regular past tenses, we observe that QV5 is stative
and hence present tense and that the nonpast sense of CR-QV6 (weqatal)
derives from the preceding NPST form. QV1 in this Clause is often translated as a present tense, that is, as Why does the way of the wicked
prosper?, but the construction [maddúːaʕ PST] normally has a past or
perfect tense interpretation.8 Jeremiah’s complaint continues with more
QVs:
Drive them out (IMP) like sheep to be butchered, Prepare them
(IMP) for the day of slaughter! How long must the land mourn
(NPST)? And the grass of all the fields dry up (NPST)? The evil of
those who dwell in it has swept away (PST) birds and animals. For
they have said (PST), ‘[God] will not look at (NPST) our future.’ If you
have raced (PST) with men on foot and they have worn you out
(NARR), then how can you compete (NPST) with horses? [If] you are
trusting (PROG) in safe country, then how will you manage (NPST) in
the thickets by the Jordan? For even your brothers and your father’s
house, even they have betrayed (PST) you; even they have spoken
out (PST) against you strongly. Do not trust (JUSS) them, though
they speak (NPST) well of you. I have abandoned (PST) my house, I
have forsaken (PST) my inheritance, I have given (PST) the love of
my soul into the palm of her enemies. My inheritance has become
(PST) to me like a lion in the forest; it has raised (PST) its voice
against me. Therefore I have rejected (PST) her… [continued with 10
more QVs]
Thus this narration contains over 25 QV Clauses punctuated by a few
other Clause types.

8
For example, Gen. 26:27; Exod. 1:18; 2:18; 5:14; Lev. 10:17; Num. 12:8; Jos. 17:14;
Jdg. 5:28; 11:7, 26; 12:1; Ruth 2:10; 1 Sam. 20:27; 2 Sam. 3:7; 11:10, 20; 12:9; 16:10;
18:11; 19:42, 44; 24:21; 1 Ki. 1:6, 13; 2:43; 2 Ki. 9:11; 2 Chr. 24:6; Neh. 13:11; Job 3:12;
18:3; 21:7; 24:1; 33:13; Isa. 5:4; 50:2; Jer. 2:14, 31; 8:5, 19, 22; 12:1; 13:22; 14:19; 22:28;
26:9; 30:6; 36:29; 46:5, 15; 49:1; Ezek. 18:19. In this list, only the Stative Verb raʔa(h)
‘to see’ in Jer. 46:5 and the gnomic questions of Job 18:3; 21:7; 24:1 have a present
tense meaning.
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Our final example of narration has only a few main story line QVs, but
many in Complement Clauses. It comes from Josh. 2:9–12, in which the
city prostitute, Rahab, addresses some Israelite spies staying at her house.
As in the previous example, the Verb jadaʕ ‘to know’ (QV1) is stative and
hence in the present tense. QV2–4 and QV6–7 are Propositional Complements of QV1 and QV5 respectively, and so are past/perfect. QV8 is a
Relative Clause modifying “Sihon and Og”.

Wgmo±n" ykiîw> Wnyleê[' ‘~k,t.m;yae( hl'Ûp.n"-yki(w> #r<a'_h'-ta, ~k,Þl' hw"±hy> !t:ôn"-yKi( yTi[.d:§y"
ymeÛ-ta, hw"÷hy> vybi’Ah-rv,a] taeû Wn[.m;ªv' yKiä `~k,(ynEP.mi #r<a'Þh' ybeîv.yO-lK'
yrIømoa/h' yke’l.m; •ynEv.li ~t,‡yfi[] rv<åa]w: ~yIr"+c.Mimi ~k,Þt.aceB. ~k,êynEP.mi ‘@Ws-~y:
`~t'(Aa ~T,Þm.r:x/h, rv<ïa] gA[êl.W !xoæysil. ‘!DEr>Y:h; rb,[eÛB. rv,’a]
(4)

jɔːðáːʕ-tiː(j)1
kìː(j)=nɔːθàːn2
jhẃh
l-ɔː-χɛ́ːm
[know\PST-1SG [SR=give\PST(3MSG) Yahweh DAT-AUG-2MPL
‘I know that Yahweh has given/gave the land to you
ʔɛθ=hɔː-ʔɔ́ːrɛʦˁ
wə̆-χìː(j)=nɔfl-àː(h)3 ʔèː(j)m-aθ-χɛ́ːm
ACC=ART-land]Comp [CR-SR=fall\PST-3FSG dread-FSG-2MSG.POSS
‘and that the dread of you has fallen/fell
ʕɔːl-éː(j)-nuː(w)
SUPS -AUG-1PL]Comp
‘upon us and that

wə̆-χìː(j) nɔːmóːʁ-uː(w)4
[CR-SR
melt\PST.MEDP-3PL

kɔl=joːʃv-èː(j)
hɔː-ʔɔ́ːrɛʦˁ
all\\CNST=dwell\PROG-PL\\CNST ART-land(FSG)
‘all the inhabitants of the land (have) melted
mip-pə̆n-eː(j)-χɛ́ːm
kìː(j)
ABL-face-PL-2MPL .POSS]Comp]Nucl [SR
‘before you. For we have heard

ʃɔːmáːʕ-nuː(w)5
listen\PST-1PL

jhẃh
ʔăʃɛr=hoː(w)vìː(j)ʃ 6
REL=dry.up\PST.CAUSE(3MSG) Yahweh
‘that Yahweh dried up the waters of
jam=súːf
mip-pə̆n-eː(j)-χɛ́ːm
sea\\CNST=reed ABL-face-PL-2MPL .POSS
‘the Sea of Reeds for you when you left

ʔéːθ
[ACC

ʔɛθ=m-èː(j)
ACC=water-PL\\CNST

bə̆-ʦˁeː(ʔ)θ-χɛ́ːm
LOC-go.out\INF-2MPL .POSS
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mim-miʦˁrɔ́ːjim waː-ʔăʃɛ̀ːr ʕăśiː(j)-θɛ́ːm7 li-ʃn-èː(j)
ABL-Egypt]Comp
[CR-REL
do\PST-2MPL DAT-two-PL\\CNST
‘Egypt, and that you acted against the two
malχ-èː(j)
hɔː-ʔɛ̆moːríː(j) ʔăʃɛ̀ːr bə̆-ʕèːbɛr
haj-jardéːn lə̆-siː(j)hòːn
king-PL\\CNST ART-Amorites [REL LOC-across ART-Jordan] [DAT-Sihon
‘Amorite kings who were across the Jordan, Sihon
ʔoː(w)θ-ɔ́ː-m
u(w)-lə̆-ʕóːʁ ʔăʃèːr hɛːħɛ̆ram-tɛ́ːm8
CR-DAT-Og [REL
destroy\PST.CAUS -2MPL ACC-AUG-3MPL]Rel]App]Comp]Nucl
‘and Og, whom you destroyed [them].’

Rahab’s next utterances are of interest because they include two NVs.
We will return to this phenomenon later.

Wnbeêb'l. sM;äYIw: ‘[m;v.NIw:
(5)

w-an-n-iʃmáːʕ
w-aj-j-immàːs
lə̆vɔːv-éː-nuː(w)…
[CR-CLT-1PL-listen\NARR] [CR-CLT-3MSG-melt\NARR.MEDP heart-SG-1PL]…
‘And we heard and our hearts melted…’

Rahab’s narration ends with two examples of cosubordinated weqatals
(CR-QV10–11), which gain the imperatival illocutionary force (and hence
present tense) from the governing Clause.

ds,x'_ ~k,ÞM'[i ytiyfiî['-yKi hw"ëhyB;( ‘yli an"ï-W[b.V'(hi hT'ª[;w>
`tm,(a/ tAaï yliÞ ~T,ît;n>W ds,x,ê ‘ybia' tyBeÛ-~[i ~T,aø ;-~G: ~t,’yfi[]w:
(6)

ʕattɔ́ː(h)
hiʃʃɔ̀ːvʕ-úː(w)=nɔ̀ː(ʔ)
l-íː(j)
[ TEMP.PROX] [[[swear\IMP.MEDP-MPL=FRM DAT-1SG
‘And now, please swear to me by Yahweh,

bàː-jhẃh
LOC-Yahweh]

ħɔ́ːsɛð
wa-ʕăśiː(j)-θɛ̀ːm10
kiː(j)=ʕɔːśìː(j)-θiː(j)9 ʕimm-ɔː-χɛ́ːm
COM-AUG-2MPL kindness]Reason]Nucl [CR-do\PST-2MPL
[SR=do\PST-1SG
‘for I have shown kindness to you! And show
gam=ʔattɛ́ːm
ʕim=bèː(j)θ
ʔɔːv-íː(j)
[ADD=2MPL]Disl COM=house\\CNST father-1SG.POSS
‘– even you (!) – kindness to the house of my father!

ħɛ́ːsɛð
kindness]CoSu
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u(w)-nə̆θat-tɛ̀ːm11 l-íː(j)
[CR-give\PST-2MPL DAT-1SG
‘And give me a reliable sign!’

ʔòː(w)θ
ʔɛ̆mɛ́ːθ
sign(CNST) truth]CoSu]Nucl

One can see how the stark contrast between QV9 (have shown) and CRQV10 (show!) prompts consideration of CR-QV as a separate grammaticalised inflection.

2.2.2 Narratives
We will now compare narrations with narratives, in order to justify the
assumption of the linguistic significance of their differentiation. Unlike
narration, the basic past tense Verb of narrative is the NV (wayyiqtol). As
a typical example, here are the first six Verbs, all NVs, of the beginning of
the story of the birth of Moses (Exod. 2:1–2):

ar<TeÛw: !BE+ dl,Teäw: hV'Þaih' rh;T;îw: `ywI)le-tB;-ta, xQ:ßYIw: ywI+le tyBeämi vyaiÞ %l,YEïw:
`~yxi(r"y> hv'îl{v. WhnEßP.c.Tiw:) aWhê bAjå-yKi ‘Atao
(7)

w-aj-j-èːlɛχ
ʔíːʃ
mib-bèː(j)θ
leːwíː(j)
[CR-CLT-3MSG-walk\NARR man ABL-house\\CNST Levi]
‘And a man from the house of Levi went and he took
w-aj-j-iqqáːħ
ʔɛθ=baθ=leːwíː(j)
[CR-CLT-3MSG-take\NARR ACC=daughter(CNST)=Levi]
‘a Levite woman
w-at-t-àːhar
hɔː-ʔiʃʃ-ɔ́ː(h)
w-at-t-èːlɛð
[CR-CLT-3FSG-conceive\NARR ART-woman-FSG] [CR-CLT-3FSG-beget\NARR
‘and the woman conceived and she bore
béːn w-at-t-èːrɛː(ʔ)
ʔoːθ-óː(w)
son] [CR-CLT-3FSG-see\NARR ACC-3MSG
‘a son and she saw [him] that good

kiː(j)=tˁòːv
[SR=good

húː(w)(ʔ) w-àːt-t-iʦˁpə̆n-éː-huː(w)
ʃə̆loːʃ-ɔ̀ː(h) jə̆rɔːħ-íː(j)m
3MSG]Comp] [CR-CLT-3FSG-hide\NARR-AUG-3MSG.OBJ three-FSG month-MPL]
‘was he and she hid him for three months.’

The story continues with no less than 25 NVs, interspersed with other
Verbs. This is typical TH narrative in which the story line is promoted
through NVs. Non-verbal Clauses (including those with haja(h) COPULAR
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support; cf. Hengeveld 1992; Harmelink 2004), Participles, and Nonpast
Verbs, serve other typical narratological purposes such as background,
setting, summary, and so forth. What function then does QV serve in
narrative?
The answer turns out to be both complex and significant. In a nutshell,
QVs in narrative indicate MOVE transitions. Moves are defined in FDG as
the largest unit of interaction relevant to grammatical analysis (Hengeveld
and Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc) That is, QVs indicate the beginning and
ends of thematic paragraphs, as well as introducing summary statements,
comments by the narrator qua narrator, and Negated Clauses (Buth 2003:
ch. 17; Heller 2004). The main reason that QVs perform so many roles is
that the NV, as seen above, has a fused enclitic Coordinator, restricting it
(almost9) without exception to declarative, nuclear Verb-initial Clauses.
All other Clause types – Complement, Relative, Negative, Interrogative,
Exceptive, Apprehensive, and so forth (many of which we have seen) – can
only occur with Past or Nonpast Verbs. Moreover, because TH signals
argument focus regularly by fronting (Givón 1977; Rosenbaum 1997; Buth
1999; Heimerdinger 1999; van der Merwe 1999a, 1999b; Moshavi 2001;
Shimasaki 2002; van der Merwe et al. 2002; van der Merwe and Talstra
2002–2003; Floor 2004; see Myhill 1995 for non-focus fronting), QVs
punctuate NV-chains when topic-prominence is required (such as topic
switching, new topics, resumed topics, contrastive topics; Baayen 1997;
Heimerdinger 1999; Levinsohn 2002; Floor 2004). Many analyses also
make much of the sequential/non-sequential correlation between [CRVerb…]/[CR-X Verb…] Clauses, which in turn, in most cases, correlate to
[NV…]/[CR-X QV] (or [NV…]/[Nonverbal]) Clauses (e.g. Buth 1994a,
1994b; Li 1999; Bouchoc 2001; Cook 2004).
In sum, TH narratives, unlike BN narrations, are strings of NVs punctuated by QV and other Clauses.10
Let us see then how NVs and QVs interact. In example (2) above, we
saw the report of the messenger (1 Sam. 4:17). Going back a few verses
(4:10–11), we read the narrator’s presentation of these same events:

9

There are a few cases of cosubordinated NVs (e.g. 2 Sam. 11:21 Did not a
woman throw (PST) an upper millstone on him from the wall and he died (NARR)?),
and some examples of NVs functioning as past perfects (Buth 1994).
10
An added complication occurs when one of these non-NV sections has
dependent NVs within it (see example 9 below), but these are fairly straightforward to analyze.
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hl'äAdG> hK'ÞM;h; yhiîT.w: wyl'êh'aol. vyaiä ‘WsnU’Y"w: ‘laer"f.yI @g<N"ÜYIw: ~yTiªv.lip. Wmåx]L'YIw:
ynEÜv.W xq"+l.nI ~yhiÞl{a/ !Arïa]w: `yli(g>r: @l,a,Þ ~yviîl{v. laeêr"f.YImi ‘lPoYIw: dao+m.
`sx'(n>ypi(W ynIßp.x' Wtmeê ‘yli[e-ynE)b.
(8)

fə̆liʃtíː(j)m
w-aj-j-illɔːħăm-ùː(w)1
[CR-CLT-3MPL-fight\NARR.MEDP-3MPL Philistines]
‘And the Philistines fought
jiśrɔːʔéːl w-aj-j-ɔːnúːs-uː(w)3
w-aj-j-innɔːʁɛ̀ːf2
[CR-CLT-3MSG-smite\NARR.MEDP Israel]
[CR-CLT-3MPL-flee\NARR-3MPL
‘and Israel was smitten and each man fled
ʔìː(j)ʃ lə̆-ʔoːhɔːl-ɔ́ː(j)-w
w-at-t-ə̆hìː(j)4
ham-makk-ɔ́ː(h)
man DAT-tent-PL-3MSG.POSS] [CR-CLT-3FSG-COP\NARR ART-blow-FSG
‘to his tents and it was
mij-jiśrɔːʔéːl ʃə̆loːʃ-ìː(j)m
gə̆ðoː(w)l-ɔ̀ː(h) mə̆ʔóːð w-aj-j-ippóːl5
great-FSG
much] [CR-CLT-3MSG-fall\NARR ABL-Israel
three-MPL
‘a very great slaughter and thirty
ʔɛ́ːlɛf raʁlíː(j) waː-ʔăròː(w)n ʔɛ̆loːhíː(j)m nilqɔ́ːħ6
1000 on.foot] [CR-ark(CNST) God
take\PST.MEDP(3MSG)11]
‘thousand foot soldiers from Israel fell. And the ark of God was taken
uː(w)-ʃə̆n-èː(j)
və̆n-èː(j)=ʕelíː(j) méːθ-uː(w)7 ħɔfníː(j) u(w)-fìː(j)nħɔ́ːs
[CR-two-PL\\CNST son-PL\\CNST=Eli die\PST-3PL] [Hophni CR-Phinehas]App
‘and two of the sons of Eli died, Hophni and Phinehas.’

It is not possible to argue that the Narrative (NV1–5) and Past Verbs
(QV6–7) in this example differ in temporal sense. Rather, this is typical TH
narrative style, in which the paragraph conclusion is indicated by the
switch to QVs, both of which make prominent resumed topics, the ark and
Eli’s sons.
Buth (1994b: 139) expresses it this way: “[TH] has a structure for
marking a break in the temporal succession of a story. Some element is
preposed to the Verb and a [QV] is used. We can call such a structure a
grammatically signalled (i.e. marked) temporal overlay.” But Buth’s formu11
In example (2), this Verb is Feminine Singular. The alternation is because
ʔăróː(w)n ‘ark’ triggers both Masculine and Feminine agreement, for no discernible
reason.
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lation is easily falsified. Even in example (8) NV5 presumably occurs when
NV2 occurs, namely BEFORE NV3–4. Another case is 2 Sam. 11:17 – And the
men of the city went out (NARR) and they fought (NARR) Joab and some of
the servants of David fell (NARR) and Uriah died (NARR). But the death of
Uriah occurred at the same time as the death of the servants, which is why
many English translations add moreover, as well, also, to the last clause.
Thus I think Buth’s generalisation needs to be nuanced to account for
the distinction between NARRATIVE SEQUENCE and EVENT SEQUENCE (ordo
naturalis), or as Gérard (1980; discussed in Herman 2002: ch. 6) puts it,
between DISCOURSE TIME and STORY TIME. The event sequence is the order
of events that could reasonably be thought to have occurred on the basis
of reasoning and logic. The narrative sequence is the order that events are
presented as occurring “sequentially” in the story. NV presents events in a
narrative sequence, which mostly but not always corresponds to the event
sequence. Likewise, QV presents narrative non-sequence, which mostly
but not always corresponds to event non-sequence. That is, NV and QV
are first of all literary devices that MOSTLY correspond to ordo naturalis.
As Herman (2002: 94) writes, “Part of the interest and complexity of
narrative depends on the merely probabilistic, not deterministic, links
between some actions and events.” This reinterpretation of Buth’s observation, unlike his version, is not falsified by examples such as (8) and 2 Sam.
11:17.12
QVs, we could thus say, also function as a kind of (superordinate)
NARRATIVE FOCUS , causing the reader to pay attention to the QV Clause
against the background of the narrative to that point, on analogy to the
way Predicate, Argument, and Sentence Focus operate on the background
of new/recoverable information. A QV Clause with Narrative Focus could
itself contain constituents with Predicate, Argument, or Sentence Focus.
In terms of FDG, Narrative Focus would be a pragmatic function on C, the
Communicated Contents, which encloses Referential and Ascriptive Acts
with their own pragmatic functions (i.e., predicate and/or argument
focus).
We can illustrate this with an interesting case, in which the QV Clause
has narrative focus but contains all-old information, that is, C contains no
12

The failure to account for the complexity of temporality in discourse, both in
the text and as constructed in the mind of the reader, is a major shortcoming of
many studies of TH narrative. To extrapolate from the discussion of Buth: simple
counterexamples to sequentiality are often provided to disprove a particular view
of the TH Verbal system, when in fact the counterexamples should be instead
alerting us to the instabilities between narrative and event temporality.
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focal constituents. In such cases, QVs are often understood to be past
perfect in meaning (Zevit 1998). An example of a Move transition that is
past perfect comes from 1 Sam. 28:3. In 1 Sam. 27:1–28:2, the narrative
recounts the period of time when David, before he was king, lived among
the Philistines. Here is the end of this story:
And it was (NARR) in those days and the Philistines gathered (NARR)
their forces for war to fight against Israel. And Achish said (NARR)
to David, “You know (NPST), of course (CERT), that you and your
men must march out (NPST) with my forces.” And David said
(NARR) to Achish, “Very well, then you shall know (NPST) what your
servant can do (NPST).” And Achish said (NARR) to David, “Very
well, I will make (NPST) you my bodyguard for life.”
The next story, which recounts how Saul consults the deceased Samuel
for advice through a medium, begins as follows:

rysi²he lWaªv'w> Ar=y[ib.W hm'Þr"b' WhrUîB.q.YIw: laeêr"f.yI-lK' ‘Al-WdP.s.YIw: tmeê laeäWmv.W
~nE+Wvb. Wnæx]Y:w: WaboßY"w: ~yTiêv.lip. Wcåb.Q'YIw: `#r<a'(h'me ~ynIß[oD>YIh;-ta,w> tAbïaoh'
(9)

u(w)-ʃə̆muː(w)ʔèːl méːθ1
[CR-Samuel
die\PST(3MSG)]
‘And Samuel had died.
w-aj-j-ispə̆ð-uː(w)=l-óː(w)2
[CR-CLT-3MPL-lament\NARR-3MPL=DAT-3MSG
‘And all of Israel had lamented for him

kɔl=jiśrɔːʔéːl
all\\CNST=Israel ]

w-aj-j-iqbə̆r-ùː-huː(w) 3
vɔː-rɔːmɔ́ː(h)
[CR-CLT-3MPL-bury\NARR-3MPL-3MSG.OBJ LOC-Ramah
‘and they had buried him in Ramah
u(w)-və̆-ʕíːr-oː(w)
wə̆-ʃɔːʔúː(w)l heːsíː(j)r4
CR-LOC-city-3MSG.POSS]
[CR-Saul
turn.aside\PST.CAUS(3MG)
‘[and] in his city. And Saul had expelled
hɔː-ʔoːv-òː(w)θ

wə̆-ʔɛθ=haj-jiddə̆ʕoːn-íː(j)m meː-hɔː-ʔɔ́ːrɛʦˁ
ABL-ART-land]
‘the mediums and spiritists from the land.

ART-medium-MPL CR-ACC=ART-spiritist-MPL
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w-aj-j-iqqɔvʦˁ-ùː(w)5
[CR-CLT-3MPL-gather\NARR.MEDP-3MPL
‘And the Philistines gathered

fə̆liʃtíː(j)m
Philistines]

w-aj-j-ɔːvóːʔ-uː(w)6
w-aj-j-aħă-nùː(w)7
[CR-CLT-3MPL-go\NARR-3MPL] [CR-CLT-3MPL-encamp\NARR-3MPL
‘and they went and they camped
və̆-ʃuː(w)néːm
LOC-Shunem]
‘at Shunem….’

Because the first Clause is entirely old information – three chapters
earlier we read wajjɔ̀ːmɔθ ʃə̆muː(w)ʔéːl ‘And Samuel died (NARR)’ – QV1 is
understood in context to be past perfect, as is QV4. NV2–3 are probably
best understood as part of the introductory setting initiated by QV1, hence
the suggested past perfect interpretation. QV4 continues in that case as
the second introductory Main Clause, introducing the central theme of
mediums and spiritists. The narrative plot, once launched, continues with
NV5–7 and a further string of NVs. (In §4.2.5, p. 210 the opening Clause of
this story is modelled in CFDG.)
Before considering the other functions of QVs, we must deal with an
objection to this analysis: because QVs appear in narrative and, as see in
example (5) above, NVs appear in narration, some scholars (e.g. Dawson
1994; Endo 1996; Hatav 1997: 181–184) argue that there is no (linguistic)
difference between narrative and narration. Dawson, for example, uses the
short speech of Jephthah in Jdg. 12:2–3 as an example:

~T,î[.v;Ah-al{)w> ~k,êt.a, q[;äz>a,w" dao+m. !AMß[;-ynE)b.W yMiî[;w> ynI±a] ytiyyI±h' byrIª vyaiä
[:yviªAm ^ån>yae-yKi( ha,úr>a,w") `~d"(Y"mi ytiÞAa
(10) ʔìː(j)ʃ
ríː(j)v hɔːjíː(j)-θiː(j) ʔăníː(j) wə̆-ʕamm-ìː(j)
[[man(CNST) dispute COP\PST-1SG] [1SG
CR-people-1SG
‘A man of great dispute have I been, I and my people
u(w)-və̆n-èː(j)=ʕammóː(w)n mə̆ʔóːð w-ɔː-ʔ-ɛzʕàːq
ʔɛθ-χɛ́ːm
CR-son-PL\\CNST=Ammon] much]Nucl [CR-CLT-1SG-call.out\NARR ACC-2MP
‘with the Ammonites and I summoned you
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wə̆-lòː(ʔ)=hoː(w)ʃaʕ-tɛ̀ːm
ʔoː(w)θ-íːi(j)
[CR-NEG=save\PST.CAUS -2MPL ACC-1SG
‘and you did not save me from their hand.

mij-jɔːð-ɔ́ː-m
ABL-hand-SG-3MPL]

w-ɔ̀ː-ʔ-ɛrʔɛ́ː(h)
kìː(j)=ʔeː(j)n-χɔ̀ː
moː(w)ʃíː(j)aʕ
[CR-CLT-1SG-see\NARR [SR=NEG.EXIST-2MSG.SUBJ save\PROG.CAUS(MSG)]Comp]
‘And I saw that you were not a saviour.’

This short speech continues with three more Narrative Verbs: “And I
placed (NARR) my life in my hands and I advanced (NARR) against the
Ammonites and Yahweh gave (NARR) them into my hands. And why have
you come up (PST) against me today to fight (INF ) me?”
Dawson, however, could have chosen a much more compelling
example from Ezekiel 16, in which God tells Ezekiel to address (the inhabitants of ) Jerusalem. It starts with three Non-verbal Sentences, as is typical
of narratives/narrations: “Your ancestry and birth were in the land of the
Canaanites. Your father was an Amorite and your mother a Hittite.” It
continues with 5 negated QVs: “As for your birth, on the day you were
born (INF ), your cord was not cut (PST), and with water you were not
bathed (PST) for cleansing. And with salt you were not rubbed (PST), and
you were certainly not wrapped in cloths (PST). No one pitied (PST) you or
had compassion enough to do any of these things for you.” The narration
then switches to a string of over fifty NVS (!), interspersed occasionally
with other Verbs. To illustrate, here is just the beginning of this extended
NV-dominated narration (Ezekiel 16:5b–6a):

%aeêr>a,w") ‘%yIl;’[' rboÝ[/a,w" `… ‘hd<F'h; ynEÜP.-la, ykiúl.v.Tuw:)
yyIëx] %yIm:åd"B. ‘%l' rm;aoÜw" %yIm"+d"B. ts,s,ÞABt.mi
(11)

w-àːt-t-uʃlə̆χ-íː(j)
[CR-CLT-2FSG-throw\NARR.PASS.CAUS -2FSG
‘But you were thrown into

ʔɛl=pə̆n-èː(j)
ALL=face-PL\\CNST

haś-śɔːðɛ́ː(h) … w-ɔː-ʔ-ɛːʕɛ̆vòːr
ʕɔːl-áːji-χ
ART-field
…] [CR-CLT-1SG-pass.by\NARR SUPS -AUG-2FSG]
‘the field… and I passed by you
w-ɔ̀ː-ʔ-ɛrʔéː-χ
miθboː(w)sɛ́ːsɛ-θ
bə̆-ðɔːm-ɔ́ːji-χ
[CR-CLT-1SG-see\NARR-2FSG.OBJ trample\PROG.RFL-FSG LOC-blood-PL-2FSG]
‘and I saw you kicking about in your blood
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w-ɔː-ʔ-òːmar
l-ɔ́ː-χ
bə̆-ðɔːm-ɔ̀ːji-χ
ħăj-íː(j)
[CR-CLT-1SG-say\NARR DAT-AUG-2FSG [LOC-blood-PL-2FSG live\IMP-FSG]]
‘and I said to you, “In your blood live!”’

Nevertheless, Dawson, Endo, and Hatav fail to account for the fact that
there are NO examples of narratives dominated by QVs, in contrast to the
fact that QVs regularly dominate narration. And they concede that narration NEVER begins with a NV, even if it is continued solely by NVs.
Niccacci (1995: 557; see also Eskhult 1990; Ljungberg 2001; Heller 2004)
raises an additional difference:
[T]he beginning of an oral narrative… is different from that of a
historical narrative…. At the beginning of an oral narrative, qatal
(i.e. Clause-initial qatal) or x-qatal (i.e. second-place qatal) is a
main-line form, whereas x-qatal at the beginning of a historical
narrative is an off-line form expressing ‘antecedent information,’ or
the ‘setting’ of a story. Although it might appear minor, this controversy is in fact major because it constitutes Dawson’s main argument against distinguishing historical narrative from direct speech
as the two genres of the prose.
The most plausible hypothesis therefore is that QVs characterise oral
narration and NVs characterise written narrative.13 As Smith (1991: 27; cf.
Wright 1991), who carefully considers this problem concludes, “In sum,
although the extent of [NV] in the spoken language cannot be resolved, it
would appear that [NV] was primarily a literary usage.”
To add more weight to this argument, I have tabulated the results of
Heller (2004), who analyses every occurrence of QV and NV in narration
(what he calls NARRATIVE DISCOURSE) and narrative for almost 1500 Independent Clauses (Gen. 37, 39–47; 2 Sam. 9–20; 1 Kgs 1–2). The results are
as follows:

13
I also think more weight should be given to poetic passages in which QVs
dominate in narrations, such as those found in the books of Lamentations or
Ecclesiastes (cf. Isaksson 1987).
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Table 2. Distribution of QV and NV in narrative and narration (Heller
2004)
Narrative
137
1,103
1,240

QV PST
NV NARR
Total

Narration
153
96
249

Total
290
1,199
1,489

Heller’s figures clearly add further support to the linguistic distinction
between narrative and narration (see Good 2003 for similar figures and
conclusions for 1–2 Chronicles). I have belaboured this differentation,
because section 4 will show that it has important ramifications for FDG.
However, the QV multifunctionality illustrated so far is still amenable
to a monofunctional Past (or Perfect) analysis. Let us therefore introduce
the five other uses of QVs to bring out the true versatility of this Verb:
performative, hypothetical/conditional, politeness, proverbial (gnomic,
tenseless), and future.14 As these are well attested in the corpus, I present
only a few examples.

2.2.3 Performatives
Performative QVs are quite common (Warren 1998; Rogland 2003). In the
following example, the ruler of Egypt, an unnamed pharaoh, appoints
Joseph as a ruler (Gen. 41:41):

`~yIr")c.mi #r<a,î-lK' l[;Þ ^êt.ao) yTit;än" ‘haer> @sE+Ay-la, h[oßr>P; rm,aYOðw:
(12) w-aj-j-òː(ʔ)mɛr
parʕóː(h) ʔɛl=joː(w)séːf
[[CR-CLT-3MSG-say\NARR Pharaoh ALL=Joseph]
‘And Pharaoh said to Joseph, “Look, I hereby set

rə̆ʔéː(h)
[[see\IMP(MSG)]

nɔːθàːt-tiː(j)
ʔòːθ-χɔ́ː
ʕáːl kɔl=ʔɛ̀ːrɛʦˁ
miʦrɔ́ːjim
[give\PST-1SG ACC-2MSG SUPS all\\CNST=land(FSG)\\CNST Egpyt]]]
‘you over all the land of Egypt’

2.2.4 Conditional and hypothetical Clauses
Hypothetical Clauses in TH come in positive and negative forms, each
introduced by a special particle. An example of a positive hypothetical
comes from the speech Balaam gives to his donkey (!), which was frustrating him greatly (Num. 22:29):
14
It is possible there there is a habitual use as well, but it seems to me to be
inferred from the context rather than from any particular QV construction. This
requires further investigation.
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`%yTi(g>r:h] hT'Þ[; yKiî ydIêy"B. ‘br<x,’-vy< WlÜ yBi_ T.l.L;Þ[;t.hi yKiî
(13) kìː(j) hiθʕallál-t
b-íː(j)
lùː(w)
jɛʃ=ħɛ́ːrɛv
[SR vex\PST.RFL-2FSG DAT-1SG] [[COND.IRLS EXIST=sword(CNST)
‘For you have mocked me! If only there was a sword
bɛ̆-jɔːð-íː(j)
kìː(j) ʕattáː(h)
hăraʁ-tíː(j)-χ
LOC-hand-1SG.POSS]Cond [SR
TEMP.PROX
slay\PST-1SG-2FSG.OBJ]Nucl]S
‘ in my hand, then I would kill you right now!’

Genesis 43:10 provides an example of a Negative Hypothetical.

`… Wnb.v;Þ hT'î[;-yKi( Wnh.m'_h.m;t.hi aleäWl yKiÞ
(14) kíː(j) luː(w)lèː(ʔ)
hiθmah~mɔ́ːh-nuː(w)
kìː(j)=ʕattɔ̀ː(h)
[[SR
COND.IRLS .NEG linger\PST~RFL-1PL]Cond [SR=TEMP.PROX
‘For if only we had not lingered, by now
ʃáːv-nuː(w)
…
return\PST-1PL …]Nucl]S
‘we would have returned….’

Related to such cases is the use of QVs in Conditional Clauses (Cook
2002: 225-228). For example, Num. 30:6 contains a law regarding women’s
vows:

hr"îs.a'-rv,a] h'yr<²s'a/w<¥ h'yr<ªd"n>-lK' èA[m.v' ~AyæB. éHt'ao h'ybiäa' aynI“he-~aiw>
~Wq+y" al{å Hv'Þp.n:-l[;
(15)

wə̆-ʔim=hèːniː(j)(ʔ)
ʔɔːvìː(j)-hɔː
[[CR-COND=hinder\PST.CAUS(3MSG) father-3FSG.POSS
‘And if her father forbids her on the day

ʔoːθ-ɔ́ːh
ACC-3FSG

bə̆-jòː(w)m
ʃɔmʕ-óː(w)
kɔl=nəðɔːr-ɛ́ː(j)-hɔː
[LOC-day(CNST) hear\INF-3MSG.POSS]Adjt]Cond [all\\CNST=vow-PL-3FSG.POSS
‘he hears [of it], all of her vows and her obligations
wɛ̀ː-ʔɛ̆sɔːr-ɛ́ː(j)-hɔː
CR-obligation-PL-3FSG.POSS
‘which she has bound

ʔăʃɛr=ʔɔsr-ɔ̀ː(h)
[REL=bind\PST-3FSG
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ʕal=nafʃ-ɔ́ː-h
lòː(ʔ) j-ɔːqúː(w)m
SUPS=soul-SG-FSG.POSS]Rel]Subj NEG
3MSG-stand\NPST]Nucl]S
‘upon her life will not stand.’

2.2.5 Polite QVs
First-person QVs are also used for politeness (Waltke and O’Connor 1990:
489), similar to the polite usage of the English Past (Huddleston 2002:
138). For example, in 1 Kgs 15:18–19 we read, “King Asa sent his officials to
King Ben-hadad…, who resided in Damascus, with this message: ‘[Let
there be] an alliance between me and you, [like that] between my father
and your father.’” It continues:

bh'êz"w> @s,K,ä ‘dx;vo’ ^ïl. yTi(x.l’;v' •hNEhi
(16) hinnéː(h) ʃɔːlàːħ-tìː(j)
lə̆-χɔ̀ː
ʃóːħað kɛ̀ːsɛf wə̆-zɔːhɔ́ːv
send\PST-1SG DAT-2MSG present silver CR-gold]S
[EXCL
‘Look! I have sent/am sending you a tribute [of ] silver and gold.’

2.2.6 Proverbial Clauses
QVs are also common in Gnomic (proverbial/tenseless) Clauses. The Book
of Proverbs contains many examples, such as Prov. 19:24:

`hN"b<)yviy> al{å WhyPi÷-© la,-~G: tx;L'_C;B; Ady"â lceä[' !m:Üj«'
(17) tˁɔ̀ːmàːn
ʕɔːʦˁèːl jɔːð-óː(w)
b-aʦˁ-ʦˁallɔ́ːħ-aθ
hand(F)-3MSG.POSS LOC-ART-dish-FSG]
[[hide\PST(3MSG) lazy
‘A lazy man hides his hand in the bowl;
lòː(ʔ) j-ə̆ʃiː(j)v-ɛ́ːn-nɔ(h)
gam=ʔɛl=píː(j)-huː(w)
[ADD=ALL=mouth-3MSG.POSS NEG
3MSG-return\NPST.CAUS-AUG-3FSG.OBJ]]S
‘even to his mouth he will not make it return.’

Note that in many such QV Proverbial Clauses, it is plausible to
translate into English as a Perfect + Modal. The sense is something like:
[Imagine this: If ] a lazy man has hidden his hand in the bowl, even to his
mouth he could not make it return! There is, in other words, a conceptual
similarity between proverbial and conditional statements, in that both
deal with possible worlds.
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2.2.7 Future Clauses
The final function of QVs to be noted is the so-called PROPHETIC PERFECT,
in which the Verb has a future tense meaning (Rogland 2003). The traditional explanation of these QVs is that the future event is presented by the
speaker as absolutely certain in its occurrence. For example, in one story,
the Israelites – after experiencing some rather harrowing times (Numbers
16) – say to Moses (Num. 17:27 [12]):

Wnd>b;(a' WnL'îKu Wnd>b;Þa' Wn[.w:±G" !hEï
(18) hèːn gɔːwáːʕ-nuː(w) ʔɔːváːð-nuː(w) kull-ɔ̀ː-nuː(w) ʔɔːváːð-nuː(w)
[all-AUG-1PL
die\PST-1PL]]S
[EXCL [perish\PST-1PL] [die\PST-1PL]
‘Look! We will perish! We will die! All of us, we will die!’

Such tense mismatches are not uncommon (e.g. the historical present).
Comrie (1985: 21) similarly writes of the use of J’y suis in French to mean
I’m coming, “[O]ne can readily present a rationalisation for the non-literal
use of the past tense, as an indication of the imminence of the future
situation – it is as if it were already present.”
This concludes our summary of the functions of QV. They can be
listed as follows:
(19) Functions of QV
a. Narrative
past; perfect; past perfect
move transitions (start, end, summary, topicalisation; focus)
b. Narration
nonstatives = past, perfect;
statives = present
performatives; politeness; future
c. All text-types
Complement Clauses = absolute or relative past
Relative Clauses = absolute or relative past
gnomic; conditional/hypothetical
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3. Proposed analyses of QV
Before turning to a CFDG analysis of these various QV functions (section
4), it is helpful to summarise briefly other proposals for the analysis of QV,
but with a focus on the HOW of the arguments rather than the WHAT of the
arguments.
Virtually all analyses of the TH Verbal system assume a
monofunctional analysis – there exists one core meaning of QV from
which all its various functions can be derived and explained. But for QV, a
monofunctional analysis is obviously difficult.
Two main analytic strategies have been adopted (each with numerous
variations). The first strategy has been to explain QV on the basis of discourse, further elaborating the key observation that QV functions differently in narrative and narration (Niccacci 1997; Heller 2004), and that
within narrative in particular, QV functions to mark transitions (Heller
2004), or as many put it, to mark secondary/background storyline in contrast to NVs which mark primary/foreground storylines (Talstra 1997a;
Longacre 2003), or non-sequence versus sequence (as discussed in §2.2.2,
p. 184).
The second strategy has been to discern among the various functions
of QV the most basic or prominent or prototypical, that is, the function
from which the other functions can be derived most adequately. For
example, Cook (2002) and Moomo (2004) argue for PERFECTIVITY, Hatav
(1997), Goldfajn (1998), Zevit (1998) and Rogland (2003) for PERFECT/
ANTERIOR , and so forth.
From the perspective of FDG, one could say that the first strategy
privileges the Interpersonal Layer (IL) over the Representational Layer
(RL) by giving explanatory precedence to discourse factors, and that the
second favours RL over IL by giving precedence to representational
semantics. For example, Cook (2002: 278) explicitly advocates the priority
of lexical semantics over discourse semantics because “one presumes that
verb forms generally mean something apart from their discourse context.”
Attempts to explain QV usage by recourse only to information
structure (pragmatic functions) or sequentiality (one aspect of discourse
structure), or tense, etc., however, fail to account for the complex interrelatedness of all the features present in TH. A multi-tiered constructional
approach, as proposed in section 4, allows all the features of each QV
pattern usage to be brought together, namely, interpersonal (discourse and
information structure), representational, syntactic, and expression. This is
the approach advocated by Joosten (1997: 51), “A satisfactory solution to
the enigma of the TH Verb will be one that integrates insights of the
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analysis on the level of the single form with attentions to functions on the
level of the sentence and of the text.”15
FDG, to its merit, takes both the intentional (IL) and semantic (RL)
aspects in parallel, giving both equal status (Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2005, 2006, fc). So if QV means Past in a particular text-type, the IL
represents the text-type (in the Move) and the RL represents the tense distinction.
Nevertheless, FDG still encourages monofunctional analyses because
of its tight binding of the IL/RL to the syntactic layer (SL). As argued in
Anstey (ch. 2), this monofunctional tendency in FDG is tied to FDG’s view
of IL/RL as only expressing those distinctions that are syntactically
relevant (Hengeveld and Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc). So in the case of QV,
syntax only needs very coarse IL/RL distinctions, because they are ALL
expressed identically in the SL by QV.
Multifunctional analyses have been receiving much attention recently
in typological literature, particularly through the use of semantic maps
(e.g. van der Auwera and Plungian 1998; Croft 2001; 2003: 133–156; Haspelmath 2003; Levinson et al. 2003; Malchukov 2004). But this is not the
place to argue for the relative merits of multifunctional versus monofunctional analyses (see ch. 2 §4, p. 81; Haspelmath 2003; Anstey fc-c). What
I want to demonstrate rather is that CFDG overcomes FDG’s tendency for
monofunctional analyses and facilitates a multifunctional analysis of QV.

4. Constructional FDG and QV
4.1. An overview of CFDG
CFDG differs from FDG in five ways (see ch. 2). First, operators (π) and
satellites (σ) are taken together as SPECIFIERS (ψ), which differ only in their
grammatical vis-à-vis lexical expression in the SL. Each entity type in FDG
(object x, time t, event e, etc) has its own specifiers (ψx, ψt, ψe, etc).
Specifiers are placed in the same location in the notation to indicate both
their conceptual unity and their interaction (e.g. the fact that yesterday
restricts the PAST tense operator in Yesterday I went home; see example 29
below). Second, the quasi-predicate formalism of FDG is replaced with a
purely descriptive (nonformal) notation, in which variables are only used
as abbreviations for entity types and subscripts for entity tracking within
15

Thanks to David Kummerow for drawing my attention to this quote.
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and across linguistic units. Third, lexemes (lex) (and morphemes; e.g. GNS,
GNE in example 22 below) are divided into conceptual (lexC), syntactic
(lexS), and expression (lexE) components, with lexC inserted into IL/RL,
lexS into SL, and lexE into the Expression Layer (EL). Fourth, IL/RL is
interpreted as modelling conceptually-relevant semantics (CRS) rather
than grammatically-relevant semantics (GRS; cf. Jackendoff 2002); that is,
IL/RL models conceptual-semantic distinctions on their own terms and
not in subservience to the coarse semantic distinctions that SL requires
(for fuller discussion of CRS/GRS see ch. 2 §3.2.3, p. 76). Fifth, in accord with
standard Construction Grammar (Croft 2001; Schultze-Berndt 2002;
Goldberg 2003; Fried and Östman 2004; Anstey fc-c), any linguistic unit
that is observable on the basis of usage and is known to speakers as a
schematic combination of IL, RL, SL, and EL, is taken as a constructional
unit.16 In FDG, only lexemes are constructions in this sense. In CFDG,
however, any sized unit from morpheme to discourse move can be a construction. The schematicity is in most cases an abstraction of predicate
classes (e.g. MENTAL STATE.VERB; HABITAT.LOCATION, etc.) combined with
specific syntactic configurations (e.g. SUBJECT VERB DIRECT.OBJECT
RECIPIENT) and prosodic/intonation information in the EL. For example,
we have noted that the QV STATIVE.VERB in narration has a present tense
meaning.
The fourth and fifth changes specifically counter monofunctionality, as
a single SL distinction, such as QV, can be a member of any number of
constructions with varying IL/RL schemas, precisely because IL/RL is not
bound to one-to-one function-to-form mappings. More importantly, it
allows us to locate the morphological form in the SL (where is prima facie
belongs) and to vary the semantics and expression in RL and EL
respectively. So, in the case of QVs, the PAST morphological inflection
remains unchanged in the SL, while tense operators such as PAST, PERFECT,
PRESENT, and so forth vary in the RL. Varying configurations of pragmatic
functions (and illocutionary types, and so forth) in the IL also correspond
to various word orders in the SL and to various intonational patterns in
the EL (i.e., a form-function constructional grammar). This is a significant
departure from FDG, where a PST morpheme in the SL is always “triggered” (i.e., a rules-operating-on-constituents grammar) by a PAST operator in the RL.

16

For a dead language we must rely on distributional data in corpora to help
identify constructions.
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The notational outcome of these changes is the following reworked
model of FDG (see ch. 2 §3.1, p. 56; compare with Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2005, 2006, fc):17
(20)

IL ψM M [ψA A [ψF F [ILL (ψP PS) (ψP PA) [ψC C (ψT T) (ψR R)]C]F]A]M
RL

(δV)SemFn]e]p

ψp p [ψe e [δV

[[…]VP […]NP]Cl

SL
EL

[……]φ-Prosodic Unit
where δV = ϕV:{ϕV} (ϕV)SemFn and ϕV = ψV v lexC

The bare abbreviation lex is used where possible and is understood as
lexC in IL/RL, lexS, in SL, etc. The boxes indicate a constructional unit.
The boy cried is accordingly represented as follows, with the Noun Phrase
construction in the dotted box:
(21) M [A [F [DECL1 [C

(T3)NewFoc

p [πe-PAST5 e [f6 cry

(D6 R4)GivTop]C

] F] A ]M

(πx-SG7 x8 boy)

Pat e p

]]

[ [The6 boy7.8]NP.Subj [cry6-PAST5]VP]Cl.1
[

ðə

bɔɪ

kraɪd]φ-InPh

Example (21) indicates that for the IL, a Declarative speech frame
(F [DECL … ]F) contains a communicated contents, C, containing a definite
referential subact D6 R4 using a singular lexeme, πx-SG7 x8 boy, which supplies a Patient argument in the RL to the lexeme, f6 cry, licensed by an
ascriptive subact, T3. The argument and predicate together form a Past
event, πe-PAST5 e. The Patient maps to a Subject in SL, which is the Noun

17

Note that in the FDG model, ARROWS are used from IL/RL to SL to EL, as a
reflection of the feeding of one (modularised) layer to the next. In CFDG, following the convention of construction grammars, LINES are used to emphasise that all
layers belong together as a procedural block. The speaker learns the lines as part of
learning the construction, rather than learning abstract rules (= arrows) operating
between layers.
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Phrase [The boy]NP. This combines with the Verb Phrase [cry-PAST]VP to
form a Clause. The utterance forms a single Intonational Phrase (φ-InPh).

4.2 A CFDG analysis of QV
Let us therefore illustrate the basic constructional inventory of QV using
CFDG, based on the list in (19) above. Because clausal constructions
contain phrasal constructions, it is helpful first to introduce exemplars of
the TH Common Noun Phrase and Declarative Active Intransitive (DAI)
Predication constructions (cf. ch. 2 §5.1, p. 89).18
(22)

(ΨR.1 R2)PragF.3
(ΨX.4 x5 lexC)
[{ART1-}lexSN.5{-GNS4.5}]NP
[{haμ-}lexE{-GNE}]φ-Pr{Wd/Ph}
TH Common Noun Phrase Construction

Example (22) shows that a referential act (R2) has a lexeme denoting an
object x which has an optional definite article, depending on the specifier
ΨR (e.g. Definite, Indefinite, Distal, Proximate, etc) and an optional
Gender/Number (GN ) morpheme, codetermined by the object specifier Ψx
(e.g. Number) and the lexeme’s intrinsic Gender/ Number (x5). The
semantic and syntactic functions remain unspecified in this construction,
as they are determined by the predicate in the larger construction into
which this construction is included. Note also how the part-of-speech, in
this case N for NOUN, appears in SL and not in RL as in FDG. The EL
contains either a Prosodic Word (PrWd) or Phrase (PrPh). It consists of
the optional definite article (haμ-), the lexeme, and the optional GN.
More complex Noun Phrases are built by augmenting this construction
with optional modifiers, such as Numerals, Demonstratives, and so forth.

18

Note that in the examples, TH Prosodic Phrases (]φ-PrPh) are indicated by socalled DISJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Cv́) and word with CONJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Cv̀) form
Prosodic Words (]φ-PrWd). Prosodic Phrases can combine to form Intonational
Phrases (]φ-InPh). See example (25) for observations on the significance of these for a
CFDG analysis.
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We can thus present a basic DAI Predication construction as follows
(assuming a Subject expressing a Patient participant role):
(23)

[ψC C (T1)Foc
ψp p [ψe.2 e [ψf.3 f4 lexC

(ψR R)GivTop

]C

(ψx.5 x6 lexC)

Pat e p

[{PGN-}4.5.6lexSV.4\TENSE2.4{.VOICE}3.4{(PGN)/-PGN}4.5.6]VP [ART-lexSN-GN]NP
[[…]φ-Pr{Wd/Ph}

]]

.Subj

haμ-lexE-GN]φ-PrPh

TH DAI Predication construction

Example (23) indicates that the ascriptive act is in Focus, (T1)Foc, and
employs a lexeme f4 lexC which, depending on argument (ψx.5) event (ψe.2)
and predicate (ψe.2) specifiers will be inflected for Tense and Voice, and of
course PGN features (see ch. 3 §3.1.4, p. 129). The resulting Verb will form in
EL either a prosodic Word or Phrase.
Note how features of the Noun Phrase construction interact with the
encompassing construction; specifically, Number operators (ψx.5) and the
lexeme properties (x6) affect PGN expression on the Verb.19 This illustrates
the interdependence of constructions. In the SL, {.VOICE} appears because
even in most TH Active Clauses the Verb can receive a Voice inflection
due to inflectional morphology (f4; e.g. in example 29 below RFL is inflectional) and/or predicate specifiers (ψf.3). I have assumed a predicate focus
expressed as VS order – again, this is only one construction out of a set of
options in TH, because TH exhibits complex relationships between information structure, interpersonal information, syntactic constraints, and
word order (see references under example [1f ] above, p. 177).

4.2.1 Nonstative Past Narration constructions
Using these two basic constructions, we can present sample versions of
the various QV constructions. The inner complexity of examples (22) and
(23) is omitted, but the dashed and dotted boxes will be retained as above
to represent referential and ascriptive construction types respectively.
I will start with the DAI Nonstative Past Narration construction, with
the ψp and ψf specifiers removed to save space (example 24 on next page).

19

The situation is more complex than this, because PGN expression on the Verb
is conditioned by more than just agreement with the Subject (Massey 1998).
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Example (24) is similar to example (23), but we note that the SL is now
characterised as a Nuclear Clause (…]Nucl). In (C)FDG, this designation
can only occur when the complete IL is specified, unlike example (23)
where the Clause type is unspecified. Notice also how the Clausal syntax
([…]Nucl)20 and the larger intonational unit (φ-InPh) are assigned in the
outermost Move construction (MNrtn… ]M). But what is of particular interest here is the use of the Predicate class NONSTATIVEC in the RL, which
adds a Predicate class restriction to the construction.21
Let us illustrate example (24) with the first Clause of example (2), Israel
fled, with all connecting lines omitted, except the dotted line to show that
the participant in the RL is specified in the IL because it is a Proper Noun
(Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc: ch. 4). This is given in example (25).
Example (25) nicely illustrates the Prosodic Phrase of Verb and Subject,
[[nɔ̀ːs]φ-PrWd jiśrɔːʔéːl]φ-PrPh. Multiword Prosodic Phrases are ubiquitous in
TH and are the means by which nominal compounds (called CONSTRUCT
NOMINALS) are formed (see ch. 3 §3.2.5, p. 138). Prosodic Phrases moreover
induce phonological effects, which is why TH Constructs in many cases
have a different form (e.g. koːl ‘all’ vs. kɔːl ‘all\\CNST’).22

20

The precise details of SL structure in (C)FDG have yet to be finalised.
For discussion of restrictions in a constructional framework, see Anstey fc-c.
22
This is also why Construct is glossed as \\CNST, rather than \CNST, to indicate
changes to the entire word rather than just the stem (see ch. 3). Two other
phenomena that occur across the domain of the Prosodic Phrase are (i) postnucleic spirantisation – in example (2) we read [[li-fn-èː(j)]φ-PrWd fə̆liʃtíː(j)m]φ-PrPh ‘before
the Philistines’, which if not so combined would be [li-fn-éː(j)]φ-PrPh [pə̆liʃtíː(j)m]φ-PrPh;
and (ii) sporadic postnucleic gemination – in Gen. 19:2 we read [[hinnɛ̀ː(h)]φ-PrWd
[nnɔ(ʔ)]φ-PrCl=ʔăðoːn-áː-j]φ-PrPh EXCL FRM=lord-PL-1SG.POSS ‘Look my lords!’
21

jiśrɔːʔéːl

[ [[nɔ̀ːs]φ-PrWd

DAI Nonstative Past Narration Move construction (1 Sam. 4:17)

[jiśrɔʔelSNp]NP

(x)

]Nucl

]F]A]M

]φ-PrPh ]φ-InPh

.Subj

Pat]e]p

(D R jiśrɔʔelC)GivTop ]C

[ [nu(w)sSV\PST(3MSG)]VP

p [πe-PAST e [ψf f nu(w)sC

(25) MNrtn [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (T)Foc

DAI Nonstative Past Narration Move construction

]φ-PrPh ]φ-InPh

ha μ-lexE-GN

[[…]φ-PrWd

[

]Nucl

.Subj

[{ART-}lexSN{-GN}]NP

[lexSV\PST{.VOICE}-PGN]VP

]F]A]M

[

Pat]e]p

]C

(ψx x lexC)

(ψR R)GivTop

p [πe-PAST e [f NONSTATIVEC

(24) MNrtn [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (ψT T)Foc
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4.2.2 Stative Present Narration constructions
We are now able to compare example (24) with the Stative Present version
(example 26 on next page). They are identical except for the πe-PRES operator and the STATIVEC lexeme class restriction in example (26), which
replace the πe-PAST operator and the NONSTATIVEC lexeme class restriction
in example (24).
Here we see one of the substantial implications of the adoption in
CFDG of CRS over GRS. The RL represents the Present tense operator
but the SL contains the PST morpheme. This captures the fact, as we want
it to, that in this particular configuration, the past inflection has a present
MEANING. In this example, the Present RL operator is expressed in the SL
as a Past morpheme. (The reader may wonder how operators, which are
defined as GRAMMATICAL expressions of semantic distinctions, are understood in CFDG. They are understood the same way as in FDG, the difference simply being that in CFDG they are grammatical expressions of
conceptually-relevant semantic distinctions.) This is the consequence of
allowing multifunctionality in the door – one-to-one AUTOMATIC mapping
from IL/RL to SL no longer holds. Rather, the knowledge of particular
configurations of layers (Gestalts) is what the speaker needs to use the
language. The TH speaker knew that a Stative Verb in a narration had a
present tense meaning, expressed by a Past Verb. Thus CFDG makes a
strong claim to descriptive adequacy.23

23

Construction grammarians make strong claims also for the psychological
adequacy of such (Tomasello 2003).

[[…]φ-PrWd

[lexSV\PST{.VOICE}-PGN]VP

DAI Stative Present Narration Move construction

[

[

ψp p [πe-PRES e [ψf f STATIVEC

(26) MNrtn [A [F [DECL (PS) (PA) [C (ψT T)Foc

.Subj

]φ-PrPh

haμ-lexE-GN

Pat]e]p

]C

[{ART-}lexSN{-GN}]NP

(ψx x lexC)

(ψR R)GivTop

]φ-InPh

]Nucl

]F]A]M
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4.2.3 Performative constructions
The TH Performative constructions require a different approach. In FDG,
explicit performatives take the place of the abstract illocutionary markers
DECL , INT, etc. To illustrate, I use example (12) above, but I have not decomposed the Nominal compound (Construct chain) land of Egypt
(example 27 on next page). The dotted box contains a construction that
refers to a location.24
The important points to observe are as follows: (i) natanC SUPSC (in the
IL) forms a syntagym, because to appoint over X is different in meaning
from to appoint; (ii) because SUPS ʕal, is expressed in the SL by a PP
(argument) adjunct ([ʕal…]PP.Adjt), the PP structure in the SL IS PART OF the
QV Performative construction, which is why they both appear in example
(28), the generic version; (iii) the NP, kol ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ miʦrɔ́jim ‘all the land of
Egypt’, inside the PP refers typically to a location/region, but also to
communities (e.g. 1 Kgs 1:35 I appoint (PST) him (ACC-3MSG) ruler over
(SUPS) Israel and Judah), and so forth; and (iv) the Object is highly
differentiated and so is marked in the construction by ACC. Thus ACC is
proposed to be part of the construction. Moreover, in terms of QV, we
note that the PST morpheme is fixed in the SL.
So how can we abstract from example (27) to a more schematic QV
Performative construction? In a corpus such as the Hebrew Bible, examples of performatives are not frequent enough to make definitive statements. Nevertheless, extrapolation from narrative and other text-types of
performative-like syntagyms is warranted (e.g. Exod. 18:25, He (NARR)
appointed them (ACC-3MPL) as chiefs over (SUPS) the people).
The Verb appoint is called in speech act theory an EXERCITIVE (Alston
2000: ch. 4), which includes verbs like pardon, name, nominate, bequeath.
Other TH Exercitive Verbs, such as paqad ‘appoint’, also occur regularly
with SUPS, so we can posit EXERCITIVEC SUPSC as a predicate class restriction in the IL, which takes a compulsory entity as the argument of SUPS in
RL. We need to leave the Gender unspecified for the Object and the
Number for the Subject on the Verb. Finally, the unexpected disjunctive
accent on the Preposition SUPS can be replaced with an option between
disjunctive/conjunctive (i.e., φ-Pr{Wd/Ph}). Thus the generic Exercitive
Performative construction is given in example (28).

24
Note in example (27) how ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ has irregular stress assigned in the lexicon,
assuming stems are proper TH words and not just consonantal roots (as in Bat-El
2003; Ussishkin 2003).

[[…]φ-PrWd

Exercitive Performative construction

[

…]φ-PrPh]

]φ-InPh

]PP.Adjt]Nucl

SemF

(ψV v lexC)
[…]NP

]F]A]M

[C (R)GivTop]C

[ʕaːl]φ-Pr{Wd/Ph} […]φ-PrPh

[[EXERCITIVESV\PST-1{SG/PL}]VP [ACC-2{M/F}SG]NP.Obj[ʕal

(28) MNrtn [A [F [f EXERCITIVEC SUPSC (PS) (PA)

Performative Narration Move construction (Gen. 41:41)

]φ-InPh

]PP.Adjt]Cl

Loc

(π1-ALL l ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ miʦrɔ́jimC)
[kol ʔɛ́rɛʦˁ miʦrɔ́jim]NP

]F]A]M

[C (R)GivTop]C

[ [[nɔːθàːttiː(j)]φ-PrWd ʔòːθ-χɔ́ː]φ-PrPh [ʕáːl]φ-PrPh [[[kɔl]φ-PrCl=ʔɛ̀ːrɛʦˁ]φ-PrWd miʦrɔ́ːjim]φ-PrPh

[ [natanSV\PST-1SG]VP [ACC-2MSG]NP.Obj [ʕal

(27) MNrtn [A [F [f natanC SUPSC (PS) (PA)
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4.2.4 Conditional constructions
Turning to QVs that can occur in narration and narrative (and other texttypes), we illustrate with a negative hypothetical (example 14), repeated as
follows and given in CFDG format in example (29) (on next page).
(14) kíː(j) luː(w)lèː(ʔ)
hiθmah~mɔ́ːh-nuː(w) kìː(j)=ʕattɔ̀ː(h) ʃáːv-nuː(w)
SR=TEMP.PROX return\PST-1PL] S
[SR COND.IRLS.NEG linger\PST~RFL-1PL
‘For if only we had not lingered, by now we would have returned’

We can make the following observations on example (29).
a. (C)FDG treats conditionals of this sort as a single act, because each
Clause shares the same illocutionary force (DECL). The act thus contains two Communicated Contents, a Conditional C1 dependent on a
Nuclear C2, represented as (C1…)Cond < (C2…)Nucl. Because the referent,
1PL , is the same in both Clauses, we can write this more fully as
follows: (C1 (T) (R1: 1PL))Cond < (C2 (T) (R2 = R1))Nucl.25
b. The initial Subordinator ki(j) is a complex constituent (Follingstad
2001). The first is clearly an optional lexical modifier of the act,
σF-(ki(j)C). The second is also as part of the construction, in the SL of
the apodosis.
c. The Reflexive voice is inflectional for the lexeme mahah ‘to linger’ and
not derivational (mahahSV\PST.RFL-1PL).
d. Observe that unlike FDG, CFDG places satellites in the same slot as
operators (see example 20 above; see ch. 2 §3.2.1, p. 69). This allows us to
represent the fact that the temporal satellite RESTRICTS the sense of the
PAST operator in the Nuclear Clause (πe-PAST:{σe-(ʕattɔ(h))Temp}).
e. The temporal satellite ʕattɔ(h) modifies the event of the nuclear act.
IRREALIS is an event-oriented modality (Hengeveld and Mackenzie fc:
ch. 5) and so appears as a πe. In English, this is expressed by the if only
in the first Clause and the would have in the second, but in TH, the
particle lu(w)le(ʔ) expresses the conditional, irrealis, and negation.
Therefore, by abstracting from example (29) we can propose the
following schematic Negative Hypothetical construction (example 30 on
next page).

25

Proforms, such as 1PL, are like proper nouns in (C)FDG, appearing in the IL
because they have no semantic content. Strictly speaking, R1 = PS.

[lu(w)le(ʔ)S [mahahSV\PST.RFL-1PL]VP]Cond

[[luː(w)lèː(ʔ)]φ-PrWd …]φ-PrPh

[[kíː(j)]φ-PrPh

Negative Hypothetical construction

[lu(w)le(ʔ)S [lexSV\PST{.VOICE}-PGN]VP]Cond

[ki(j)S

[[kìː(j)]φ-PrWd …]φ-PrPh

[ki(j)S [lexSV\PST{.VOICE}-PGN]VP]Nucl

< (p [πe-IRLS πe-PAST e [f lexC (x)SemF]e]p)

< (C2 (T) (R2))Nucl

]φ-InPh

]S

]C]F]A]M

]φ-InPh

[[kìː(j)]φ-PrCl=ʕattɔ̀ː(h)]φ-PrWd] ʃáːv-nuː(w)]φ-PrPh

(C1 (T) (R1))Cond

]S

]C]F]A]M

[ki(j)S [ʕattɔ(h)S] [ʃu(w)bSV\PST-1PL]VP]Nucl

(p [πe-IRLS πe-NEG πe-PAST e [f lexC (x)SemF]e]p)

(30) M [A [σF-(ki(j)C) F [DECL (PS) (PA) [

Negative Hypothetical construction (Gen. 43:10)

[[kíː(j)]φ-PrPh [[luː(w)lèː(ʔ)]φ-PrWd hiθmahmɔ́ːhnuː(w)]φ-PrPh

[ki(j)S

(C1 (T) (R1: 1PL))Cond < (C2 (T) (R2 = R1))Nucl

(p [πe-IRLS πe-NEG πe-PAST e [f mahahC (x)Ag]e]p) < (p [πe-IRLS πe-PAST:{σe-(ʕattɔ(h))Temp} e [f ʃu(w)bC (x)Ag]e]p)

(29) M [A [σF-(ki(j)C) F [DECL (PS) (PA) [
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Thus It should be clear from these preceding examples the manner in
which CFDG models the multifunctionality of the other types of QVs.
a. Polite QVs (example 16) are modelled in (C)FDG by specifying the
relationship between Speaker and Addressee (e.g. (PS) < (PA)).
b. Gnomic QVs (example 17) are analogous to the Stative Present construction in that there is a mismatch between the RL tenselessness and
the SL PAST morpheme. They are also a particular type of discourse
Move/Act.
c. Prophetic QVs (example 18) are another example of tense mismatch
(see §4.2.2, p. 203) and are handled similarly. They only occur in specific
text-types, which would be specified in the Move/Act component of
the construction.
I have also said nothing about QVs in Complement (Kroeze 2003) or
Relative Clauses (Holmstedt 2002), but their analysis is straightforward.
The remaining category therefore to consider is QVs in narrative.

4.2.5 Move Transition Narrative constructions
The relationship between narrative and narration is complex and the
differences between the two are stark. Moves can become massive in
length, much longer than any conceivable conversation turn; the narrator
can “speak directly” to the reader as it were, in background and setting
clauses, or even more directly in narrative questions (e.g. in TH stories of
the kings of Israel, the story typically ends with As for the other events of
the reign of Joash, and all he did, are they not written in the book of the
annals of the kings of Judah?); deictics can refer to COTEXTUAL elements
(e.g. In TH we find Clauses such as Moses told Aaron such and such, where
‘such and such’ refers to a previous speech in the story); certain conventions apply ONLY to text (e.g. the parentheses in He (mis)represented me);
and so forth (see Herman 2002 for exhaustive treatment of narratology;
for differences between them in TH see Macdonald 1975; Wright 1991;
Polak 2001).
More significantly, the analysis of illocutionary force in literature is
controversial, as are the notions of Speaker and Hearer, which are better
replaced with Author and Reader.26 With regard to the analysis of QVs in

26
And as is well known, Authors can create Implied Authors and Implied
Readers (e.g. A novel starting with: My name is Gerty. I am writing this story to
you, Maria,…).
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narrative, I have endeavoured to show that linguistically they are sensitive
to narrative vis-à-vis narration.
However, rather than trying to solve the problem of applying (C)FDG
to texts, which would require a separate inquiry, I will instead simply
assume a basic Text Frame (TF) to replace the Utterance Frame (F), with
Author (PAu) and Reader (PRe) replacing Speaker and Hearer. Thus the IL
changes from MNarration [A [F [ILL (PS) (PA) [C]C]F]A]M in narration to
MNarrative [A [TF [ILL (PAu) (PRe) [C]C]F]A]M in narrative.
This is one way of modelling the different uses of QV, but it may not be
the ideal way. An alternative would be to treat Speaker and Hearer as
“standing for” Author and Reader, and then to introduce Textual Moves
alongside the standard (Conversation) Moves of FDG. The effect is the
same: narrative and narration are distinguished theoretically.
I will illustrate with a past perfect QV, which although occurring not as
often as Past QV, nicely demonstrates a CFDG analysis. An example from
the first Clause of example (9) is repeated here:
(9)

u(w)-ʃə̆muː(w)ʔèːl méːθ
[CR-Samuel
die\PST(3MSG)]
‘And Samuel had died.’

Because the information is all-old – the reader knows that Samuel has
died – the Communicated Content can be given a pragmatic function of
RESUME (see discussion of NARRATIVE FOCUS in §2.2.2, p. 184). This is the
main reason for the interpretation of the Verbs signalling past perfect
sense in this example. The introductory Coordinator provides textual
cohesion to the Move, so it is placed as a satellite to the transition (σM-(CR)
MTrans.).27 We can call this construction the DAI Past Perfect Resumed
Narrative Transition Move (example 31 below).
Note how the discourse level Coordinator cliticises with the Noun in
first position; that is, the Coordinator w- is supplied from OUTSIDE the
Predication/Referential constructions to join a constituent INSIDE the SL
of the Referential construction, fusing as a single phonological word in the
EL. This phenomenon, which is widespread, helps explain how this
Coordinator came to be fused into the Verbal paradigm of the Narrative
Verb (as in CR-CLT-base\NARR; see table 1 above). Schematically, this
example can be generalised as in example (32) (below).

27

We could possibly give this satellite the generic textual function LINK (i.e. σM(CR)Link).
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As seen in QV6–7 of example (8), QVs in narratives are often simple
Past and not Past Perfect. Such a construction would differ from example
(32) in the pragmatic functions in the IL, or in the presence of a negator
(see paragraph before example 11), and so forth. What distinguishes
Narrative from Narration constructions, as stated above, is M-Narrative…
T
F [ILL (PAu) (PRe)… ]F]M.28

28

An additional difference not mentioned in the examples is that Stative Verbs
in narrative are also Past tense, showing no distinct behavior vis-à-vis Nonstatives.

(32)

(31)

(R)ResTop

…]φ-PrPh

[[wE-…]φ-PrWd

[

DAI Past Perfect Resumed Narrative Transition Move construction

S
.Subj [lex V\PST-PGN]VP

[wS-[lexSN]]NP

Pat]e]p

]C.Resume

[

p [πe-PAST πe-PERF e [ψf f lexC (x)

σM-(CR) MTrans. [A [TF [DECL (PAu) (PRe) [C (T)

]φ-PrPh

]Cl

]F]A]M

References

méːθ]φ-PrPh

[[u(w)ʃəm
̆ uː(w)ʔèːl]φ-PrWd

[

DAI Past Perfect Resumed Narrative Transition Move construction (1 Sam. 28:3)

S
.Subj [mu(w)t V\PST(3MSG)]VP

Pat]e]p

[wS-[ʃə̆mu(w)ʔelSNp]NP

(x)

(πR-D R ʃə̆mu(w)ʔelC)ResTop ]C.Resume

[

p [πe-PAST πe-PERF e [f mu(w)tC

σM-(CR) MTrans. [A [TF [DECL (PAu) (PRe) [ C (T)

13

]φ-InPh

]Cl

]F]A]M
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5. Conclusion
Hopefully the usefulness of CFDG for modelling multifunctionality has
been made apparent. What makes (C)FDG so helpful for describing the
uses of QV in particular is that the various functions of QV can ONLY be
described in the interaction of IL, RL, and SL (and ultimately EL). This is
what Myhill (1995: 139) observes in TH as the “complex interaction between discourse and syntactic properties.” An RL or IL only approach (i.e.,
a bottom-up lexical/phrasal semantic or top-down discourse-pragmatic
approach) will only ever tell half the story.
There remain, nevertheless, in the present account, desiderata in the
EXPLANATION of the QV data – why THIS set of functions and not others?
what is their diachronic relationship? What other constructions are there
in the QV set? How do we model the interaction of QV, NV, and the rest
of TH in the creation of narratives, narrations, proverbs, laments, poems,
acrostics, and so forth, that we find in the Hebrew Bible? And why gloss
the form as Past in SL and the interlinear glosses?
These questions require further scrutiny beyond the scope of this
chapter, but I will briefly address the last question.
The constructional inventory above suggests that Past is the basic
meaning, particularly if we rank the constructions in order of specificity –
the most generic construction in both narrative and narration has a past
tense meaning. Excluding narration, we could argue for a perfect tense
(relative tense) basic meaning, because transitions (and negatives and
gnomics) in narratives do not advance the reference time. But the use of
QV chains in narration (examples 2–4) indicate that it is an absolute past
tense which in particular contexts has a relative perfect tense meaning.
Another way of stating this is that if a Biblical Hebrew speaker begins a
narration with Declarative Nonstative QV, the addressee will construe the
time of the event as in the past. It is in the other, more specific,
CONSTRUCTION-DEPENDENT contexts, that other QV functions occur.29
A further argument in favour of a past/nonpast division between QV
(qatal) and yiqtol, to my knowledge first made in the first half of the
eleventh century CE by ’Abū al-Faraj Hārūn ibn al-Faraj (Khan et al. 2003:
29

In a similar vein, Krahmalkov (1986: 10) says of future qatal in Phoenician, a
Canaanite dialect related to Biblical Hebrew, “The qatal is… unmarked for tense,
its future tense reference a factor of the syntactic structure in which it is embedded.” I would only differ with Krahmalkov by arguing that qatal can still be
marked for PAST, which is nevertheless altered when in particular embedded structures.
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§§I.4.12–14), is the collocational restrictions of QV PST with temporal
Adverbs such as ʔɛtmo(w)l ‘yesterday’, ʔɛ́mɛʃ ‘yesterday’, and of yiqtol NPST
with ʕattɔ(h) ‘now’, and mɔħɔr ‘tomorrow’. A basic perfective/nonperfective
division mispredicts these restrictions, which are rarely transgressed in
TH.30
It is also important to point out that from a multifunctional, constructional perspective, at one level we can call QV whatever we like, because
as long as the IL and RL layers in each construction describe the usage
properly, SL only needs to state that the Verb is inflected as a QV. This is
the advantage of this approach – the burden to find the prototypical sense
from which all others are derived and explained is lessened (cf. Croft’s
[2001: 29–45] discussion of the non-universality of linguistic primitives). It
does remain, but more in the sense of: here is a cluster of functions that
grammatical constituent X displays – does this correlate to known clusters
derived from typological sampling? If so, let’s give the CLUSTER a name,
and then give X the same name.31 This difference of methodology from the
monofunctional approaches sketched in section 3 is subtle, but to my
mind significant.
FDG is, in my view, best understood as a DESCRIPTIVE apparatus, a way
of modelling language data that takes into account the fact that several
tiers of interdependent information are always present in any utterance
and that each tier has its own internal structure, its own “inner logic” as it
were. It is this descriptive comprehensiveness that sets it apart from many
other theories that are predicate- or syntactico-centric. The EXPLANATORY
component of FDG comes through complementary principles of linguistic
cause and effect, be they diachronic, synchronic, areal, typological, psychological, and so forth.
CFDG offers greater descriptive possibilities than FDG by redefining
semantics as conceptually-relevant rather than grammatically-relevant,
thereby prying apart the interpersonal and representational layers from
the structural layer, giving each tier its suitable amount of constrained
30

Thanks to Randall Buth (pc; cf. Buth 2003: ch.17) for raising the issue of
misprediction with Temporal Adverbs.
31
Typologists are increasingly approaching the problem of multifunctionality by
using semantic maps; in the case of QVs, presumably, the semantic maps of past,
perfect, or perfective, would be used as a means of comparison. The question then
is: which cluster of functions on these three maps is the closest fit to the QV
cluster of functions? This question cannot be answered here. Baayen (1997), we
should note, fails to see any coherent TAM category in QV uses and thus labels it
simply as a Finite Verb, unmarked for any TAM distinction. This fails to do justice
to the dominant Past/Perfect use in Narration, Complement, and Relative Clauses.
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autonomy (see ch. 2). This facilitates the description of multifunctional
constituents, which are ubiquitous throughout language.
The proposed description of TH QV confirms CFDG’s ability to model
complex data in a way that takes into account all of the necessary tiers of
linguistic information. The analysis has also demonstrated the linguistic
significance of differentiating narration from narrative, and so more
generally speech from writing, a crucial distinction whose implications for
(C)FDG have yet to be explored fully.
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Samenvatting
Naar een Functional Discourse Grammar analyse
van het Tiberisch Hebreeuws
Het doel van deze dissertatie is te onderzoeken hoe Functional Discourse
Grammar (FDG; Hengeveld 2004a, 2004c), de opvolger van Functional
Grammar (FG; Dik 1977a, 1977b), gebruikt kan worden bij de analyse van
het Tiberiënsisch Hebreeuws (TH) op een zowel voor typologisch
georiënteerde taalkundigen als voor hebraïsten toegankelijke wijze.
Enerzijds stelt dit onderzoek taalkundigen en hebraïsten in staat om hun
kennis van het TH en FDG te vergroten; anderzijds verschaft het aan
toekomstige analyses van het TH de mogelijkheid om gebruik te maken
van contemporaine taalkundige theorieën en methoden.
Een dergelijk project vereist in eerste instantie een gescheiden behandeling van FDG en het TH, en wel om twee redenen. Ten eerste plaatste
mijn eerdere werk waarbij ik voor de analyse van het TH gebruik maakte
van FG (Anstey 2000), kritische vraagtekens bij deze theorie. Dit heeft
uiteindelijk geleid tot een onderzoek naar de geschiedenis van FG
(Hoofdstuk 1; gepubliceerd als Anstey 2004; zie ook Anstey en Mackenzie
2005), dat afgerond wordt met een evaluatie van FDG. FDG is ontstaan
doordat verscheidene collega’s zich bezig hielden met de herziening van
FG. In ruwweg dezelfde periode, 2000 tot heden, hebben Kees Hengeveld
en vervolgens ook anderen de theorie van FDG ontwikkeld (Hengeveld
2000; 2002; 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2004d; Mackenzie en Gómez-González
2004, fc; de Groot en Hengeveld 2005; Hengeveld en Mackenzie 2005,
2006, fc). Ten tweede bleek het presenteren van het TH op een typologisch toegankelijke wijze een uitdagende onderneming.
Daarom worden F(D)G en het TH gescheiden behandeld: FDG in de
hoofdstukken 1–2 en het TH in de hoofdstukken 3–4. De hieruit voortvloeiende resultaten worden vervolgens in hoofdstuk 5 gecombineerd om
te illustreren hoe een functionele taalkundige analyse van het TH uitgevoerd kan worden. De aandacht richt zich hierbij meer op taalkundigen
dan hebraïsten, aangezien iedere interdisciplinaire studie, afhankelijk van
het voorgenomen publiek, onvermijdelijkerwijze zal overhellen naar een
van de toegepaste disciplines.
Beneden volgt per hoofdstuk een meer gedetailleerde beschrijving.
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Hoofdstuk 1 (gepubliceerd als Anstey 2004) evalueert Hengeveld
(2004c), werd geschreven met twee doelstellingen in gedachten. Aan de
ene kant is dit artikel een belangrijke bijdrage tot de geschiedsschrijving
van de ontwikkeling van FG tot FDG. Aan de andere kant is Hengeveld
(2004c) min of meer een manifest voor iedereen die binnen FG werkt en
biedt het een raamwerk waarbinnen men zijn bijdrage tot de algemene
theorie kan plaatsen. De nieuwe architectuur van FDG is daarom niet
alleen een ontwerp voor een theoretische “ruimte”, maar ook een ontwerp
voor een collectieve academische ruimte. De nieuwe architectuur wil zo
een conceptuele ontmoetingsplek zijn voor een ieder die van de
subdisciplines van de taalwetenschap op een of andere wijze wil aansluiten
bij FG.
Hoofdstuk 1 biedt dan ook een evaluatie van Hengevelds voorstel in
het kader van deze twee doelstellingen, vanuit het perspectief van de
evolutie van FG. Er worden drie belangrijke vragen behandeld. Wat is de
relatie van FDG, als RAAMWERK VOOR FG, tot eerdere modellen? Behandelt het de BEZWAREN tegen de eerdere modellen? Creëert het, als
RAAMWERK VOOR FUNCTIONELE GRAMMATICI, genoeg ruimte om de FGgemeenschap onder één dak te houden?
Hoofdstuk 2 (ingediend als Anstey subm-a) onderzoekt één van FG’s
onderscheidende kenmerken, de GELAAGDE STRUKTUUR VAN DE ZIN (GSZ).
De GSZ wordt gebruikt als een beschrijvend en verklarend bouwsel dat
het taaluniversum verdeelt in verschillende, hierarchisch verbonden lagen
zoals de predikaat-, predikatie- en propositielaag (Dik 1997a, 1997b) of de
interpersoonlijke, representationele en strukturele laag (Hengeveld
2004c). Vanaf Hengeveld (1989) heeft het principe van de gelaagdheid het
gehele grammatikale model bepaald. Rijkhoff (2002) bijvoorbeeld,
onderzoekt de toepassing van gelaagdheid op de naamwoordgroep in talen
in het algemeen, waarbij hij parallellisme signaleert tussen de lagen van
termen (terms) en predikaten (predicates).
De GSZ van FG is behoorlijk bekritiseerd vanaf het eerste verschijnen
in Hengeveld (1989; zie Anstey 2004 voor eerdere versies), wat uiteindelijk
geleid heeft tot FDG (Hengeveld 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2004d; Mackenzie
en Gómez-González 2004; Hengeveld en Mackenzie 2006, fc; Butler 2003:
63–117; Anstey 2004). FDG deelt de GSZ van FG in twee lagen, namelijk
de interpersoonlijke en representatieve laag. Daarnaast voegt FDG een
syntactische laag toe, hetgeen een al lang bestaand desideratum voor FG
was.
Niettemin wordt er in hoofdstuk 2 beargumenteerd dat er nog steeds
restanten van de problemen met de GSZ zijn overgebleven in de interpersoonlijke en representatieve lagen van FDG. Om dit aan te tonen wordt
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er eerst een overzicht geboden van de GSZ van FG en de manier waarop
FDG de tekortkomingen behandelt. Vervolgens worden er drie veranderingen van het model voorgesteld, gebaseerd op de evaluatie van FDG in
Anstey (2002; 2004). Bovendien komt de volgende fundamentele vraag
aan bod: Waar laat men de term “semantiek” naar verwijzen binnen FDG?
Meer toegespitst, verwijst “semantiek” alleen naar voor de syntaxis
belangrijke interpersoonlijke/representationele distincties, of mag de term
ook breder worden gebruikt en ook conceptualisatie te omvatten, dat will
zeggen: de verwijzing naar de door de spreker bedoelde betekenis?
Hoofdstuk 2 biedt hierop een antwoord met gebruikmaking van het
concept MULTIFUNCTIONALITEIT (dat wil zeggen, een diversiteit van
functie-naar-vorm correspondenties; Haspelmath 2003) door te pleiten
voor de laatstgenoemde, bredere opvatting van een conceptueel gerichte
semantiek. Dit heeft als resultaat dat de impliciete ‘één-op-één functienaar-vorm’ band tussen semantiek en syntaxis in FDG verbroken moet
worden, waarbij elk een grotere mate van onafhankelijkheid wint.
Hoofdstuk 2 besluit met een nieuw model van FDG in navolging van
Construction Grammar (Croft 2001, 2004; Schultze-Berndt 2002;
Goldberg 2003; Tomasello 2003; Fried en Östman 2004a, 2004b; Seuren
2004; Östman en Fried 2005; Anstey fc-c). De conclusie is dat een
Constructionele FDG (CFDG), die in feite een herinterpretatie van FDG
inhoudt, op robuuste wijze de multifunctionaliteit kan verklaren die
ontstaat uit de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van conceptuele semantiek en
syntaxis.
Zoals eerder gezegd bleek het presenteren van het TH op een typologisch toegankelijke wijze een uitdagende onderneming, niet in het minst
omdat er veel verschillen van inzicht bestaan rond het TH, en omdat een
uitvoerige typologische beschrijving van het TH nog niet eerder ondernomen is.
Aangezien een dergelijke beschrijving, mits goed uitgevoerd, kan
dienen als prolegomenon tot een typologische referentiegrammatica van
het TH (waarvan er tot op heden nog geen bestaat), kan het ook gebruikt
worden als werkhypothese voor een dergelijke grammatica, dat wil zeggen,
als een overzicht in grote lijnen van de fonologie, morfologie, semantiek
en syntaxis van die taal.
In overeenstemming hiermee biedt hoofdstuk 3 (gepubliceerd als Anstey
fc-b) een diepgaand onderzoek naar de manier waarop men het TH
typologisch kan weergeven, met als doel het aanbieden van een werkhypothese. Na een inleiding in de typologie bespreekt hoofdstuk 3 het
Internationale Fonetische Alfabet (International Phonetic Association
1999) en de Leipziger glosseringsregels (LGR; Comrie et al. 2004). Dit
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systeem van translitereren en glosseren wordt vervolgens toegepast op het
TH waarbij geïllustreerd wordt hoe afwijkende analyses van het TH
geglosseerd kunnen worden. Er wordt aangetoond dat deze manier van
noteren flexibel genoeg is om verschillende interpretaties van THgrammatica en verschillende niveau’s van notationele complexiteit te
kunnen hanteren.
Uit hoofdstuk 3 rijst ook een vraag op die verder diepgaand onderzoek
vereist: Hoe kan men in dode talen grammaticale van lexicale constituenten onderscheiden?
Hoofdstuk 4 (gepubliceerd als Anstey fc-a) biedt een originele benadering tot deze vraagstelling: om de grammaticalisatiegraad van constituenten te bepalen, wordt gebruik gemaakt van de prosodische en orthografische informatie die in de masoretische tekst vervat ligt. Hoewel de
voorgestelde methode er slechts één is uit de groep die gewoonlijk dient
ter identificatie van dergelijke constituenten, zijn de resultaten desondanks in overeenstemming met de gegevens uit de moderne standaardgrammatica’s (zie bijvoorbeeld Waltke en O’Connor 1990; van der Merwe
et al. 2002).
De eerste vier hoofdstukken leveren het voorbereidende werk voor de
taalkundige analyse van het TH die geboden wordt in hoofdstuk 5
(ingediend in verkorte vorm als Anstey subm-d). Hoofdstuk 5 maakt
gebruik van het CFDG model (hoofdstukken 1–2) en de analyses van het
TH (hoofdstukken 3–4) bij de bestudering van de multifunctionaliteit van
het TH qatal werkwoord, dat traditioneel geclassificeerd wordt als een
werkwoord van de verleden tijd, Perfectum of Perfectief .
In hoofdstuk 5 (ingediend in verkorte vorm als Anstey subm-d) wordt
CFDG gebruikt bij de analyse van een overduidelijk voorbeeld van
multifunctionaliteit, de zogenaamde TH qatal (of suffix) vorm (Baayen
1997; Rogland 2003). De qatal vorm van het werkwoord is van specifiek
belang omdat de aan de qatal verbonden multifunctionaliteit in hoge mate
systematisch samenhangt met verschillende interpersoonlijke functies. De
hier voorgestelde analyse impliceert dat er belangrijke veranderingen
nodig zijn in de Interpersoonlijke Laag (IL) van FDG; bovendien krijgt
CFDG verdere ondersteuning.
Na een overzicht van het TH en zijn werkwoordelijk systeem wordt het
bewijs geleverd voor de multifunctionaliteit van de qatal. Er wordt aangetoond hoe CFDG de verschillende gebruikswijzen van de qatal veel
beter kan verklaren dan vroegere analyses. Het hoofdstuk wordt besloten
met een overzicht van de consequenties van de hier geboden analyse voor
(C)FDG.
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Hoewel in hoofdstuk 5 de meer dan 14.500 attestaties van de qatal
onmogelijk allemaal behandeld kunnen worden, toont de geboden analyse
aan dat er een stevige brug tussen FDG en het TH geslagen kan worden.
Hierdoor ontstaat een antwoord op de grondvraag van deze dissertatie,
namelijk hoe een constructioneel geïnterpreteerde FDG toe te passen op
de studie van het TH. Hierbij is gebruik gemaakt van contemporaine
taalkundige theorieën en methoden op een voor taalkundigen en
hebraïsten toegankelijke wijze. Het nastreven van dit doel heeft geleid tot
vernieuwend onderzoek zowel binnen de TH taalkunde als ook de theorie
van (C)FDG.
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Towards a Functional Discourse Grammar Analysis
of Tiberian Hebrew
This dissertation explores the application of Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG; Hengeveld 2004a, 2004c), the successor to Functional Grammar (FG; Dik 1997a, 1997b) to the analysis of Tiberian Hebrew (TH), in a
way that is accessible to linguists (particularly typologists) and Hebraists.
This allows linguists and Hebraists to increase their knowledge of TH and
FG and allows analyses of TH to be undertaken using contemporary linguistics theory and methods.
Such a project, however, requires the building of a bridge between the
worlds of FG and TH, for two reasons. First, my previous work in using
FG to analyze TH (Anstey 2000) raised serious questions about FG,
questions that led to an investigation of the history of FG (chapter 1;
published as Anstey 2004; see also Anstey and Mackenzie 2005), which
concludes with an evaluation of FDG. FDG emerged because many others
were also reconsidering FG – over roughly the same period of time, 2000
to the present, Kees Hengeveld and then others developed the theory of
FDG (Hengeveld 2000; 2002; 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2004d; Mackenzie
and Gómez-González 2004, fc; de Groot and Hengeveld 2005; Hengeveld
and Mackenzie 2005, 2006, fc). Secondly, the presentation of TH in a
typologically-accessible way turned out to be a substantial undertaking.
Therefore, this dissertation devotes chapters 1–2 to examining F(D)G
and chapters 3–4 to examining TH. Chapter 5 combines the ideas of
chapters 1–4 in order to illustrate the sort of functional linguistic analysis
of TH that can be undertaken accordingly, albeit with more attention
given to linguistic readers than Hebraists, as any such interdisciplinary
work is inevitably skewed more to one discipline than an other depending
on the intended readership.
In more detail the chapter contents are as follows:
Chapter 1 (published as Anstey 2004) evaluates Hengeveld (2004c), an
article written with two purposes in mind. On the one hand, it is a
significant article in the history of the development of FG to FDG. On the
other hand, Hengeveld (2004c) is a manifesto of sorts for those working
within the FG movement, a framework in which scholars may locate their
contribution to the general theory. The new architecture of FDG,
therefore, is not only a design for a theoretical “space.” It is also, metaphorically speaking, a design for a collective, academic space, a conceptual
meeting place for those working in the many divergent subdisciplines of
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the linguistic sciences who wish to identify themselves to some degree
with FG.
Accordingly, chapter 1 is an evaluation of Hengeveld’s proposal in light
of these two purposes, as seen from the perspective of the evolution of
FG. Three important questions are addressed. As a FRAMEWORK FOR FG,
what is its relationship to previous models? Does it address the OBJECTIONS raised against previous models? As a FRAMEWORK FOR F UNCTIONAL
GRAMMARIANS, does it create sufficient space for the FG academic community to continue to share the one roof?
Chapter 2 (submitted as Anstey subm-a) examines one of FG’s distinctive
features, the so-called LAYERED STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE (LSC). The LSC
is used as both a descriptive and explanatory construct, dividing the
linguistic world into various hierarchically related layers, such as predicate, predication, and proposition layers (Dik 1997a, 1997b) or interpersonal, representational, and structural layers (Hengeveld 2004c). Since
Hengeveld (1989), the principle of layering has come to permeate the
entire grammatical model. Rijkhoff (2002), for instance, explores the
application of layering to the noun phrase across languages, noting the
parallelism in this regard between the layering of terms and predicates.
The LSC of FG received a fair amount of criticism since its first
appearance in Hengeveld (1989; see Anstey 2004 for its precursors),
criticism which eventually led to FDG (Hengeveld 2004a, 2004b, 2004c,
2004d; Mackenzie and Gómez-González 2004; Hengeveld and Mackenzie
2006, fc; Butler 2003: 63–117; Anstey 2004). FDG divides the LSC of FG
into two layers, the interpersonal and representational. FDG also adds an
explicit syntactic layer, a long-standing desideratum for FG.
Nevertheless, chapter 2 argues that there are still vestiges of the problems in the LSC that remain in the reworked interpersonal and representational layers of FDG. To address these problems, it reviews the LSC of
FG and the way FDG solves many of its shortcomings. It then builds on
the evaluation of FDG in Anstey (2002; 2004) to offer three additional
changes to the model. Furthermore, it raises a more basic issue – what
should “semantics” actually refer to in FDG? Specifically, should it refer
only those interpersonal/representational distinctions that are relevant to
syntax, or should it embrace conceptualisation more broadly and refer to
the speaker’s intended meaning? Chapter 2 offers an answer this question
in light of the phenomenon of MULTIFUNCTIONALITY (that is, many-tomany function-to-form correspondences; Haspelmath 2003) and argues
for the latter, broader definition of conceptually-relevant semantics. This
results in a prising apart of the implicit one-to-one function-to-form bond
between semantics and syntax in FDG, allowing each a greater degree of
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independence. Chapter 2 concludes with a new model of FDG along the
lines of Construction Grammar (Croft 2001, 2004; Schultze-Berndt 2002;
Goldberg 2003; Tomasello 2003; Fried and Östman 2004a, 2004b; Seuren
2004; Östman and Fried 2005; Anstey fc-c) and concludes that a
Constructional FDG (CFDG), which is in effect a reinterpretation of FDG,
offers a robust way of accounting for the multifunctionality arising from
the interdependence of conceptual semantics and syntax.
As stated above, the presentation of TH in a typologically-accessible
way turned out to be a substantial undertaking, in no small part due to the
many differences of opinion regarding TH and to the fact that no previous
attempt has been made to do this comprehensively.
Since such a presentation, if done well, can function as a prolegomenon to a typological reference grammar of TH (of which there is none to
date), it can also serve as a working hypothesis for such a grammar, that is,
as a sketch of the major contours of the phonology, morphology, semantics, and syntax of the language.
Chapter 3 (published as Anstey fc-b) is accordingly a thorough investigation of how to present TH typologically, with a view to being just such a
working hypothesis. After an introduction to typology and its presentational format, chapter 3 discusses the transliteration of TH using the
International Phonetic Alphabet (International Phonetic Association 1999)
and the Leipzig Glossing Rules (LGR; Comrie et al. 2004). This is then
applied to TH and it is shown how different analyses of TH can be
appropriately glossed. It is demonstrated that the notation is flexible
enough to allow for various interpretations of TH grammar and for various levels of notational complexity.
The preparation of chapter 3, furthermore, raises a question requiring
further scrutiny – how can one identify grammatical vis-à-vis lexical constituents in a dead language?
Chapter 4 (published as Anstey fc-a) offers an original approach to this
question by taking the prosodic and orthographic information of the
Masoretic text as an indication of the degree of grammaticalisation of
constituents. Although the proposed method is only one of several that
are necessary to identify such constituents, the results are nevertheless in
accord with those of standard modern grammars (such as Waltke and
O’Connor 1990; van der Merwe et al. 2002).
Thus the first four chapters prepare the ground for the sort of linguistic analysis of TH that chapter 5 (submitted in abridged form as Anstey
subm-b) provides. Chapter 5 takes the CFDG model (chapters 1–2) and
analyses data from TH (chapters 3–4) to consider the problem of the
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multifunctionality of the TH qatal Verb, traditionally understood as either
a Past, Perfect, or Perfective Verb.
Chapter 5 (submitted in abridged form as Anstey subm-b) uses CFDG to
analyze a stellar example of multifunctionality, the TH so-called qatal (or
Suffix) Verb (Baayen 1997; Rogland 2003). This Verb is of particular
interest because the multifunctionality it displays varies systematically to a
large degree with its assorted interpersonal functions. The proposed
analysis implies some important changes to the Interpersonal Layer (IL) of
FDG and adds further support for CFDG.
After presenting an overview of TH and its Verbal system, the evidence
for the multifunctionality of qatal is provided. It is shown how CFDG accounts for the uses of qatal in a superior fashion to previous analyses and
concludes by indicating the implications this analysis has for (C)FDG.
Although chapter 5 can not possibly consider the 14,500 plus cases of
qatal, the analysis offered demonstrates that a robust bridge between FDG
and TH can be and has been built, solving the fundamental problem that
this dissertation addresses, namely, the application of FDG, with a constructional interpretation, to the study of TH. This is done using contemporary linguistic theory and methods, in a way that is accessible to both
linguists and Hebraists. In the pursuit of this goal, innovative research into
both TH linguistics and the theory of (C)FDG has been accomplished.

